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1. Introduction

In this study, the verbal means that are acquired by adult learners of a second
language to express spatial concepts are investigated with the aim of uncovering
the linguistic, communicative, and cognitive factors which determine the observed
acquisition patterns. The data analyzed were drawn from the European Science
Foundation's second language database (cf. Feldweg 1991, 1993) and allow the
adoption of both a longitudinal and a cross-linguistic approach: the acquisition of
Dutch by Moroccan and Turkish adult learners during a two-and-a-half yearperiod
of language acquisition is compared. Although there has been a shift in the
composition of immigrant minority groups living in the Netherlands, Moroccans
and Turks are still the major minority groups in the country. The research sample
consisted of Moroccan and Turkish adults who acquired Dutch primarily outside
the classroom in social interaction with native speakers ofDutch. The study of such
natural learning processes is aimed at gaining insight into general factors
influencing the second language acquisition process. Once established, knowledge
of these factors may inform second language educational practice by giving teachers

more understanding of the process of second language acquisition.
The background of this cross-linguistic and longitudinal study on adult

language acquisition is outlined in Chapter   1. The object of study, the basic
cognitive category of space, is introduced, and factors which may determine the
acquisitionprocess ofspatialreference inadultlanguage acquisition are established.
In addition, differences in expressing spatial relations which may occur between
learners of different languages are anticipated (Section 1.1). Secondly, first
language (Ll) and second language (L2) acquisition studies on reference to space
are presented. General patterns ofdevelopment are sketched and discussed in terms
ofuniversal versus language-specific patterns ofacquisition andrelated to the three
potentially determining factors mentioned above (Section 1.2). Thirdly, the project
on which the empirical findings in this study are based is briefly presented as well
as earlier studies carried out on the same database (Section 1.3). Finally, an outline
of the whole study is given as derived from two questions which form the focus
of this investigation (Section  1.4).

1.1        Background of the study

As space is a basic cognitive category which is grammaticalized in all human
languages, the expression of spatial relations by language learners provides
promising territory for assessing general factors iniluencing second language
acquisition. Learners are constantly required to locate entities in relation to other
entities (including themselves) or to describe an entity moving from one place to
another and they need to do so from the very beginning of the acquisition process.
In (1), an example is given of a Moroccan adult learner of Dutch (Fatima) who
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expresses the same motion event in three retellings of a video-film fragment, with
a time interval  of nine months between them. The motion event consists of a man
who wants to drive forwards but goes backwards. In standard Dutch, something
would probably be said like de man wil vooruit rOden maar hg gaat achteruit ('the
man wants to drive forwards but he is going backwards'). In the way Fatima
expresses this motion event, a clear pattern ofdevelopment is observed. In the first
retelling (1 a), Fatima uses nonverbal means to express the motion event (a gesture

indicating backwards). In the next retellings, she expresses the motion event by
verbal means. In (lb), she uses the particle terug ('back') as the counterpart of
vooruit ('forwards'). Nine months later, in (lc), the directional particle is replaced
by the more specific achter ('behind') in combination with the verb form ril
('drive').'

(1)   a 1.9 FA <gebaart achteruit>

<gestures backwards>
b 2.9 FA terug

back

C 3.9 FA achter rij

behind drive

In the present study, developmental patterns of spatial reference are investigated
to evaluate the influence of three main factors in adult L2 acquisition, the first
consisting of two subfactors: (1) the linguistic background of the adult language
learner (the source languages being Moroccan Arabic and Turkish) and the structure
of the language to be acquired (the target language being Dutch); (2) the
communicative logic leading learners to acquire those verbal means first which
are essential to understanding and being understood; and (3) the cognitive
complexity of the spatial relations to be expressed. In child language acquisition,
the learner simultaneously masters the specific linguistic devices of a language,
the cognitive categories that underlie them, and the ways they are to be used
appropriately in communication. In adult language acquisition, the first language

acquired provides a linguistic and conceptual framework for the learner in his/her
analysis of the new target language and the learner is faced with complex
communicative tasks from the very beginning. As such, linguistic, communicative,
and cognitive factors interact differently in child and adult language acquisition.

The approach chosen has methodological implications. Firstly, one can
expect the influence of various factors to change over time for a given learner. The

investigation is therefore best carried out from a longitudinal perspective. Secondly,
the perception ofthe second language (L2) input depends on the learner's linguistic
background (Kellerman 1983, Giacobbe 1992), the first language (Ll) in particular.

1 In the presentation of examples, the session number ( 1.9,2.9, and 3.9) precedes the
initials of the speaker ('FA' for the Moroccan informant Fatima; see Chapter 4 for
more detailed information on the presentation of speech data in this study).
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It   is therefore necessary  to  vary  the  L l s   and  L2s   in  play in order to achieve
systematic points of comparison. This requires a cross-linguistic approach. The
European Science Foundation's second language database satisfies these general
methodological prerequisites. This database is reported  on in Section  1.3;  the
specific learner and data characteristics are presented in Chapter 4.

An interesting aspect is that languages differ widely in their expression of spatial
meanings. Spatial information may be encoded in different components of the
linguistic system (e.g., prepositions, adverbs, or verbs) and different languages
present different form-meaning correspondences. A clear illustration of such
typological variation can be found in the way motion events are expressed. Talmy
(1985,1991) proposed that there are basically two distinct ways in which languages
distribute information over the main verb and the supporting elements, the so-called
'satellites,' in a sentence (cf. Slobin 1993, Berman & Slobin 1994). In the
description of motion events in languages like English, German, and Dutch, the
verb simply indicates the fact of movement. Verbs of motion like run,  walk, and
swim conflate both movement and manner;  with the deictic verbs of motion  come
andgo which leave manner unspecified, the manner component may be expressed
outside the verb form. Satellites added to the verb specify the directional
component (e.g., walk in, run up to, and swim across). It naturally follows from
Talmy's suggestion that the core information of a motion event is the movement
of an entity along a path in a specific direction that English, German, and Dutch
are satellite-framed languages. The satellite conveys the core information or, in
other words, the directional component. By contrast, languages like Spanish,
French, Italian, and Turkish are verb framed. In these languages, the core
information is generally conveyed bythe verb alone (e.g., verbs meaning 'to enter,'
'to ascend; or 'to descend'). The encoding ofmanner is optional in verb-framed
languages and can be expressed by a satellite which is typically a gerund or a
prepositional phrase serving an adverbial function (e.g., 'to enter running' and 'to
descend with a jump'). The typological distinction between satellite-framed and
verb-framed languages can be illustrated by the Dutch sentence de man rende het
huis uit ('the man ran out of the house')  and its French equivalent l'homme sortit
de la maison en courant ('the man exited the house running').

Talmy's typology can also be brought into line with the distinction between
Germanic languages and Romance languages (cf. Becker et al. 1988, Carroll &
Becker 1993). Romance languages can be characterized as languages which
typically encode direction in the verb stem while leaving manner to be expressed

elsewhere; Germanic languages typically encode a motion event along with the
component of manner in the verb stem with the expression of direction left to
satellite particles or verb-external means.
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1.2 Ll and L2 acquisition studies on spatial reference

As suggested above, the three potential factors influencing acquisition may interact
differently in various types of language acquisition. In child language acquisition,
a clear interdependence between cognitive factors and linguistic factors (the
structure of the target language) may be expected. In adult language acquisition,
on the other hand, learners already have a conceptual framework through their first
language, but they are not familiar with the specific ways L2 concepts are
organized and encoded through linguistic devices in their L2. As such, source
language influence may be expected to be one of the determining factors for adult
language acquisition. In an attempt to evaluate the respective influence oflinguistic,
communicative, and cognitive factors in adult language acquisition as opposed to
child language acquisition, this section gives an overview  of Ll  and L2 studies
on the acquisition of spatial reference. In the discussion ofthese studies, universal
and language-specific patterns of acquiring spatial reference are given particular
attention. In this context, the role of particular source and target languages is
discussed. Studies on adult language acquisition are only mentioned briefly; they
are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.

Child Ll acquisition. Hickmann (1995) reviewed previous research on children's
acquisition of English spatial terms. She refers to studies focusing on various
linguistic, cognitive, and perceptual determinants in the development of spatial
reference in child language acquisition, e.g., Piaget & Inhelder (1956), Clark
(1973), Clark & Sengul (1978), Clark & Garnica (1974), and Tanz (1980). In these
studies, a great deal of attention is given to children's use of deictic terms (e.g.,
here/there, come/go) and locative prepositions (e.g., in, on, at). Hickmann also
reviewed cross-linguistic studies on spatial reference in child language acquisition
from which it can be inferred that initial acquisition is based not only on universal
concepts or general patterns ofcognitive development but also on the characteristics
of the particular language being acquired.

Hickmann (1995) makes a distinction between developmental studies
focusing on sentential aspects of spatial reference and developmental studies of
spatial reference in discourse.  One of the studies focusing on sentential aspects of
children's spatial terms across languages was done by Johnston & Slobin (1979).
This experimental study showed the following general order of acquisition of
locative expressions across languages: (1) in, on, under, beside; (2) behveen, back,
andfront with featured objects (e.g., cars with inherent fronts and backs); and (3)
back and front with nonfeatured objects (e.g., trees  with no inherent fronts  and
backs). As Johnston & Slobin concluded, this order of development is determined
by cognitive complexity. However, cross-linguistic differences were also observed.
As a result oflanguage-specific factors (pre- versus postpositions, lexical diversity,
clear etymology, morphological complexity and homonymity), Turkish and Italian
children have less difficulty than English and Serbo-Croatian children in learning
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locative expressions. Choi & Bowerman (1991) examined spontaneous speech data
from Korean- and English-speaking children. They found that both groups of
children exhibited sensitivity to language-specific patterns in the way they talked
about motion from as early as 17-20 months. Children acquiring English use path
particles like up, down, and in for expressing both spontaneous and caused motion.

Children learning Korean, on the other hand, express path information with verbs
and, like Korean adults, use strictly different verbs for spontaneous and caused
motion. In two recent studies, not mentioned in Hickmann, Bowerman discussed
the early acquisition of language-specific spatial patterns by children (Bowerman
1996a/b). Another study not mentioned in Hickmann is Sinha et al. (1994). They
also found that the structure  of the target language affected the specific strategies

employed by the child acquiring a language. The same kind of early locative
meanings were expressed by different devices in the three languages under study.
English and Danish children used locative particles while Japanese children started
with verb forms (like Romance languages, Japanese can be characterized as a verb-
framed language).

In Hickmann, cross-linguistic studies ofnarrative discourse are mentioned
which showed that language-specific factors influenced early acquisition of spatial
reference. Slobin (1991) demonstrated that by age 3 or 4, children telling narratives
in English, Spanish, German, Hebrew, and Turkish imposed a highly language-
specific organization on spatial meanings. Berman & Slobin (1994) discussed cross-

linguistic differences in narratives in these five languages as well. As Spanish,
Hebrew, and Turkish (verb-framed languages) have limited means for encoding
path, children learning these languages devote relatively less attention to details
of path of motion and relatively more attention to scene-setting from which the
path can be inferred. English and German (satellite-framed languages) have rich
repertoires of spatial particles and narrations in these languages are characterized
by a great deal of path description. Hendriks (1993) compared expressions of
motion and location in the narrative discourse of Chinese and Dutch children. The
comparison  of two languages that are typologically classified in the same group
by Talmy (satellite-framed languages) demonstrates that, despite a general
developmental progression across the two languages due to cognitive complexity,
children at a young age are already aware of the ways in which their own target

language encodes spatial information in discourse.

Child L2 acquisition. In comparison with the studies discussed above, fewer
studies have focused on spatial reference in child L2 acquisition processes. Three
studies investigating  the  L 1   influence  on the acquisition of spatial  pre-   and
postpositions in L2 Dutch are discussed below. In addition, a study comparing the
use of spatial verbs by children acquiring Swedish as an Ll  or L2 is summarized.

Appel (1984) studied the Ll influence on L2 development of young
Moroccan and Turkish learners of Dutch. More specifically, he studied the
realization (including positioning) of spatial prepositions. Transfer of source
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language patterns into Dutch was found but did not occur frequently. However,
the impact of structural differences between source language (SL) and target
language (TL) was clearly visible on the rate of development. For example, it was
expected that Turkish children would have more problems with the standard-like
use ofDutch prepositions because ofdifferences between Dutch and Turkish. This
turned out to be the case. Turkish children more frequently 'deleted' prepositions
(e.g., mikn broer ook technische school gaan 'my brother also vocational school
go') and used more 'superfluous' prepositions. In addition, Appel found more
semantically 'wrong' prepositions with the Moroccans than with the Turks.
Structurally, the Dutch preposition is an easier category for the Moroccans; they
are, thus, more daring and use more and a wider range of prepositions, which
results inmore semantic'mistakes,' i.e., the selection of 'wrong' prepositions. Both
types of SL influence (transfer of SL patterns and influence on rate of
development) turned out to be strongest in the initial stages of development. For
the second type of influence (rate of development), Appel found a clear relation
between L2 learning success and Ll structure. Lalleman (1986) examined the Dutch
language proficiency of Turkish children born in the Netherlands. With regard to
spatial prepositions, she found that Turkish children far more often produced an
'incorrect' preposition and also far more often 'omitted' a preposition than Dutch
children. De Ruiter (1989) focused on the acquisition of Dutch by young and
adolescent Moroccans in the Netherlands. His investigation showed that the
Moroccans (both of a Moroccan Arabic and Tarifit background) seemed to have
a proficiency level equal to that of their Dutch counterparts in most of the
morphological, syntactic, and semantic categories investigated. In some categories,
however, they exhibited a 'delayed' development compared to the Dutch level or
a 'stagnation' which was partially attributed to SL influence. With respect to spatial
pre- and postpositions, the Moroccans matched their Dutch counterparts in the
semantics ofthe prepositions and to a lesser extent in the category ofpostpositions.
Withrespect toprepositions, 'errors' emerged primarily in semantic 'incorrectness'
and less in 'avoidance.' This observation corresponds with Appel (1984) on the
use of prepositions by Moroccan learners of Dutch. Both Moroccan Arabic  and
Tarifit have prepositions. The semantic mapping differs dramatically between the
two and with Dutch. De Ruiter argues then that the deviating semantic mapping
in the Lls may cause a 'delay' in the acquisition of the correct semantics of
prepositions in Dutch. This influence, however, does not appear to be great. The
use of postpositions begins in  one of the later stages of L2 acquisition of Dutch.
The structures  of the Ll s (prepositions  only)  do not prevent the Moroccans  from
acquiring postpositional devices. Still, these structures may be considered to exert
a slight influence in that the use of the postposition is 'avoided,' though more so
in the speech of the Moroccan Arabic groups than the Tarifit groups.  It is not clear
what may have caused the difference in the scores between the two groups.

Viberg (1993) looked for a common vocabulary and compared the most
frequent words  used  in  11   European languages. Viberg found that languages
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resembled each other with respect to the most frequent words used and formulated
a basic lexicon for the languages under study. With respect to the concept of space,
go and come were considered basic verbs; and here, there and back, away were
considered basic adverbs/particles. Viberg claimed that the most frequent words
are often unmarked and that come and go belong to the most basic or unmarked
verbs in several groups of non-European and completely unrelated languages as
well. In this respect, he remarked that go is more unmarked than come. Unmarked
words often have more meanings (e.g., go for expressing motion events as well
as future aspects) and appear in a wider range of syntactic constructions (e.g.,
combinations of go with prepositional phrases as well as adverbs). Viberg
concluded that basic or nuclear verbs tended to function as syntactic prototypes
in Ll  and L2 acquisition and, therefore, were first acquired. To prove this,  he
studied the acquisition of basic verbs by 6-year-old children learning Swedish  as
a first or second language and compared his results with patterns found for adult
and child language acquisition in earlier studies. Viberg found that there were
approximately twenty verbs used by all or most children in both groups (Ll and
L2 Swedish). The nonnative children relied even more on the most frequent verbs
than the native children did: Among the nuclear verbs, unmarked go was strongly
favoured by the nonnative children. Viberg related his findings to the Heidelberger
Forschungsprojekt Pidgin-Deutsch (1978) on spontaneous adult language
acquisition. This project also found a very strong predominance of one or two verbs
within the basic field ofmotion (the deictic verbs come and go ofwhich come was
dominant in the earliest stages of language acquisition) (see also Section 2.2.3).
Viberg also discussed the tendency observed by Klein & Perdue (1988) to leave
some nuclear verbs implicit in early adult learner varieties. In the initial phases,
learners leave redundant information (i.e., information not necessary for
understanding or being understood) unexpressed. Unmarked verbs often express
redundant information as the motion event can be inferred from contextual
information (e.g.,Itoschool). Consequently, the more marked nuclear verb appears
first (come).

Adult language acquisition. Various other longitudinal case studies on spatial
reference have been undertaken within the cross-linguistic context ofthe European
Science Foundation (ESF) project in which this research project was carried out
(cf.  Sections  1.1  and 1.3). Broeder et al. (1985), Extra et al.  (1992), and Extra &
Van Hout (1993) studied spatial reference by adult L2 learners of Dutch; Becker
et al. (1988), Carroll & Becker (1993), Perdue & Schenning (1996), Klein &
Perdue (1997),and Becker & Carroll (1997) studied developmental orders of spatial
reference by adult learners of English, French, German, and Dutch. With the
exception of these studies within the ESF context, there is not very much reported
research on spatial reference in adult language acquisition. This is in stark contrast
to  L 1 acquisition research.
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One of the main overall outcomes of the ESF project is that adult L2
learners share a particular form of language, referred to as the basic learner variety
(Perdue 1993b). This concept is used to describe an initial communicative system
that is claimed to be relatively uninfluenced by either source or target language
(Slobin 1993). The basic variety (BV) exhibits transparent form-meaning
relationships in which grammatically unelaborated means are used. In the BV,
words lack grammatical inflections and they are combined in fixed order patterns
to express a limited range of semantic and pragmatic functions. There are first-
and second-person pronouns, sentence-level negations, coordinating conjunctions,
some temporal adverbs, and a few locative prepositions for expressing generalized
spatial relations. Some learners fossilize at this level; they retain the structural
properties of the BV and only enrich their lexical repertoire. Others go beyond the
basic variety. It is claimed that it is only in these later stages that SL and TL
influences become visible (Perdue 1993b). The implications  of the phenomenon
that adult L2 learners universally develop a well-structured, efficient, and simple
form of language (the BV) are discussed in detail in Klein & Perdue (1997).  In
Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.2), the Klein & Perdue study is used to elaborate on the
spatial properties of the basic variety. Whereas the basic variety is claimed to be
relatively uninfluenced by either source or target language, other studies qualify
this finding. The three Dutch ESF studies mentioned previously found evidence
for differential effects of the source language from the initial stages onward. On
the other hand, Perdue & Schenning (1996) observed primarily target-language
dominated structures  in the first phases of acquisition. These studies are dealt with
in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively.

A comparison of child and adult language acquisition of spatial reference.
Cross-linguistic developmental studies on child Ll acquisition have shown that
early acquisition of spatial reference is not only based on universal concepts or
cognitive factors but also on the specific language being acquired. Spatial studies
on child L2 acquisition have also shown similar or universal patterns ofacquisition
due to cognitive complexity (e.g., the early use of comelgo). In addition,
differential patterns of acquisition have been observed for child L2 acquisition
which can be ascribed to source language influences (e.g., Turkish learners of
Dutch leaving prepositions implicit). The ESF findings on adult language
acquisition collected in Perdue (1993b) claim a universal initial communicative
system of language for all L2 learners investigated. In this basic learner variety,
communicative logic is claimed to be the decisive factor, whereas source and target
language principles are not seen as playing a role of significance. Other studies
on adult language acquisition, however, have modified this outcome by assuming
patterns of SL and TL influence from the very beginning.
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1.3 The ESF project

The analysis of the acquisition of spatial reference in this study is derived from
a longitudinal database on two Turkish men (Ergun and Mahmut) and a Moroccan
woman and man (Fatima and Mohamed, respectively) who acquired Dutch
primarily outside the classroom in social interaction with native speakers of the
language. The database in question is part of a larger databank on untutored second
language acquisition by adult immigrants which was collected within the framework
of an international project under the auspices of the European Science Foundation
(Strasbourg, France). A detailed description ofthe aims ofthe project, the design,
the selection criteria of informants, the data collection procedures and the linguistic
topics of analysis can be found in Perdue (1984, 1993a).

The European Science Foundation (ESF) project was carried out on the
spontaneous acquisition of a second language by adults. Factors influencing the
structure or order and the rate or success of the L2 acquisition process were studied
from both a longitudinal and a cross-linguistic perspective. In the ESF project, data
were collected simultaneously in Great Britain, Germany, the Netherlands, France,
and Sweden. In each country, data from different source and target language
combinations were used. Figure 1.1 presents the way in which the different source
languages (SL) and target languages (TL) were combined.

Figure  1.1  Combinations of source and target languages within the  ESF project

71 English German Dutch French Swedish

A    A    A    A    A
SL Punjabi Italian Turkish Arabic Spanish Finnish

The selection of these source and target languages was based on two criteria. First,
the source languages chosen belonged to the major immigrant languages in the
European countries under consideration. Secondly, linguistically interesting
comparisons were possible as there were large differences in the degree of
typological distance between each source- and target-language pair. With the
exception of French (a Romance language), for instance, the five target languages
were Germanic. Differential patterns could be expected for adults with a Moroccan
Arabic background expressing motion events in Dutch (satellite-framed language)
or French (verb-framed language).

For each language pair, in the ESF project, at least four key informants
were followed and recorded in a variety of language activities for approximately
two-and-a-half years at monthly intervals; when the informants were first recorded
they were virtual beginners.  In all, three similar data-collection cycles (Cycles  1,
2, and 3) ofnine monthly encounters or sessions (Sessions  1 -9) took place in which
speech activities were repeated (see Section 4.3 for a detailed discussion of the
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data collection techniques). The data collection resulted in an extensive databank
on spontaneous second language acquisition by adults, commonly referred to as
the ESF Second Language Databank. All data are available in a computer-stored
database at the Max Planck Institute of Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen, the Nether-
lands (see Feldweg 1991, 1993). The data are currently stored in the CHILDES
database as well (MacWhinney 1991). The exact data used in this study are
presented in Chapter 4.

Linguistic topics of analysis focused on within the ESF project have
resulted in final reports on a number of aspects of spontaneous second language
acquisition: Bremer et al. (1988, 1996) reported on methods of achieving under-
standing, Allwood (1988) on feedback in adult language acquisition, Broeder et
al. (1988) on processes in the developing lexicon, Bhardwaj et al. (1988) on
temporality, Klein & Perdue (1988,1992) on utterance structure and Becker et al.
(1988) and Becker & Carroll (1997) on reference to space. In each report, cross-

linguistic evidence on observed acquisition patterns was established by comparing
findings of different source- and target-language combinations. The main results
of the final reports on six research areas were published in Perdue (1993b).  In
addition to these investigations, follow-up studies based on data collected within
the Dutch part of the ESF project have resulted in dissertations on reference to
person (Broeder 1991), syntactic development (Jagtman 1994), and strategies for
indicating and solving misunderstandings in native-nonnative interaction (Deen
1995).

1.4 Research questions and outline of the study

Adult language acquisition studies on spatial reference do not provide a definite
answer to the question of the influence of linguistic, communicative, and cognitive
factors.  In an attempt to evaluate the respective influence of the three potentially
determining factors, the process ofspatial reference acquisition by adult L2 learners
o f Dutch was thoroughly investigated in this study. The general research questions
were as follows:

(1) Which spatial concepts are initially expressed through which verbal means
in adult L2 learner varieties of Dutch and how are these verbal means
expanded over tinne?

(2)  How do linguistic (source and target language), communicative, and
cognitive factors account for the acquisition patterns of spatial reference
in adult L2 learner varieties of Dutch?

One objective of the study was to determine whether an initial communicative
system with specific spatial properties exists for adult L2 learners of Dutch and,
if so, whether this system is part of the basic learner variety as defined in Perdue
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(1993b) and Klein & Perdue (1997). The study also addressed the question of
whether adult L2 learners ofDutch went beyond this initial spatial system or tended
to fossilize at this basic level. The idea of a basic learner variety is referred to in

the present study as 'basic spatial system.'
The frame of analysis of the study is presented in Chapter 2. In addition,

with the help of the framework, studies on spatial reference in adult language
acquisition briefly presented in this introductory chapter are discussed in more
detail and their findings related to the three potentially determining factors
mentioned above. As there are no formal descriptions available ofthe way in which
spatial concepts are expressed in spoken standard Dutch, Moroccan Arabic, and
Turkish, Chapter 3 contains an extensive description of the spatial systems of the
three languages under investigation. Chapter 4 presents an elaboration  of the two
research questions and provides information on the informants, the database, and
the procedures for data analysis. The subsequent chapters of the study contain the
findings on the acquisition of spatial reference by the four adult learners ofDutch:
Fatima, Mohamed, Ergiln, and Mahmut. Chapter 5 describes spatial properties of
the initial communicative system  on the basis  of data from Cycle  1. In Chapter
6, an analysis of the data from all three cycles is presented in order to indicate how
the spatial concepts and linguistic devices used to express them are expanded
beyond the basic spatial system.  In this chapter, developmental patterns of deictic
adverbs, markers of direction, and verbs of location and motion are focused on.
Chapters 7 and 8 further focus on two specific subdomains, the topological and
dimensional systems, in order to trace specific acquisition patterns. In comparison
with Chapter 6, these last two chapters are more extensive in their description of
the expansion of the spatial system. Chapter 9 provides a summary  of the manner
in which the basic spatial system is assembled and extended beyond the initial
stages of language acquisition. In addition, the role of linguistic, communicative,
and cognitive factors in the acquisition process of spatial reference by adult L2
learners of Dutch is summarized. Finally, some theoretical and practical
implications of the study are discussed.



2.     The expression of spatial relations

This chapter starts with an overview of the basic notions on which the frame of
analysis in this study is based (Section 2.1). Only those notions are taken into
account which are relevant to the analysis of the L2 learner data. These notions
are then used to describe patterns of development found in studies on spatial
reference in adult language acquisition (Section 2.2). For the most part, these
studies have been briefly mentioned in Section 1.2. First, findings of earlier ESF
studies on spatial reference in Dutch as a second language are discussed (Section
2.2.1). Next, the results of ESF studies on other second languages (L2s) are
presented (Section 2.2.2) and, finally, other cross-linguistic studies on adult spatial
reference are reported (Section 2.2.3). In the concluding section, the results from
previous studies on spatial reference in adult language acquisition are related to
the three potentially determining factors formulated in the preceding chapter
(Section 2.3).

2.1       Frame of analysis

The basic notions  in this study were derived from results of previous studies  on
spatial reference in adult language acquisition carried out within the ESF context
(Broeder et al. 1985, Becker et al. 1988, Extra et al. 1992, Carroll & Becker 1993,
Extra & Van Hout 1993, Becker & Carroll 1997, Klein & Perdue 1997). In
addition, the analytic framework was derived from two ESF studies on spatial
reference as a topic of analysis. First, Perdue (1984) outlines aspects of spatial
reference which constitute specific acquisition problems, relates the acquisition of
spatial reference to other topics of investigation (notably reference to person and
time), and discusses empirical evidence. Secondly, Klein (1986) suggests a frame
of analysis for studying reference to space and applies it to some of the ESF  data.
Furthermore, the analytic framework of this study was based on semantically or
conceptually-based descriptions of spatial reference as proposed, for instance, by
Lyons (1968), Miller & Johnson-Laird (1976), Talmy (1983,1985), Levelt (1989)
and, more recently, Klein (1991), Svorou (1993), and Becker (1994). With respect
to reference in discourse, the spatial notions are mainly described on the basis of
the developmental study by Hendriks (1993) on motion and location in the narrative
discourse of Chinese and Dutch children and the cross-linguistic study by Carroll
& Von Stutterheim (1993) on the manner in which spatial information is organized
in English and German descriptive tasks.

2.1.1 Domains of reference

Basically, three types of referential domains are distinguished, which can be
referred to as perceptual, geographical, and abstract space. Perdue (1984) discusses
these three types in relation to L2 acquisition. Perceptual space concerns physical
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objects of immediate experience and the spatial relations between them, of which
the prepositional phrase with on in she puts the book on the table is an example.
The referential objects do not have to be visually present. In the book on the table
was first in the school bag, fhe book in the school bag is no longer accessible to
perception. In this case, correct interpretation of the utterance depends on a precise

understanding of the preposition in as it is not supported by visual information.
Generally speaking, the structure of the perceptual domain can be characterized
as three-dimensional, whichis regarded as thebasic structure ofspace (Klein 1991).
Geographical expressions like in Turkey and across the French border are related
to physical space as well but in a more abstract way. They refer to elements of

geographical knowledge which may differ between speakers. As one dimension

is left out, geographical space can be seen as a weakened form of the three-

dimensional structure (Klein 1991). In the geographical expression Spain lies south

of France, for example, south  of is based on the two-dimensional structure of a

map and the objects Spain and France cannotbe defined three-dimensionally either.

Abstract spaces, finally, express spatial relations between abstract entities ofa very

different nature (e.g., their use in adult speech). It is important to distinguish this
abstract use from nonspatial uses ofprepositions, as in idiomatic expressions (e.g.,
in this respect) or in verb government (e.g., we trust in you).

As reference to perceptual space probably is the most urgent learning

problem in the everyday communication of L2 learners, the focus in this study is

primarily on perceptual space and to a lesser extent on geographical space. Contrary
to perceptual space, reference to elements of geographical space seems to pose no

particular acquisition problem since geographical referents mostly have proper
names (e.g., Amsterdam) and the number and nature ofpossible relations are rather

restricted. Reference to abstract space is left aside as it is less essential in the
discourse domains L2 learners are primarily engaged in. Moreover, it takes a long
time to acquire the linguistic devices for reference to this particular domain as can

be illustrated by the following sequence of native-nonnative speaker interaction

from  Ergun.'

(1) 2.5 NS maar onder vrienden?

but among friends?
ED welk?

which?
NS tussen vrienden?

between friends?
ED wat betekent 'tussen'?

what does 'between' mean?
Ns     als jij met vrienden bent

if you are with friends

' In the example, the initials of the speakers are 'NS' for native speaker of Dutch and
'ED' for the Turkish informant Ergun.
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2.1.2 Spatial deixis
Here and there are among the best-known spatial deictic means. Lyons (1968)
defines here as  'in the vicinity of the speaker' and there as 'not in the vicinity of

the  speaker.'  Not all languages subdivide the relative distance  from the speaker
in a two-term system (cf. Perdue 1984, Levelt 1989). For example, whereas place
is indicated in English by two terms, here and there, it is indicated in German by
three terms, hier, da, and don. The German hier and don have the same meaning
as the English terms here and there (hier is space containing the speaker and don
is space which does not contain the speaker). The meaning of the third term da,
however, cannot be easily explained and continues to be subject of investigations.
Other examples of two-term and three-term deictic systems are Dutch (hier and
daar) and French (ici, la, and la-bas), respectively. The exact interpretation ofthese
deictic means depends greatly on contextual information and, therefore, their use
may easily cause misunderstandings between interlocutors. This is illustrated by
the following interaction between the Turkish informant Ergun and an adult native
speaker of Dutch; the interaction took place in the city of Zwolle and was about
the city of Groningen.

(2) 3.5 ED maar hier is drie of vier caf6

but here is three or four caft
Ns   in Groningen?

in Groningen?
ED     ja ja in Groningen

yes yes in Groningen
Ns    nee als je zegt 'hier' dan denk ik 'hier in Zwolle'

no if you say 'here' then I think 'here in Zwolle'

The following three types of spatial reference are often distinguished (cf. Levelt
1989): primary deictic reference, secondary deictic reference, and intrinsic
reference. In cases of primary deictic reference, a speaker relates an object to
his/her own position. 77,e baH is here means that the ball is somewhere close to
the speaker and the ball is there means that it is outside of the speaker's proximal
region. A speaker may also use his/her own system of coordinates to locate an
object more precisely.  Examples  of this type are the ball is above me, to the left
ofme, and behind me. With secondary deictic reference, speakers use some object
other than themselves in conjunction with their own coordinate system. They may
say  the  baH is  in front  of the  tree  when the  ball is between the speaker  and  the
tree. Intrinsic reference concerns utterances in which an object is located in
conjunction with an asymmetrical object on which the coordinate system can be
based (e.g., a car with an intrinsic front, back, left, and right). A speaker may say
the ball is in front of the car when it is in a line with the car's hood. A special
case is when the coordinate system is based on the interlocutor (e.g., the baN is
in front ofyou). Central to deictic reference  is the involvement of the speaker's
own coordinate system as is the case in the first two types of spatial reference
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discussed. Though it is expected that speakers will prefer using deictic reference,
intrinsic reference may be used when objects entertain canonical spatial relations,
for instance 'chairs standing in front of desks.' Due to communicative logic,
however, such canonical relations may initially be left out in L2 acquisition as they
do not add specific information to the situational context or express redundant
information (see also Section 2.1.3 on topological relations). Learners may simply
mention the two objects involved (,chair desk) leaving the in front ofrelation
implicit.

2.1.3 Theme, relatum, and spatial relations
A speaker uses linguistic means (including the deictic devices herelthere,
above/below, le#/right, and infront €#behind) to inform the interlocutor about the
location of an object (Levelt 1989). In order to do this, the speaker has to refer
to the object being located, i.e., the theme, and the object to which the localization
is related, i.e., the relatum (Klein 1991). In the utterance the ball  is  in front  of the
tree, the ball can be referred to as the theme and the tree as the relatum. The
speaker may use his/her own coordinate system or the intrinsic orientation of an
object to indicate the location of a theme (cf. Section 2.1.2), but s/he may also use
a more fixed spatial structure. Different categorizations of spatial structures to
localize a theme with respect to a relatum have been proposed by different
investigators. In this study, the following two types of spatial structures are
distinguished: topological relations and dimensional relations.

Topological relations. Klein & Perdue (1997) term the most neutral topological
relation AT-PLACE. Languages such as Spanish and Turkish have a specific form
which simply relates a theme to a relatum without further subspace specification.
The following Spanish examples given by Becker & Carroll (1997) illustrate the

broad applicability of this relation which is expressed by en: en la casa ('in the

house'), en la pared ('on the wall'), en la calle ('in/on the street'), and en la mesa

('on the table'). In L2 acquisition, it may be expected that there is often no
immediate need for the explicit expression of AT-PLACE relations as they generally

express canonical location in which the exact spatial relation can be inferred from
contextual information, a situation reflected in (3). As people canonically wait 'at
stations,' the fact that the Turkish informant Mallmut (MO) leaves the spatial
relation implicit does not cause any problems of understanding between the
interlocutors.

(3) 3.6 MO die station wachten

that station wait

AT-PLACE relations may be more finely divided into a set oftopological subspaces.

Though different categorizations and terminologies are used side by side, this study
defines topological relations for single position, interposition, serial position, and
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enclosure. Single position structures space at a single relatum and includes relations
of containment (in), boundary plus support (on, at, against), and neighbouring
(near). Interposition  defines  a region  of space delimited in terms  of two relatums.
In English, interposition is expressed by means of between plus a plural noun
phrase (e.g., the baH is between the chairs) or between followed by a coordinate
noun phrase (e.g., her house is between the school and thefactory). Serial position
structures those intermediate positions which comprise the relatum (e.g., he is
walking along the sea). Enclosure includes expressions of inner and outer space
(inside, outside). These four types of topological relations are all connected with
the entire or partial containment of one place (theme) in another place (relatum)
or its side or region and have a fixed point of reference. Their use is neither
dependent on objects with specific features (e.g., a car with asymmetrical sides)
nor on a particular perspective. Topological relations delimiting a region of space
in terms of two relatums or in terms of intermediate points which comprise the
relatum are cognitively and linguistically more complex. They are more difficult
to conceptualize and, therefore, expressions of interposition and serial position can
be expected to be later in L2 acquisition (see also Becker & Carroll 1997).

Dimensional relations. The dimensional structure is provided by the coordinate
system ofthe speaker and consists of three axes with opposite sides. In this study,
these axes are referred to as the vertical axis (top/bottom), the lateral axis
(left/right), and the transversal axis (front/back). Contrary to topological spaces,
dimensional relations are dependent on a viewpoint; they shift when other
parameters change in the situation. Although dimensional relations are variable,
the vertical axis can be considered as a fixed point of reference since it is derived
from the line of gravitational force. However, this axis also corresponds to the
head-to-toe axis of the speaker or listener (Carroll & Becker 1993). The lateral
and transversal axes are defined relative to an entity with opposing sides,
prototypically the speaker. The transversal axis is defined by asymmetrical features
such as the line of vision or typical line of motion. No such visible asymmetry
is found on the lateral axis which is divided into a left and right side by
convention. It might be expected that, in particular, the cognitively more complex
lateral and transversal dimensions would cause acquisition problems. In the
canonical setting for speech, speakers all have approximately the same sense of
verticality (Levelt  1989). The twohorizontal dimensions (the lateral and transversal
axes), on the other hand, are not normally shared between interlocutors. When
facing one another in conversation, the front/back and left/right orientation of the
speakers are opposite.

The distinction between topological and dimensional relations is less well-defined
than implied by the categorizations given above. The descriptions of the spatial
systems of the three languages under study (Dutch, Moroccan Arabic, and Turkish)
and the analyses reported in the present study show that expressions for enclosure
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can be rated in both the topological and dimensional systems. In addition,
topological and dimensional forms can be combined into expressions forming more
complex spatial relations. The expression of complex spatial relations can be
characterized as locative prepositional phrases (PPs), specified by means of a
locative adverb preceding the PP. An example is achter in de auto ('in the back

of the car') in which the inner subspace expressed by the topological PP in de auto

is specified by means of the dimensional adverb achter. Such combinations of
topological and dimensional devices for expressing spatial relations are expected
to be late in the L2 acquisition process.

2.1.4 The concepts of location, direction, and motion
Spatial relations concern either a static location or a change of location (Klein &
Perdue  1997).  In the first type of relation, the concept of location is involved and
neither theme nor relatum change their place in the relevant time span. For
instance, the boy is in the library is static: the boy is the theme, the library is the
relatum and there is a locative-topological relation described by in. 77:e boy is in

front  of the library expresses a locative-dimensional relation by means of in front
of The utterance he walked#om school to the library is a change of location in
which both the concepts of direction and motion are involved. In the utterance,
the theme takes different places at different times. The source state is the school
and the goal state the library. In addition, the path along which the change of
location takes place can be made explicit (e.g., he walked from  school across  the
bridge to the library). These three different states together form the concept of
direction and can be referred to as source-oriented, path-oriented, and goal-oriented
direction. The verb form walkedis compatible with the different states ofthe theme
and expresses the motion concept, the second concept involved in changes of
location. Source- and path-oriented direction may be left implicit in expressing
a change of location and can often be inferred from the goal-oriented expression
(e.g., he walked to the library). In accordance with the factor of communicative
logic, it may be expected that, in L2 acquisition, those goal-oriented devices appear
first which express direction.

2.1.5    Sentential and discourse aspects of spatial reference
A distinction can be made between spatial relations within and across utterances
or at the sentence and discourse level. At the sentence level, the basic pattern for
expressing static location in Germanic languages is NP-V-PP/Adverb (e.g., the girl

is at school/there). The basic pattern for changes of location is NP-V-(PP-)PP  and
can be illustrated by the utterance he walked (from school) to the library. In both
utterance patterns, theme normally precedes the relatum or the relatum is in focus
(in case of the deictic adverb there, the relatum is implied and has to be inferred
from contextual information).  At the beginning of the discourse, a spatial frame
has to be fixed for identifying static locations and those changes of location
referred to. This can be done by explicit introduction by one of the speakers or
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by implicitly assuming that the place of the conversation is the spatial frame.  In
(4), the interlocutor (an adult native speaker of Dutch) offers the spatial frame by

asking two questions. Consequently, the Moroccan informant Mohamed (MK) can
confine himself to mentioning the moving theme (train) and the goal state (in the
station).

(4)       1.6 NS wat komt er aan?
what is coming?

MK trein

train

NS    en waar stopt die trein?
and where does that train stop?

MK in de station

in the station

If the spatial frame is fixed,  it can be either maintained or changed throughout the
discourse. If it is maintained or subsequent spatial events take place within the same
frame, no explicit marking is necessary. A change has to be marked by one of the
speakers involved in the interaction.

2.2       Patterns of development in adult language acquisition

With the help of the basic notions discussed in the previous section, patterns of
development found in studies on spatial reference in adult language acquisition
are dealt with. These patterns are mostly derived from earlier studies carried out
within the cross-linguistic context of the ESF project; these studies were already
mentioned briefly in Section 1.2. Section 2.2.1 reports on developmental patterns
found in three ESF L2 Dutch studies. These studies have a descriptive character
and focus on the basic notions described above. ESF studies on other L2 languages
are discussed in Section 2.2.2. Contrary to the Dutch ESF studies, these
investigations more explicitly relate patterns of development found for spatial
reference to the three potential factors influencing acquisition as discussed in
Chapter  1. In Section 2.2.3, cross-linguistic studies on spatial reference in adult
language acquisition carried out on other data are reported.

2.2.1 ESF studies on L2 Dutch

Broeder et al. (1985), Extra et al. (1992), and Extra & Van Hout (1993) focus on
the way in which spatial concepts are expressed in the early L2 development of
adults acquiring Dutch. First, their findings on acquiring spatial reference in the
initial phases  of the acquisition process (Cycle   1) are discussed, followed  by
developmental patterns beyond these initial stages (Cycles 2 and 3). In Broeder
et al. (1985), the results presented and discussed are based solely on Cycle l of
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the datacollection. Consequently, the description ofdevelopmental patterns beyond
the initial stages is based on Extra et al. (1992) and Extra & Van Hout (1993).

Cycle 1. An overview of the main linguistic devices used by the two Moroccan
informants (Fatima and Mohamed) and two Turkish informants (Ergun and
Mahmut) for expressing the concepts ofmotion, direction, and location in the first
phases of the acquisition process is presented in Table 2.1. The data are derived
from Broeder et al. (1985), Extra et al. (1992), and Extra & Van Hout (1993) and
they  relate to Cycle  1. More specifically, the database  used for direction  and
location consists of the odd sessions (5) in Cycle  1  (given the rather limited data-
base on Fatima,  all of her sessions (9) in Cycle 1 were scanned for reference to
these concepts). A larger database derived from all the nine sessions in Cycle 1
was used (all four informants) for the distribution ofmotion verbs. Zero markings
are included in the table (0) for direction and location NPs; a zero marking means
that the theme and/or relatum are mentioned, but that no preposition (or other
element) is used to specify or mark the spatial relation (cf. (3) in which the
canonical at-relation is not marked for the relatum given by the Turkish informant
Mahmut).

Table 2.1 Linguistic devicesfor expressing motion, direction, and location ininitial
L2  learner varieties of Dutch (Cycle 1) and theirfrequencies ofoccurrence (based
on  Broeder  et  al.   1985,  Extra  et  al.   1992,  and  Extra  &  Van  Hout  1993)

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

motion verbs komen   60 komen   88 komen 120 konnen      67

lopen 20 lopen 12 lopen 12  lopen       7

gaan 90   gaan (naar)     82   gaan           4

direction NPs    0                   9                               0                   18   0               14
(goal) naar          19  naar          17  naar            1

naar met 6 met
2       (gaan)  naar            18

rnet 2 naar...voor  1
naar van           5
van           1

location NPs    0                  8                             0                 17   0             16
(AT-PLACE) van 9 in 9 in 2 in    1

met 7 bij 4   rnet              1

OP                        1

Table 2.1 shows that all four informants use motion verbs and that they all use
forms of the verb komen ('to come') and lopen ('to walk') to express motion

events; only Fatima has not yet acquired the verb of motion gaan ('to go'). With
respect to the deictic verbs of motion komen and gaan, evidence was found for
the claim that the verb komen appears before the verb gaan (komen is used more
often than gaan and komen is used with the intended meaning of gaan while the
reverse never occurs).
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For reference to direction, it was found that goal-oriented direction precedes
source- and path-oriented direction. A list of the goal-oriented devices found in
Cycle l is given under the heading ofdirection NPs in Table 2.1. The table clearly
shows that the Moroccan informants often use prepositions; the Turkish informants
chiefly use zero markings, which means that they do not mark the directional
element on the NP at all. The Turkish informant Ergon seems to use the preposition
naar ('to') frequently, but he uses it only in combination with the motion verb

gaan ('to go') as a formulaic expression in which the direction marker cannot be
interpreted as a spatial preposition. This phenomenon can be illustrated by the
preposing of NPs (discotheek  gaan  naar  'disco go to'), the absence of NPs (hi)
gaan naar'he go to'), and the nonadjacency ofprepositions and NPs (ikgaan naar
straks huis 'I go to in a while home').

In Table 2.1, all NPs for expressing AT-PLACE relations have been included
as locative devices because it is not entirely clear whether the listed devices are
already being  used for expressing more specific topological relations   (e.g.,
containment, boundary plus support, and neighbouring). It was found that verbs
of location play a minor part in the initial acquisition of Dutch as an L2; re ference
to location is primarily established by means  of NPs. In referring to location, the
same preference of the Turkish informants for zero markings was observed as was
with respect to direction. In ('in') is the most frequently-used device in the L2 use
ofMohamed; Fatima, on the other hand, does not use in at all. She frequently uses
the prepositions van ('of) and met ('with') in referring to direction (goal) and
location (AT-PLACE), although these prepositions do nothave these spatial meanings
in standard Dutch. She even combines different prepositions into nonstandard
combinations like naarmet('to With,) and naar van ('to of). Fatima's persistence
in using the nonspatial preposition met in a spatial context, despite the input
utterance by the native speaker in which the correct target form (in) is used, can
be illustrated by (5) for reference to location.

(5) 1.9 NS waar? in Marokko of Nederland?
where? in Morocco or the Netherlands?

FA nee met Marokko
no with Morocco

Finally, the deictic adverbs hier ('here') and daar ('there') and the directional
particles terug ('back') and weg ('away') are used by all four informants in the
initial stages of the acquisition process: With respect to the deictic adverbs, all
four learners showed the same acquisition pattern: hier is used before daar and
hier is used more often than daar. Moreover, two informants used hier with the
intended meaning of daar while the reverse never occurred.

2 These adverbs are not included in Table 2.1.
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Cycles 2 and 3. Following Cycle  1, the deictic verbs ofmotion komen ('to come')
and gaan ('to go') continued to play an important role in referring to space. The
actual variety ofmotion verbs remained quite small and there was little expansion
over time. Given this rather limited variety of verb types, the motion verbs used
served a wide range ofmeanings in the language use of the four learners.  This  can
be illustrated by wandelen ('to walk') used in auto weg, wandel achter ('car away,
walk behind') and in auto wandelen ander dorp ('car walk other village') for

expressing 'to run' and'to drive,' respectively (both examples are from the Turkish
informant Mahmut).

Reference to goal-oriented direction is gradually accomplished in a more
standard fashion by Fatima and Ergun. Both Ergun and Mahmut, however, continue
to use a relatively high proportion of bare NPs throughout the cycles. In addition,
ErgOn and Mahmut postpone directional devices to the relatum NP (e.g., station
uit 'station from') whereas the Moroccan informants do not.

Fatima starts to use in ('in') for reference to location from Cycle 2
onwards. However, she also persists in using van ('of) and met ('with') in
reference to locative relations;  cf.  (6) in Cycle  3.

(6) 3.3 NS in Marokko heeft u daar ook al gewerkt?

in Morocco did you work there too?
FA   ja van Marokko ik werk

yes Of Morocco  I  work
van Nederland nee
of the Netherlands  no

In Cycle 1, Ergun generally left spatial marking by preposition implicit. Moreover,
locative preposition use was rare in his first two cycles. In Cycle 3, a regular use
of in ('in') is evident. However, as was also true for Fatima, this new device still
competed with the old method of reference to location by means of bare NPs (zero
markings). In Mohamed and Ergon's case, the locative verb zo n ('to be') was
frequently used beyond the first phases. Instead of the unspecified verb zgn, the
verbs liggen ('to lie'), staan ('to stand'), or zitten ('to sit') are commonly used
in standard Dutch for reference to location (cf. Section 3.1 on the Dutch spatial
system). It obviously takes time to acquire the specialized meanings of these
locative verbs.

Summary. Although the informants acquired the same target language (Dutch),
Broeder et al. (1985), Extra et al. (1992), and Extra & Van Hout (1993) found
differences between the Moroccan and Turkish learners in the use of nominal
groups for referring to the concepts of location and direction. The Moroccan
informants showed a strong preference for prepositions followed by a relatum NP
and did not postpone prepositions at all. The Turkish informants, however, used
postpositions and showed a relatively high proportion of bare NPs. Similar
differential patterns for Moroccan versus Turkish children acquiring Dutch were
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observed by Appel (1984) (cf. Section 1.2 on child L2 acquisition). Both Moroccan
Arabic and Dutch make use ofobligatory local or directional morphemes preposed
to the NP (while postpositioning occasionally occurs in Dutch with reference to
direction, it never occurs in Moroccan Arabic). In Turkish, local or directional NPs
are never marked by prepositions. Instead, three different case suffixes are used
for expressing different spatial orientations. For more specified spatial orientations,
a special class ofpostpositional phrases is used in Turkish. These language-specific
organizational patterns of space are discussed at length in Chapter 3. All in all,
the three studies found evidence for common patterns of acquisition which can be
ascribed to communicative factors (e.g., the early acquisition of goal-oriented
devices) as well as cognitive factors (e.g., the late acquisition of the locative verbs
specified with respect to orientation liggen, staan, andzinen). In addition, evidence
was found for a differential effect of first language background (linguistic factor).
Both the frequent nonuse ofprepositions in the Turkish informants' Dutch and their
utilization of postpositions were taken as indicative of source language influence.

2.2.2 ESF studies on other L2 languages
Within the cross-linguistic context  of the ESF project, spatial studies on other L2
learners have also been undertaken. HoudaYfa (1986) studied the early use of
motion verbs by a Moroccan learner of French. Porquier (1986) did a study on
initial spatial devices for route directions used by two Spanish speaking learners
of French. Dittmar & Reich (1987)  did a similar study on four Polish learners  of
German and Becker (1986) reported on the early lexicon for spatial instructions
used by three Italian learners of German. This section focuses on the more recent
ESF studies by Carroll & Becker (1993), Perdue & Schenning (1996), Klein &
Perdue (1997), and Becker & Carroll (1997) in which developmental patterns of
spatial reference in English, French, German, and Dutch are discussed.

In Carroll & Becker (1993), a highly condensed version of the ESF report by
Becker et al. (1988), a description is presented of how adult L2 learners construct
a system of spatial reference from the earliest stages onward. Carroll & Becker
primarily examined the development of learners of English, French, and German.
The specific source and target language combinations studied can be found in
Figure   1.1 in Chapter  1.

Carroll & Becker found that learners develop linguistic means to express
direction before location. In referring to direction, learners encode topological as
well as dimensional meanings (e.g., sortir for outer space and monter for upward
direction). Carroll & Becker stated that they could not provide any definite
observations as to why the acquisition of explicit means relating to a change of
location took precedence over those describing a static location. They suggested
that means to denote direction may be more essential in terms of everyday
communication.  They gave the example of route directions being a crucial discourse
activity for adults making their way in a new environment. However, given that
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same factor of communicative logic, the expectation can be formulated that adult
learners  will  look for devices for expressing both direction and location  from  the
very beginning as they are initially faced with the communicative task to refer to
both spatial concepts. In addition, Carroll & Becker claimed that the manner in
which direction is expressed depended on the organization of the specific target
language. L2 learners ofFrench start with forms derived from verbs, such as sortir,
monter, and arriver (Romance languages typically encode direction in the verb
stem; cf. Section  1.1). L2 learners of English and German initially use particles
and prepositions (in Germanic languages, the expression of direction is left to
'satellite' particles or verb-external means). Examples of L2 German are weg
('away'), auf('up'), and nach ('to'). In the early stages, Carroll & Becker found
that the basic system of reference to location was more restricted than reference
to direction. The learners express location by means of simple juxtaposition of
theme and relatum, leaving the spatial relation implicit (glie Tasche die Stuhl 'the
bag the chair'), equivalent to the deictic adverbs 'here' or 'there' (bag there, le
sac la, da die Tasche) and the transparent form 'side' (inside, cote, Seite). In
addition, ifAT-PLACE is used consistently in the source language (cf. Section 2.1.3
on topological relations) and learners recognize similar forms in the target language
(TL), they use these forms for expressing canonical location in the TL as well.
For instance, Hispanic learners of French perceive the form en in the input which
is formally similar to Spanish en and use en for expressing canonical location in
French, even though French en does not have this meaning. According to the same
principle, Carroll & Becker state that Moroccan learners ofboth Dutch and French
acquire metlavec ('with') as an early device for expressing canonical or AT-PLACE
relations (cf. (5) from the Moroccan informant Fatima in Section 2.2.1). In the
present study, however, no single form for expressing relations of AT-PLACE was
observed in the Moroccan Arabic spatial system (cf. Section 3.2).

Carroll & Becker found that the TL influence increased beyond the initial
phases. However, general orders of acquisition were still found. First, the deictic
opposition as expressed by here versus there in English is acquired by alllearners.

Second, the order of acquisition in the system of locative expressions has the
pattern of topological before dimensional relations. Carroll & Becker ascribe this
order to the fact that topological relations have a more fixed structure and,
consequently, are cognitively less complex. However, this explanation is not
satisfactory either, as it can be considered necessary for adult L2 learners to express
both types of relations from the very beginning. With respect to topological
relations, Carroll & Becker found that containment (in) was acquired before
boundary plus support (on). As for locative-dimensional relations, a specific order
was claimed by Carroll & Becker for the L2 acquisition of German: verticality
is expressed first and linguistic means expressing the lateral axis appear before
means indicating the transversal axis. They put forward two cognitively-based
arguments to explain this acquisition order. First, the vertical axis is the most stable
(fixed point of reference, gravitational force; cf. Section 2.1.3). Secondly, the use
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of the lateral and transversal axes implies a shift from an object-based spatial
system to a system of variable and changing viewpoints. Using lateral and
transversal devices requires more attention on the learner's part to what holds as
left/right or front/back in relation to either speaker or listener (this was also
discussed in Section 2.1.3).

In the final phases, Carroll & Becker found that the expression of spatial
relations diversified not only as a result of differences in TL organization but as
a result of individual learner strategies as well. However, similar cognitive
principles still underlie the overall order of development. In order to express
topological relations, successful learners acquired means ofdenoting neighbouring
space, outer space, and interposition. With respect to dimensional relations,
standard-like devices for the opposite dimensions of the transversal axis (front-
back) appeared.

Taking the overall order ofdevelopment, Carroll & Becker found a similar
early pattern for all source and target language combinations which become more
differentiated later on. The factors governing the order ofdirection before location
and the specific order of development for location (topological before dimensional
relations) suggested by Carroll & Becker seem to conflict with the factor of
communicative logic as formulated in this study (cf. Section 1.1). On the basis of
this communicative factor, no specific orders of acquisition are expected in the
present study. Furthermore, Carroll & Becker found that the intake of forms and
their grammatical organization was, for the most part, target-language dominated.
They attributed little influence to the source language (SL). They claimed that the
SL organization could lead learners to overgeneralize the use of a particular form
class in the TL or hinder the rate of development. For example, the acquisition
of more specific topological devices by Moroccan learners is delayed since they
have to revise their hypothesis that met/avec ('with') can be used for expressing
a wide variety of spatial relations in the TL. In the present study, however, no
single form for expressing AT-PLACE relations was found in the Moroccan Arabic
spatial system.

In Perdue & Schenning (1996), the acquisition of Dutch and French by two
Moroccan learners was studied (see Figure   1.1 in Chapter   1   for the specific
combination of these languages in the ESF design). Spatial expressions by the
Dutch learner Fatima and the French learner Zahra were compared; the data
analyses were partially derived from findings based on the three Dutch ESF studies
(cf. Section 2.2.1) and the Carroll & Becker study (1993) discussed above. Both
learners made very slow progress in their target languages and hardly went beyond
abasic system for reference to space. The longitudinal profiles ofFatima and Zahra
sketched by Perdue & Schenning have to be viewed in that light.

In the first phases, and for location, it was found that both learners
expressed topological before dimensional relations. In the case of the latter, boven
('above'), beneden ('below'), and links ('left') used in locative contexts appeared
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only at the very end of Fatima's first phase; the locative use ofgauche ('left') and
droite ('right') in phase 1 ofZahra's data was unclear. Of the topological relations,
AT-PLACE was the first relation to receive some form ofexplicit marking by Fatima
(the nonspatial prepositions met ('with') and van ('of') of which examples are
given in Section 2.2.1); Zahra initially juxtaposed theme and relatum and then used

nonspatial avec ('with'). In addition, kant ('side') (Fatima) and coti ('side') (Zahra)
were frequently-used devices for expressing locative relations in the initial stages
of the acquisition process. More explicit means were used for expressing direction.
The Dutch learner Fatima used TL prepositions and particles (naar 'to,' terug
'back,' and weg 'away'), whereas the French learner Zahra used a fairly large
repertoire of TL verbs (e.g., sortir 'to exit,' entrer 'to enter,' monter 'to ascend,'
and descendre 'to descend'). Deictic reference played an important role at this
stage. Fatima acquired hier ('here') (speaker's place) whereas Zahra acquired
neutral la: Fatima frequently used the deictic verb of motion komen ('to come');
Zahra used (re)venir ('to come'). Neither informant used the TL equivalent of'to
go' at this stage.

In the intermediate phases, the means for expressing locative-topological
relations were enriched forboth informants by in/dans ('in') (containment). During
these phases, Zahra developed locative-dimensional relations, starting with the
vertical axis, then the lateral axis, and then the transversal axis. For the expression
of motion, Fatima added the verbs gaan  ('to go'), rO'den ('to drive'), and vaUen

('to fall') to her repertoire, the latter also expressing direction on the vertical axis.
Zahra's already rich repertoire of verbs was not modified, but a verb-external
device expressing direction (a) now accompanied them as her production
grammaticalized. Both informants also developed a deictic opposition: hier versus
daar for Fatima and la versus la-bas for Zahra.

In the final stages, some minor modifications occurred in these learner
varieties. Fatima used the preposition tussen ('between') and Zahra the verb passer

('to go through') to relate a theme and a complex relatum (see Section 2.1.3 on
the topological relations interposition and serial position). The back dimension of
the transversal axis now received expression by Fatima (the opposite transversal
form voor ('in front of') was never acquired by her) and, finally, Zahra acquired
ici ('here').

Although there are some discrepancies between the orders in which spatial
concepts were expressed (e.g., the TL expression for speaker's place is one of the
first for Fatima and one of the last for Zahra), Perdue & Schenning found learner
orders of acquisition that were remarkably similar. In relation to the three
potentially determining factors, they concluded that there was a communicative
logic behind this order. They remarked that the learners studied by Carroll &

3    In addition to ici ('here') and hi-bas ('Cover) there'), French has a frequently used third
term (la) which  is  used to refer  both  to the speaker' s location  and the areas outside
of that location; cf. Section  2.1.2.
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Becker (1993) with either English, French, and German as TLs and Punjabi, Italian,
Turkish, Moroccan Arabic, or Spanish   as   SLs (see Figure    1.1 in Chapter   1)
exhibited the same orders of acquisition (e.g., direction before location and
locative-topological before locative-dimensional relations) and that it, therefore,
seemed unlikely that specificities of SL structure were a major determining factor
in Fatima's and Zahra's development. Where they did find language-specific factors
to play a role was in the choice of the linguistic means to express direction.  The
Dutch system is partial to prepositions, particles, and adverbs while the French
system is biased to verbs, and these are exactly the means acquired by Fatima and
Zahra, respectively.

In summary, Perdue & Schenning found evidence for the same concepts
developed in the same order. They stated that from a communicative point of view
the development progressed from implicit to explicit and from simple to complex.
First, location and motion can be left to the context and inferencing capacities of
the interlocutor while direction needs to be made explicit. They remarked that
initial explicit markings of location also rely on context and interlocutor: if one
states that 'theme is with relatum' or 'theme is side relatum' then the interlocutor
understands AT-PLACE and NEIGHBOURING and works  out any more precise spatial
information. Secondly, they stated that the location of a theme in relation to more
than one relatum (between) is communicatively more complex and linguistic means
for expressing this relation develop later. Apart from the argument that the
communicative factor does not seem to account for successive acquisition of
direction and location (see the discussion of the Carroll & Becker study), it is
remarkable that the cognitive factor is not emphasized by the authors as a
potentially determining factor for the late acquisition of locative-dimensional
devices and topological devices for expressing interposition (see Section  1.2  for
similar orders of acquisition due to cognitive complexity found in child Ll
acquisition studies). Finally, Perdue & Schenning found variation in the linguistic
means acquired to express spatial concepts due to specific structures of the TLs
in question.

Klein & Perdue (1997) elaborated on the finding that adult L2 learners universally
develop a well-structured, efficient, and simple form of language (c£ Section  1.2
on adult language acquisition). They provide a detailed description of this basic
learner variety (BV) ofwhich only the spatial properties are summarized here. For
their description of the expression of spatiality in the BV, Klein & Perdue drew
on Carroll & Becker (1993) and Becker & Carroll (1997) (English, French, and
German as an L2) with details on L2 Dutch and L2 French drawn from Schenning
& Van Hout (1994) and Giacobbe (1993), respectively. In their description of the
BV, spatial properties are only very barely related to such determining factors as
communicative logic and cognitive complexity.

Klein & Perdue state that the basic learner variety contains more highly-
differentiated means to express motion and direction than it does for location and
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likewise more complex means for expressing locative-topological than it does for
expressing locative-dimensional relations (see the discussion of the studies by
Carroll & Becker and Perdue & Schenning for comments on these developmental
patterns). Locative descriptions in the BV were mainly confined to the opposition
between AT-PLACE and NEIGHBOURING, with a subset oflearners expressing a finer
distinction than AT-PLACE, that is: containment by means of in. The neutral
topological relation AT-PLACE may be expressed by the fixed order theme-relatum
or by an overgeneralized preposition: en, avec, met. NEIGHBOURING is rendered
by a transparent form, 'side' (c6td, Seite, kant) in all BVs, independent of the
grammatical status of this usage in the target languages. The subset of learners
expressing containment restricted its use to relatums which could be conceptualized
as containers and usedthe neutral AT-PLACErelation in other contexts. Furthermore,
all learners used a deictic form which corresponded to the English 'there'; the
counterpart  'here' was found in the language use of a smaller group of speakers.
Klein & Perdue provide no clear explanation ofthis acquisition order. They suggest
that 'here' may be communicatively less important as it is the default relation. The
repertoire of linguistic means for expressing dimensional relations is much more
restricted than that for topological relations. A subset of learners expressed vertical
relations (top/bottom, en hautten bas, oben/unten, boven/beneden) and lateral
relations (le#/right, gauche/droite, links/rechts), and less so transversal relations
(/ront/back,face, voor/achter) in locative contexts. The concept ofmotion/direction
was expressed explicitly by a variety ofterms simultaneously encoding topological
or dimensional components (e.g., entrer, descendre). In expressing the concept of
direction, TL influences were clearly visible. In line with earlier ESF studies, they
found that the French items were mainly derived from TL verbs whereas the
Germanic items were derived from TL prepositions or particles (the only motion
verb   systematically   used by learners of Dutch and German   was   'to   come':
komen/kommen).

The study by Becker & Carroll (1997) was an elaboration of the investigation by
Carroll & Becker (1993) and was also based on the ESF report by Becker et al.
(1988). It analyzed the acquisition of linguistic means to express spatial relations
in the target languages English, French, and German. In comparison with Carroll
& Becker, the study more clearly emphasized the existence of a basic system for
the expression of spatial relations common  to all learners from all three language

backgrounds. The concepts expressed in the basic variety (BV) were common to
all the learners studied, although the means used to express them depended on the
grammatical organization of the TL. Becker & Carroll state that, apart from the
actual lexical items, the BV is neutral with respect to both the learner's SL and
the language s/he is acquiring.

In the BV, it was found that learners gave priority to means for expressing
changes of location in the earliest phases.  As in their 1993 study, Becker & Carroll
found no ready explanations for this phenomenon. The types of spatial relations
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first acquired in the expression of changes of location covered both dimensional
and topological relations. However, the order of acquisition in the expression of
static locations evidenced topological before dimensional relations. This last order
was assumed to be an offshoot of the fundamental communicative principle
established in the BV that you start with the most basic features (topological
relations have a fixed point of reference whereas dimensional relations are
dependent on a viewpoint; see Section 2.1.3). Both orders ofacquisition (direction
before location and locative-topological before locative-dimensional relations) have
been criticized earlier in this section. In addition, Becker & Carroll found that the
very first attempts to produce utterances are characterized by the juxtaposition of
lexical items, with the relationship between them left implicit. The order in which
referents are mentioned within utterances (e.g., theme before relatum), and the
ordering of the utterances in connected discourse is, therefore, crucial. Development
of the BV is characterized by the increased use of explicit spatial means
(prepositions, particles, and verbs). The tendency to go from implicit to explicit
marking ofspatial relations is parallelled by a tendency to use fixed-point relatums
before view-point-based relatums before more complex relatums: locative-
topological relations are expressed before locative-dimensional relations and
interposition (between) is expressed last of all. In the process leading to and
including the basic variety, Becker & Carroll observed that adults developed a
language-neutral expressive system for communication. The BV speaker is not (yet)
forced to express those aspects of situations imposed by the structure  of a specific
language. However, Becker & Carroll found that the acquisition orders are less
homogeneous for learners who go beyond the basic variety. Beyond the BV, the
learner varieties eventually reflect the double influence of SL  and TL organization
in the expression of location. If the means used to structure space in the SL and
TL overlap to a greater degree, alllearners will follow orders ofacquisition beyond
the basic variety which  in many respects parallel those found in L 1  development.
This parallel is true not only for the order of topological before dimensional
relations, but also for the order ofvertical axis before lateral axis before transversal
axis. If fundamental differences between the conceptual organization of SL and
TL are not perceived, however, the learner will get most of the system wrong.
Expressions will be coined to meet the conceptual distinctions the learners have
established and the order of acquisition will be idiosyncratic; the orders of
acquisition found with other language pairs will be only marginally reflected.
Similarly, when the SL and TL diverge in fundamental respects for one set of
relations, acquisition orders within this subsystem will not correspond to those of
language pairs whose subsystems are compatible. If the languages only differ in
the way space is structured with respect to a single subspace, the acquisition of
means will be clearly delayed in this one domain, but overall orders will not be
suspended.

In summary, the main factors determining adult second language acquisition
identified by Becker & Carroll for the domain of spatial relations are: (1) the
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primary role of the basic variety and the underlying spatial concepts required in
each semantic domain to ensure a minimally viable system of communication;  (2)
the degree of overlap between the SL and TL in the way concepts are used to
structure space: if this is high, the resultant acquisition orders will parallel those
of Ll acquisition; (3) the priority given to changes of location over static locations
in the earliest phases; and (4) processes which facilitate hypothesis testing and the
reorganization of the emerging system (e.g., a marked increase in the use of
specific relations at the expense of other options over a limited period of time).
Becker & Carroll end by stating that other factors might also be operative but that
their influence was not immediately visible in the data analyzed.

2.2.3 Other cross-linguistic studies
Apart from the ESF studies discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, there is little
reported research onspatial reference in adultlanguage acquisition. Moreover, most
of the studies are based on classroom acquisition and focus on one specific class
of spatial devices. For instance, Feve (1986) studied the acquisition ofmotion verbs
and spatial prepositions by Algerian students of French and Pavesi (1987) did an
implicational analysis of the order of accuracy of nine spatial prepositions in two
groups of Italian adolescent versus adult learners of English.

A cross-sectional study conducted on the spontaneous acquisition of L2
Dutch is Jansen et al. (1981). This study describes the acquisition of Dutch spatial
prepositions (including positioning) by Moroccan and Turkish adults. The
theoretical framework is based on the alternation hypothesis which states that when
the target language offers an alternation between two patterns (e.g., pre- and
postpositions, as in Dutch), an L2 learner will tend to overgeneralize the pattern

existing in his/her source language (e.g., prepositions in Moroccan Arabic and
postpositions in Turkish). Jansen et al. found postpositions not only in the speech
of the Turkish speakers but also, to some degree,  in the speech of the Moroccans.
Besides a greater number in the Turkish case, they found an interesting structural
difference. In case of Dutch compound pre- and postposition combinations, the
Turkish speakers often used only the second element of the compound (e.g.,
buurthuizen toe 'community centers to') while Moroccans used both (e.g., naar

Spaanse toe'to Spanish to'). Moroccan speakers did not have much difficulty with
prepositions as such but they often selected the 'wrong' preposition. In addition,
Turks used significantly fewer prepositions than Moroccans, where they were
obligatory in Dutch. These results correspond to observations by Appel (1984),
Lalleman (1986), and De Ruiter (1989) for child L2 acquisition of Dutch (cf.
Section  1.2).

Differential source language effects were also reported by Schumann (1986)
in a cross-linguistic study on local and directional prepositional phrases used by
two Japanese, one Chinese, and three Spanish-speaking adult learners of English
who had had little or no instruction in the target language. In contrast to the latter
three informants, the oriental informants showed a high tendency to use bare NPs
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instead of preposition plus NP constructions. These patterns of acquisition were
taken by Schumann as indicative of SL influence. Cantonese does not use
prepositions for expressing direction; in expressing location, NPs occur without
a locative marker or with a locative marker pre- or postponed to the NP. In
Japanese, locative and directional relations are marked by means of postpositions
and Spanish has prepositions for both locative and directional relations.

In the Heidelberger Forschungsprojekt Pidgin-Deutsch (1978), Italian and
Spanish adults acquiring German as an L2 without explicit L2 instruction were
studied. With respect to the expression of motion events, the major finding in the
Heidelberger Projekt was that kommen ('to come') was dominant for learners at
the initial phases of the acquisition process while there was a shift in this respect
towards gehen ('to go') in the varieties used by the learners at the more advanced
stages.

Most studies on spatial reference dealt with so far focus on the earliest
stages in adult L2 acquisition. Carroll (1996) looked at how advanced English
learners of German organized spatial information in descriptions and narratives
and to what extent they observed principles which are typical of German. Her
analysis related to the spatial frames which speakers established when speaking
about location and direction and the linguistic means used to express the underlying
spatial relations. In earlier studies (Carroll 1993, Carroll & Von Stutterheim 1993),
it was found that, given the same communicative tasks and the same settings, the
spatial concepts used in descriptions differed systematically in English and German.
In the 1996 study, Carroll  came to the conclusion that an advanced L2 learner may
have a thorough command of the specific linguistic devices used for expressing
spatial relations in the target language but that native proficiency in organizing
spatial information at the discourse level is hardly achieved.

2.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, the frame of analysis and developmental patterns coming from
previous studies on spatial reference in adult language acquisition were presented
and related to the three potentially determining factors formulated in Chapter  1.
Cross-linguistic studies on child Ll acquisition have shown a clear interaction
between linguistic, communicative, and cognitive factors influencing the observed
acquisition patterns for spatial reference. Studies on spatial reference in adult
language acquisition all show similar patterns of acquisition for spatial reference
but they do not give a definite answer as to the influence of the three potential
factors. First, the ESF findings collected in Perdue (1993b) claim that
communicative logic is the decisive factor in the basic learner variety, whereas
source and target language principles hardly play a role in the initial communicative
system. Other studies on adult language acquisition, however, have modified this
outcome by assuming patterns of SL and TL influence from the very beginning.
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Secondly, there is good reason to assume that the communicative factor does not
account for observed orders of acquisition such as direction before location and
locative-topological before locative-dimensional relations. In addition, though it
is clear that cognitive complexity cannot be the decisive factor in adult language
acquisition, the role of the cognitive factor seems to be underestimated in studies
on spatial reference in adult L2 learner varieties.

In this study, developmental patterns of spatial reference are thoroughly
investigated with the aim of uncovering complex interactions between linguistic
(SL and TL), communicative, and cognitive factors in adult L2 acquisition
processes. For three reasons, the present study is aimed at evaluating the respective
influence of the three main potential factors on the acquisition process of spatial
reference. First, the span of time is greater than in earlier ESF studies on spatial
reference: developmental patterns of spatial reference are investigated session by
session during a two-and-a-half year period of language acquisition. Secondly,  the
dataset used is more comprehensive than in other ESF studies:  data on all  of the

language activities are involved in the analyses. Thirdly, the co-occurrence of
linguistic devices for expressing the concepts of location, direction, and motion
is investigated, both at the sentence and discourse level. As such, the whole set
of spatial means is investigated, as segmented analysis may lead to biased
conclusions. However, a detailed description of the spatial expressive devices in
the languages involved is necessary in order to determine the respective influence
ofthe three potential factors. As there are no such descriptions available, these are
given in the following chapter for the three languages being studied: Dutch,
Moroccan Arabic, and Turkish.



3. Spatial expressions in Dutch, Moroccan
Arabic, and Turkish

While the underlying concept of spatial relations outlined in Section 2.1 is similar
in the three languages under study, its encoding varies from language to language.
Dutch can be characterized as a typical satellite-framed language while Turkish
can be classified as a verb-framed language with respect to the encoding of space
(cf. Talmy's typology in Section 1.1). Consequently,  the core information  of a
change of location, the directional component, is expressed by verb-external means
in Dutch and by verb-internal means in Turkish. It is less clear, however, to which
of the two types of languages Moroccan Arabic belongs. In Sections 3.1,3.2, and
3.3, it is discussed in detail by which linguistic means the concepts of location,
direction, and motion are expressed in Dutch, Moroccan Arabic, and Turkish. There

are very few empirical studies which describe the properties of spoken standard

language. The description of the three languages is derived from two sources:

grammars and written language textbooks. In addition, native speakers ofthe three

languages were consulted. In the descriptions, language-specific distributional
patterns of spatial devices may have been overlooked as studies explicitly dealing
with spatial reference are almost completely nonexistent for Dutch, Moroccan

Arabic, and Turkish. On the basis of a comparison of the three spatial systems

involved, the possible influence ofvarious linguistic factors on the second language
(L2) acquisition of spatial reference is examined in Section 3.4. First, the question
is addressed as to how grammaticalization of spatial information in the source

language (Moroccan Arabic and Turkish) may affect the expression of spatial
information in the target language (Dutch). Secondly, it is discussed how the
organization of the target language Dutch may, in general, affect the acquisition

process for the expression of space.

3.1 The Dutch spatial system

The various devices for spatial reference in standard Dutch are commonly treated
under separate word classes according to their syntactic properties (cf. Geerts et

al. 1984) and are not, for example, classified into devices expressing the concepts
of location or direction (an exception is the study by Zwarts  1994 on the semantics
of Dutch locative-topological and locative-dimensional prepositional phrases).
Generally speaking, lexical means of expressing spatial relations in Dutch can be
divided into two types: verb-external means expressing location or direction and
verb-internal means expressing location or motion. Forms belonging to the class
of verb-external devices in particular cluster into specific subsystems in Dutch.

Verb-external devices for expressing the concepts of location and direction.
Verb-external devices that play an important role in reference to location in Dutch
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are the deictic adverbs hier ('here') and daar ('there'), in which proximity is
expressed by hier and nonproximity by daar (cf. Section 2.1.2). A taxonomy of
more specific verb-external devices for expressing location is given in Table 3.1.
In the table, locative relations are distinguished for topological and dimensional
space (see Section 2.1.3 for a classification of topological and dimensional
relations).  One has to be aware of the fact that some of the forms presented can
also be used in nonspatial meaning contexts, as, for example, takes place in verb
government (e.g., hil waarschuwde ons voor eenfile'he warned us about a traffic-
jam') or temporal expressions (e.g., kwart voor tien 'a quarter to ten'). Though
it is interesting to study how spatial and nonspatial meanings expressed by the same
form are related to each other and acquired, in the present study little attention is
given to this topic of analysis (see Traugott  1978 for a comparison of spatial and
temporal meaning aspects expressed by formally equivalent prepositions).

Table  3.1  Taxonomy of verb-external devices for expressing location in standard
Dutch
location preposition adverb

topological relations

single position
containment in ('in')
boundary + support Op ('on')

aan ('at')
tegen ('against')

neighbouring bij ('near')

interposition tussen ('between')

serial position door ('through')
om ('round')
over (' over')
langs ('along')
rond ('round')
voorbij ('beyond')

enclosure

mner binnen ('inside') binnen(-) (e.g., binnenin 'inside')
outer buiten ('outside') buiten( -) (e.g., buitenop 'outside')
dimensional relations

vertical boven ('above') boven( -) (e.g., bovenaan 'at the top')
onder ('below') onder( -) (e.g., onderin  'at the bottom')
beneden ('below') beneden ('below')

lateral (links van) links ('left')

(rechts van) rechts ('right')
naast ('next to')

transversal voor ('in front of) voor(-) (e.g., voorin 'in front')
achter ('behind') achter( -) (e.g., achterop  'on  the  back')
tegenover ('opposite to')
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Table 3.1 shows   that the Dutch word classes into which topological   and
dimensional concepts expressing location fall are prepositions and adverbs. The
category of prepositions is composed of constructions made up of spatial
morphemes preceding the noun phrase expressing the relatum (e.g., in de kast 'in
the cupboard'). In referring to location by means of adverbs, no relatum  is made
explicit; the object functioning as relatum is implicitly referred to and has to be
inferred from contextual information (e.g., hik slaapt boven 'he sleeps upstairs').
Furthermore, Table 3.1 illustrates that adverbs expressing the concept ofenclosure,
the vertical axis, and the transversal axis can be bundled into more complex forms
in order to express specific subspaces by adding a bound suffix to the basic lexeme
(cf. boven 'above' versus bovenaan 'at the top' expressing the upper half of the
vertical axis plus aan).' The meaning of such composite adverbs is defined by
the two components. The prepositions voorbg ('beyond') and tegenover('opposite
to'), on the other hand, have to be interpreted as frozen forms expressing a meaning
different from the parts voor and bil and tegen and over, respectively (Geerts et
al. 1984: 619).

The deictic adverbs hier ('here') and daar ('there') may be extended to
become goal-oriented or source-oriented directionals by adding particles like heen
or vandaan (cf. daarheen 'to there' versus daarvandaan 'away from there').
Secondly, the directional particles terug ('back') and weg ('away') are frequently-
used devices for expressing direction in Dutch. Terug expresses goal direction and
weg indicates movement away from the source position. Thirdly, more specific
linguistic devices can be used for reference to direction. A taxonomy is presented
in Table 3.2. In the overview, the following three types of relations are
distinguished(cf. Section 2.1.4): goal-oriented direction, source-oriented direction,
and path-oriented direction.

For two reasons, the prepositions naar ('to') and van ('from'), which
indicate goal in the former and source in the latter, can be defined as autonomous
markers of direction in Dutch. First, these forms can occur as prepositions only
when other prepositional morphemes can be used in postposition as well (c£ Van
Riemsdijk 1978). Secondly, naarand van exhibitdifferent properties in comparison
with other spatial prepositions (cf. Zwarts 1992). They cannot occur in
morphological constructions (e.g., as verb particle), they allow PP complements
and the extraction of R-pronomina is not possible (e.g., *ernaar gaan versus
ernaartoe gaan or erheen gaan).

1 The deictic adverbs hier ('here') and daar ('there') can also be used in combination
with bound suffixes while expressing location (e.g., hiervoor in which theprepositional
form voor, denoting a subspace at the relatum, is added to the deictic adverb hier).
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Table  3.2 Taxonomy of verb-external devices for expressing direction in standard
Dutch

direction preposition circumposition postposition

goal naar ('to') naar... toe op ('onto')

in ('into')

source van ('from') van... af af ('down')
uit ('out of/'from') van... uit uit ('out of/'from')

path (via 'via door... heen door ('through')
om ... heen om ('round')
over... heen over ('over')

langs ('along')
rond ('round')
voorbij ('beyond')

While the autonomous directional markers are a rather restricted set in Dutch (naar
and van), an extension for expressing direction is possible by means of
postpositions. When preceding a locative NP, the forms presented as postposition
in Table 3.2 express location (e.g; hil loopt op de weg 'he walks on the road');
cf. Table 3.1.2 When following the NP expressing the relatum, they can add
directionality to the motion indicated by the verb form in Dutch (cf. hi) loopt op
de weg 'he walks on the road,' expressing nondirection versus hij loopt de weg
op 'he walks onto the road,' expressing goal direction) (see Geerts et al. 1984: 631-
633). The status and categorization of this class of postpositions is very complex
(see also Extra  &  Van  Hout  1993). An important property  of the postpositional
element  is  that  it  is  separable  from  the  rest  of the  PP  (cf. ... omdat hij onder de
brug door wiWe lopen '... because he wanted to walk further by crossing under
the bridge' versus ... omdat hz) onder de brug wilde doorlopen '... because he
wanted to cross under the bridge'). The question can be raised whether the
postpositional element should be analyzed as a verb particle. Though postpositional
elements may sometimes be or become verb particles by undergoing the rule of
particle incorporation, genuine postpositional phrases do exist in Dutch (Van
Riemsdijk 1978, 1990). In Model (1991), it is discussed how postpositions by
means of processes of incorporation may be analyzed as being part of separable
composite verb forms. In studying the preposition category in Table 3.1 and the
postposition category in Table 3.2, it can be inferred that word order variation
(spatial morpheme plus NP versus NP plus spatial morpheme) is a device for
distinguishing between different spatial relations (location versus direction, e.g.,
in het huis 'in the house' versus het huis in 'into the house'). When preposed to
the NP, for some devices belonging to the classes of pre- and postposition (cf.

2

Exceptions are uit ('out of'/'from') which expresses direction in pre- as well as
postposition  and the postposition af ('down') which corresponds to the directional
preposition van ('from') (cf. hi/' holde de trap af 'he charged down the stairs' versus
hj viel van de trap 'he fell down the stairs').
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Tables 3.1 for the former and 3.2 for the latter), a close relation seems to exist
between possible locative and directional uses. If preceding the relatum NP and
combined with a locative verb form, in ('in'), for example, expresses location (e.g.,
hik ligt in het water 'he is lying in the water') but preposed to the NP and
combined with a specific verb ofmotion in may acquire a directional interpretation
(e.g., hil sprong in het water 'he jumped into the water').

In addition to prepositions and postpositions combined with a locative NP,
the concept of direction can be expressed by combinations ofdirectional linguistic
devices with locative forms for expressing enclosure or dimensional space. In Table
3.3, an overview is given ofthe locative adverbs presented in Table 3.1 which can
be preceded by the directional markers naar ('to') and van ('from') for expressing
goal-oriented and source-oriented direction, respectively.3

Table 3.3 shows that only basic locative lexemes (e.g., binnen) can be used
in combination with the prepositions naar and van (no composite locative adverbs
such as binnenin are possible). Furthermore, it can be seen that the ending -en is
added to the locative adverbs onder, voor, and achter (naar onderen, naar voren,
and naar achteren). Concerning directional-dimensional combinations indicating
goal, additional adverbial forms can be used in Dutch. For example, the front
dimension of the transversal axis can be expressed by means ofnaar voren as well
as vooruit. Furthermore, as is shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, some particles can be
added to directional morphemes preceding the relatum NP in expressing direction
in Dutch (e.g., naar huis toe) as well as to directional morphemes preceding a
locative form expressing enclosure or dimensional space (e.g., naar binnen toe,
naar achteren toe). The most obvious particles which may be used are heen and
(naar)toe corresponding with naar ('to') and indicating goal direction, and (van)af
and vandaan corresponding with van ('from') and denoting source direction. As
the use of these elements results in discontinuous positions in sentences (a
morpheme preceding the NP or locative form closed off with a morpheme
following the NP or locative form), these constructions are assigned the label
circumpositional phrases  (c f. Van Riemsdijk  1990). In addition to these particles,
the postpositions as presented in Table 3.2 with the exception of over, rond, and
voorbg (e.g., onder de brug door) as well as the form aan (e.g., achter de kat aan)
can be added to locative prepositions followed by an NP (see Geerts et al. 1984:
633-635 for a more extensive description of the way pre- and postpositional forms
can be combined into circumpositions).

3    In expressing directional relations ofenclosure, the adverbs binnen ('inside') and but'ten
('outside') do not always have to be preceded by directional markers in spoken
standard Dutch (e.g., hil' liep het huis binnen 'he entered the house').
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Table 3.3  Taxonomy of combinations of autonomous directional markers with
locative-topological and locative-dimensional forms for expressing direction in
standard Dutch

direction adverb additional circumposition
adverb

goal

enclosure

inner naar binnen ('inside') naar binnen toe
outer naar buiten ('outside') naar buiten toe

dimensional relations
vertical naar boven ('up') omhoog naar boven toe

naar onderen ('down') ornlaag naar onderen toe
naar beneden ('down') ornlaag naar beneden toe

lateral naar links ('(to the) left') linksaf naar links toe

naar rechts ('(to the) right') rechtsaf naar rechts toe
transversal naar voren ('forwards') vooruit naar voren toe

naar achteren ('backwards') achteruit naar achteren toe

source

enclosure

inner van binnen ('inside') van binnen uit

outer van buiten ('outside') van buiten af

dimensional relations
vertical van boven ('from the top') van boven af

van onderen ('from the bottom') van onderen uit
van  beneden (' from the bottom') van beneden af

lateral van links ('from the left') linksaf

van rechts ('from the right') rechtsaf
transversal van voren ('from the front') van voren uit

van achteren ('from behind') van achteren uit

From the taxonomies presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.3, it can be derived that adverbs
for expressing enclosure and dimensional space in Dutch are mostly
morphologically unmarked in case of location (with the exception of composite
adverbs like binnenin 'inside') and morphologically marked in case of direction.
With respect to the expression of the topological relation of enclosure and
dimensional relations, it can be concluded then that local reference is less complex
than directional reference  from a linguistic point  of view  ( -  or + additional
grammatical morpheme). Consequently, location can be labelled as the most basic
dimension for reference to space in Dutch. The tables also show that in Dutch the
same forms can be used for expressing location (boven), direction (naar boven),
and for subdividing the space at the relatum along the vertical axis (bovenin) (in
English, for example, above, up, and at the top should be used). Furthermore,
Tables 3.1 and 3.3 show that topological devices for expressing enclosure have
the same characteristics as devices for expressing dimensional relations in Dutch;
devices for expressing both types of relations may be used in combination with
bound suffixes and directional prepositions. Finally, when expressing location,
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topological and dimensional forms may be combined into expressions forming more
complex spatial relations; cf. Section 2.1.3. An example is achter in de auto ('in

the back of the car') in which the inner subspace expressed by the topological PP
in de auto is specified by means of the dimensional adverb achter. Adverbs for
expressing enclosure may also be used for specifying topological or dimensional
PPs (e.g., binnen in de auto 'inside the car').

Verb-internal devices for expressing the concepts of location and motion.
Unlike verb-external devices, it is less easy to define which items of the class of
verb-internal devices should be taken into account when studying spatial reference
in Dutch. Despite the fact that there are a number of studies in which classifications
of spatial verbs are proposed, a clear-cut selection of particular verb forms
expressing motion events produces difficulties.

The following verb types have been selected for studying verb-internal
reference to the concept of location in the data on Fatima, Mohamed, Ergon, and
Mahmut z(in ('to be'), liggen ('to lie'), staan ('to stand'), zitten ('to sit'), slapen
('to sleep'), and wonen ('to live'). They are all frequently used for reference to
space in spoken standard-language varieties of Dutch (see  De Jong  1979)  and are
likewise frequently present in learner data (see the studies by Broeder et al. 1985
and Extra et al.  1992 on L2 Dutch). Instead of the basic verb of location zijn ('to
be'), the verbs specified with respect to orientation liggen, staan, and zitten are
more commonly used in Dutch expressions of location (Van Oosten 1986). The
semantic conditions for selecting one of these local verbs are complex in Dutch
and have barely been subject to description (cf. Van den Toorn 1975, Van Oosten
1986). Although native speakers of Dutch seem to know intuitively when to use
liggen, sman, or zitten, it is known from the three L2 Dutch ESF studies (Broeder
et al. 1985, Extra et al. 1992, Extra & Van Hout 1993) that they are very hard to
learn.

The deictic verbs kornen ('to come') andgaan ('to go') are among the most
frequently-used verbs for reference to the concept ofmotion in spoken Dutch (cf.
De Jong 1979). As auxiliary preceding an infinitive, gaan also expresses future

tense in Dutch (e.g., wil gaan volgende week het huis schiWeren 'we are going
to paint the house next week'). Both komen and gaan express source- and goal-
oriented functions.  The use of both deictic verbs of motion depends on numerous
constraints, among other things, the position of the speaker and the person s/he
is talking to. For instance, deictic gaan is commonly used when the goal of
movement is outside the speaker's region as in the sentence ga naar buiten ('go
outside') (speaker plus listener inside). In kom naar buiten ('come outside'), the
speaker is outside and the listener is inside. Contrary to the deictic verbs ofmotion
komen ('to come') and gaan ('to go') in which motion and manner are specified

separately (e.g., he kwam lopend 'he came walking'), the concepts of motion and
manner are expressed simultaneously in nondeictic motion verbs (e.g., wandelen
'to walk' and zwemmen  'to  swim').  In a number of studies, classifications  of the
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nondeictic category of motion verbs have been investigated. In Miller & Johnson-
Laird (1976), for example, several classificatory properties of English verbs of
motion are discussed; Levelt et al. (1978) and Schreuder (1978) discuss the
structure and use ofverbs ofmotion in Dutch; Eichinger (1989) provides a detailed
description ofparticles that can be connected with verbs ofmotion in German; and
SjOstrOm (1990) investigates the use of motion verbs in sentences representing
spatial relations in Swedish. With respect to nondeictic verbs ofmotion, those verb
forms have been selected in the present study which clearly reflect a motion event
whereby human agent and theme coincide. The motion verbs studied differ with
respect to the type of movement (lopen 'to walk' versus rennen 'to run'), the
direction of movement (vaHen 'to fall' versus springen 'to jump'), and the
instrument of movement (wandelen  'to walk' versus reden 'to drive').

Other verb-external devices. In addition to the verb-external and verb-internal
devices discussed thus far, there are more verb-external devices available in Dutch
for spatial reference.  Many of them only appear in written standard Dutch and on
those occasions when they can be used in spoken Dutch, it can be expected that
they will rarely be found in initial L2 learner varieties because of their degree of
difficulty. First, there are the absolute compass descriptions benoorden or ten

noorden van ('(to the) north of), beoosten or ten oosten van ('(to the) east of),
bezuiden or ten zuiden van ('(to the) south of'), and bewesten or ten westen van
('(to the) west of) which occur in Dutch. Contrary to the organization of some
other non-European languages (for instance, the Australian language Guugu
Yimidhirr and the Mayan language Tzeltal), they do not play an important role
in the spoken expression of spatial relations in Dutch.4 Absolute compass
descriptions were present in the speech of all four adult L2 learners of Dutch
investigated in this study. However, these were hardly ever used to clarify spatial
orientations; most of the time, they were parts of country names (e.g., Zuid-
Amerika 'South America'), place names (e.g., Noord-Tilburg 'North Tilburg'), or
streetnames (e.g., Ringbaan-OosO. In contexts in which actual compass description
would be required in standard Dutch, the noun kant ('side') often emerged (see

Section 5.2 for a discussion of kant used as an L2 learner strategy).

(1)       1.8    MO ja Turkije he/ die he/ die kant he [+]
yes Turkey eh/ that eh/ that side eh [+]

NS   [ut zui(len van Turkije]
[the south of Turkey]

4     Speakers of Guugu Yimidhirr (cf Haviland  1979  for a description of this language)
and Tzeltal (cf. Kaufman 1971, Brown 1994, and Levinson 1994) use compass
descriptions instead of left/right and front/back dimensions (e.g., the ball is north of
the tree).
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Secondly, prepositional expressions like bezijden ('beside'), omstreeks ('near'),

omtrent('near'), rondom ('(a)round'), na ('near(by)'), tot('as far as'), and te('in')
can be used. Thirdly, the (composite) adverbs er(d'r)(-) ('there'), waar(-) ('where'),
ergens(-) ('somewhere'), nergens(-) ('nowhere'), and overal(-) ('everywhere') are
represented as well as the adverbs ginder ('over there'), ginds ('over there'), eWers
('elsewhere'), vanwaar ('from where'), opzO' ('at one side'), bergop ('uphill'),
bergaf('downhill'), allerwegen ('all ways'), and buitengaats ('offshore'). The
form onderweg ('on the way') and the bound suffix -waarts ('-ward(s)') (e.g.,
huiswaarts 'homeward') can be used for indicating path direction. Furthermore,
composite adverbs with the suffixes -een (e.g., aaneen 'at a stretch') and -elkaar
(e.g., achterelkaar sman 'to stand one behind the other') are possible. Eventually,
transparent spatial descriptions can be used when indicating spatial relations in
Dutch. Examples are in de buurt van ('near'), in de nabilheid van ('in the vicinity
of), in de omgeving van ('in the vicinity of), aan de kant van ('on the side of),
ter hoogte van ('near'), and opzil van ('at side of). Of all these spatial means, only
examples of the locative adverb waar ('where') are found in the L2 learner data
(e.g.,  trein komt waar die smtion Of zo 'train arrives where that station or
something'; cf. (5) by Ergun in Chapter 7).

In referring to location or direction, finally, topological and dimensional
relations as such do not specify the degree of separation between the theme and
the relatum. The relative distance between theme and relatum can be expressed
with varying degrees of precision using expressions such as erg ver ('very far')
or vuf meter links  van ('five meters  to the  left  of')  (see  Klein 1986). Typical
markers of proximity in Dutch are dichtb4 ('close by'), nabil ('near to'), and
Wakbu ('nearby') and ofnonproximity ver(wegl ('far (away)'), verder ('farther'),
and een eindOe) ('a (little) way'). Additionally, peripheral and essentially nonspatial
information associated with and further qualifying changes of location such as the
marking of rate or velocity (e.g., the adverbs langzaam 'slow' and snel' fast') may
appear in spatial expressions (see also Becker et al. 1988). Moreover, particularly
in combination with the deictic verbs of motion komen ('to come')  and gaan ('to
go'), markers of instrumentality specifying the manner of the motion event may
be expected (e.g., we kwamen met de bus 'we came by bus').

3.2 The Moroccan Arabic spatial system

In the description of Moroccan Arabic, the absence of a standard is a problem  (cf.
Otten & De Ruiter 1991). Though detailed overviews ofphonology, morphology,
and syntax of Moroccan Arabic are given in a number of grammars (see, for
instance, Harrell 1962, Van Mol 1983, Otten 1983, Caubet 1993a/b), only Becker
et al. (1988) and Becker & Carroll (1997) describe the linguistic means by which
spatial concepts can be expressed in Moroccan Arabic. In addition, verb-internal
devices, prepositions, basic adverbs, and a variety of composite adverbial forms
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can be used for reference  to the concepts of location and direction.  It is important
to note, however, that there is no exact equivalence between Moroccan Arabic and
Dutch prepositional morphemes (cf. Harrell  1962 for a comparison of Moroccan
Arabic and English prepositions). Each preposition has its own range ofmeanings
and the translation of a given Moroccan Arabic preposition into European
languages often differs widely from context to context. For example, the basic
meaning ofthe preposition») is ('in'), but it can also be used for expressing other
spatial meaning aspects (e.g., fe-s-se/li 'on the ground floor'). Other forms for
expressing containment exist which evoke different additional properties of the
relatum (cf. Becker et al. 1988). When expressing containment with objects
suggesting depth, for instance, qelb instead offe) is used (e.g., qelb-l-mariyo
'inside the wardrobe'). Moreover, Moroccan Arabic bears characteristics  of both
satellite-framed and verb-framed organized languages despite the superficial
appearance of a satellite-framed language. Contrary to Dutch, the directional
component ofa change of location may be conveyed by satellites (e.g., mfa le-l-fuq
'he went up') as well as by verb forms (e.g., tlae 'he ascended'). In contrast with
a typical verb-framed language like French, however, in which motion verbs encode
either directionality (entrer 'to enter') or manner (courir 'to run'), manner and
direction can also be expressed in satellites of the verb in Moroccan Arabic (cf.
drel rakeb 'he entered driving' versus rkeb le-l-daxel 'he drove in'). This
lexicalization pattern seems to represent a mixed type in comparison with the
satellite-framed versus verb-framed organization of some other languages (e.g.,
Dutch versus French or Turkish).

Verb-external devices for expressing the concepts of location and direction.
Verb-external devices that are frequently used in Moroccan Arabic for reference
to location are deictic adverbs. Similar to German and French (cf. Section 2.1.2),
a three-term system is used for deictic reference to space in Moroccan Arabic.
Various adverbs can be used like hna and hnaya expressing 'here,' temma, temma-

ya, and temma-k expressing 'there' and l-heh expressing 'there' as far from both
interlocutors. In addition to these basic deictic forms, corresponding composite
adverbial forms exist (hafayn, ra-hfayn, and dik-z-fih or dak-i-fih, respectively).
More specific verb-external devices for reference to location in Moroccan Arabic
are  shown in Table  3.4.  The word classes for expressing locative-topological  and
locative-dimensional relations are prepositions and adverbs; postpositions do not
exist at all in Moroccan Arabic. As is the case in Dutch (cf. Section 3.1), identical
prepositional forms can be used for expressing spatial relations Ce.g.,fe-1-maireb
'in Morocco') as well as nonspatial relations (e.g., fjuin 'in June'). As a group,
the spatial prepositions typically take nouns or pronouns as relatums (cf. Harrell
1962).
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Table  3.4  Taxonomy  of verb-external devices for expressing location in  Moroccan
Arabic

location preposition adverb

topological relations

single position
containment f(e)/fi ('in')

boundary + support da/di ('on,' 'at')
fuq/fuq men ('on')
mga ('against')
Eand ('near,' 'at')

interposition bin/binat ('between')
serial position Ela ('through,' 'round,' 'over')

msa ('along')
enclosure
inner daxel ('inside') 1-daxel ('inside')
outer berra ('outside') sal-berra ('outside')

dimensional relations

vertical (men) fuq/fuq men ('above,' 'over') 1-fuq
(men) tallt/taht men ('below') 1-taht

lateral smal ('left') sal-§-imal

imin ('right') sal-1-imin
hda ('next to')

transversal (men) geddam ('in front of) 1-geddam
mwor/mwora ('behind') 1-mwor
qbalt ('opposite to')

As can be seen in Table 3.4, some prepositions have two forms, one occurring
before nouns (e.g., da-t-tebla 'on the table') and one occurring before personal
enclitics (e.g., Eli-ha 'on her'). Other prepositions have only one form (cf. taht-lerd
'under the ground' versus taht-ha 'under her'). The prepositionf('in') consisting
of a single consonant (e.g., fhulanda 'in the Netherlands') regularly takes an e
when preceding a noun beginning with two or more consonants (e.g., fe-z-iamet
'in the mosque'). The formfi ('in') is used only before pronoun endings (e.g.,fi-na
'among us'). With respect to the topological relation of interposition, the form
binat ('between') is used before plural pronoun endings (e.g., binat-na 'between
us'). With singular pronoun endings or with nouns, bin is repeated before each
relatum (e.g., bin-i u bin-ek 'between you and me'). Contrary to Dutch, the first
person pronoun object (-0 precedes the second person object pronoun (-ek). The
form fiiq men ('above,' 'over') which is used before personal enclitics is an
example ofa composite prepositional form. Composite prepositions can also appear
before nouns as in the PP fuq men s-steh ('on top of the roof'). In addition to the
verb-external means presented in Table 3.4, locative descriptions are possible in
Moroccan Arabic such as ziht in kanskun fihtfas ('I live in the region of FEs').
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Finally, fal-3-fmal and Eal-l-imin can be used for expressing directional lateral
relations as well (e.g., fal-1-imin meaning both 'right' and 'to the right').

In Table 3.5, prepositions for expressing direction are given: goal-oriented
direction (e.g., le-s-suq 'to themarket') and source-oriented direction (e.g., men-fas
'from Fes' ). Path-oriented direction cannot be expressed by a single preposition
in Moroccan Arabic. As is done in Table 3.4, the first form presented is combined
with nouns (e.g., men-l-xarii 'from abroad') and the second one with pronoun
endings (e.g., menn-u 'from him'):

Table  3.5  Taxonomy  of verb-external devices for expressing direction in  Moroccan
Arabic

direction preposition

god 1(e)/li

source men/menn

In Table 3.6, composite adverbial forms for expressing goal- and source-oriented
relations are presented.

Table  3.6 Taxonomy  of composite adverbs for expressing direction in Moroccan
Arabic

goal source

enclosure
inner le-1-daxel mel-1-daxel
outer 1-berra men-berra

dimensional relations
vertical le-1-fuq mel-1-fuq

le-1-taht mel-1-taht
lateral le-8-Xmal men-&-Smal

le-1-imin mel-1-imin
le-hda men-hda

transversal le-1-geddam mel-1-geddam
le-mwor men-mwor

le-qbalt men-qbalt

The table shows that similar to standard Dutch (cf. Table 3.3 in Chapter 3)
combinations ofdirectional linguistic devices (l(e) andmen) with locative enclosure

or dimensional forms are possible (e.g., le-l-fuq 'up') for reference to direction.
The locative component may be replaced by a deictic form (e.g., le-hna 'to here'
and men-hna 'from here'). Finally, the preposition cand (cf. Table 3.4) can be used
to express the meaning ('at the place of') in terms of location (e.g., Eand-na 'at
our house'/'at our place'/'in our country') as well as in terms of direction (e.g.,
aii €and-i 'come to my place').  In addition, this form can also be part of a com-

The double 'n' in menn-u ('from him') is to denote pronunciation.
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posite directional form with l or men (e.g., 1-€and t-tbib 'to (the place of) the
doctor').

Verb-internal devices for expressing the concepts of location, direction and
motion. Contrary to Dutch, there is no verb linking the theme and the relatum NP
in simple equational sentences in Moroccan Arabic (cf. Harrell 1962, Coenen
1979). In translation, a form of'to be' must usually be inserted (e.g., r-rafe(fe-dar
'the man (is) in the house'). In the perfect tense, however, the auxiliary verb kan
('to be') may be used (e.g., r-raiel kan fe-d-dar 'the man was in the house').
Furthermore, the two deictic particles ha and ra have approximately the meaning
of'here is'/'here are' (e.g., ra-hfe-l-medrasa 'he is in the school'). In comparison
with Dutch, verbs specified with respect to orientation are used to a lesser extent
(e.g., gles  'to sit' and wq€f 'to stand').

The deictic verbs of motion fa ('to come') and mfa ('to go') are often
combined with directional markers as presented in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. Moroccan
Arabic has additional motion verbs which incorporate the directional component
as in hbet ('to descend'), tlae ('to ascend'), drel ('to enter'), xrei ('to come
outside'/'to go outside'), and rfac ('to come back'/'to go back'). These verbs can
be used in isolation (e.g., ana talea 'I will ascend') but are frequently used in
combination with directional markers  as well (e.g.,  edda,  ana tal<a l- Va ville
'tomorrow, I am going to the new city'). In addition, there are also verbs ofmotion
expressing manner (e.g., ira 'to run' and tah 'to fall').

3.3 The Turkish spatial system

Turkish linguistic devices are generally dealt with in reference grammars and
learner grammars discussing morphology and sentence structure without spatial
categories being distinguished (Mardin 1961, Lewis 1978, Nauta 1973, Underhill
1976, Torkmen et al.  1988, and Kornfilt 1997 are a few grammars of Turkish
which can be mentioned). There are a number ofstudies, however, which explicitly
describe linguistic devices for reference to space in Turkish (Bastuji   1976,
Verhoeven 1987, Becker et al. 1988, Van der Heijden 1989, Aksu-Ko  1994,
Becker & Carroll 1997). Furthermore, a cross-linguistic comparison is given in
Becker (1994) of the manner in which topological and dimensional relations are
expressed in German, English, French, and Turkish. The system for spatial
reference in Turkish differs to a dramatic extent from the Dutch spatial system.
First, Turkish has to be characterized as a verb-framed language because of the
distribution of spatial information across the verb form and its associated elements
within a sentence (cf. Section  1.1). In Turkish, the core information ofthe motion
event is generally conveyed by the verb form with an optional encoding ofmanner
by means of satellites. Secondly, where Dutch requires the expression of more
specific topological relations, Turkish has the possibility of expressing the most
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neutral topological relation AT-PLACE (cf. Section 2.1.3). Thirdly, local or
directional NPs are never marked by prepositions in Turkish. The function Dutch
prepositions have is mainly fulfilled by case suffixes and postpositions; the system
of case suffixes can be regarded as basic, and the system of postpositional
constructions as complementary in Turkish (Becker et al. 1988). It has to be kept
in mind that Turkish is an agglutinating language; various grammatical and
syntactic functions are expressed through suffixes. All suffixes are subject to the
rules of vowel harmony in which the quality of the vowel of the suffix is
determined by the quality of the last syllable of the lexeme (see Lewis  1978 for
the principle of vowel harmony). Consequently, suffixes occur in several vowel
variants depending  on the vowel  of the syllable they are attached to.  In this study,
in accordance with the rules of vowel harmony, E indicates that the vowel of the
suffix can appear as e or a (twofold suffix) and I as t, i, u, or u (fourfold suffix).
In accordance with the rules ofconsonant assimilation in suffixes (cf. Lewis 1978),
D equals d or t in this study.

Verb-external devices for expressing the concepts of location and direction.
In Turkish, case suffixes are attached to the final element of a relatum NP (cf. op
de tafel versus masada 'on the table'). As can be seen in Table 3.7, three case

suffixes are present for expressing the concepts of location and direction (see
Bastuji 1976 for a formal study of these three spatial cases); they are subject to
the twofold harmony and to the rules of consonant assimilation. In every spatial

expression, one of these suffixes is present in Turkish; when used in isolation
(without a postposition or an adverb; Tables 3.8 and 3.9, respectively), a canonical
location or the neutral topological relation AT-PLACE is expressed which does not
demand any further subspace specification (cf. Koopman 1982, Becker et al. 1988,
Becker 1994, and Becker & Carroll 1997).6 For instance, the suffix -DE provides
minimal locative specification and can be used in various locative-topological
expressions in which a specific preposition is required in Dutch.

Table 3.7 Taxonomy of case suffixes for expressing location and direction in
Turkish

(NP-)case suffix

location -DE

direction goal -(y)E
source -DEn

path -DEn

6 Whether a spatial relation has to be described by means of a general case suffix or
by a more specific postpositional phrase or adverb depends on a number ofconstraints
discussed in Becker et al. (1988).
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The suffix -DE can be used to express locative relations of single position which
may be containment (e.g., arabada 'in the car'), boundary plus support (e.g.,
masada 'on the table'), or neighbouring (e.g., Ahmette 'with Ahmet'). For more
detailed spatial meanings, postpositional phrases (see Table 3.8) or adverbs (see
Table 3.9) should be used. Secondly, the case suffix -6')E can be used for
indicating goal (e.g., kaye 'to the village'): Thirdly, the case suffix -DEn can be
used for expressing source (e.g., iehirden ayrildi 'he departed from the city'). In
connection with specific motion verbs, -DEn can also be used to express path (e.g.,
otobusyoldan gid:yor 'the bus drove down the street'). Like Dutch and Moroccan
Arabic prepositions, the three case suffixes can be employed in both spatial and
nonspatial meaning contexts (cf. yerde 'on the ground' versus Ramazanda 'during
Ramadan').

The functions of other Dutch spatial prepositions are performed by
postpositions, i.e., separate words that follow the relatum NP. First, postpositions
can be distinguished which have a fixed form and govern one or more cases; these
postpositions are bound to a preceding suffix of which they modify the meaning.
Examples are uzere/uzre ('on'), beri ('this side of'), boyunca ('along'), and doQru
('towards') (e.g., in kaye dogru 'to the village,' doikru specifies the suffix -(y) 4.

Secondly, a special class of postpositional phrases is used in Turkish for more
specified spatial orientations. Such constructions are composed ofanNP expressing
the relatum which, together with a genitive, is linked to a postposition containing
the following three morphological elements: (1) a noun specifying the type of
location (e.g., i  'the interior'); (2) an anaphoric element (the possessive suffix -
AlI of the third person);8 and (3) the case suffix -DE expressing location or one
of the case suffixes  -6)E or -DEn indicating direction (see Table 3.7). In Table
3.8, an overview is presented of the postpositions which can be linked to a genitive
NP. The forms expressing location (e.g., id-in-de in the inside of) are best
represented by locative prepositions in English (e.g., ev-in iC-in-de in the house').
In Turkish, the lateral distinction left/right is expressed by means of nouns (sol
'the left side' versus sag 'the right side') to which the spatial suffixes -DE, -0)E,
or -DEn can be attached; as such, they are not included in Table 3.8.

The following examples illustrate that case determines which spatial con-
cept is meant: arabanin i inde ('in the car'), arabanin i ine ('into the car'), and
arabanin i inden ('out of the car'). In expressing spatial deixis, the first noun of
the postpositional phrase (araba) can be replaced by one of the demonstrative
pronouns which are part ofthe three-term Turkish system (bu 'this,' hu 'this/that,'
or o 'that'); cf. Section 2.1.2.

7 When attached to a word ending in a vowel, the letter y has to be inserted.

8 A linking consonant n has to be placed between the possessive suffix ending in i and
a case marker (e.g., -DE).
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Table 3.8 Taxonomy ofpostpositional phrases for expressing location and direction
in Turkish

(NP-GEN) NP-poss3-case sufix

location goal direction source/path direction

topological relations

interposition arasinda ('between') arasina arasindan

serial position etrafinda ('round') etraftna etrafindan

enclosure

inner i inde ('in(side)') i ine i inden
outer di,inda ('outside') dibma di*mdan

dimensional relations

vertical ustunde ('above,' 'over') ustune ustiinden
altinda ('below') altma altlndan

lateral yaninda ('next to') yanina yanindan

transversal Ontinde ('in front of) 8nune anunden

arkasinda ('behind') arkasma arkasmdan
kar$isinda ('opposite to') kar sina kar*isindan

Adverbs for reference to space may be added to these postpositions in Turkish.
In Table 3.9, the most common adverbs for spatial reference are presented. Again,
there are clear points of similarity between devices for expressing enclosure and
devices for expressing dimensional relations (cf. Sections 3.1 and 3.2). When the
adverbs are used without a suffix, they indicate motion towards. Despite the fact
that they already express motion towards, the suffix -0)E may be added. The
suffixes -DE and -DEn have to be attached to the stem to indicate location or
source/path-oriented direction, respectively. For example, the form yukan ('Up')
can also be used to express location (yukanda 'above') and source direction
(yukandan 'from the top'). In contrast to postpositional phrases, adverbs do not
have to be connected to a specific relatum.

Table 3.9  Taxonomy  of adverbs for expressing location and direction in  Turkish

goal direction location source/path direction

enclosure

inner i eri(ye) (' inside') i eride i eriden
outer diwl(ya) ('outside') difnda dibaridan

dimensional relations
vertical yukan(ya) ('up') yukanda yukandan

a*agi(ya) ('down') a agida 4agidan

transversal ileri(ye) ('forwards') ileride ileriden
geri(ye) ('backwards') geride geriden

kar41(ya) ('opposite') kar da kar#idan
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In addition to the forms presented in Table 3.9, three deictic adverbs derived from
the demonstrative pronouns bu, Nu, and o can be used for spatial reference in
Turkish: buralar, huralar, and oralar. The case suffixes -DE, -ly)E, and -DEn turn
them into the equivalents of Dutch deictic adverbs for expressing location (e.g.,
burada 'hier'), goal direction (e.g., buraya 'hierheen'), and source direction (e.g.,

buradan 'hiervandaan').

Verb-internal devices for expressing the concepts of location, direction, and
motion. Contrary to Dutch, 'to be' does not exist as an isolated verb form for
expressing location in Turkish. Nominal predications are formed with copulative
suffixes of the present tense (e.g., kitap masadadir 'the book is on the table' in
which the third-person suffix-DIr expresses 'to be') and copulative particles that
derive from the verb ar. In addition, the verb olmak can be used (e.g., Hasan evde
olmah 'Hasan probably is at home'). Comparing Dutch with Turkish, Dutch
requires the use of locative verbs specified with respect to orientation (liggen 'to
lie,' sman 'to stand,' and zitten 'to sit') much more frequently. In Turkish, verbs

of location can be combined with a suffix  indicating direction (cf. masada oturduk
'we sat at the table' versus masaya oturduk 'we sat down at the table'). In Dutch,
a combination of different verbs (e.g., zitten versus gaan ... zitten) would be used
instead of a directional marker in such contexts.

As was stated before, Turkish can be characterized as a verb-framed
language with verbs of motion typically encoding direction. The verbs carry
information concerning goal and source while, for example, details ofmanner may
be elaborated in associated adverbs, locative phrases or converbs (nonfinite verb
forms functioning as adverbs). There are verbs which specify movement into or
out of (girmek 'to enter' versus Fkmak 'to exit'), verbs which specify motion up
or down (Fkmak 'to ascend' versus inmek 'to descend'), and verbs which specify
movement away from (ka mak 'to run away'). The verb  ikmak, meaning both
'to exit' and 'to ascend,' is often accompanied by disambiguating adverbs like
dqan ('outward') and yukan ('upward') (see Table 3.9). The same notions can

also be expressed by the deictic verbs of motion gelmek ('to come') and gitmek
('to go') together with a directional adverb (e.g., i eritye) gel'come inside'). While
the equivalent of the Dutch directional particle terug ('back') is the particle geri

(e.g., geri gelmek 'to come back'), the directional meaning 'away' is incorporated
in the verb form in Turkish (e.g., kag 'to run away'). Examples of manner-

incorporating verbs are yurumek ('to walk') and ko4mak ('to run'). In addition to
verb forms encoding manner of movement (e.g., koimak 'to run'), the converb
-ErEk functioning adverbially, as in koiarak  tkti ('(he) exited running'), can
express the manner of action.
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3.4 A cross-linguistic comparison

In order to determine the influence of various linguistic factors on the L2
acquisition of spatial reference, the linguistic properties of the spatial systems of
Dutch, Moroccan Arabic, and Turkish were described in this chapter. According
to Talmy's typology (cf. Section 1.1), Dutch was characterized as a satellite-framed
language, Turkish as a verb-framed language, and Moroccan Arabic as a mixed
type of language with respect to the encoding of space. In this section,
interlinguistic factors are addressed and the question is answered how
grammaticalization ofspatial information in the source language (Moroccan Arabic
and Turkish) may affect the expression ofspatial information in the target language
(Dutch). Secondly, intralinguistic factors are addressed by discussing how the
internal organization ofDutch may affect the acquisition process of space by adult
L2 learners of this language.

In Table 3.10, an overview is given of major typological characteristics
of Dutch, Moroccan Arabic, and Turkish. Solely these dimensions are included
in the table on which typological variation is established for at least one ofthe two
source languages (Moroccan Arabic and Turkish) in comparison with the target
language (Dutch). Such a typological comparison yields conditions in which there
is in principle a likelihood of transfer.

Table  3.10  Typological characteristics  of Dutch, Moroccan Arabic,  and Turkish
Dutch Moroccan Arabic Turkish

spatial deixis two-term system three-term system three-term system

topological relations containment containment AT-PLACE relatiOn
(single position) boundary + support boundary + support

neighbouring neighbouring

location (verb-external +) verb-external (+ verb-external (+
verb-internal means verb-internal means) verb-internal means)

direction mainly verb-external    verb-external and mainly verb-internal
means verb-internal means means

spatial marking NP
type of marking function words function words suffixes, function words
position of ma/klng mostly in preposition always in preposition always in postposition

The first dimension of typological variation which has to be addressed involves
spatial deixis. Dutch has a two-term deictic system (hier versus daar) while
Moroccan Arabic (ha fayn, ra-h-jayn, and dik-i-fih or dak-f-fih) and Turkish
(buralar, 4uralar, oralar) have three-term deictic systems. This means that
Moroccan and Turkish learners of Dutch have to acquire the language-specific
deictic expressions and have to find ways to reduce the semantic opposition of their
source language.
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A second dimension of typological variation is related to the expression
of topological space. The three languages differ with respect to the distinctions
drawn for single position. Turkish encodes the most neutral topological relation
AT-PLACE in which relations of containment, boundary plus support, and
neighbouring are collapsed; the case suffix -DE expresses relations of single

position without any further subclassification. In Dutch, specific linguistic devices

are used for expressing relations of single position (in for containment; op, aan,
and tegen for boundary plus support; and bO for neighbouring). The Moroccan
Arabic system has various devices for expressing relations of single position but
seems less specific than the Dutch system. The absence of lexical diversity for
relations of single position in Turkish in particular may impede the acquisition of
topological encoding devices in the target language.

Thirdly, theme and relatum may be linked in Moroccan Arabic and Turkish
without the use of a locative verb form in expressing the concept of location. In
Dutch, on the other hand, locative-topological and locative-dimensional devices
are always accompanied by a locative verb form. It may be expected that verbs
of location are acquired late and that, initially, the theme and relatum NP are
simply juxtaposed.

With respect to reference to direction, clear differences can be observed.
Turkish is a verb-framed language and it mainly has verbs for the grammatical
encoding of direction. In Moroccan Arabic, both satellites and verb forms can be
used for expressing direction. As Dutch is a satellite-framed language, Turkish
learners have to switch from a verb-framed system to a satellite-framed system.
The prediction is that Turkish learners of Dutch will encounter more difficulties
in acquiring the set of directional satellites than Moroccan learners of Dutch.

A last dimension of typological variation is related to morphological
devices available for the spatial marking of NPs. Both Moroccan Arabic and Dutch
make use of obligatory local or directional morphemes preposed to the NP
expressing the relatum (while for reference to direction postposition occasionally
occurs in Dutch, it never occurs in Moroccan Arabic). In Turkish, three different
case suffixes are used ifthe function expressed is logical and does not demand any
further specification. Local or directional NPs are never marked by prepositions.
In addition, a special class of postpositional phrases for more specified spatial
orientations is used. With the spatial marking of NPs consistently preposed in
Moroccan Arabic and consistently postponed in Turkish, an acquisitional problem
for Turkish learners of Dutch may arise. The presence or absence of pre- and
postpositions in L2 Dutch of Moroccans and Turks has been examined in several
studies (see Broeder et al. 1985, Extra et al. 1992, Extra & van Hout 1993, Jansen

et al.  1981 for Moroccan and Turkish adult learners of Dutch and Appel 1984,
Lalleman   1986, De Ruiter   1989 for Moroccan and Turkish children   learning
Dutch). These studies show that while the source-language structure does not seem
to prevent Moroccans from acquiring postpositional devices, Turkish learners show

a relatively high absence of prepositions in L2 Dutch (cf. Sections 2.2.1,2.2.3,
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and  1.2).  It is to be expected that Turks will tend to use fewer prepositions and
will possibly incorporate prepositions in the verb form in Dutch. At the same time,
difficulties in choosing the standard prepositional forms are to be expected for
Moroccan learners of Dutch because there is no exact equivalence between
Moroccan Arabic and Dutch prepositional morphemes.

Finally, characteristics concerning the internal organization of the Dutch
spatial system may influence the way spatial concepts are expressed by L2 learners.
From a linguistic point of view, local reference  is less complex in standard Dutch
than directional reference  ( -  or + additional grammatical morpheme). Spatial
adverbs in Dutch are morphologically unmarked in case of location (e.g., buiten,
daar) and mostly morphologically marked in case of direction (e.g., naar buiten,

daarnaartoe, or daarheen). From an acquisitional point of view, it seems plausible
to assume that (1) morphologically simple forms are learned before the more
complex forms; and (2) morphologically simple forms take the function ofthe more
complex forms.



4.     Design of the study

In Chapter  1, two research questions were presented which form the focus of this
cross-linguistic and longitudinal study on spatial reference. The first question was
which spatial concepts are initially expressed through which verbal means in adult
L2 learner varieties ofDutch and how these verbal means are expanded over time.
The second question was how linguistic (source and target language),
communicative, and cognitive factors account for the acquisition patterns ofspatial
reference in adult L2 learner varieties of Dutch.  In this chapter, an elaboration of
the two research questions is presented (Section 4.1). Secondly, more specific
information is provided on the four key informants involved in the study. The
socio-biographical characteristics ofthe two Moroccan and two Turkish informants
as well as potential factors influencing their L2 acquisition ofDutch are dealt with
(Section 4.2). Thirdly, the structure ofthe dataset and the data collection techniques
on which the present study is based are described. In addition, the notation con-
ventions used in the transcription of spoken language are presented (Section 4.3).
Finally, the techniques used to study reference to space are accounted for and an
impression of the size of the database is given (Section 4.4).

4.1       Elaboration of the research questions

One of the main overall outcomes of the ESF project was that adult L2 learners
share an initial communicative system, referred to as the basic learner variety (cf.
Perdue 1993b, Klein & Perdue  1997). This outcome was particularly based on the

development of L2 learners of English, French, and German.  In the basic learner
variety, the expression of spatial relations is reduced to deictic adverbs, linguistic
devices for expressing direction, and a few locative forms for expressing
topological AT-PLACE relations. It was claimed that communicative logic was the
decisive factor for this basic language system and that though evidence to the
contrary was available from related studies, the basic variety contained features
which were neither reducible to the source language (SL) nor to the target language
(TL). Cognitive complexity as a potentially determining factor for the basic variety
was to a lesser extent investigated. Another outcome was that some learners
fossilize at this basic level while others progress beyond this point. It was found
that only in these latter stages did SL and TL influences become more clearly
visible.

In the present study, it was investigated whether an initial communicative
system with specific spatial properties existed for adult L2 learners of Dutch and
whether this system was part of the basic learner variety. In addition, it was
investigated to what extent adult L2 learners ofDutch progressed beyond this basic
spatial system or tended to fossilize at this basic level. In order to be able to
investigate the presence of a basic spatial system and the way it is expanded,
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numerous spatial linguistic devices were analyzed in the speech data of the
informants. The categories involved in this study were: deictic adverbs, markers
of direction, verbs of location and motion, topological devices, and dimensional
devices. Deictic adverbs were taken as a separate category as earlier studies on
child and adult language acquisition had shown that they had a special status in
language acquisition and language use. Devices for expressing the concept of
enclosure were included in the topological category despite the fact that they
exhibited properties which closely resembled the dimensional spatial system. An
overview of all categories involved in the present study is given in Table 4.6. The
structure ofChapters 5,6,7, and 8 is based on this division into categories as well.
In addition to these explicit spatial devices, the co-occurrence of linguistic devices
for expressing the concepts of location, direction, and motion was investigated,
both at the sentence and discourse level. In addition, implicit ways of referring
to space as well as alternative nonstandard manners of reference to space were
examined. The analytic categories applied in the analyses are described in Section
2.1. The techniques used to study these different forms of reference to space are
discussed in Section 4.4. More specific research questions are presented in Chapters
5,6,7, and 8.  In this discussion, the acquisition order is of great importance,  i.e.,
both the order of acquisition of devices for expressing different spatial concepts
(e.g., direction before location) and the internal order of acquisition within a
specific group of spatial devices (e.g., the deictic verb of motion 'to come' before
the deictic verb of motion 'to go'). Fundamental questions are whether specific
spatial concepts are implicitly or explicitly referred to and whether there is a
specific influence of the source languages in question. As Chapters 7 and 8, on
topological and dimensional reference, are more extensive in their description of
acquisition patterns, the presentation of the data is organized in different fashions
in Chapters 5 and 6 as opposed to Chapters 7 and 8.

4.2 Informants

In the ESF project, different source and target language combinations were studied
on several aspects of spontaneous adult language acquisition (cf. Section  1.3).  In
the Dutch part of the ESF project, Moroccan Arabic and Turkish were chosen  as
source languages. The focus on Moroccan and Turkish informants was based on
two arguments: (1) speakers of those two languages belong to the major immigrant
groups in the Netherlands; and (2) these source languages could be matched with
informants selected in France (Moroccans) and Germany (Turks). In order to select
informants with comparable characteristics for the different SL and TL pairs, a
profile outlining the'prototypical' or'ideal' longitudinal informant was formulated
(see Perdue 1984, 1993a).  In the Dutch part of the project, both a Moroccan  and
a Turkish group of four informants were selected which best fit the ideal informant
profile and to a high degree matched the profile of the Moroccan and Turkish
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informants selected in France and Germany, respectively. Out of these eight
informants, two Moroccan and two Turkish key informants were selected for
extensive data analysis. Analyses regarding Dutch carried out within the ESF
project and reported on in the final reports (see Section  1.3) and in the three Dutch
studies (see Section 2.2.1) were based predominantly on their learner varieties. The
present work on spatial reference is also based on the language use of these four
key learners.

The informants were Fatima, Mohamed, Ergun, and Mahmut. The socio-
biographical characteristics of these four informants closely resembled the ideal
informant profile as formulated in the ESF project. The four key learners were
between  18  and 30 years  of age, had legal status as residents, no native target
language spouse, and no children of school age. Their level of education was
limited, their proficiency in Dutch was very low, and no regular instruction was
received. They were working class with a job or some other activity providing
contacts in the target language. The informants were monolingual and at the time
of the first recording had lived  in the Netherlands between  7  and 12 months.  As
a result, the informants selected were spontaneously acquiring Dutch as an L2
(without substantial formal tuition) and they could be followed in their L2
acquisition process from the initial stages onward. As Fatima and Mahmut could
be characterized as relatively slow learners on a series ofdimensions and Mohamed
and Ergun as relatively fast learners, a spectrum of different types of development
and a wide range of developmental stages is represented in the Dutch database.

In Table 4.1, the socio-biographical characteristics of the two Moroccan and two
Turkish key informants are specified.

In addition to these characteristics, Broeder (1991), Perdue (1993a), and
Deen (1995) presented impressionistic portraits of the four key learners. The
individual portraits presented below originate from Broeder (1991: 14-15) and
contain more detailed information about the informants' daily lives and circum-
stances that may have had an impact on their pattern or rate of L2 acquisition.

Fatima
In Kenitra, a town in Western Morocco, Fatima attended primary school for only
two years, after which she received sewing and knitting lessons. For some years,
she was a successful seamstress. She had a little shop and taught other woman.
At the age of twenty-four, she married a Moroccan who had been living in the
Netherlands for twelve years. She joined him in Tilburg.  At the time of the first
encounter in the ESF project, Fatima had been living in the Netherlands for one
year. Her proficiency in Dutch was almost zero, although she had taken part in
a voluntary training course for migrant women for two hours a week, and continued
to do so. This was a very basic course and had a primarily social function. She
had a part-time job as a cleaning woman in the kitchen of a motel where she
worked with other Moroccan and Turkish women. Her contacts with native
speakers of Dutch were very limited, except for a short period at the end of the
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first year of her stay in the Netherlands when her husband was abroad and she had
to take care of daily business herself. She had been in the Netherlands for two
years when her son was born.

Table 4.1 Overview of the socio-biographical characteristics of the key informants
Moroccan Arabic Turkish

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

sex female male male male

place of birth Kerlitra Casablanca Ankara Kir4ehir
year of birth 1956 1961 1964 1962

marital status Moroccan single single Turkish wife
husband

residence native country Kenitra Casablanca Ankara Ankara
education native country 2 years 7 years 5 years 5 years

employment native country seamstress none mechanic mechanic

age of arrival in NL                   24                      19                        17                      19
period between arrival in NL 13 months 8 months 11 months 9 months
and start project
L2 level at start at project almost zero almost zero very limited almost zero
skills in other languages none limited French none none

residence in NL Tilburg area Tilburg area Tilburg area Tilburg area
education in NL basic Dutch, none vocational none

2hrs a week school

employment in NL kitchen factory factory factory
living situation in NL with husband with parents with parents with wife
children in NL 1 child none none 1 child

Mohamed
Mohamed was born in Casablanca. After primary school, he attended secondary
school for only two years. He was subsequently trained to be a mechanic, but did
not earn a diploma. At the age ofnineteen, he and most ofhis family left Morocco
to join his father, who had been living in the Netherlands for almost fourteen years.
Soon after his arrival, he found a job as a factory worker which he remained
throughout the data collection period, except for a short period of unemployment.
He joined the ESF project eight months after his arrival. As a youngster, living
in a small town near Tilburg with relatively few immigrants, he soon had lots of
contacts with native target-language speakers, from authorities to customers in
discotheques and bars. The relationship with his parents detoriated over time. He
regularly stayed with his uncle for extended periods of time. After a year-and-a-
half, he moved in with his Dutch girlfriend in her parents' house. At the end of
the data collection, he was living with another Dutch girl. He had not taken part
in any language courses.

Ergiin
After five years ofprimary school, Ergun started working as a mechanic in Turkey.
At the age of seventeen, he left Turkey and moved to Tilburg where he joined his
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parents, who had been living in the Netherlands for some years. Soon after his
arrival, he attended a target language course for two hours a week for a period of
five months. His attendance was rather irregular and at the beginning of the data
collection period his command of Dutch was judged to be very limited. After five
months, he found a job as a factory worker on a temporary basis. Afterwards,  he
was alternately employed and unemployed. At the time of the first session in the
ESF project, Ergon had been living in the Netherlands for about eleven months.
He was still very much a teenager at this stage. His contacts with native speakers
resembled Mohamed's. Being a youngster and living with his family, he lived a
full social life: visiting friends, going to discotheques, playing football in a mixed
Turkish/Dutch team and meeting Turkish and Dutch friends. After two years,
because of many parental rows, he moved to Groningen, a city in the northern part
of the Netherlands. He started working there as a car wrecker at a breaker's yard.
Given that there are not many immigrants living in Groningen, Ergon's contacts
with native speakers of Dutch can be assumed to have increased.

Mahmut
Mahmut  was  born  in a small  town  150  km from Ankara, Turkey. He attended
primary school and then worked as a mechanic. At the age of nineteen, he went
to the Netherlands to join his wife, who had been living there for about four years.
He joined the project nine months after his arrival. Mahmut first lived with his
parents-in-law.  At the beginning of the data collection period, however, he moved
to a rented house next door to his inlaws. During the first year of his stay in the
Netherlands, he was unemployed. After a year, he found a job in a meat factory
which he held during the data collection period. His contacts with native speakers
were limited to Dutch colleagues, authorities, hospital staff, doctors (in Cycle 3,
he was hospitalized for a week, suffering from a liver problem and he regularly
saw his doctor), and people in second-hand car markets (as a former mechanic,
he was very interested in cars). Mahmut often reflected on his second language
proficiency.  He was fully aware of his shortcomings in Dutch, but also knew that
owing to his family responsibilities (after a stay in the Netherlands of one-and-a-
half years, his daughter was born) he was unable to attend a target language course.

With respect to the rate ofacquisition ofverb placement, Jagtman (1994) concluded
that there is a clear difference between Mohamed and Ergun, on the one hand, and
Fatima and Mahmut, on the other hand: Mohamed and Ergun appear to make more
progress than Fatima and Mahmut. Jagtman suggests that this difference might be
related to personal circumstances of the informants. In this context, the
impressionistic portraits of the four learners show that the perspectives for the
acquisition of Dutch were more favourable for Mohamed and Ergon than for
Fatima and Mahmut. Whereas Fatima and Mahmuthad only few and mostly formal
contacts in Dutch, Mohamed and Ergun had many informal contacts with
Dutchmen. Concerning the contact factor, Van Hout & Strdmqvist (1993) made
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pair-wise comparisons between key informants with the same SL background
(Italian, Turkish, Moroccan Arabic, and Spanish) acquiring the same TL (English,
Dutch, French, and Swedish, respectively) in which a difference in progress of
lexical development was observed (e.g., Ergun making faster progress than Mahmut
in acquiring L2 Dutch). On the basis of these four comparisons, Van Hout &
Str6mqvist concluded that the intensity of contact between learners and target
language speakers is a potential factor in explaining differences in L2 acquisition
success. In addition to differences which could be explained by intensity ofcontact,
Van Hout & StrOmqvist discuss whether variation in the informant selection criteria
might be used to explain differences in the structure and rate of lexical
development. They made an inventory of factors promoting or impeding the L2
acquisition process. For alllearners participating in the different source and target
language combinations of the ESF project, they observed that there was a
significant effect for age, family status, and education in the native country. Their
generalization that a learner married to a compatriot and having children was less
likely to receive high scores on lexical richness measurements than learners who
were single and had no children corresponded with the characteristics for marital
status, living situation, and children in the Netherlands presented in Table 4.1 for
the four learners. The most striking result found by Van Hout & Stromqvist,
however, was that there was no effect that could be traced to the amount of TL
tuition to which the learners had been exposed. Regarding the tuition factor, they
remarked that compared to the cumulative effect of everyday exposure to
spontaneous use of the target language, the effect of instruction in the TL was
negligible.

In addition to the four key learners, adult native speakers of Dutch and
adult native speakers of the source languages (speaking both the SL  and TL)  were
involved in the project only to the degree that interaction with the informants in

the different speech elicitation tasks was involved.  In the presentation of examples
in this study, the speech of the L2 learners is marked by the following initials: 'FA'
for Fatima, 'MK' for Mohamed, 'ED' for Ergun, and 'MO' for Mahmut. The
interlocutor in the interaction is referred to as 'NS'  in the case of a native speaker
of Dutch and 'SL'  in the case of a source language speaker of Moroccan Arabic
or Turkish.

4.3 Language activities

As the ESF project concentrated on spontaneous second language acquisition, data
representative of daily interaction with native speakers in the social environment
which also represented the general language ability andcommunicative competence
ofthe learners were collected. In addition, as the main objective ofthe ESF project
consisted ofinvestigations concerning the early stages ofthe L2 acquisition process,
data were collected in the first years of acquisition. Twenty-seven monthly
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encounters took place of one to two hours per informant over a period of
approximately two-and-a-half years in order not to miss specific developmental
patterns. These 27 encounters or sessions were divided into three similar cycles,
each cycle consisting of nine sessions. By repeating speech elicitation activities
in the form of cycles, the informants could be observed three times in similar
conditions of language use. In this way, comparable data over time became
available for analysis which offered a high-quality perspective on linguistic details
of the L2 acquisition process.

During these 27 months of data collection, the four key informants were
followed and recorded in several language activities varying in degree of control.
The following data collection techniques were used, ranging from the very
spontaneous to the more stimulus-controlled and providing various entries into the
developing language systems of the learners (see also Broeder 1991, Extra et al.
1992, and Perdue 1984, 19938, for a description of the activities):
1. Free conversations took place between the informant and the source language

and/or target language investigator. Whereas questions were asked in the first
sessions with respect to the socio-biographical background ofthe informant, later
on various topics ofconversation were dealt with (for example, kinship relations,
cultural differences between the source and target country, and child-rearing).
When a special topic was introduced for all informants (for instance, in
discussing radio and television programs or travel in Morocco or Turkey), such
props as radio/tv magazines, travel guides, maps, and photographs were used.
This elicitation task resulted in interactive data on the informant and interlocutor
as well as narratives or monologues of the nonnative speaker. Conversations
turned out to be very productive but were difficult to compare since they were
not bound by clear stimulus control.

2. Play scenes were defined as pre-structured and semi-authentic play actings in
which a formal situation, like asking for housing facilities, was imitated while
using specific props. The roles of officials (e.g., housing officials) were played
by project-external volunteers, project-internal researchers or professionals. In
interaction with these officials, the informant had to fulfil a special task (e.g.,
the assignment of housing). The following four play scenes were administered
three times each, once in every cycle: post office (transferring money by post
in Cycle 1 and sending a parcel by post in Cycles 2 and 3), bakery plant
(applying for ajob as bread packer), housing office (applying for housing), and
migration office (applying for family reunification in Cycle l and applying for
remigration in Cycles 2 and 3). These play scenes provided insights into the way
learners dealt with formal situations in which they had to make asymmetric
requests (see Deen 1995, for detailed analyses of the institutional housing office
conversations). In comparison with the conversations, these tasks consisted of
more planned and guided discourse although there was some room for free
talking.
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3. Film retellings consisted ofcommenting on or retelling video fragments offilms,
in particular, silent movies. To get a more precise picture of the referential
devices over time, a situation was created in which the informants had to talk
about given entities and activities in space and time by retelling the video clip
to the TL investigator. Therefore, the film fragments chosen had clear agents
and actions, and a clear plot. Film viewing followed by comment or retelling
took place four to five times in each cycle. Video fragments of the following
films were used: 'A Dutch Racing Cyclist' (spoken Dutch, 20 minutes), 'Harold
Lloyd at the Station' (silent movie, 3 minutes), 'Charlie Chaplin, the Clochard'
(silent movie, 12 minutes), 'Harold Lloyd Buying a New Car' (silent movie,
15 minutes), and 'Charlie Chaplin, Modern Times' (silent movie, 24 minutes).
This task provided comparable data over time because the entities and activities
referred to could be retraced through the retelling of the same movie at different
points in the data collection procedure.

4. Finally, small-scale experimental tasks were carried out in each cycle. The
experiments were highly prestructured and were highly comparable for all
informants across cycles and were meant to elicit very specific language use.
The following experimental tasks were conducted: an L2 word production task,
an L2/Ll translation  task, a money game (focusing on understanding spatial
prepositions), a catalogue game (focusing on vocabulary in specific semantic
domains), a stage direction task ( focusing on eliciting spatial re ference), a French
proficiency test for the Moroccan informants, a linguistic insecurity task
(focusing on choosing particular verbs of location and motion), a self-
confrontation task (based on data from the housing office play scene), and a
route direction task. The experimental tasks were the only technique used which
did not provide spontaneous data.

In Table 4.2, an overview of the different data collection techniques are given for
each session in each cycle; recurring activities can be retrieved in Cycles  1,2, and
3, in that order. The notation convention used in this study to refer to numbers
of sessions in which specific activities occurred consists of the cycle number
followed by the session number within that particular cycle (e.g., Sessions  1.6,2.6,
and 3.6 refer to Session 6 in Cycles  1,2, and 3, respectively).  In the presentation
of utterances, the session number precedes the initials of the concerning informant
or the SL/TL investigator (see Section 4.1 for the specific initials used in this
study).

In interaction with the source and/or target language researcher, the
activities of the four adult learners were audio and/or video taped. Subsequently,
a computerized transcript was made of the recorded speech for each language

activity (more detailed information on the data storage procedure is given in Extra
et al. 1992). At the start of the present study, all data were available in a computer-
stored database (see Feldweg 1991,1993) which formed the basis for all analyses
undertaken in the domain of spatial reference. Recently, the data became available
in the CHILDES database as well (MacWhinney  1991). The examples presented on
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reference to space contain less information than the original input format of the
ESF data: they are adapted to a more accessible format for illustrative purposes.
The notation conventions used in this study are kept to a minimum and are
presented in Table 4.3.

Table  4.2  Language  activities  occurring in  each session in Cycles  1,  2,  and 3

session activity

conversation play scene film retelling experiment

1            personal life         - - production task
translation task

2            personal life         - - money game
catalogue game

3          - post office Cyclist stage direction (C2/C3)
bakery plant French test (C2)

4            personal life         -                        -                                   -
use of SL/rL
film/tv ((2/(3)

5           personal life        - - insecurity task
family

6         - housing office Station stage direction (Cl)
Clochard

7            personal life         - - confrontation (C2/C3)
SL/TL culture
discrimination

8           holidays             - - route direction (C2/C3)
French test (C3)

9           - migration office   New Car route direction (Cl)
Modern Times (C2/C3)

Table 4.3  Notation conventions used in the  transcription of examples  of Dutch

notation convention indication

+ silent pause
/                                        self-repair
\                                                     interruption of one speaker by another

I, 1,
simultaneous speech
quoted speech

* *
nontarget language word

<> comments on the situation, interlocutor, etc.

<..> part of the sequence is not represented

The translation of Dutch examples into English are word-for-word translations;
if necessary, a translation from L2 Dutch into standard English is given. Dutch
minimal response or feedback items are represented in the following way: hm by
'um,' hmhm by 'uh-huh,' uh by 'er,' and he by 'eh' (based on Broeder 1991).
Capitals are only used for proper names and names ofvillages, cities, and countries.
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The use ofnonverbal reference (pointing or gesturing) is retrieved from video tapes
and notes in the original transcriptions.

4.4 Procedure for data analysis

The  investigation  of the various types of explicit and standard-like spatial devices
is a productive-initial strategy. However, such a strategy only yields results when
it is complemented by analyses of implicit methods of reference to space and
alternative nonstandard methods of reference to space. Moreover, the co-occurrence
of different linguistic devices for expressing the concepts of location, direction,
and motion has yet to be investigated. In the present work, two complementary
types of analysis were carried out to study these different ways of referring to
space. First, the broad analytic technique of concordances was used to gather
information on the whole database. Secondly, a more in-depth discourse-oriented
analysis was carried out on specific parts of the database. Both types of analyses
produced different sources of information  on the acquisition of spatial reference.

The concordance technique (by means of OCP programs) resulted in
listings of relevant occurrences of specific spatial forms in a particular verbal
context. In these listings, both verb-external and verb-internal linguistic devices

for expressing the concepts of location, direction, and motion were included. The
concordances were based on all the sessions (9) in all the cycles (3), so that all
27 sessions for each informant were scanned for potential spatial forms. Although
these listings can already function as input for particular analyses, they were only
used to gain a first overview of occurrences of potential spatial linguistic devices
in the transcripts. In order to acquire a more precise picture of spatial devices
localized by means  of the concordances, the forms were, subsequently, submitted
to a coding procedure. Verb-internal devices were not taken as entries in the coding

procedure. The focus was on verb-external spatial devices, as they played a central
role in the Dutch spatial system. Every localized spatial satellite in the 27 sessions
ofdata collection was coded on aspects of form and function, and the type of word
class it belonged to (e.g., preposition, adverb, or postposition) as well as contextual
features such as the accompanying verb form (e.g., verb of location or motion)
and the relatum (e.g., featured or nonfeatured relatum). The analysis can be
characterized as form-function oriented and took place at the level of single
utterances, with the verbal and situational context of these utterances being taken
into account.

Although analyses on the basis of these codes provided a good deal of
information on the occurrences of spatial linguistic devices at the sentence level,
more in-depth micro-analytical insights into the acquisition process of spatial
reference over time were needed. A video-film fragment was selected to look at
data from a discourse-oriented perspective and to investigate how L2 learners
established the spatial frame in retelling the fragment. In addition, the retellings
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were used to look for phenomena which could possibly have been discarded in the
study ofconcordances. Linguistic standard devices for expressing spatial relations
in Dutch were spotted in the concordances, and as a result, forms differing from
these standard devices remained unincorporated. Retellings of the film fragment
were used to investigate referential functions which were expressed using
nonstandard linguistic devices (cf. (5) in Chapter 2). In addition, the retellings were
used to study referential functions expressed in the L2 varieties without any overt
spatial linguistic marking (cf. (3) in Chapter 2). In the discourse-oriented analysis,
retellings of the video clip 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' were studied in more
detail. This video clip contained most of the spatial situations regularly
encountered.  Both the clear set of possible referents  in the film fragment  and the
acquaintance with stimuli enhanced the reconstruction process of what the
informants actually wanted to express. A detailed scenario of the video-film
fragment was used for decoding which scene the informant actually referred to (a
broad outline of the contents of 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' is presented in
Section 5.1). Moreover, the repetition of the retellings over time made the study
of developmental trends more feasible.

According to a particular analysis, data are derived from different parts
of the Dutch ESF database. Table 4.4 shows that the concordances and
accompanying codings of the localized spatial devices are based on all the sessions
(9) in all the cycles (3). The discourse-oriented analysis, on the other hand, is based
on the retellings of a specific video-film fragment (Harold Lloyd at the Station)
in Cycles 1,2, and 3. In all, three retellings which were distributed equally over
the whole database (with a time interval of nine months between each retelling)
were analyzed for each informant.

Table  4.4  Overview  of selected data for  the  analysis  of spatial  reference for  each
informant
analysis cycle session total

concordances plus  codings                                                            Cl 1.1-1.9 9 sessions
C2 2.1-2.9 9 sessions
(3 3.1-3.9 9 sessions

discourse-oriented analysis jilm  retelling                                Cl                        in 1.6 1 retelling
(Harold Lloyd at the Station)                                (2              in 2.6 1 retelling

C3            in 3.6 1 retelling

In describing the acquisition process of spatial reference, frequency arguments,
orders of appearance, imitations, self-repairs, and instances of overgeneralization
are used to discover and trace developmental patterns. The results obtained are
compared and contrasted with those ofprevious work on spatial reference in child
and adult language acquisition (cf. Sections  1.2  and 2.2).

Finally, an impression of the size of the database of spoken nonnative
Dutch used in this study is given. With the exclusion of words from languages
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other than Dutch (Moroccan Arabic, French, or Turkish) and proper names, the
database ofthe four informants contains about 205,000 tokens. Taking into account
the speech ofboth the key informants and the native speakers ofDutch and source-
language speakers, the total database contains about 391,600 tokens. Compared
with the oft-cited database used in De Jong (1979) for analyzing native spoken
Dutch, which contains 120,000 tokens, the Dutch ESF database is rather extensive.
In Table 4.5, the estimated number of word tokens for the informants is given for
each cycle.

Table  4.5  Number  of word  tokens  for  the four  informants  in  Cycles   1 -3

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 total

Fatima 7,700 10,600 12,000 30,300
Mohamed 14,200 20,400 19,700 54,300

Ergiin 13,200 22,800 25,500 61,500
Mahmut 15,500 20,400 23,000 58,900

total 50,600 74,200 80,200 205,000

Table 4.5 shows that, with the exception ofMohamed, the number ofword tokens
increased  for each informant throughout Cycles  1,2,  and 3. Furthermore,  it  can
be seen that Fatima's total number of word tokens remained relatively low.

In Table 4.6, the total number ofspatial word tokens and spatial word types
as studied for the four key informants is presented. The forms included in the
overview were traced by means of the concordance technique and are all standard-
like spatial devices for expressing the concepts of location, direction, and motion.
A subset of the data is included of solely the verbs of location and verbs ofmotion
(cf. Section 3.1). The data presented in Table 4.6 are all discussed in further detail
in Chapters 5,6,7, and 8. In Table 4.6, a similar pattern can be observed for the
Moroccan informant Fatima as could be seen in Table 4.5, i.e., a relatively low
number of spatially-used linguistic devices in comparison with the other three
informants. As the number of spatial word tokens does not say anything about the
different types used, the number of spatial word types is included in the table as
well. Again, Fatima exhibited the narrowest range of spatial word types.
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Table 4.6  Overview  of spatial word tokens  and spatial word types as studied for
the four  informants  in  Cycles  1 -3

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

spatial word tokens
deictic adverbs 264 766 1,724 1,171

markers of direction 371 490 544 417

verbs of location 188 587 563 380

verbs of motion 407 735 1,269 996

topological devices                    79 952 201 238

dimensional devices                  90 259 275 425

spatial word types
deictic adverbs                           2                     2                     2                     2
markers of direction                           5                            7                            7                             5
verbs of location                                 5                            6                            6                             6
verbs of motion                                                              6                                                10                                                   9                                                 1 1

topological devices                      8                     9                     7                     7
dimensional devices                     7                    13                    12                    10

total: spatial word tokens 1,399 3,789 4,576 3,627

total: spatial word types              33                    41                    43                    41



5.    The initial stages and the basic spatial system

In this chapter, spatial properties ofthe initial communicative system are described
on the basis of the data from Cycle 1. First, an in-depth analysis of the retellings
of the film fragment of 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' is presented (Section 5.1).
For  all four informants, this retelling took place in Session  1.6 (cf. Table 4.4  in
Chapter 4). Secondly, L2 learner strategies as, for instance, nonverbal reference

(pointing or gesturing), are discussed (Section 5.2). Thirdly, form-function oriented
analyses are presented for deictic adverbs (Section 5.3), markers of direction
(Section 5.4), verbs of location and motion (Section 5.5), topological devices

(Section 5.6), and dimensional devices (Section 5.7). The L2 learner strategies and
the form-function oriented analyses are based on all the sessions (9) in Cycle 1

(see also Table 4.4). In Section 5.8, on the basis ofthe patterns observed for spatial
reference in Cycle   1, a basic spatial system is defined which  all four adult  L2
learners of Dutch have in common at the beginning of their acquisition process.
The idea of this basic spatial system is derived from the basic learner variety of
Perdue (1993b) and Klein & Perdue  (1997); cf. Section  1.2 on adult language
acquisition and Section 2.2.2. This basic spatial system is related to the three

potentially determining factors and the question is addressed how linguistic (source
and target language), communicative, and cognitive factors account for the
acquisition patterns of spatial reference in the basic spatial system of adult L2
learners of Dutch. The specific research questions addressed are the following:

(1)    Is there an order of acquisition of direction before location?
(2)     Do Moroccan and Turkish L2 learners of Dutch have difficulties using a

two-term deictic system instead of a three-term deictic system?

(3)    Is there an internal order ofacquisition for the deictic adverbs hier ('here')
and daar ('there')?

(4)    Is there an internal order of acquisition for the deictic verbs of motion
komen ('to come') and gaan ('to go')?

(5)   Is there an order of acquisition of locative-topological relations before
locative-dimensional relations?

(6)    Is the acquisition of topological encoding devices in Dutch impeded by
the absence of lexical diversity for relations of single position especially
in Turkish?

(7)     Is redundant information left implicit in the initial stages of the acquisition
process?

5.1 Spatial reference in discourse

For the establishment of an initial spatial system, retellings of the silent-movie
fragment 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' in Cycle 1 are taken as a starting point.
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In retelling this video clip, the learner is forced to refer to spatial concepts because
a series of concrete events in which spatial reference plays an important role (in
the future referred to as spatial events) are part of this movie. The clear set of
referents given by the film fragment and the acquaintance with stimuli make it
possible to reconstruct what the informants actually wanted to express. The film
retellings were used for locating explicit spatial linguistic devices, on the one hand,
and for investigating referential functions expressed with nonstandard linguistic
devices or expressed without any overt spatial linguistic marking, on the other. An
outline of the contents of the film fragment 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' is given
below (see also Broeder 1991: 135).

Harold Lloyd at the Station
At the beginning of the video clip, a train arrives and Harold Lloyd is standing
on a platform with his fiancee and her parents. While the family members are
saying their goodbyes, the train stops outside the roof of the station. A number
of people are leaving the train and are coming onto the platform. Among them
is a black woman with a baby in a carry cot putting her baby behind Harold on
the floor. Harold is paying much attention to his fiancee. Then the guard gives a
sign that the train is about to leave. In a hurry, Harold, instead of picking up his
suitcase, takes the carry cot with the baby belonging to the black woman and runs
towards the waiting train. The woman notices his mistake and runs after him with
his suitcase; while the black woman and Harold exchange their property, the train
is leaving. Then a horse-drawn cart passes alongside the train, behind Harold's
back, and in the supposition that it is the train, Harold jumps on it. As soon as he
notices his mistake, he jumps off the cart and runs after the train. He catches the
train just in time.

In order to see which spatial events have to be referred to in retelling the fragment,
a discourse frame of the video clip 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' was constructed.
This spatial constellation is presented in Figure 5.1. It is defined in terms of twelve
spatial events and two 'goals' ('a'  and 'b') which form the plot line of the story.

In referring to the events which are part of the frame presented in Figure
5.1, spatial devices of referring to the concepts of location, direction, and motion
are required. In referring to the concept of location in standard Dutch, prepositions,
adverbs, and verbs of location can be involved; in referring to direction,
prepositions, postpositions, adverbs, circumpositions, and particles can be used;
and in referring to motion, verb forms are available in Dutch (see Section 3.1).
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Figure 5.1  Discourse frame video film  'Harold Lloyd at the Station'
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Before presenting the linguistic devices actually used by the informants in retelling
the story, an impression is given of the spatial elements referred to. Table 5.1
summarizes which elements ofthe discourse frame of 'Harold Lloyd atthe Station'
are expressed by the informants and which are not. In the table, only those cases
are marked positively in which the spatial event is expressed by linguistic means
which explicitly denote location, direction, or motion (with the exclusion of
unfinished utterances, self-repairs, and imitations). An utterance like hu trein ('he
train') is marked negatively (simple juxtaposition of theme and relatum or zero
marking of motion and direction); although the standard variety would be an
utterance like hg rent naar de trein ('he is running towards the train'), both hil
rent trein ('he runs train') (explicit expression ofmotion, directional marker absent)
and h(/ naar tran ('he towards train') (explicit expression of direction, verb of
motion absent) are marked positively.

Table 5.l shows that five of the spatial events are referred to explicitly
by all four informants (1,2,11, a, and b). The overview shows the most minimal
way in which Fatima retells the movie. The goals are expressed but the series of
events is only referred to by a single utterance (Events 2-5 are only represented
by Event 2 and Events 7-10 by Event 8); the train leaving the station (Event 6)
is not referred to at all. The utterances in (la) and (lb) show how Fatima expresses
Goal  a  and  Goal  b in retelling 'Harold Lloyd  at the Station' ill Cycle  l.
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(1) a 1.6 FA die + man + naar ander stad

that + man + to other city
b  1.6    FA die meneer uh zeg "trein bijna weg"

that gentleman er say "train almost away"

In (la), Fatima  indicates the goal by means of a prepositional phrase (naar ander
smc/), but she does not mark the motion event. In (lb), it is known from the video
clip that a guard is involved, the theme (trein) together with the directional particle
weg ('away') indicates the future departure ofthe train; again, the movement itself
is left implicit and has to be inferred from contextual information.

Table 5.1  Explicit reference to spatial events in the discourse frame of 'Harold
Lloyd  at  the  Station'  in  Cycle   1

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

(1) train arrives at station                           +               +               +               +

(2) woman arrives at station                       +               +               +               +
(3)   Harold runs towards train                      -               +               +               +
(4)    woman runs after Harold                         -                 +                 -
(5) woman moves away from Harold             -                 +                 -

(6) train leaves station                            -              -              +              +
(7) cart comes behind Harold                        -                 +                 +                 -
(8) Harold jumps on cart                                      +                     -
(9) Harold jumps off cart                                     -                     +                     -                     -

(10) cart drives away from Harold                  -                 -                 -

(11)       Harold runs towards train                                         +                             +                            +                             +

(12) Harold jumps on train                                          -                        +                        -                         -

(a) future departure of Harold by train            +                   +                   +                   +
(b) future departure of train                          +                 +                 +                 +

Although in all retellings the crucial elements of the plot line ('a'  and  'b')  are  ex-
pressed, the overview makes clear that many elements of the discourse frame  are
not explicitly referred  to by the informants (for instance, none of the informants
marks Event 10 spatially). Only explicit reference is included in Table 5.1.
However, this does not mean that the spatial events negatively marked are not
referred to at all. Some parts of the frame may have been denoted implicitly by
the informants. This may be due to the fact that the learners have not yet acquired
the linguistic devices required to express specific spatial relations. This may be
illustrated by en dan fout ('and then mistake') in Erg in' s retelling: he uses this
nonspatial utterance to describe the scene in which the black woman reacts to
Harold's mistake taking the carry cot instead of his suitcase, as well as the scene
in which the protagonist jumps on the horse-drawn cart instead of the train. The
latter case is illustrated in (2).
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(2)            1.6       ED      hij zegt "trein weg gaan naar" en dan fout'
he says "train away go to" and then mistake"

By connecting the evaluative comment en dan fout with the spatial utterance of
the train leaving the station (trein weg gaan naar), it can be inferred that Harold
accidently does not jump on the train but on the horse-drawn cart instead (Event
8).  In addition, with the video film as reference point, there is a lot of redundant
information as the two interlocutors had the same visual stimuli. As such, a
learner's minimal retelling of the spatial frame may also result from the
circumstance that the interlocutor knows the video clip and the learner feels no
need for explicit expression. Moreover, in interaction with the L2 learner retelling
the video film, the interlocutor often has a share in the extent to which a particular
event is made explicit by the informant. When the interlocutor (a native speaker
of Dutch) offers the spatial frame by asking two questions, the nonnative speaker
is not forced to express this frame and can confine himself/herself to mentioning
the moving theme (trein) or the final spatial state (in station) without mentioning
the motion event itself. This can be illustrated by (3) from Ergon (see also (4) in
Chapter 2).

(3) 1.6 NS wat is dit?

what is this?
ED trein

train

Ns    hm hm ja uh weet je waar de trein stopt?
um um yes er do you know where the train stops?

ED in station

in station

Such sequences can be interpreted as examples of'collaborative interaction' in L2
learner data.

Apart from these examples of implicit reference to space, the question
remains which linguistic devices are present in the initial stages when L2 learners
of Dutch express spatial relations in an explicit way. Table 5.2 shows the explicit
spatial means which are used by the four informants in retelling the spatial events
in the discourse frame of'Harold Lloyd at the Station' in Cycle 1. As only spatial
events which are part of the discourse frame are indicated, for some informants
not all spatial devices used in the retellings are listed in the table.

1 Ergun's use of the preposition naar ('to') in combination with the motion verb gaan
('to go') as a formulaic expression in which the direction marker cannot be interpreted
as a spatial preposition will be discussed in Section 5.4 (see also Section 2.2.1).
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Table  5.2  Overview of spatial devices used in retelling the spatial events in the
discourse frame of 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' in Cycle  1

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

deictic adverbs hier

daar daar

markers of direction terug terug

weg weg weg weg
naar naar

naar met'
Uit

verbs of location zij n

staan

zitten zitten

verbs of motion komen komen komen komen

gaan gaan (naar)

lopen lopen lopen

topological devices                                      in               in
OP

binnen
vani

dimensional devices naast
voor

achter

The combination of the preposition naar ('to') and the preposition met ('with') into
the nonstandard combination naar met ('to with') by Fatima will be discussed in
Section 5.4 (see also Section 2.2.1).

2 Fatima's use of the preposition van ('of') for expressing spatial relations (including
the topological ones) will be discussed in Section 5.6.

Although Table 5.2 shows a variable set of linguistic devices used for expressing
the discourse frame by each informant, two general patterns can be inferred from
the overview. First, a tendency shown by the data from 'Harold Lloyd at the
Station'  is  that all four informants  make use of markers of direction  and that they
share the directional particle weg ('away'). Secondly, all four informants make use
of motion verbs and they have the deictic verb of motion komen ('to come') in
common. Apart from these similarities, one striking difference can be observed
between the informants. While the Moroccans use prepositions for marking
direction (e.g., naar 'to'), directional prepositions are completely absent in the
retellings of the Turks. In (4), an example is given of the Turkish learner Mahmut
who does not mark the directional relation on the relatum (andere smd) but instead
uses a directional particle (weg).

(4) 1.6 Mo   die meneer moet trein andere stad + weg
that man should train other city + away
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5.2      L2 learner strategies

When L2 learners have not yet acquired the standard linguistic devices of the target
language and face the communicative task of encoding specific spatial relations,
particular learner strategies may be observed. For instance, Slobin (1993) interprets
the use of a word meaning 'middle'  by both adult and child learners as an interim
solution for encoding the complex spatial relation of interposition. However, in
the retellings of'Harold Lloyd at the Station' as well as in other data from Cycle
1, midden ('middle') is not used by the L2 learners of Dutch for expressing
'between.' Nevertheless, particular learner strategies are found in the Dutch data.
Such learner strategies may be defined as alternative nonstandard ways to express
spatial relations, probably as a result of not yet having a command of specific
spatial devices. However, alternative ways of referring to space do not have to be
classified as learner strategies by definition. For instance, an evaluative comment
on a spatial event like Ergon's en dan jout ('and then mistake') in (2) would
probably not be identified as a learner strategy when uttered by a native speaker
of Dutch. In discussing L2 learner strategies in this section, a distinction is made
between alternative solutions, on the one hand (zero markings, nonverbal reference,
and nonspatial perspectives), and linguistic devices related to space, on the other
hand (markers  of rate or velocity and overgeneralized use of transparent forms).
The examples are drawn  from  all the data (nine sessions) in Cycle  1.

Zero markings often occur as alternative solutions in Cycle   1.  A  zero
marking means that the theme and/or relatum are mentioned, but that no preposition
(or other element) is used to specify or mark the spatial relation. In (la) and (lb),
the motion event had to be inferred  from the context; a zero marking of motion
was identified. However, simple juxtaposition of theme and relatum also occurs
with no marking ofmotion and direction, as in (5a) and (5b), where only the basic
elements (theme and relatum) are mentioned by Fatima and Mahmut, respectively.
Ifthe relatum had not had a locative component (stad 'city' expressing 'location'),
a zero marking for spatial reference could not have been identified.

(5)       a 1.6 FA man ander stad

man other city
b 1.6 Mo die trein andere smd

that train other city

In these utterances, the actual meaning (direction) has to be inferred from the
contextual information (the video clip of 'Harold Lloyd at the Station') as well
as the meaning of the locative NP.  In (6),  on the other hand, Ergon specifies the
motion event but he does not indicate the goal.

(6) 1.6 ED en dan lopeni hard lopen
and then walki fast walk
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In addition to zero markings of direction and motion, zero markings of location
occur. In (7), the relatum trein ('train') is not marked by a locative preposition.

This may be related to the use of the locative verb zinen making a locative
preposition redundant.

(7) 1.6 Mo   moet uh trein zitten
must er train sit

Nonverbal reference (pointing or gesturing) is not only used to accompany spatial
expressions  but  is used instead  of them  as  well. In Cycle 1, clear examples  of
gestures used instead of spatial linguistic devices can be observed. In (8), not
having the appropriate form for referring to the front axis at her disposal, Fatima
gestures forwards.

(8) 1.9 FA    moet uh <zo> <gebaan vooruit> doen
must  er <so> <gestures fbrwards>  do

As Mohamed has not yet acquired the motion verb expressing 'to jump,' he
explains himself in (9) by means of a gesture; in the next turn, the interlocutor
offers the corresponding verb form.

(9)       1.8    MI<   en dan ik uh <gebaart>
and then I er <gestures>

Ns   dur in gesprongen
jumped into it

MK ja
yes

Finally, spatial events can be approached from a nonspatial perspective. An
example was given  in (2): Ergun's evaluative comment  en  dan./but ('and  then
mistake')  in the retelling of 'Harold Lloyd  at the Station' in Cycle  1.  By  this
nonspatial utterance, Ergun gives background information on the spatial event of
Harold jumping on the horse-drawn cart instead of the train (Event 8).

In expressing spatial events by means of linguistic devices related to space,
markers of rate or velocity play an important role. Originally, these markers had
to  be  defined as nonspatial (cf. Section   3.1),  but  they were frequently  used  in
spatial meaning contexts in initial L2 learner varieties ofDutch. In (10a) and (1Ob),
for instance, Fatima and Mohamed implicitly refer to the motion event by means
of vlug and snel.

(10)   a 1.6 NS wat doen die mensen?
what do those people do?

FA vlug naar met trein

quickly to with train
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b 1.6 MK hij snel naar uh de trein

he fast  to  er the train

This strategy only applies to the retellings ofthe Moroccan informants. The Turkish
informants use markers of rate or velocity in combination with a verb of motion
only (e.g., snel lopen 'to walk fast').

Secondly, overgeneralized use oftransparent spatial devices can be defined
as an L2 learner strategy. All four informants make use of the transparent form
kant ('side'). They use the noun kant as a strategy for expressing more complex
spatial relations. For each informant, one example is given below.

(11) a 1.6 FA man weg die anderkant
man away that other side

b 1.5 M K      met  <11/ met  uh een anderkant geen politie/ geen niks
with er/ with er an other side no police/ no nothing

c l.9 ED en dan auto die kant die kant die kant

and then car that side that side that side
d 1.6 Mo <die> <gebaart> kant weg

<that> <gestures> side away

In (llc), for instance, Ergon tries to indicate that a car is zigzagging along the
street by repeating die kant three times. The relatively frequent use of the Dutch
kant corresponds with Carroll & Becker's (1993) observations that equivalents of
the 'transparent' form 'side' are used in all early learner varieties of English,
French, and German to express more complex relations, irrespective oftheir status
in the different source or target languages. While the concept of 'side' figures
prominently in spatial expressions in English (e.g., inside) and French (e.g., a cdti
de), this is not the case for Seite in German or for kant in Dutch. Furthermore,
the Turkish informant Ergon seems to use the transparent noun plaats ('place')
for expressing more complex spatial relations. In Dutch, the use of plaats is less

obvious than the use of kant.

(12) 1.6 ED    en dan asbak die kant en die plaats die kant
and then ashtray that side and that place that side
<..>
die plaats die hier
that place that here
<..>
en dan plaats uh weW plaats weg
and then place er away/ place away

In sum, L2 learner strategies are frequently observed in the initial stages of
language acquisition. First, instances of alternative solutions are found, like zero
markings, nonverbal reference (pointing or gesturing), andnonspatial perspectives.
Secondly, linguistic devices related to space serve as L2 learner strategies ofwhich
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markers of rate or velocity are examples. Other examples are overgeneralized use
of transparent forms.

5.3 Deictic adverbs

In this section, the focus is on acquisition patterns of the deictic adverbs hier
('here') and daar ('there'). When all nine sessions in Cycle 1 are taken into

account, it becomes clear that the deictic adverbs hier ('here') and daar ('there')
are used abundantly by all four informants  in the initial stages of the acquisition
process.  As in child  L 1   acquisition (cf. Clark & Sengul 1978), deictic terms  are

among the earliest words acquired by adults. In Table 5.3, the frequencies ofthese
two deictic adverbs are presented  for each session  (9) of Cycle 1. Unfinished
utterances, self-repairs, and imitations are excluded from the table.

Table  5.3  The  deictic adverbs  'hier'  and  'daar'  and  the frequency  of occurrence
in Cycle 1

123456789 total

hier ('here')
Fatima 1- 6- 61 5          19         12          50

Mohamed 2 - 17 34 33 8 5     50     10    159
Ergun            3     -     11     34    23     12     -     76     25    184
Mahmut 6     2     43     43      3     22     36     69     28    252

daar ('there')

Fatima                   -         -         -         -          1         -         -         -          2           3
Mohamed                -          -           4           6         11 2 1 29 7     60

Ergun -            1            9 13 7    17 11 64 43 165

Mahmut                  -          -          -          -           2           2           3 4 9     20

With respect to the deictic adverbs hier ('here') and daar ('there'), the four

informants show the same acquisition pattern: (1) hier is used before daar; and
(2) hier is used more often than daar (see also Broeder et al. 1985). Moreover,

two informants occasionally use proximal hier with the intended meaning of
nonproximal daar while the reverse never occurs. Such an overgeneralization of
hier is illustrated in (13) from Mohamed; in standard Dutch, the third hier ('here')
should be daar ('there').

(13) 1 5 MK   en dan <hier> <wijst>/ achter de weg staan s/ strand

and then <here> <points>/»behind the road stand b/ beach
hier tot hier + staan tenten
here to here + stand tents

In (14a) and (14b), Mahmut's and Mohamed's awareness of the opposite meaning
of the deictic forms hier ('here')  and daar ('there') is shown.
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(14)   a 1.7 MO   <nee hier niet he daar> <betekent nia hier maar daar>
<no here not eh there> <meaning not here but there>

b 1.9 MK   kinderen uh + niet twee daar in Marokko <*et*>
<=Frans=en> rest hier
children er + not two there in Morocco <*et*>
<=French=and> rest here

In (14b), Mohamed uses daar to refer to his home country and hier to the country
where he lives now. The same phenomenon can be illustrated by the following
sequence of Ergun.

(15) 1.3 NS     je zusje/ jouw zusje?

your little sister/ your little sister?
ED nee zus niet hier

no sister not here
NS niet hier

not here
ED daar Turkije blijven

there Turkey stay

Furthermore, as can be seen in (13)-(15), hier and daar are primarily used for
expressing the concept of location. Like smd ('city') in (5), hier and daar have
a locative component of which direction may be derived.

Finally, it should be remarked that both deictic adverbs are often
accompanied by pointing gestures (nonverbal reference) in order to be able to
specify the exact location in the immediate context. For instance, Ergun instructs
the interlocutor to sit down on a chair by means of hier ('here') accompanied by
a pointing gesture and the locative verb zitten ('to sit').

(16) 1.6 ED    <hier> <wost naar stoel> zitten he

<here> <points to chair> sit eh

To sum up, the deictic adverbs hier ('here') and daar ('there') are frequently-used
devices for expressing the concept of location by all four adult L2 learners of
Dutch from the initial stages onward. It is found that proximal hier is used earlier
and more frequently than nonproximal daar; moreover, hier is occasionally used
with the intended meaning ofdaar whereas the reverse never occurs. An early use
of equivalents of the deictic adverbs 'here' or 'there' for expressing location was
also found for other target languages studied within the ESF project (cf. Carroll
& Becker 1993). However, different orders of acquisition were observed: there
before here in L2 English and 18 before la-bas before ici in L2 French. Variable
orders of acquisition were also found for child Ll acquisition. Whereas Clark
(1973) found an order of there before here, Tanz (1980) did not observe a specific
acquisition order for the two deictic terms. Finally, it should be noted that the four
informants do not seem to experience difficulties in switching from an Ll three-
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term system for deictic reference (cf. Sections 3.2 and 3.3) to a two-term deictic
system in Dutch (cf. Section 3.1).

5.4 Markers of direction

The directional particles terug ('back') and weg ('away') are, rather unexpectedly,
important devices for spatial reference in adult L2 Dutch. Choi & Bowerman
(1991) also found that these particles play a central role in the early expression
ofmotion events by children learning English. Table 5.4 shows that terug and weg
are used for reference to direction by all four informants from the initial stages

onward (see also Broeder et al. 1985). Recall that unfinished utterances, self-
repairs, and imitations are left out (the same goes for other tables to come in this
chapter).

Table 5.4 The directional particles 'terug' and 'weg' and the frequency of
occurrence in Cycle 1

123456789 total

terug ('back')
Fatima 1 1 1- 1 3 1 5 1          14

Mohamed 1 1 4 5 4 3- 1      1     20

Ergun -1 1-4 3-5 4 1 8
Mahmut                   -          -           5           5           7         17           4           9          -          47

weg ('away')
Fatima -1 -          -          -          10           2 1 4     18
Mohamed 2 1 3 5- 5- -      3     19

Ergon 2396 - 19 1     11     15     66
Mahmut 5 1 9 3      2     25     11      7     12     75

Contrary to the deictic adverbs hier ('here') and daar ('there'), no clear acquisition
order emerges between goal-oriented terug and source-oriented weg in adult L2
learner varieties ofDutch. An example ofacquaintance with the opposite meanings
of terug and weg is given in (17).

(17) 1.8 ED   ja ik ga weg en vakantie en dan terug

yes I go away and holidays and then back

NS  ja
yes

ED tentg komen Nederland
come back the Netherlands

In some contexts, the particles terug ('back') and weg ('away') seem to be used
as a kind of learner strategy for the encoding ofmore complex directional relations
(see Section 5.2 for a discussion of L2 learner strategies). When expressing the
back dimension of the transversal axis in (18), Ergun uses the more nonspecific
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terug instead of the more specific naar achteren or achteruit ('backwards')
(utilizations of terug as the counterpart of naar voren or vooruit ('forwards')  also
occur in standard Dutch and especially in the colloquial variety). The same
phenomenon was illustrated  in  (lb) in Chapter  1 for Fatima.

(18) 1.9    ED    <terug hier> <betekent naar achteren rijden>

<back here> <meaning riding backwards>
Ns   wat doet hij?

what is he doing?
ED <terug> <betekent naar achteren> rijen

<back> <meaning backwards> drive

In Mahmut's case, the directional particle weg('away') sometimes seems to replace
the use of a particular motion verb and/or a directional preposition. This can be
illustrated by the following examples in the retelling of 'Harold Lloyd at the
Station' in Cycle  1;  cf.  (4).

(19)    a    1.6       MO     en dan trein weg
and then train away

b    1.6       MO die meneer moet trein andere stad + weg
that gentleman must train other city + away

c 1.6 Mo   die/ uh deze meneer weg
that/ er this gentleman away

In these utterances, weg may also express something like 'off the scene' in which
the concept of motion or direction is not directly involved. H/eg denoting off the
scene can also be motivated by its use in the closings of the film retellings of
'Harold Lloyd,' as will be discussed in Section 6.1 (e.g., die vrouw weg 6 that

woman away'). In line with this, apart from expressing a spatial meaning, terug
('back') may just as well be interpreted as a device for expressing 'on the scene.'
Terug used for indicating 'on the scene' can be illustrated by (20), in which Fatima
expresses the imaginary return  of the protagonist after his departure by train (film
retelling 'Harold Lloyd at the Station').

(20) 16 FA "ik naar ander stad"

"I to other city"
"ik niet laat"
"I not late"
"ik niet +4-/ niet laat"
"I not ++/ not late"
"niet veel zit van ander stad"
"not much sit of other city"
"ik terug kom"
"I back come"
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Another example of terug ('back') indicating appearance on the scene is from
Mahmut, who expresses the arrival of the train in the film fragment of 'Harold
Lloyd  at the Station.'

(21)     1.6    MO die trein + die weg +
that train + that away +

NS komt?
connes?

MO  ja t/ komt terug
yes W comes back

The use of the particles terug and weg for expressing appearance on and off the
scene, respectively, may derive from question types in Dutch like wanneer kom
je terug, ('when do you return?') and wanneer ga je weg,('when are you
leaving?'). When the frequent use of such questions is considered, it is not
remarkable that the informants use terug and weg with these intended meanings.
An interpretation of terug ('back') as a device expressing appearance makes
sequences of Mahmut about the pregnancy of his partner in Cycle 1 easier to
understand. In (22), a clear misunderstanding arises when Mahmut uses
terug(komen) for expressing that his baby will be born in a couple of months (see
also Deen 1995: 95).

(22) 1.6 Mo  baby/ mijn meisje baby

baby/ my girl baby
die twee/ + vijf/ vijf maanden he baby terug
that two/ + five/ five months eh baby back

Ns     ja + over/ zeg ut nog uns/ over vijf maanden?
yes + in/ say it once again/ in five months?

Mo    ja + vijf maanden baby terug komen he
yes + five months baby come back eh

NS  ja
yes

Mo   die moet getrouw en dan baby terug
that must marry and then baby back

Ns    moet die baby dan terug? hoe bedoel je?
the baby must be back? what do you mean?

In addition to the particles terug and weg, other goal- and source-oriented devices
can be used for expressing direction in Dutch (e.g., the markers naar 'to' and van

'from').  To get a more precise picture of linguistic devices for expressing direction
other than terug and weg, for each informant, all nine sessions in Cycle 1 were
scanned for potential directional forms. In Table 5.5, an overview ofall occurrences
ofthe main potential directional devices used by the Turkish and Moroccan learners
is presented. The actual spatial use of these linguistic devices is printed in bold
type.
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Table  5.5  Overview  of potential  linguistic  devices for expressing  direction in  Cycle
1:   actual  spatial  use   is  printed  in  bold  type

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

naar(toe) ('to')         55         55         73         73         78         78           1          1
van ('from')           86        26       100         -         12         -          5        -
af ('down')                      6               -               -               -                 1               -                -              -
uit ('out of)            -         -          8          8          5          1          3        -
total: tokens 147      81     181      81      96      79       9      1
total:types            3         2        3        2        4        2        3        1

As can be seen in Table 5.5, the form naar is used in a spatial meaning only.
Although used by all four informants, only Fatima uses van for expressing spatial
relations; the special status of van in Fatima's language use will be discussed
below. In addition to naar and van, uit is used as a linguistic means for reference

to space (nonspatial use of the form uit can be illustrated by the idiomatic maak
niks uit 'do not matter' of Mohamed).

To show which spatial concepts are actually expressed by the spatially-used
linguistic devices presented above (printed in bold type), Table 5.6 contains the
functional distribution of specific directional forms. Apart from standard forms,
there are also forms deviating from the standard norm; this can be illustrated by
the nonstandard combination naar met ('to with') used by Fatima for expressing
direction in retelling the film fragment 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' (cf. Table
5.2). In addition, standard forms occur with nonstandard meanings; an example
is in ('in') used by Mohamed for encoding the meaning of goal-oriented 'to' in
hil weg in Marokko ('he away in Morocco') (cf. Table 5.6). In order to uncover

specific form-function relations, both aspects are taken into consideration in Table
5.6. The subject of study is what spatial functions are expressed by a particular
form and what linguistic means are used for encoding a specific spatial relation:
In the overview, three types of direction are distinguished, i.e., goal, source, and
path.

2 As earlier ESF studies on L2 Dutch (cf. Section 2.2.1) and the discourse-oriented
analyses ofretellings of 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' in Cycle 1 (cf. Section 5.1) have
yielded the result that met ('with') is used as a device for expressing direction, met
used in a spatial meaning context has also been included in the overview.
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Table  5,6  Linguistic  devices for expressing direction in initial  L2  learner varieties
of Dutch and the frequency of occurrence  in  Cycle  1

standard variety learner variety

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

goal
'naar' naar        38  naar        67  naar           31  naar        1

naar van 4 (gaan) naar       46
van naar        1
naar met            12

in                     1
van         2
met                     13      met                       3

'naartoe'                -                -    -                - (gaan) naartoe      1    -              -
-naartoe   -    - naar 1-   --  -

source
'van     -    - bij 1-   --  -

rnet           4
'uit'            uit    6 uit 1-  -

van                  1
met                         10'van...af          - - naar...weg     1   -                -   -           -
uit naar        1
uit in             1

path
'achter...aan' _ -   met achter     1    -                   -    -             -

Goal-oriented direction is expressed by the Moroccan informant Fatima from the
first recordings onwards. Besides the standard form naar ('to') (e.g., naar school

'to school'), Fatima frequently uses the prepositions van ('of) and especially met
('with') in expressing goal direction (cf Section 2.2.1). Generally speaking,
prepositions are categorized as function words in Dutch. However, in her study
of the L2 Dutch ESF database, Van de Craats (1994) makes a distinction between
two groups ofprepositions: functional prepositions and lexical prepositions. Among
other forms (aan and voor), van and met are categorized as functional prepositions
which can be seen as the grammaticalizations of case. In zij komen van de Antillen
('they come from the Antilles'), van is the grammaticalization of a semantic role
(source-oriented direction) and has to be characterized as a lexical preposition; in
het boek van vader staat daar ('dad's book is over there'), on the other hand, van
is the grammaticalization of a possession-possessor relation and is a functional
preposition: According to Van de Craats, Fatima does not only use functional
prepositions in nominalizations (e.g., dochter van mnte 'daughter of aunt') but in
verbal groups as well. In vanmorgen Kemal bel doen van sociaal ('this morning

3

In English,  van used as a functional preposition is represented by 'of,' whereas  van
used as a lexical preposition for indicating source-oriented direction is represented
by  'from. '
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Kemal ring do of social'), van is used to mark a relation between two constituents.
In standard Dutch, this relation would have been marked by case: vanmorgen hee#
Kemal haar opgebeld ('Kemal called her this morning') or vanmorgen heeft Kemal
de maatschappelilk werkster opgebeW ('this morning Kemal called the social
worker'). In Dutch, the relation between the verb (opbeHen) and its argument is
expressed by case which is visible in case of a pronoun (her)  but is abstract  if the
argument is a noun (de maatschappele=k werkster). Van de Craats states that
marking a function in a sentence by means of a preposition (van) is easier than
using a case-marked form and she comes to the conclusion that L2 learners of
Dutch start out with functional prepositions, not with the less transparent case
realizations. As such, Fatima uses the functional prepositions van ('of) and met
('with') for establishing all kinds of relations, including the spatial ones. Van de
Craats illustrates this by three types of examples. In (23a), van marks the object
role of the NP; in (23b), met indicates the indirect object role of the NP; and in
(23c), van is used to mark the role of spatial adjunct.4

(23)   a 1.8 FA praat van mensen
talks of people

b   1.7      FA      moet jij  met die man ook driehonderd
must you with that man also three hundred

C 1.6 FA die huis van ander stad

that  house of other  city

In the present study, it was found that Fatima even combines van and met into
nonstandard combinations like naar van ('to of) and naar met ('to with'). Naar
('to') requires case and in order to realize this, Fatima adds the functional
prepositions van and met to the lexical preposition naar. Fatima's use of the
functional preposition met ('with') for expressing goal direction can be illustrated
by (24a), where she is talking about 'going to church.' The utterance in (24a) is
immediately repeated as (24b): Fatima alternates met with naar met.

(24)   a 1.8 FA bij jullie niet vijf dag met kerk
at yours not five day with church

b 1.8 FA niet allemaal mensen ook naar met uh kerk

not all people also to with er church

Like Fatima, Mohamed uses the standard device naar ('to') for expressing goal-oriented
direction as early as Session 1.1. However,  he also overgeneralizes the functional
preposition met ('with') for reference to goal.

4      In  Cycle 1, Fatima  uses  van  as a functional preposition  only; she never applies  van
as a lexical preposition for expressing source-oriented direction. Consequently, van
used for expressing 'uit' in Table 5.6 has to be interpreted as a functional preposition.
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(25)     1.1    MK   ik ga met Amsterdam
I go with Amsterdam

Mohamed's awareness of the different meanings of naar ('to') and met ('with')
is evidenced in the following self-repair.

(26) 11 MK   ik gaan naar/ met uh/ ik gaan naar uh huis
I go to/ with er/ I go to er home

Though directional particles (terug/weg) are abundantly used by the Turkish
informants  in the initial stages of the acquisition process (cf. Table 5.4), direction
is to a lesser extent marked by prepositions in the Turkish data. As can be seen
in Table 5.6, Mahmut hardly ever uses naar ('to'). ErgOn seems to use the
preposition naar ('to') frequently, but he uses it mostly in combination with the

motion verb gaan ('to go') as a formulaic expression in which the direction marker
cannot be interpreted as a spatial preposition (see also Section 2.2.1).5 Whereas
in standard Dutch, there is a nondivisible adjacency between naar plus NP, Ergon
initially assumes such a relationship between gaan plus naar. The following
typological variations occurring from Session 1.1 until Session 1.6 show that Ergun
does not apply the principle of adjacency to naar plus NP but instead incorporates
naar into the deictic verb gaan:6 (1) prepositions followed by NPs (e.g., ik gaan
naar die zus 'I go to that sister'); (2) the preposing of NPs (discotheek gaan naar
'disco go to'); (3) the absence of NPs (e.g., die bus gaan naar 'that bus go to');
and (4) the nonadjacency of prepositions and NPs (e.g., ik ga naar niet huis
dageli/ks 'I do not go home daily') (in case of other spatial prepositions, no
elements are placedbetweenthe preposition andNP). Gradually, Ergon's formulaic
expression of gaan naar breaks down (see also Broeder et al. 1985): from Session
1.7 onwards, naar is freed from incorporation in gaan. From then on, in most cases

naar is not adjacent to gaan anymore but is used separately. Still, naar occurs in

variable positions in relation to the relatum (e.g., naar TurkO e 'to Turkey,' niet

school naar 'not school to,' die weg naar 'that away to,' streekcentrum niet naar

'regional centre not to'). Metalinguistic awareness ofword order in Dutch emerges
in self-repairs like dan Istanbul naar/ naar Istanbul (Session  1.8).  It may be said
then that Ergun uses naar more frequently than Mahmut does, but not as often as
the Moroccan informants do. Furthermore, Ergon uses naar not as early as the
Moroccan informants  do. Not until Session  1.7 can Ergun's utilization of naar be
characterized as a directional preposition.

    The same kind of reasoning goes for the more complex form naartoe presented in
Table 5.6 which is used once by Ergun in Cycle 1 (die jongen weer gaan naartoe 4 that

boy  again go  to').

6   See Jagtman (1994: 65-66) for a discussion of Ergun viewing gaan naar as a verb.
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Concerning source-oriented direction, Mohamed is the only informant who
frequently refers  to this directional concept in Cycle 1. Besides the  use  of the
functional preposition met ('with') and the overgeneralized topological form bil
('near') for reference to source, he combines uit ('out of/'from') into uit naar
('from to') and uit in ('from in'). In (27), Mohamed uses these forms when
expressing his leaving school.

(27)    a 1.3 MK  ik uit uh in de school
If)om  er in the school

b 1.3 MK ik uh uit naar school

I  er from  to  school

In the following utterance, Mohamed uses the nonstandard circumposition naar
... weg for reference to source.

(28) 1.1 MK ikke naar school weg
I to school away

With this utterance, Mohamed tries to express ik ga van school qf('I am leaving
school'). The particle weg ('away') (indicating movement away from source
position) seems to attribute a source-interpretation to naar school ('to school')
which results  in the interpretation  van...at: In addition, Mohamed  is  the  only
informant who indicates path-oriented direction (dan hO met achter z4 lopen  'then
he with behind she walk' meaning 'he follows on after her'). Finally, in standard
Dutch, goal-oriented naar('to') and source-oriented van ('from') can be combined
with topological forms (e.g., naar buiten 'outside') and dimensional forms (e.g.,
van beneden 'from downstairs'). Section 5.7, on dimensional devices, will deal
withthis inmore detail; combinations ofdirectional markers withtopological forms
did not occur in Cycle  1.

The present data show that the particles terug ('back') and weg ('away')
are among the earliest words adult L2 learners acquire for expressing the concept
of direction.  In the use of these two particles, no specific acquisition order can be
observed. Though the L2 learners do not seem to experience difficulties in
switching from a three-term to a two-term deictic system (cf. Section 5.3), it is
conceivable that terug and weg give expression to the third deictic component
('there' beyond the limit of vision) when used for encoding on and off the scene,
respectively. Besides directional particles, especially the Moroccan informants use
prepositions for expressing direction in Cycle  1.  When  the  data  of all adult  L2
learners of Dutch are taken into account, it can be concluded that goal-oriented
direction is expressed more frequently than source- or path-oriented direction by
means ofprepositions. In fact, reference to source- and path-oriented direction is
almost nonexistent, except in Mohamed's data. In addition, it can be observed that
the Moroccan informants in particular struggle with the specific meanings of
prepositions. Fatima overgeneralizes the functional prepositions van ('of) and met
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('with') for expressing direction and combines these prepositions into nonstandard
combinations like naar van ('to of') and naar met ('to with'). Mohamed also uses
the expressive device met ('with') for reference to direction. In addition,
combinations of source-oriented devices with devices for expressing other spatial
dimensions can be found in his data (Uit naar and uit in). As both the source
language (Moroccan Arabic) and the target language (Dutch) make use of
prepositions for reference to space, this struggling can be attributed to the fact that
there are subtle differences between Moroccan Arabic and Dutch prepositional
morphemes (cf. Section 3.4). The Turkish informants, on tile other hand, show a
relatively low proportion of directional markers in the initial stages of the
acquisition process (cf. Table 5.2 in Chapter 5). Moreover, the Turks experiment
to a lesser extent with finding the right prepositional forms for expressing spatial
relations in Dutch. Both findings are reflected in studies on child L2 acquisition
of Dutch (cf. Section  1.2).

5.5 Verbs of location and motion

To see which verb-internal devices are used by the four adult L2 learners ofDutch,
all nine sessions in Cycle 1 have been scanned for verb forms used for expressing
spatial events. In Table 5.7, an overview is given ofthe main verb-internal spatial
devices used by the four informants for expressing the concepts of location and
motion (the survey abstracts away from morpheme variation regarding tense, aspect,
and agreement). Verb forms functioning as auxiliaries (e.g., gaat in dan gaat lopen
achter hij 'then is going to walk behind he') or a progressive (e.g., zit in die kind
zit te huilen 'that child is crying') are not included.7 Unfinished utterances, self-
repairs, and imitations are left out, as reported before.

Table 5.7 shows that all four informants use locative verbs and that they
all use forms  of the verbs zitten ('to Sit'), slapen ('to sleep'), and wonen ('to live')
to express location in Cycle  1. An interesting difference emerges in the use of the
locative verb zijn ('to be'): in particular informants Mohamed and Ergun who have
been characterized as relatively fast learners in earlier ESF studies make use of
it. Furthermore, all four informants make use of motion verbs and they all use
forms of the verbs komen ('to come'), lopen ('to walk'), and rilden ('to drive')
for reference to motion. For expressing the concepts of location and motion, the
Moroccan informant Mohamed has the most extensive set at his disposal. For
instance, he is the only informant who uses the verb vallen ('to fall') expressing
direction on the vertical axis.

7   In Dutch, constructions with aan het ... zu'n, liggen te ..., staan te ..., and zitten te ...
are often used to indicate that an activity is in progress, where English would use an
ing-form
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(29) 1.9    MIC   en dan die politie vallen daar he
and then that policefall there eh

Table   5.7   Verb  forms  for  expressing   location  and  motion   and   the  frequency   of
occurrence in Cycle 1

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

location zijn 44 zijn 25 zijn   4
liggen                1

staan 1      staan 18 staan                    1

zitten 27 zitten 2 zitten 9 zitten  54
slapen 9 slapen 9 slapen 16 slapen  32
wonen 13 wonen 23 wonen 3 wonen  6

motion komen  57 komen   73 komen 113 komen          62

gaan 73   gaan (naar)        75   gaan           3

lopen 20 lopen 11 lopen 11 lopen  19
rijden 10 djden 16 rijden 36 rijden  25

wandelen 2 wandelen 25 wandelen 6
zwemmen 1 zwemmen 6 zwemmen 1
vallen                  5

In the rest of this Section, the focus is on the deictic verbs of motion kornen ('to

come') and gaan ('to go'), as these verbs have been frequently studied in the past

for both child and adult language acquisition. Acquisition patterns of other verbs
of motion as well as verbs of location will be dealt with in Chapter 6.  As for the
deictic adverbs 'here' and 'there,' opposite orders of acquisition were found in
language acquisition studies for the deictic verbs 'to come' and 'to go.' Clark &
Garnica (1974) found that come is acquired before go and Tanz (1980) found the
reverse order for child L 1 acquisition; Viberg (1993) came to the conclusion that
children acquiring L2 Swedish favour 'to go'; and the Heidelberger
Forschungsprojekt Pidgin-Deutsch (1978) found that 'to come' was strongly
overgeneralized in initial adult L2 learner varieties of German. From Table 5.7,
it call be inferred that Fatima never uses the verb gaan ('to go') in Cycle 1 (cf.
the three Dutch ESF studies discussed in Section 2.2.1). Mahmut uses this verb
only sporadically; the first occurrence  of gaan is found in Session 1.3, whereas
the verb komen already surfaces in Session 1.1. Both Fatima and Mahmut use
komen earlier and more frequently than gaan. Moreover, Fatima, Mohamed, and
Ergiin use the verb komen a few times where standard Dutch clearly requires gaan
(gaan instead of komen never occurs). In (30) from Ergun, such an
overgeneralization of komen ('to come') with the intended meaning of 'gaan' is
illustrated.

(30) 18 ED    een dag br blijven en dan die Ankara komt
one day there stay and then that Ankara come

In addition, self-repairs of komen by gaan are found  in  the data from Cycle  l;
again, the reverse never occurs.
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(31)      1.8 ED misschien <hier> <wijst> ko/ <hier> <wijst> gaan weg
maybe <here> <points> co/ <here> <points> go away

Finally, in comparing the acquisition pattern of komen ('to come')  and gaan  ('to
go') of Mohamed and Ergun in Table 5.8, a certain development can be found.
In Mohamed's case, the frequency of komen in relation to gaan is more or less
constant over the sessions. Ergun, on the other hand, seems to use forms of the
verb gaan at the expense of forms of the verb komen in the first sessions in Cycle
1.  In  the  last  sessions  in  Cycle   1,  the verb komen predominates again and the
number of occurrences  of gaan decreases.

Table  5.8  The  deictic  verbs  of motion  'komen'  and  'gaan'  used  by  Mohamed  and
Ergun and the frequency of occurrence in  Cycle  1

Sessions  1 -3 Sessions 4-6 Sessions 7-9 total

Mohamed komen ('to come')                 19                 35                 19              73
gaan ('to go')                   13              32              28            73

Ergiin komen ('to come')                  8                 25                 80             113
gaan ('to go')                   26              41                8            75

These findings all substantiate an order of acquisition ofkomen ('to come') before

gaan ('to go'). But why would L2 learners acquire 'to come' before 'to go'? One
argument, at least, can be mentioned, which in fact would be in favour of a reverse

order (cf Extra & Van Hout 1993). The motion verb gaan seems to be the more

neutral and broadly applicable form  (cf.  Tanz  1980,  Viberg 1993). If gaan can be
seen as the more unmarked part ofthe deictic pair komen versus gaan, gaan should
precede komen in the learner data. An important indication of what actually
happens can be found by taking a closer look at the spatial L2 Dutch means which
come together with these two motion verbs  in the learners'  use of the language.

In Table 5.9, an inventory is made of those occurrences in which the two
verbs are clearly motion verbs and constitute the main verb in the utterance (see
also Schenning 1991 and Extra & Van Hout 1993). In Table 5.9, different catego-
ries are distinguished: (1) bare verbs (e.g., politie komt 'police comes'); (2) verbs
with the deictic adverbs hier ('here') or daar ('there') (e.g., ik komt hier 'I cornes

here'); (3) verbs with the directional particles terug ('back') or weg ('away') (e.g.,
diepolitiekomtook terug'that police also comes back'); (4) verbs with directional,
topological, or dimensional nominal phrases (e.g., ik kom naar huis 'I come
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home');8 and (5) verbs with topological or dimensional adverbs (e.g., dan hij ook
kom binnen 'then he also come inside'). The last category (6) comprises
occurrences in which elements from the preceding categories are combined as in
hij kom bij ons daar in Marokko Che come with us there in Morocco') (all
examples derive  from  data of Mohamed in Cycle  1).  The resulting distributional
pattern is given in Table 5.9.

Table   5.9  Spatial  means  accompanying  the   deictic  verbs   of motion   'komen'   and
'gaan'   and  the  frequency  of occurrence   in  Cycle   1

bare V F+ Vt V+ V+ V+ total

hier/daar terug/weg PP/P/NP adverb comb.

Fatima komen      29        18         1         7       1       1    57

Mohamed komen             20                13                   1                31              4              4        73
gaan        15         2         2 35 18        1    73

Ergiin komen 56  28  4  11  4 10 113
gaan         11          1         17        42'       -        4     75

Mahmut komen      17       31         7        3      -       4    62

gaan        -        -        -         2      -       1     3

' It should be noted that Ergun's use of naar ('to') as part of the verb gaan ('to go')
cannot be interpreted as a spatial preposition (see Section 5.4 for a discussion of gaan
naar ('to go to') as a nondivisible adjacent pair). Nevertheless, in almost all cases,
gaan naar is accompanied by an NP expressing the relatum (e.g., ziekenhuis gaan naar
'hospital go to') and can be classified under the category of PP/P/NP.

Table 5.9 shows that the two verbs have a different distributional pattern. The
patterns observed account for the acquisition order of komen ('to come') before
gaan ('to go'), in spite of the fact that gaan is more neutral than komen. The verb
gaan is quite frequently combined with an explicit phrase indicating direction
(PP/P/NP or adverb), a pattern of use which was also found in child Ll acquisition
studies (e.g., Clark 1978). The verb komen functions in a more autonomous way;
it often surfaces without any further spatial means except for the deictic adverbs
hier ('here') and daar ('there'). The directional meaning of the verb komen seems
to be more explicit and deictically anchored. As gaan is from the beginning
combined with explicit spatial markers, it seems that gaan gives expression to
direction to a lesser extent. Using this verb means expressing redundant information

8    For this category, instead of the designation 'preposition + NP,' 'PP/P/NP' has been
chosen. The L2 learners will not always use spatial expressions in ways satisfying the
norms of standard Dutch. It can be expected that instead of a preposition + NP (PP),
prepositions (P) and nouns (NP) occur where in Dutch a PP is required. In addition,
non-standard prepositional forms like met ('with') in h(/ komt met dezee ('he is coming
with the sea') are classified in the category of PP/P/NP (see Section 5.4 for a discus-
sion of the use of met).
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(see also Klein & Perdue 1988): gaan does not add salient information to the

accompanying spatial markers indicating direction. In this respect, Fatima shows
a pattern in which goal-directed motion away from an origo is only expressed by
means of a directional preposition; the actual motion (the verb gaan) is not
expressed. In (la), for instance, it was shown that the motion event has to be
inferred from context; a zero marking ofmotion was identified. This interpretation
of using linguistic devices explicitly encoding direction first (the more specific
komen in favour of the more neutral gaan) is confirmed by observations in the
related French database of the ESF project. In French, direction is predominantly
encoded in the verb system. The L2 learners of French then start to encode
direction primarily in the verb system by using specific verbs like entrer, sortir,
panir, and arriver (cf. Section 2.2.2).

To conclude, if verb-like uses of particles like terug ('back') and weg
('away') are discounted, the deictic verbs of motion komen ('to come')  and gaan
('to go') are among the earliest and most frequently-used devices for reference to
space in the initial L2 learner varieties of Dutch. Although gaan is the more neutral
verb, evidence is found that marked komen surfaces before unmarked gaan. Goal-

oriented direction is primarily encoded in the often deictically used verb komen,
whereas gaan is less specific with respect to the encoding of direction; the

directional component is mainly expressed by means of spatial markers used in
combination with gaan or even without gaan.

5.6 Topological devices

In this section, the way topological relations are initially referred to is studied in
more detail. First, in Table  5.10, all occurrences  of the main potential topological
devices are given for the four informants  in the nine sessions in Cycle 1; actual
spatial use of these forms is printed in bold type.

Table 5.10 shows that binnen and buiten  are the only devices of which all
occurrences appear in a spatial meaning context. In this respect, binnen and buiten
resemble the dimensional devices presented in Table 5.12 (cf Section 5.7). Besides
binnen and buiten, only in and bij are frequently used for expressing topological
relations in the initial stages of the acquisition process (e.g., in Marokko  in
Morocco' and bij de centrum 'near the centre'). The other forms mainly occur in
temporal expressions (e.g., om negen uur 'at nine o'clock') or in other nonspatial
expressions (e.g., hil zegt tegen hem 'he says to him').

A survey ofthe spatial concepts actually expressed by the devices printed
in bold type in Table 5.10 is given in Table 5.11. The functional distribution of
specific topological forms as well as nonstandard forms used for encoding the
domain of topological relations can be inferred  from this table. The taxonomy is
accounted for in Section 2.1.3.
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Table 5.10 Overview of potential linguistic devices for expressing topological
relations in Cycle  1;  actual spatial use is printed in bold type

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

in ('in') - 137 131      24      22      22     22
op ('on')                  3        2        8        8         1        -         -        -
aan ('at')                    4          1         -        -           5
tegen ('against')                       -          1        -           2          -
bij ('near')              1       1      50     48        2        2        1       1
tussen ('between')         -         -                    -                      -          -         -
door ('through')
om ('round') 24     -       -
over ('over') 14      1      11                4

langs ('along')                                           -         -
rond ('round')
voorbij ('beyond')                                -                -       -       -
binnen ('inside')                                   8         8         12         12         11         11
buiten ('outside')          1         1         2        2          2          2         16        16

total: tokens            9       5 244 198      59      38      54      50
total:types             4       4       8      6       8       4       5       4

As expected (see, for instance, the Johnston & Slobin study on child Ll acquisition
discussed in Section 1.2), containment (in) is the topological relation most
frequently referred  to by  all four informants in Cycle 1. Whereas  in  the L2  use
of Mohamed, Ergon, and Mahmut, in ('in') is a frequently-used device for
expressing topological space, Fatima has not acquired this device yet. For her, the
functional prepositions  van ('of)  and met ('with')  (both of which do not express
space in standard Dutch) fulfil this referential function (see Section 5.4 for van
and met used for expressing directional relations in Fatima's speech). Fatima's use
ofthe functional prepositions  van and met in a locative context, in spite of the fact
that the input utterance of the native speaker contains the right target form,  can
be illustrated by (32) and (5) in Chapter 2 for containment.

(32) 1.8 NS ook in Marokko?
in Morocco too?

FA   ja ook van Marokko wel
yes  also Of Morocco  yes

Fatima overgeneralizes functional van ('of) and met ('with') not only for
expressing containment but for indicating other relations of single position as well
(e.g., van school with the intended meaning of 'at school'). In addition, Fatima
occasionally compensates for her lack of in ('in') by resorting to Moroccan Arabic
fe ('in') (cf. Section 3.2).
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(33) 1.7  FA  huis <*fe*> <=Marokkaans-Arabisch=in> ander stad of
ander stad
house <ye*> <=Moroccan Arabic=in> other city or other
city

Table 5.11 Linguistic devices for expressing topological relations in initial L2
learner varieties of Dutch and the frequency of occurrence in Cycle  1

standard variety learner variety

Fatima Mohamed ErgQn Mahmut

single position
'in'           in    105 in 22        in                                      17

*fe* 5  *dans*        1

binnen 8  binnen        1

bij      2
van        15
met                         18       met                              3

'op'              op          2  op           8
boven 2  boven        1

in    23 in    l in    2
aan          1

van          1

met 2 met    1
'aan'              -           - bij 3   -

in                      2
'tegen' - naar 1     -

met              1

'bij'                                               bij                                     1 bij 42 bij 2 bij    1
voor 1   in              1

naar           1

van          2

met                         13       met                              6

interposition
'tussen'                                                                                                      in                    3

serial position
6

door' met 4  -
'orn'

'over' -  over          1

'langs' -  naar           1

'rond'
'voorbij'
enclosure

'binnen' - binnen 8 binnen 4  binnen        8

'buiten' buit 1 buiten 2 buiten 2        buiten                          16

In comparison with the Turkish informants, the Moroccan informants explicitly
refer to single position to a greater extent. In making topological relations of single
position explicit, Mohamed in particular, makes an overgeneralized use ofdifferent
forms; he uses functional met ('with') and spatial in ('in') and be ('near') for
referring to a variety of relations. For instance, the form in is used to indicate
boundary plus support  'on.' A clear example of such an overgeneralization is (34)
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in which a self-repair of the French sur ('on') results in the device in, which is
only used in standard Dutch for expressing containment.

(34) 1.3    MK   <*pose sur*> <=Frans=zetten op>/ uh in de groot tafel

<*pose sur*> <=French=put on>/ er in the big table

Mohamed's awareness ofvariability in the referential meaning ofDutch topological
devices for single position is reflected in self-repairs like (35a) and (35b).

(35) a 1.5 MK   bij uN in uh Casablanca
near er/ in er Casablanca

b 1.8 MK   in/ uh bil de Casablanca

in/ er near the Casablanca

Furthermore, directional forms (naar in the case of Mohamed) and dimensional
forms (voor in the case of Fatima and boven in the case of Ergun and Mahmut)
are sometimes used for encoding topological meanings. The reverse patterns also
occur: topological forms expressing directional meanings (cf. Table 5.6 in Chapter
5) and topological devices expressing dimensional meanings (cf. Table 5.14 in
Chapter 5). An example of the last pattern is Mahmut's use of binnen ('inside')
with the intended meaning of beneden ('below') in describing the ground floor

of his apartment.
Contrary to single position, the more complex topological relations of

interposition and serial position are not often explicitly referred to by the
informants in Cycle 1. For expressing interposition, Mahmut uses the form in ('in')
with the intended meaning of 'tussen' in (36a) and (36b). This type of
overgeneralization was also found by Johnston & Slobin (1979) for child Ll
acquisition.

(36) a 1.8 MO twee statten en dorp in
two cities and village in

b    1.8       MO     Kir$ehir he links  [+]
Kir*ehir eh on the left [+]

NS  Ija]

[yes]
MO en Kaman rechts

and Kaman on the right
NS  ja

yes
Mo  uh en dorp in

er and village in

None of the informants acquires the standard form tussen ('between') for
expressing interposition in the early L2 learner varieties of Dutch.

Mohamed is the only informant who expresses the concept of serial position
in Cycle 1. In these expressions, over ('over') is the only form used in accordance
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with the norms of standard Dutch (e.g., en nu die sjaal van die vrouw hij komt
over hil hoofil'and now that scarf ofthat woman he comes over he head'). Again,
the Moroccan informant Mohamed uses functional met('with'). In (37), metis used
with the intended meaning of 'through' for expressing serial position.

(37) 16 MK   en dan hij +/ hij gaat sne/ snel lopen met uh un uh deur

and then he +/ he is going fas/ fast walk with er an er door

Like single position, the concept of enclosure is expressed by all four informants.
Mohamed, Ergun, and Mahmut use both binnen ('inside') and buiten ('outside').
Fatima once refers to outer space by using nonstandard buit instead of buiten.9

To sum up, the cognitively and linguistically complex relations of
interposition and serial position are seldom referred  to in the initial stages of the
acquisition process. The Moroccan informants use a wide variety of lexical devices
to express relations of single position; the Turkish informants explicitly refer to
this concept to a lesser extent. As with reference to direction (see Section 5.4),
the Moroccan informants Fatima and Mohamed make use of linguistic devices for
reference to single position which do not have a spatial meaning in Dutch (van
'of' and met'with' in the case of Fatima and met'with' in the case of Mohamed).
Besides the functional preposition met, Mohamed also overgeneralizes the spatial
forms in ('in') and bij('near') to cover various topological meanings. The way
enclosure (inner-outer space) is expressed by the adult L2 learners best meets the
norms of standard Dutch.

5.7 Dimensional devices

Table 5.12 contains the main potential linguistic devices used by the Moroccan
and Turkish learners to refer to dimensional spaces. The data presented come from
all nine sessions in Cycle  1.

It  can be  seen in Table  5.12  that the form voor is used frequently in a
nonspatial context; the other dimensional devices are used for reference to space

only (with the exception of achter in the case of Mohamed). The form voor is quite
often used in temporal expressions (e.g., kwart voor tien 'a quarter to ten') or in
other nonspatial expressions (e.g., makkelijk voor  mij  ' easy for me'). An example
of spatial use of voor is ikke voor zitten ('I in front sit').

9  It isa Moroccan strategy, especially employed by Fatima, to omit -en at the end of
a word (e.g., buit instead of buiten 'outside,' guld instead ofgulden  'guilder,' and vark
instead of varken 'pig'). Standard buiten  is used for expressing outer space by Fatima
from Session 2.7 onwards (e.g., staap buiten '

sleep  outside').
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Table 5.12 Overview of potential linguistic devices for expressing dimensional
relations  in Cycle  1;  actual spatial  use  is printed in  bold type

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

boven ('above') 2     2      1      1      8      8     16     16
onder ('below')                  -        -          1          1         -        -         6         6
beneden ('below') 1 1    - - -3 3
links ('left')                    5       5 16 16 - -     22     22
rechts ('right')                   -        -        10        10 - -     20     20
naast ('next to')                  -        -          3         3         -         -        17        17
voor ('in front of)            13        1       99        5 8 -     40     37
achter ('behind')                    -         -          22          20          15         15         23          23
tegenover ('opposite to')         -         -           -          -           -          -          -           -

toml.· tokens                 21       9     152      56      31      23 147 144
total: types 44773288

In Table 5.13, a similar overview is presented for additional linguistic devices
potentially expressing goal-directed dimensional relations. A taxonomy of these
additional forms is presented in Table 3.3 in Chapter 3.

Table  5.13  Overview  ofpotential additional  linguistic  devices for expressing goal-
directed dimensional relations in Cycle 1; actual spatial use is printed in bold type

Fatima Moh- Ergun Mahmut
arned

omhoog ('Up')
omlaag ('down')                                                                 -         -
linksaf ('(to the) left')                                                                               14            14
rechtsaf('(to the) right')                                              19       19
vooruit ('forwards')                             -                 -       -
achteruit ('backwards')                                     2           2
tomI. tokens                                   2       2      33      33
total: Opes                                  1       1       2       2

Table 5.13 shows that only the relatively fast learners Mohamed and Ergon make
use of these additional linguistic devices in Cycle 1. The forms concerned (linkfaf,
rechtsaf, and achteruiO are used in spatial meaning contexts only. As can be seen
in Table 5.13, Ergun uses the additional composite forms linksaf('to the left') and
rechtsqf ('to the right'); contrary  to the other informants, the basic forms links
('left') and rechts ('right') are completely absent in his data from Cycle 1 (cf.
Table 5.12).

The following table gives an overview of the spatial concepts expressed
by the spatially-used linguistic devices printed in bold type in both Tables 5.12
and 5.13. The functional distribution of specific dimensional forms as well as
nonstandard forms used for encoding the domain of dimensional relations can be
inferred from Table 5.14. The taxonomy is accounted for in Section 2.1.3.
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Table 5.14 Linguistic devices for expressing dimensional relations in initial L2
learner varieties of Dutch and the frequency of occurrence in Cycle  1

standard variety learner variety

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

vertical axis
'boven' boven 2 boven 1 boven 5  boven        16

bovenop      1
'onder'                -               - naar onder     1 - -  onder         6
'beneden' beneden      1  -          -  -          -  benee         1

beneje            2
binnen             2

lateral axis
'links' links 1       links 15 linksaf 14 links                           22

met links 1 naar links      1
met linkus     2
met lecht      1

'rechts'    -    - rechts 6 rechtsaf 19 rechts   20
recht         4

'naast'    - - naast 3 -
-       naast                          17

transversal axis
'voor'            -          - voor 5 - -  voor          35

voorin                 2
'achter' achter 18 achter                   11       achter                       21

achteruit 2 achteren 1 achterin  2
met achter 1 achterop  3

rnet            1

'tegenover   -   - -   - -   - -    -

The vertical axis is referred to by all four informants in Cycle 1; except for Ergun,
they all express the top dimension (boven 'above') as well as the bottom dimension
(onder 'below' and beneden 'below'). Besides standard-like onder, benee, and
ben€je, Mahmut uses the topological form binnen ('inside') for encoding the bottom
dimension ofthe vertical axis (see also Section 5.6). Binnen seems to compete with
dimensional devices for expressing 'bottom' in his speech. Concerning reference
to the lateral axis, Fatima uses linguistic devices for expressing the left dimension
only (she uses the standard form links as well as the nonstandard forms linkus and
lechO. The three other informants give expression to both dimensions ofthe lateral
axis. The transversal axis is the one least referred to by the informants. Moreover,
Fatima and Ergun  do not give expression to the front dimension of the transversal
axis at all, although Fatima uses voor once in a spatial context ('in front of in the
target language, but in Fatima's variety to express a topological concept instead
of a dimensional one; cf. Table 5.11). The front dimension of the transversal axis
is only referred to implicitly by Fatima. As has already been illustrated in (8), she
makes use of nonverbal reference to the front dimension. The same phenomenon
has been observed for reference to the back dimension of the transversal axis; cf.
(la)  in  Chapter 1. Besides nonverbal reference, however, Fatima  also uses  the
functional preposition met ('with') in a context where reference to the back
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dimension would be appropriate. In (38), met is used to describe the spatial event
of Harold Lloyd's cart being driven in front of the horses of the firemen (film
retelling 'Harold Lloyd Buying a New Car').

(38) 1.9 FA die paard loop uh met auto

that horse walk er with car

Table 5.14 also shows that the Turkish informants in particular add bound suffixes
to basic dimensional lexemes (e.g., bovenop 'on top' and voorin  ' in front'). Except
for the additional directional form achteruit ('backwards') (used twice by Mohamed

in Session 1.9), the Moroccan informants do not add bound suffixes to dimensional
forms.

Locative-dimensional forms are basic lexemes in Dutch (e.g., achter
'behind'); directional-dimensional forms, however, have a composite structure (e.g.,
naar achteren 'backwards' and van achteren 'from behind') (cf. Section 3.1).
Although it can be expected that initially L2 learners of Dutch will use locative-
dimensional forms for expressing both location and direction (based on findings
of the three Dutch ESF studies), some dimensional forms are already combined
with a directional marker from Cycle 1 onwards (e.g., naar links 'to the left'). In
this respect, the Moroccan informants show a pattern in which the case assigner
met ('with') precedes the dimensional form and is overgeneralized for expressing
goal-oriented direction (see Section 5.4 for a discussion of met for expressing
direction). Met preceding a dimensional form can be illustrated by (39), from
Mohamed.

(39)     1.5    MK   dan ik ko/ komt met uh +/ met uh achter
then I co/ come with er +/ with er behind

In  Cycle 1, locative-dimensional devices are preceded by forms indicating  goal-
oriented direction only (naar 'to' and met 'with'); source-markers preceding a
dimensional form do not occur. Furthermore, whereas Fatima uses naar ('to') as
well as met ('with') followed by a relatum for reference to goal direction from
Session 1.1 onwards (see Section  5.4), in combination with a dimensional  form,
she only makes use of met.'0 Finally, linguistic awareness of the different
dimensional forms for reference to location and direction in standard Dutch is
evidenced in self-repairs like (40).

(40)      1.9    MK   maar hij gaat uh achter uh/ achteruit
but he is going er behind er/ backwards

10
Concerning reference to dimensional relations, the location-direction distinction will
be investigated in more detail in Chapter 8, which deals with acquisition patterns of
dimensional reference in particular.
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The most important conclusion to be drawn is that, in the initial stages of the
second language acquisition process, all four informants use linguistic devices to
refer to each of the three dimensions discussed. Besides basic dimensional forms
(e.g., boven 'above'), combinations ofdirectional markers with locative-dimensional
forms are already present (e.g., naar links 'to the left'). Such combinations are put
into practice by the Moroccan informants and are used for expressing goal-oriented
direction only. In encoding directional-dimensional relations, besides the standard
form naar ('to'), the nonstandard functional preposition met ('with') is used by
the Moroccan L2  learners  of Dutch (e.g., met achter 'backwards'). In contrast to
the Turkish data, complex adverbial forms (e.g., bovenop 'on top') are practically
absent in the Moroccan  data from Cycle  1.

5.8 The basic spatial system

One of the main overall outcomes of the ESF project was that adult L2 learners
share a particular form of language, referred to as the basic learner variety (cf.
Perdue 1993b, Klein & Perdue 1997). In Section 1.2, this basic learner variety was
referred to as an initial language system in which communicative logic was claimed
to be the decisive factor, whereas source (SL) and target language (TL) influences
were hardly visible. The finding of Klein & Perdue that this initial variety
contained more highly-differentiated means to express motion and direction as
opposed to location and to express locative-topological as opposed to locative-
dimensional relations was criticized in Chapter 2. Atthe same time, comments were
given on the specific roles attributed to linguistic (SL and TL), communicative,
and cognitive factors in the basic variety. This chapter included a detailed
description ofhow adult L2 learners ofDutch refer to the basic cognitive category
of space in their initial period of acquisition. The combined analyses of the
retellings of'Harold Lloyd at the Station' and the data produced in Cycle l make
it possible to define a basic spatial system which all four adult L2 learners ofDutch
have in common atthe beginning oftheir acquisition process. As mentioned earlier,
the idea of this basic spatial system is derived from the basic learner variety of
Perdue (1993b) and Klein & Perdue (1997). The linguistic devices constituting
the basic spatial system in Cycle 1 are presented in Table 5.15. The basic spatial
system is defined in terms of similarities in spatial reference between the four
learners in the earlier stages ofL2 acquisition. However, the spatial device in ('in'),
which is part of the basic spatial system, was not acquired by Fatima until Cycle
2; the basic form binnen ('inside') was not acquired at all by her. These devices
will be returned  to in Chapter 7 on the expansion of the topological system, based
on the data from Cycles  1, 2, and 3. In addition, the spatial forms rechts ('right')
and achter ('behind'), which are part of the basic spatial system, did not emerge
in Fatima's speech in Cycle 1; these forms  will be taken up in Chapter 8 on the
expansion of the dimensional system.
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Table 5.15 Linguistic devices constituting the basic spatial system in Cycle 1

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

location

deictic adverbs hier-daar hier-daar hier-daar hier-daar
AT-PLACE devices (met, van)        in                 in                   in
enclosure devices buit binnen-buiten binnen-buiten binnen-buiten
dimensional devices boven boven boven boven

links links-rechts linksaf-rechtsaf links-rechts
(met) achter achter achter

direction

particles terug-weg terug-weg terug-weg terug-weg

monon

deictic verbs komen(-gaan) komen(-gaan) komen(-gaan) komen(-gaan)

As can be seen in the overview, the four learners have a basic system for reference

to space at their disposal, which consists of different linguistic devices (e.g.,
adverbs, prepositions, and verbs) for expressing location and direction as well as
motion. Contrary to properties ascribed to the basic learner variety by, for instance,
Klein & Perdue (1997) and by findings of child Ll acquisition studies, no specific
order of acquisition could be established for the three spatial concepts on the basis
of the Dutch data. Adult L2 learners refer to all three concepts from the very
beginning in implicit ways (e.g., by pointing or gesturing, or by using nouns with
a locative component from which the spatial relation can be inferred) or in more
explicit ways.

From the table, it can be inferred that all adult L2 learners use deictic
adverbs for expressing location. The informants do not seem to experience
difficulties in switching from  an L 1 three-term system for deictic reference to a
two-term deictic system in Dutch. Evidence was found that proximal hier ('here')
is acquired before nonproximal daar ('there'). Although opposite orders of
acquisition were found for both child and adult language acquisition, the
cognitively simple form hier (in the vicinity  of the speaker) appears first in adult
L2 learner varieties of Dutch. For the locative concept, no order of topological
before dimensional relations was found. The adult learners refer to both types of
relations from the very beginning. Though in ('in') is the most frequently-used
form for expressing topological relations in the L2 use of Mohamed, Ergun, and
Mahmut, Fatima  did not use this form  at all in Cycle  1.  She uses the functional
prepositions met ('with') and van ('of) for establishing all kinds of relations,
including the spatial ones, in the basic spatial system (cf. Zahra's avec in the
Perdue & Schenning study). The basic form in (and met and van for Fatima) is
not only used for expressing containment but for expressing other spatial relations
as well (e.g., boundary plus support and interposition). As such, in, met, and van
express unspecified AT-PLACE relations in the basic spatial system. More specific
devices are already present for expressing the topological concept of enclosure
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(binnen-buiten) and for expressing the three dimensional axes. In contrast with
topological devices (with the exception of binnen-buiten), hardly any pattern of
overgeneralization was observed in the initial stages for dimensional devices.
Dimensional devices for expressing the three axes are present from the beginning.
This contradicts results ofboth child language acquisition (e.g., Johnston & Slobin
1979) and adult language acquisition (e.g., Becker & Carroll 1997) in which
locative-topological relations emerge and develop before locative-dimensional
relations and in which there is a clear order of acquisition between the vertical,
lateral, and transversal axes. In comparison with the Turkish informants, the
Moroccan informants explicitly refer to single position to a greater extent. This
pattern probably originates from the fact that Turkish lacks lexical diversity for
expressing topological relations of single position (cf. Section 3.4). The concepts
of enclosure and dimensional relations, however, are expressed more equally than
topological relations of single position across the three languages, and both the
Moroccan and Turkish learners project enclosure and the three axes without great
difficulties on the TL system.

In referring to direction, the particles terug ('back') and weg ('away') are
frequently-used devices in early L2 learner varieties of Dutch. The directional
preposition naar ('to') is not included in Table 5.15 as Mahmut seldom used this

directional device in Cycle 1 and Ergun initially incorporated naar into the deictic
verb gaan ('to go'). However, the exclusion of naar in Table 5.15 may be a subject
of discussion as the Moroccan learners use lexical prepositions (naar 'to') as well
as functional prepositions (van 'of and/or met'with') for reference to goal-oriented
direction from the initial stages onward. For expressing the concept ofmotion, the
deictic verb komen ('to come') is commonly used by all four informants. Though
gaan is the cognitively simpler form, it was found that marked komen surfaced
before unmarked gaan. According to the principle ofcommunicative logic (leaving
redundant information implicit), the learners feel less need to express gaan as
direction could be inferred from the spatial marking on the relatum NP as well;
cf. (la).

Besides all the similarities between the four learners classified in the basic
spatial system, there are also clear differences. When the overview presented in
Table 5.15 is completed with the patterns of zero markings found in Cycle 1 in
previous studies on L2 Dutch carried out within the ESF context (cf. Table 2.1
in Chapter 2), the following difference emerges between the two groups of
informants. The Turkish learners show a relatively high proportion of zero
markings (the relatum not being preceded by a spatial morpheme) and directional
particles for directional reference. The Moroccan informants mostly mark the
directional relation on the relatum NP. In addition, it was found that the Moroccans
experiment with linguistic devices for expressing location and direction to a greater
extent (cf. Tables 5.6 and 5.11). Both results correspond to findings of Dutch
studies on child L2 acquisition (e.g., Appel 1984) and adult language acquisition
(e.g., Jansen et al. 1981) and are taken as indicative of SL influence.
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To conclude, the similar patterns found for spatial reference in initial L2
learner varieties of Dutch are determined by a complex interaction between
communicative and cognitive factors. The finding that all adult L2 learners of
Dutch refer to location and direction as well as motion and to locative-topological
as well as locative-dimensional relations from the very beginning is determined
by the factor ofcommunicative logic. In native-nonnative interaction, adult learners
need to refer to all these spatial relations and they try do so from the initial stages
onward by both implicit and explicit means. Because of the factor of cognitive
complexity, the deictic adverb hier ('here') is acquired before daar ('there') and
more general AT-PLACE relations are expressed first. In the internal order of
acquisition ofkomen ('to come') before gaan ('to go'), the communicative factor
overrules the cognitive factor: the more marked komen is acquired first as the
meaning of the neutral gaan can often be inferred from contextual information.
The overruling of the cognitive factor by the communicative factor also explains
the early acquisition of linguistic devices for expressing the complex set of
dimensional relations. Moreover, the early acquisition of linguistic devices for
expressing dimensional relations may be due to the fact that the SL and TL systems
for dimensional reference closely resemble each other. The same type of reasoning
applies to the early acquisition of linguistic devices for expressing the topological
concept ofenclosure: SL and TL systems for enclosure closely resemble each other
and, in addition, show similarities to the dimensional spatial systems. With respect
to the linguistic factor, no evidence was found for a basic spatial system lacking
SL and TL influence. Traces of SL influence are observed in the way Moroccan
and Turkish learners refer to directional relations and in the fact that the Moroccan
informants explicitly refer to single position to a greater extent. In addition, the
internal organization of the TL accounts for the fact that locative-topological and
locative-dimensional devices are acquired before directional-topological and
directional-dimensional devices. In sum, TL-related similarities and SL-related
differences manifest themselves in the basic spatial system from the beginning.



6.   Beyond the basic spatial system

In Chapter 5, spatial properties ofthe initial communicative system were described
on the basis of the data from Cycle 1 and a basic spatial system was defined which
all four adult L2 learners of Dutch had in common at the beginning of their
acquisition process. It was found that the basic spatial system consistedoflinguistic
devices for expressing location and direction as well as motion and was determined
by a complex interaction between linguistic (source and target language),
communicative, and cognitive factors. In order to determine how the spatial
concepts and linguistic devices used to express them are expanded beyond the basic
spatial system, in this chapter, data from Cycles 1,2, and 3 are taken into account.
First, a discourse-oriented analysis of the retellings ofthe video clip 'Harold Lloyd
at the Station' is presented (Section 6.1). The four informants participated in this
activity in each of the three cycles. The recurrence of this activity over time makes
the study ofdevelopmental trends more feasible. Secondly, developmental patterns
of deictic adverbs (Section 6.2), markers of direction (Section 6.3), and verbs  of
location and motion (Section 6.4) are derived from a form-function oriented
analysis based on the whole data collection (three successive and similarly
organized cycles of nine monthly sessions). Although unfinished utterances, self-
repairs, and imitations are investigated, they are left out of consideration in the
tables presented in these sections; moreover, only the spatial use of forms is
considered. The expansion of the topological and dimensional systems is dealt with
in separate chapters (Chapters 7 and 8). Conclusions follow in Section 6.5, in which
the patterns ofdevelopment are related to the three potentially determining factors
and the question is answered how linguistic (source and target language),
communicative, and cognitive factors account for the acquisition patterns ofspatial
reference beyond the basic spatial system. The more specific research questions
discussed are:

(1)  Is there an internal order of acquisition for expressing goal-oriented,
source-oriented, and path-oriented direction?

(2)   Do Moroccan L2 learners of Dutch give more explicit descriptions of
direction than Turkish L2 learners of Dutch?

6.1 Spatial reference in discourse

In order to match the structure ofChapter 5, retellings of the silent-movie fragment
'Harold Lloyd at the Station' are taken as a starting point in this chapter (see
Section 5.1  for an outline of the contents of'Harold Lloyd at the Station'  and the
discourse frame constructed on the basis of its content). All four informants were
involved in this activity in each of the three cycles (Sessions  1.6,2.6, and 3.6) and
therefore, longitudinal comparisons  of the way spatial events are expressed after
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nine-monthly intervals can be made. Before the linguistic devices actually used
by the L2 learners in retelling the story are presented, an impression of the spatial
elements referred to is given. Table 6.1 summarizes which elements of the
discourse frame of'Harold Lloyd at the Station' were expressed by the informants
in each cycle and which were not. In the overview, only those cases are marked
positively in which the spatial event is expressed by linguistic means which
explicitly denote location, direction, or motion (with the exclusion of unfinished
utterances, self-repairs, and imitations).'

Table 6.1  Explicit reference to spatial events in the discourse frame of 'Harold
Lloyd  at  the  Station'  in  Cycles  1-3  (HL=Harold  Lloyd)

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

123123123123

(1) train arrives at station +         + + + - +++++++

(2) woman arrives at station    +     +     +     +     -     +     +     +     +     +     +     +
(3)   HL runs towards train       -     + + + + +++++--
(4)   woman runs after HL        -     + + + + + - ++---
(5) woman moves away          -     - - ++---+---

(6) train leaves station          -    -    -    -    +     + + +++++

(7) cart comes behind HL       -     -     -     +     +     +     +     +     +     -     -     +
(8)    HL jumps on cart ++--+---+--+
(9)    HL jumps off cart               -      -      -      +      +      -      -      -      -      -      -      +

(10) cart drives away              -     -     -     -     -     -    -     -    -     -     -     -

(11)   HL runs towards train +         + + ++++++ +         +          +

(12)    HL jumps on train              -      -      +      +      -      -      -      +      -      -      +       +

(a) future departure of HL +++ + + + + + + +         +          +

(b) future departure of train     + - ++++++- +         +          +

At first sight, Table 6.1 shows patterns of explicit spatial reference quite similar
to the ones observed in Section 5.1 based on the retellings of'Harold Lloyd at the
Station' in Cycle 1 only. Taken over three cycles, two of the spatial events are
referred to explicitly by all four informants (Event  11 and Goal a) and one spatial
event is not spatially marked by any of the informants (Event 10). Concerning
Events  1,2,  and Goal b, expressed explicitly by all four learners in Cycle  1,  some
negatively marked cases occur in Cycles 2 and 3. For instance, Fatima and Ergun
do not indicate the future departure of the train (Goal b) explicitly in all three
retellings. Whereas Fatima does not express Goal b in the retelling of Cycle 2 at
all, Ergun indicates the future departure of the train implicitly in Cycle 3 by
referring to the whistling of the guard. This is illustrated in (1).

See Section 5.1 for examples of positively and negatively marked utterances.
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(1) 36 ED dan daar/ daar is een man

then there/ there is a man
wat is die dingus? [+]
what is that thing? [+]

NS  Ija]

[yes]
ED [<*duduk*>] <=Turks=fluit>

[<*duduk*>] <=Turkish=whistles>
NS t*duduk*1 *duduk*

I*duduk*1 *dudule'
ED    <*duduk  ahyor*> <=Turks=hij fluit>

<*duduk  al:yor*> <=Turkish=he whistles>

Even though not expressed explicitly in all three cycles, Events 1 and 2 as well
as Goal b belong to the events spatially marked most frequently by the four
informants in retelling the film fragment.

So far, the patterns observed in Cycles 2 and 3 do not deviate from the
way the discourse frame is made explicit in Cycle 1. When the expression ofspatial
events by each informant is taken into account individually, however,
developmental patterns can be found. Except for Mohamed, the number of events
explicitly referred to increases after Cycle    1 (cf. Table 6.1). Moreover,
developmental trends show up for all four learners in terms ofthe linguistic devices
used to express the spatial events in Cycles  1,2,  and 3, respectively. Before  a
discussion of the expansion of spatial linguistic devices is presented, however,  L2
learner strategies used for expressing spatial events in retelling 'Harold Lloyd at
the Station' are dealt with. The type ofL2 learner strategies as discussed in Chapter
5, based on the  data from Cycle  1,  is  of less relevance in later cycles. In Cycles
2 and 3, more explicit spatial devices are used by the adult L2 learners for
reference to space in Dutch. As such, L2 learner strategies are not discussed in a
separate section in this chapter.

Several L2 learner strategies show up in the retellings of 'Harold Lloyd at the
Station' in Cycles 2 and 3. For instance, at the end of the retelling in Cycle 3, the
interlocutor tries to elicit extra speech production from Fatima by asking her
whether Harold catches the running train in time or not. In answering this question,
Fatima gives a short summary ofthe whole film fragment. Her summarizing shows
a nonspatial perspective in representing the event of the black woman and the event
of the horse-drawn cart. Fatima starts out with an evaluative comment (the back-
ground information hil heeft veel probleem) on the whole situation (cf. ErgOn's
en dan fbut in (2) in Chapter 5).
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(2) 3.6 FA hij heeft veel probleem

he  has a lot  of problem
die eerst keer pakt die meisje
that first time takes that girl

NS  ja
yes

FA    die twee keer denken die wagen of
that two time think that cart or

NS wagen wagen paard-en-wagen
cart cart horse-drawn cart

FA wagen
cart
denken die trein
think that train

In addition to taking a nonspatial perspective, other L2 learner strategies can be
observed in Cycles 2 and 3 as well. The phenomenon of zero marking can be
illustrated by (3a), in which Mahmut specifies the relatum (trein) and motion event

(lopen) but fails to realize the theme and the directional marker; and by (3b), in
which he specifies theme, relatum and motion event but leaves the marker of
direction implicit.

(3) a 2.6 Mo  trein lopen
train walk

b 3.6 Mo    ja die een man he die andere stad gaan he

yes that a man eh that other city go eh

Nonverbal reference occurs twice in Ergun's retelling in Cycle 2. His pointing
gesture in (4a) accompanies the deictic adverb hier ('here') when expressing the
lateral relation 'next to.' His gesturing in (4b), used instead of a spatial expression,
indicates the jumping movement of the protagonist onto the cart.

(4)    a  2.6    ED    daar ook <hier> <w(ist naast hem> ook/ hier <wi/st naast
hem> ook een tas staat
there also <here> <points next to him> alsol here <points
next to him> also a bag stands

b 2.6 ED    daar ook een paard komt

there also a horse comes
<..>
dan <zo> <gebaart> doen
then <so> <gestures> do

NS  ja
yes

ED dan fout maken he
then mistake make eh

Apart from nonverbal reference, markers ofrate or velocity are used. In (5), Fatima
implicitly indicates the motion event by means of vlug ('quickly'); when the
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interlocutor offers a missing verb of motion, Fatima reproduces this verb  form  in
the next turn.

(5) 3.6 FA daar vlug naar die trein

there quickly to that train
NS   lopen?

walk?
FA lopen

walk

As far as the expansion of spatial linguistic devices is concerned, expressions of
the spatial events characterized as introductions (Events   1,2,  and  7) or closings
(Events 5 and  10) in the discourse frame presented in Table 6.1 are relatively stable
for all four informants across cycles. In the introductions, the deictic verb of
motion komen ('to come') predominates. In (6), it can be seen that Fatima
expresses the arriving of the train at the station (Event 1) by using forms of komen
in all three cycles.

(6)      a 1.6 FA trein kom

train come
b 2.6  FA  die uh man praat van uh die vrouw van <*train*>

<=Frans=trein> komt
that er man talks of er that woman of <*train*>
<=French=train> comes

c 3.6 FA tot trein komt
until train comes

The same phenomenon emerges for Ergun introducing the woman (Event 2) and
the horse-drawn cart (Event 7) in Cycles  1,2, and 3; cf. (7a) and (7b), respectively.

(7) a 1.6 ED daar komt die vrouw he
there comes that woman eh

2.6 ED daar ook een uh zwarte vrouw komt he
there also an er black woman comes eh

3.6 ED en dan daar komt/ een vrouw komt + met kind
and then there comes/ a woman comes + with child

b 1.6 ED    en dan een paard/ komt + paard

and then a horse/ comes + horse
2.6 ED   daar ook een paard komt

there also a horse comes
3.6 ED   daar komt een paard

there comes a horse

Introductions  are more important than closings in the course of events as the latter
can often be inferred from contextual information. Though closings are hardly
expressed by the informants (Event  10 is not expressed at all and Event 5 is only
indicated in retellings of Mohamed and Ergun),the particle weg ('away') seems
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to be the common denominator (e.g., die vrouw weg 'that woman away'). Event
6, another event in which a theme fades away, is also mostly expressed by means
of weg (e.g., en dan trein weg'and then train away'). The same goes for the train's
(future) disappearance from view in Goal b (e.g., die trein bi)na weg 'that train
almost away'). The use of weg in these contexts is connected with another meaning
aspect, namely, offthe scene, in which the concepts ofneither motion nor direction
are directly involved (cf Section 5.4).

Developmental trends can be illustrated by the way Ergun retells the event
of Harold Lloyd jumping on the horse-drawn cart instead of the train (Event 8)
in Cycles 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In (8), it can be seen that gradually more
explicit spatial devices are used.

(8)      a    1.6       ED en dan fout
and then mistake

b  2.6    ED    daar ook een paard komt
there also a horse comes
<..>
dan <zo> <gebaart> doen
then <so> <gestures> do

NS  ja
yes

ED      dan fout maken  he
then mistake make eh

C 3.6 ED mott achtenn

must in the back

The nonspatial perspective en danfout in Cycle 1 (8a) and the spatial gesture and
evaluative comment dan fout maken in Cycle 2 (8b) are replaced by the
dimensional form achterin in Cycle 3 (8c). Similar developmental patterns can be
seen throughout the data. In studying such patterns of change, one is struck by two
things. First, a number of events is expressed identically by the informants
throughout the cycles (introductions and closings). Secondly, the same events are

expressed differently by the Moroccan learners, on the one hand, and the Turkish
learners, on the other hand. If the linguistic devices used for expressing the crucial
element of the main plot line, Goal a, are examined, a clear difference emerges
between the Moroccan and Turkish informants. This can be illustrated by the way
Fatima, Mohamed, Ergon, and Mahmut refer to the future departure of the
protagonist by train in Cycle  1.

(9)      a 1.6 FA die + man + naar ander stad

that + man + to other city
b 1.6 Mi<      die uh jongeman uh ++ hij wil uh + gaan + naar ander stad

that er gentleman er ++ he wants er + go + to other city
C l.6 ED   ja hij/ hij is weg gaan naar

yes he/ he is away go to
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d    1.6       MO die meneer moet trein andere stad + weg
that gentleman must train other city + away

Whereas the Moroccan informants use a directional preposition (naar) followed
by a relatum (ander staci), Ergon and Mahmut do not use a preposition for marking
direction: They use a verb form (gaan) and/or a directional particle (weg). This

pattern perseveres in Cycles 2 and 3; cf. (10a) and (1Ob).

(10) a 2.6 FA man + naar werk van ander stad

man + to work of other city
3.6 FA   misschien zeg

maybe say
<..>
"ik ga naar werk"
"I go to world'

b  2.6    Mo   hij andere stad weg
he other city away

3.6 Mo   ja die een man he die andere stad gaan he

yes that a man eh that other city go eh

This difference can be explored by looking at the way the protagonist running
towards the train is expressed by the two groups of learners. This spatial event
appears twice  in the film fragment (Events  3  and  11)  and is often referred  to by
the four learners (cf. Table 6.1). In (11), examples are given of the way this
activity is expressed in Cycle 2.

(11)     a 2.6 FA ook terug naar uh  die < *train *> <=Frans=trein>
also back to er that <*train*><=French=train>

b  2.6    MK   en hij gaat snel uh naar trein he
and he goes quickly er to train eh

( 2.6 ED   hij is hard lopen

he  is fast  walk
d 2.6 MO    en dan terug trein lopen

and then back train walk

As the utterances show, the Moroccan informants use directional prepositions
followed by a relatum, sometimes in combination with a directional particle (tenig)
or a spatial verb form (gaaO; the Turkish learners, on the other hand, rely on verb-
internal spatial devices Uopen), possibly combined with a directional particle
(terug). An analysis of the same event for each informant in each cycle confirms
this pattern. This can be illustrated by (12), from Mohamed.

2   In Ergun's case, naar ('to') has to be interpreted as part of the verb form gaan ('to
go') (cf. Section 5.4).
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(12) a 1.6 MI<   hij snel naar uh de trein
he quickly to er the train

b 2.6 MK   en hij gaat snel uh naar trein he

and he goes quickly er to train eh
C 3.6 MK   toen hij loopt ie snel naar <*train*> <=Frans=trein>

then he walks he quickly to <*train*> <=French=train>

The utterances in Cycles  1,2, and 3 show an acquisition order with respect to the
verb forms which encode the manner of movement. In Cycle  1,  only a marker  of
rate or velocity is used. This marker is accompanied by the neutral verb of motion
gaan ('to go') in Cycle 2 and the more specific verb of motion lopen ('to walk')

in Cycle 3. The expression of direction remains unchanged in the three retellings.
Similar developmental patterns are found in Fatima's data. In the same context,
the data of the Turkish informants  show a different distributional pattern.  This is
illustrated by Ergun' s utterances in (13).

(13) a L6 ED   en dan lopen/ hard toI,en

and then walld fast walk
b 2.6 ED  hij is hard lopen

he is fast walk
C 3.6 ED beetje achter lopen of zo

little bit behind walking or something

These utterances show that the event ofHarold running towards the train is mainly
expressed by means of verb forms and that no directional forms and relatums are

present. In Cycle 3, the dimensional form achter ('behind') accompanies the motion
verb lopen ('to walk'). But as there is no relatum present, achter may be interpreted

as part of the verb form;  cf. the incorporation of naar ('to')  into the deictic verb
gaan ('to go') by Ergun (Section 5.4). The way the other Turkish informant
Mahmut refers to this spatial event corresponds with the above utterances by Ergun.

In Table 6.2, an inventory of all explicit spatial devices used by the L2
learners in retelling 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' in Cycles 1,2, and 3 is presented.
These devices play a central role in the rest of this study.
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Table  6.2 Overview of spatial devices  used in retelling the spatial events in the
discourse  frame  of  'Harold  Lloyd  at  the  Station'   in   Cycles   1-31

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

deictic adverbs hier hier hier hier

daar daar daar daar(in)

markers of direction terug terug
weg weg Weg weg
naar naar (gaan) naar
naar met

(gaan) naartoe
toe

uit                       uit

verbs of location zijn zijn

Staan staan staan

zitten zitten

verbs of motion komen komen komen komen
gaan gaan gaan (naar(toe))  gaan
lopen lopen lopen lopen

springen
rijden
aankomen

topological devices             in                 in (achter)in (daar)in
OP

bij

binnen binnen
van
rnet

dimensional devices naast
voor

achter achter(in)
van

In comparison with the overview of explicit linguistic devices presented in Table
5.2, all four informants have extended their spatial repertoire in retelling the video
clip of'Harold Lloyd at the Station' in Cycles 2 and 3. Especially Fatima, Ergon,
and Mahmut have a greater diversity of spatial forms at their disposal at the later
stages. In the retellings in Cycles 2 and 3, all four learners use the deictic adverbs
hier('here') and daar('there') for expressing the discourse frame of 'Harold Lloyd
at the Station.' Although directional prepositions are sporadically  used by Ergun
in the retellings of Cycles 2 and 3 (directional prepositions were completely absent
in his retelling of Cycle  1), the other Turkish informant Mahmut still  does  not use
prepositions for reference to direction in positions in which they could have been
expected to emerge. He keeps to the particles terug ('back') and weg ('away ') for
expressing direction. For reference  to the concept of motion, the four learners  all

3 Spatial linguistic devices used by the informants in retelling 'Harold Lloyd at the
Station' in Cycle 1 are printed in italics (cf. Table 5.2).
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have the deictic motion verbs komen ('to come') and gaan ('to go') as well as the
motion verb lopen ('to walk') in common. The topological anddimensional devices

presented in Table 6.2 will be discussed in Chapters 7 and 8, respectively. Fatima's
use ofthe basic form in ('in') for expressing topological relations attracts attention.
The fact that the Turks add bound suffixes to basic spatial lexemes (daarin and
achterin) more frequently will be discussed in Chapters 7 and 8 as well.

To conclude, the analyses of the retellings of'Harold Lloyd at the Station' on the
discourse level have made clear that some parts of the frame are made explicit
more frequently throughout the cycles than other parts. This could be explained
by the type of event (e.g., introductions are more often expressed than closings)

orby a learner effect (e.g., because specific spatiallinguistic devices have not been

acquired, some events are rarely indicated). In addition, expression is fairly constant
across time for the more salient parts of the story. The two goals which form the
plot line of the story are almost always explicitly referred to by the informants.
In retelling the video clip, the L2 learners especially elaborate on Goal a (the future
departure of Harold Lloyd by train); this can be illustrated by the retellings of
Mohamed and Ergon in Cycle  1.

(14)   a    1.6       MK     die uh jongeman uh ++ hij wil uh + gaan + naar ander stad
of ander land
that er gentleman er ++ he wants er + go + to other city or
other country
<..>
misschien hij  zegt van uh ++ hij/ zij meiske of hij vrouw
"ik nou/ ik uh +/ ik gaan naar/ naar ander land, Frankrijk
of uh zoiets,
voor werk of/ voor werk"
maybe he says of er ++ he/ she girl or he wife "I now/ I
er +/ I go to/ to other country, France or er something like
that, for work or/ for work"

b    1.6       ED      ja hij/ hij  is weg  gaan  naar
yes he/ he is away go to
<..>
en die/ die man he + en weg gaan naar
and that/ that man eh + and away go to
misschien uh Duitsland en Engels weg gaan naar
maybe er Germany and English away go to

Furthermore, it was shown that different kinds of L2 learner strategies are used
by the informants, such as gestures and markers of rate or velocity which implicitly
indicate motion. Across cycles, gradually more explicit spatial devices appear. In
the use of linguistic devices for reference to space, differences between the
Moroccan and Turkish learners of L2 Dutch emerge. Whereas the Moroccan
informants use directional prepositions, sometimes in combination with a spatial
verb form or directional particle, the Turkish learners use verb forms or devices
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related to verbs (directional particles). In addition, whereas directional prepositions
used by the Moroccan inTormants are followed by a relatum, the Turkish informants
express such a relatum to a lesser extent. Developmental patterns found in the way

spatial relations are expressed across cycles only strengthen the impression that
Moroccan and Turkish adults follow partially different routes in establishing spatial
reference in L2 Dutch. However, these results have to be viewed in the light of
the following analyses, in which  all  data from Cycles   1 -3 are involved.

6.2 Deictic adverbs

In Chapter 5, it was concluded that the deictic adverbs hier ('here') and daar

('there') are used with a high frequency for expressing location by the four adult
L2 learners of Dutch in their initial period of language acquisition. They were
considered to be basic devices for reference to space. In Table 6.3, an overview
of the frequencies of the deictic adverbs in all three cycles is given.

Table 6.3  The deictic  adverbs  'hier' and  'daar'  and the frequency of occurrence

in  Cycles  1-3
Cycle l Cycle 2 Cycle 3 total

hier ('here')

Fatima                                    50                      80                      95                     225
Mohamed 159 207 106 472

Ergun 184 349 322 855

Mallmut 252 258 196 706

daar ('there')

Fatima                                     3                        9                      27                       39
Mohamed                                   60 106 128 294

Ergon 165 410 294 869

Mahmut                                     20 182 263 465

The overview shows that, taken over three cycles, hier ('here') is more often

expressed than daar ('there') (an exception is Ergun). While the use ofboth deictic
adverbs increases in Cycle 2, this is not the case in Cycle 3. In Cycle 3, the use
ofhier shows a downward tendency for three ofthe informants (Mohamed, Ergun,
and Mahmut); daar shows a decrease only in Ergun's case. When the two groups
of learners are compared, it seems that for the Turkish learners  'here' and 'there'
have a more central place in the spatial component of their emerging Dutch
grammars. Note that they already used the two deictic adverbs much more
frequently in Cycle  1.

To determine the relative distribution of hier ('here')  and daar ('there'),
the natural logarithms of their frequencies are calculated (Rietveld & Van Hout
1993). The outcomes are so-called logits (logit = 1n ((frequency daar/frequency
hier)). If the distribution between daar and hier is equal, the logit will be zero.
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If daar is used more frequently than hier, the logit is greater than zero;  if hier is
more often used than daar, the logit is less than zero. The logits of the deictic
adverbs are presented in Figure   6.1.

Figure  6.1  Logits of the deictic adverbs  (Ln daar/hier)
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As can be seen in Figure 6.1, in comparison with hier, the deictic counterpart daar
gains in importance in deictic reference throughout the cycles. In Erg In's case,
this pattern already shows up in Cycle 2.

Although both deictic forms have already been used in Cycle 1, examples
of proximal hier used with the intended meaning of nonproximal daar are Still

present in Cycles 2 and 3. A misunderstanding caused by this phenomenon in Cycle
3 was already illustrated by (2) in Chapter 2. In Section 5.3, it was shown that hier
and daar are primarily used for expressing location. In Cycles 2 and 3, clear
examples can be found of occurrences of hier and daar for which a directional
meaning can be derived. In (15), for example, daarnaartoe and hiernaartoe would
have been used in standard Dutch.

(15) 2.6 Mo   "nee nee ik niet daar jij hier komen" zeggen
"no no Inot there you here come" say

Apart from directional suffixes, hier and daar can be used in combination with
bound suffixes for expressing location in Dutch (cf. Section 3.1). In Cycles 2 and
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3, especially the Turkish informants gradually refine their use of hier and daar

by adding bound suffixes (these composite forms are not counted in Table 6.3).
An example is hierin ('in here'), in which the prepositional form in, denoting a
subspace at the relatum, is added to the deictic adverb hier; by adding in, hier loses

its 'pure' deictic interpretation. In the data ofthe Moroccan informant Fatima, such
composite forms are completely absent; Mohamed uses them sporadically, though
in a later stage than the Turkish learners do. Composite forms with locative bound
suffixes (e.g., daarin in here') appear earlier than composite forms with directional
bound suffixes (e.g., daarnaartoe 'to that'). For the latter, goal-oriented suffixes
(e.g., daarnaartoe 'to that') appear earlier than source-oriented ones (e.g., hieruit
'out of here'); path-oriented suffixes (e.g., daardoorheen 'through that') are
completely absent. In referring to direction, the following sequence of Ergun
attracts attention because ofhis specification ofsource-oriented hieruit by a locative

PP (in die katholiek schooD in answering the interlocutor's question.

(16) 3.8       NS       kun je mij zeggen hoe ik of hoe jij/ hoe jij straks naar huis

djdt?
can you tell me how I or how yoW how you are driving
home later?
<..>

ED eerst hieruit

first out of here
NS waaruit?

from what?
ED in de katholieke school

in the Catholic school

Besides composite forms for reference to direction that match the rules ofstandard
Dutch (e.g., hieruit), nonstandard directional devices emerge in the L2 learner data

as well. As was shown in (15), locative hier and daar are used for reference to
goal-oriented direction. Similar patterns of use will be discussed for topological
and dimensional forms in Chapters 7 and 8, respectively. Secondly, reduced forms
like daartoe are present. And thirdly, hier is occasionally used with a preposition
(naar hier) instead of a bound suffix (hiernaartoe or hierheen). Apart from
specifications by means of bound suffixes, the deictic adverbs hier ('here') and

daar ('there')  are also increasingly made more specific by means of locative PPs

(e.g., daar in Casablanca 'there in Casablanca') or locative NPs (e.g., hier woon/

Tilburg woon 'here live/ Tilburg live') in Cycles 2 and 3. In many contexts,
however, the deictic adverbs are not specific at all and are only accompanied by
a pointing gesture (e.g., <daar> <wi/St> zit '<there> <points> sit').

In conclusion, the deictic adverbs hier ('here') and daar ('there') remain

very productive for reference to space beyond the initial stages. The Turkish
informants hold on to these deictic adverbs to a greater extent than the Moroccan
informants do. In this respect, it is remarkable that especially the Turkish
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informants refine their adverbial expressions by addingbound suffixes to the deictic
forms hier ('here') and daar ('there') (e.g., hierin, daarin).

6.3        Markers of direction

In Table 6.4, an overview of the frequencies of the directional particles terug
('back') and weg ('away') is given for each cycle.

Table 6.4 The directional particles 'terug' and 'weg' and the frequency of
occurrence   in  Cycles   1-3

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 total

terug ('back')
Fatima                                 14                    25                    40                     79
Mohamed                             20                    30                    32                     82
Ergan                                  18                    33                    28                     79
Mahmut                                 47                      50                      88                     185
weg ('away')

Fatima                                                                  18                                         61                                          41                                        120

Mohamed                             19                    31                     20                     70
Ergon                                  66                    74                    48                   188
Mahnnut                                  75                      63                       60                     198

In comparing the use of these two particles in different stages of the acquisition
process, it has to be noted that the use of weg ('away') decreases in Cycle 3 for
all four learners; the use of terug ('back') shows a downward tendency in Cycle
3 for Ergon only. These downward tendencies may have to do with the fact that
the Moroccan learners start to combine directional PPs with verbs ofmotion instead
of directional particles and the Turkish learners start to use more preposition-like
forms instead of directional particles; cf.  (12)  and (13). In addition, more specific
forms for expressing the back dimension ofthe transversal axis are acquired beyond
the basic spatial system; cf. (1) in Chapter 1. Furthermore, a comparison between
the Moroccan and Turkish learners shows that the Turks more frequently apply
the particle weg than the Moroccans do; terug is far more often used by only one
Turkish informant, Mahmut. It seems plausible that this pattern relates to the
absence ofprepositions for reference to direction in the speech data of the Turkish
informants as well; cf. (9) and (10).

To get a more complete picture of reference to direction, for each
informant all twenty-seven sessions (Cycles  1,  2,  and 3) were scanned  not  only
for directional particles but also for other potential directional forms. In Table 6.5,
an overview of all occurrences of these potential directional means is presented.
In comparison with Table 5.5 (based on the data from Cycle 1 only), new forms
for   reference to direction   are the circumpositions   naar...   toe   and   van   .  -   af
However, the two occurrences of the last form were not in a spatial context.
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Table 6.5 Overview ofpotential linguistic devices for expressing direction in Cycles
1-3;   actual  spatial  use  is  printed  in  bold  type

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

naar(toe) ('to') 170 168 329 325 223 223      12      12

naar ... toe ('to')           2           2        17        17        40         40         12         11
van ('from') 423 116 348 5     190       5      18      -
van... af ('from')            -             -              1           -              1             -              -             -
af ('down')                      27             -             3           -              8              4              2            -
uit ('out of)                5          - 32 17 44 9      34      11

total: tokens 627 286 730 364 506 281      78      34
total:types              5        3       6       4       6        5        5       3

To show which concepts are actually expressed by the spatially-used linguistic
devices presented in Table 6.5 (printed in bold type), Tables 6.6-6.9 present the
functional distribution ofspecific directional forms for each informant individually.
The numbers in these tables do not always correspond to the numbers presented
in Table 6.5, as, for instance, van is not a directional preposition in Fatima's speech
but a functional preposition used for expressing all kinds of (spatial) relations (cf.
(23) in Chapter 5). Moreover, nonstandard forms used for reference to direction
are also taken into account (e.g., the functional preposition met 'with'). In Table
6.6, the directional devices used by Fatima are presented.

Table  6.6  Fatima:  linguistic devices for expressing direction and  the frequency of
occurrence  in  Cycles  1-3

standard variety    learner variety      Cl (2 (3 example

goal
'naar' naar                  38     34     58   naar stad'to city'

naar van              4       2      -    naar van dokter ,
to of doctor'

van naar 1
- -    van naar kerk 'Ofto church'

naar met              12      10        2    naar met Marokko 'to with Morocco'
in                    -      -       1   in die school 'in that school'
van 2 2 1   van huis '€fhouse'
rnet 13 8 4      met links  'with  left'

'naar...toe' naartoe -         -          1     naartoe jou  'to you'

van -
1 1    van die man 'Ofthat man'

'naartoe' naar -       -        1    waar naar die mens 'to which that

people'
'-naartoe' -naartoe -       1      -    waarnaartoe 'to which'
'in'                 in                   -     -      2 in restaurant 'in restaurant'

naar -      -       6   naar die straat 'to that street'

source

'van' nnet -       3      -    met centrum 'with centre'

'uit' van 1 2 2       van  Sahara 'of Sahara'

nnet -       4       3 met Amsterdam 'with Amsterdam'

Table 6.6 illustrates that the nonstandard combinations naar van ('to of) and naar
met ('to with'), and the functional prepositions van ('of') andmet ('with'), are used
to a lesser extent by Fatima for reference to goal direction in Cycles 2 and 3; the
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use of standard naar ('to'), on the other hand, increases. Besides the lexical

preposition naar, however, Fatima persists in using the functional prepositions van

('of') and met ('with') to express goal-oriented direction. This is in particular
evidenced in interactive settings like (173) and (17b), from Cycles 2 and 3,
respectively.

(17)   a   2.8     NS     ben je naar mevrouw Vermeulen geweest?
have you been to mrs. Vermeulen?

FA nee van Mariaziekenhuis

no of Maria Hospital
b 3.4 Ns     moet je niet naar een dokter?

should you not go to a doctor?
FA    misschien ik ga met dokter

maybe I go with doctor

At the same time, Fatima's awareness of standard Dutch naar ('to') is evidenced

in self-repairs like met naar st/ naar stad ('with to ci/ to city'). In expressing goal-
oriented direction in Dutch, the particle toe can be added to the directional
morpheme naar that precedes the relatum NP. In this respect, a construction like

naar huis toe ('to house to') was referred to as a circumpositional phrase. In Table

6.6, it can be seen that besides naar ('to'), Fatima uses nonstandard naartoe for

expressing goal-relations (resulting in naartoejou instead of the circumpositional
phrase naarjou toe). In Cycle 3, in ('in') is used as a device for expressing goal-
oriented direction as well (e.g., ho' ga in restaurant 'he is going in restaurant').
However, in standard Dutch, in has to be postponed to the relatum NP for
expressing direction (cf. Section 3.1). Both patterns probably have their origins
in the source language (SL) of Fatima. In Moroccan Arabic, the spatial marking
ofNPs is always in preposition. Finally, up to the end of Cycle 3, standard devices
for expressing source-oriented direction are not present; the functional prepositions
van ('of) and met ('with') are the only devices from which source direction can
be inferred in Fatima's speech (e.g., weg van Sahara 'away of Sahara'). Linguistic
devices for expressing path are completely absent.

Table 6.7 lists the results for Mohamed. In Cycle 1, Mohamed used the
functional preposition met ('with') in a directional meaning context (cf. (25) in
Chapter 5). In Cycles 2 and 3, Mohamed no longer uses met as an indicator of
direction; he restricts himself to naar ('to') in accordance with standard language

use (see also Jagtman 1994: 61-62). From Cycle 2 onwards, Mohamed utilizes
different forms for expressing circumpositions with toe. An example of a
directional PP extended with toe is naar de dokter toe ('to the doctor to'). The
deictic adverb hier ('here') is marked by a preposition (naar hier) instead of a

bound suffix with naartoe (hiernaartoe) (cf. Section 6.2). At the end of the data
collection period, Mohamed once uses standard daarnaartoe. Concerning source-
oriented direction, the various forms which were used in Cycle 1 are reduced to
standard van ('from') and uit ('out of") in the later cycles. Mohamed's awareness
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of the opposite meaning of the lexical prepositions van and naar for expressing
source and goal is evidenced in utterances like (18).

(18) 3.7 MK   omdat die trein + die van Oisterwijk naar Tilburg
because that train + that from Oisterwijk to Tilburg

Table  6.7  Mohamed:  linguistic  devices for expressing direction and  the frequency
of occurrence  in  Cycles  1 -3

standard variety    learner variety     Cl (2 C3 example

goal
'naar' naar             67 120 100 naar een restaurant 'to a restaurant'

in                    1     -     - in Marokko 'in Morocco'
met 3 - -    met Amsterdam 'with Amsterdam'

'naar...toe' naar...toe - 11 5 naar Tilburg toe 'to Tilburg'

naar -      -       2   naar ons 'to us'

'-naartoe' -naartoe -      -       1 daarnaartoe 'there to'

naar 1 3 4   naar hier 'to here'

'in' naar -       1      - naar water 'to water'

source

'van' van -         -          3     van andere kant 'from other side'

bij                         1       -       -    bij de El Jadida 'near the El Jadida'
nnet 4 - -    met strand 'with beach'

'uit'  uit   6 4 4   uit kamer 'out ofroom'
rnet 10 - -    met school 'with school'

'van ... uit' uit -       1      -    uit Casablanca '#om Casablanca'
'van... af naar ... weg           1      -      - naar school weg 'to school away'

uit naar                1      -      -    uit naar school 'from to school'
uit in                1     -     -   uit in de school 'ffom in the school'

Path
achter ... aan' met achter 1 - -    met achter zij 'with behind she'

naar achter -       -        1 naar achter hun 'to behind them'

In denoting path-oriented direction, the combination met achter (cf. Section 5.4)
is replaced by naar achter in Cycle 3; Mohamed uses naar achter hun instead of
the circumpositional phrase achter hun aan. As in Fatima's case, SL influences
may show up here.

Table 6.8 gives an overview of the linguistic devices used by Ergon for
expressing the three types of direction.
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Table  6.8  Ergun:  linguistic  devices for  expressing direction and the frequency  of
occurrence  in  Cycles  1 -3

standard variety    learner variety      Cl (2 (3 example
goal
'naar' naar                 31     50     67 naar fabriek 'to factory'

(gaan) naar             46        10 19 discotheek gaan naar 'disco go to'
in                     -      -      4 in Ankara 'in Ankara'
rnet -      -       2   met Turkije 'with Turkey'

'naar...toe' naar... toe -            -             6       naar  Amsterdam toe  ' to   Amsterdam'

naartoe - 2 - moskee naartoe 'mosque to'
(gaan) naartoe       -        3 - school gaan naartoe 'school go to'
toe -

1 9   caft toe 'caft to'

'naartoe' naartoe - 4 2   daar ook naanoe 'there also to'

(gaan) naartoe       1 4 -    daar ook gaan naartoe 'there also go
to'

'-naartoe' toe -
1 1   ook toe 'also to'

-naartoe -      2     - daarnaartoe 'there to'
naartoe -          -            1      naartoe  * to'
naar ... toe - 2 -    naar daar toe 'to there'
-toe -      1     - daartoe 'there to'

source

'van' van -
1 2   van huis ·from house'

'uit'                  uit                     1       1      7   hier uit 'out of here'
'van...  af                    af                                         -            -             2 af vallen  'down  fall'

In Cycles 2 and 3, Ergun mainly uses naar ('to') preposed to NPs (nonstandard

positions ofnaar were discussedat length in Section 5.4). The formulaic expression
gaan naar ('to go to') is still well represented in Cycle 3, though not in
combination with toe anymore. Ergun uses toe as a postposition for expressing the
goal-oriented concept. Toe occurs both with and without naar and in variable
positions in relation to the relatum (e.g., naar Amsterdam toe 'to Amsterdam  to,'
moskee naartoe 'mosque to,' Turkike toe 'Turkey to'). In addition to PPs with toe,
PPs in which topological or dimensional forms are postponed to the relatum NP
occur (e.g., tas binnen 'bag inside'). In such cases, it is often difficult to decide
whether the PP gives expression to location or direction (e.g., ms binnen meaning
'in the bag' or 'into the bag'). For that reason, these forms are not included in the
overview presented above and will be addressed in Chapters 7 and 8 on topological
and dimensional reference, respectively. In Cycle 3, met ('with') is used in
directional contexts as well, but this form does not occur in Ergon's earlier cycles.
Source-oriented expressions especially emerge in Cycle 3 (e.g., die station uit 'that

station out of ). Again, postpositions are involved.  The  form  af is not only used
without van ('from') with which it forms a circumposition in standard Dutch, but
without a relatum NP as well. An example is die dingens af vaUen Ofzo ('that
thing down fall or something') in which afmay be interpreted as part of the verb
form vallen; cf. (13c). In Ergun's speech, source-markers are sometimes made
specific by a locative expression; cf. (16). Path-oriented direction is nonexistent.
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An overview of directional devices used by Mahmut is presented in Table
6.9.

Table 6.9 Mahmut:  linguistic devices for expressing direction and the frequency
of occurrence  in  Cycles  1 -3

standard variety     learner variety       Cl       02       (3     example

goal
'naar' naar 1 3 8 naar Ankara 'to Ankara'

rnet -      -      2   met Istanbul 'with Istanbul'

'naar...toe' toe -
1 3   Turkije toe 'Turkey to'

'naartoe' toe -      -       1   daar ook toe 'there also to'

'-naartoe' -toe -      2      4 daartoe 'there to'

Source

'uit'                   uit                      -       4 7 station uit 'station out of

In comparison with Cycle 1, explicit markers of direction are used more often by
Mahmut from Cycle 2 onwards, though overall expression of direction by means
of pre- and/or postpositions is not frequent. Mahmut mainly relies on directional
particles and verb forms; cf. (1Ob). As can be seen in Table 6.9, in referring to
goal-oriented direction, Mahmut sometimes uses the postposition toe le.g.,fabriek
toe 'factory to'); he does not use naar and toe in one and the same utterance (cf.
Jagtman  1994:  159). Like Ergon, he uses PPs in which topological or dimensional
forms are postponed to the relatum NP (e.g., kanaal in 'canal in'). In Dutch, an
NP followed by in commonly indicates goal direction. In Mahmut's utterances,
it is unclear whether these constructions are used for expressing location or
direction. Therefore, topological and dimensional forms postponed to the NP are
left out of the table. They will come back in Chapters 7 and 8. Source-oriented
direction is expressed by means of uit postponed to the relatum NP (e.g., station
uit 'station out of). Explicit spatial devices for expressing path-oriented direction
are completely absent from Mahmut's language use.

To summarize, in Cycles 2 and 3, the directional particles terug ('back') and weg
('away') lose importance in favour of more explicit forms for reference to
direction. In referring to goal-oriented direction, the Moroccan informants gradually
reduce their use of lexical prepositions (naar 'to'), functional prepositions (van

'of,' met 'with'), and combinations of lexical and functional prepositions (naar

van 'to of,' naar met 'to with') to standard naar. At the end ofthe data collection,
Mahmut is the only informant who hardly uses the preposition naar; he hangs on
the directional particles terug and weg and verb forms for expressing direction to
a greater extent. Besides naar, all four informants start to use the particle toe for
expressing the goal-oriented concept. The Moroccan informants use toe in
combination with naar only. Ergun uses toe both with and without naar and

Mahmut only uses bare toe. Jansen et al. (1981) also found that L2 Dutch learning
Turks often use only the second element of a circumpositional phrase, while
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Moroccans use both (cf. Section 2.2.3). In addition, source-oriented direction is
more frequently expressed by the informants in Cycles 2 and 3; in Fatima's case,
the functional prepositions van and met show up again. Path-oriented direction is
only referred to by the relatively fast learner Mohamed. SL-related differences
between the four learners become more clearly visible in their references to
direction in Cycles   2    and   3. The Moroccan informants never put directional
markers after the relatum NP. Moreover, they overgeneralize the use of preposi-
tions, as in circumpositional phrases and directional phrases (e.g., naartoe jou
instead of naar jou toe, naar achter hun instead of achter hun aan, and in
resmurant instead of restaurant in). The Turkish informants, on the other hand,
often realize PPs in which the spatial marker is postponed to the relatum NP (e.g.,
moskee naartoe and kanaal in). In Dutch, an NP followed by a spatial marker
expresses direction, but it is highly questionable whether the Turks aim for direc-
tional PPs in constructions like kanaal in. The presence or absence ofpre- and/or
postpositions in the language use of Fatima, Mohamed, Ergun, and Mahmut may
be considered as indicative of SL influence given the fact that spatial marking is
always postpositional in Turkish and always prepositional in Moroccan Arabic (cf.
Section 3.4).

6.4 Verbs of location and motion

In the presentation of the data on verbs of location and motion in Chapter 5 (based
on   Cycle   1), the subset most frequently represented across all informants   was
focused on, i.e., the deictic verbs of motion komen ('to come') and gaan ('to go').
In this section, the patterns of use of the locative verbs with specific orientation
liggen ('to lie'), staan ('to stand'), and zitten ('to sit') are discussed as well. For
studying these subsets, as well as other spatial verb forms, data from Cycles  1,2,
and 3 are needed. In addition, the outcomes of an experimental task on
liggen/staan/zitten are taken into account.

As verbs often express redundant information, not all L2 learners start out
with verb-internal devices for reference to space. For instance, in (la) and (lb)
in Chapter 5, it was shown that the motion event expressed by 'to go' was
implicitly indicated by means o f a directional  PP or particle by Fatima. Utterances
in which a static location is only implicitly referred to are also present in the initial
stages. In the following example, Mohamed confines himself to mentioning a
locative PP (in Casablanca), in spite of the fact that the input utterance of the
target-language speaker contains a locative verb form (woont). The reason is
probably that the interlocutor offers the spatial frame by means of a question and
there is no need for Mohamed to repeat this frame; cf. (4) in Chapter 2 and (3)
in Chapter 5. However, it may  also be reasoned that ellipsis is the standard way
of answering this kind of question.
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(19)         1.1       NS       wa/ waar woont hij in Marokko?
whe/ where does he live in Morocco?

MK   in Casablanca
in Casablanca

NS Casa <lacht>

Casa <laughs>
MK ik ook in Casablanca

I also in Casablanca

In  Table  6.10,  the main verb-internal spatial devices  used for explicit reference
to the concepts of location and motion in all cycles are presented (the survey
abstracts away from morpheme variation regarding tense, aspect, and agreement).
Verb forms functioning as an auxiliary or a progressive are not included (see
Section 5.5 for examples).

Table 6.10 Verb forms for expressing location and motion and the frequency of
occurrence  in  Cycles  1-3

Fatima Mo amed Ergun Mahmut

Cl C2 (3   Cl (2 C3   Cl C2 C3   Cl   C2   C3

location

zijn ('to be')               -     -     - 44 110 140   25   83 112 4   21     8

liggen ('to lie')            -     -      1     - - 2 1- 1
-

1 3

staan ('to stand')                      1           7         1 3         1 8         22         1 3         - 48 69 1 1    12

zitten  ('to  sit')                            27          15          1 0            2           18          56            9          26          33          54          32          33
slapen ('to sleep') 9314093544162741324736
wonen ('to live')           13      9     12     23     21     30      3     12     57      6    46     43
total: tokens              50    62 76 96 206 285    54 196 313   97 148 135

total: types 445556556566

motion

komen ('to come')         57     94     89     73     82     66 113 213 264   62 153 163

gaan ('to go')' -     3    56    73    74    88    75    76 202 3 70 193

lopen ('to walk')            20     18     12     11      15     26 11 32    44    19    15    43

rijden ('to drive')                   1 0         1 7         13         1 6        83        57        36        23         82        25      122         63
wandelen ('to walk')       -     -     -      2 - -   25   22    17    6    13    -

zwemmen ('to swim')     -     -     -      1      2 - 6   18    2     1    -     3

vallen ('to fall') -94 5 14 13 - -    2    -    9    18

springen ('to jump')          -       - - -10-- 4----
fietsen ('to cycle') -

1 4-121-11- 8     2

vliegen ('to fly')           -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -      1
zakken ('to sag')           -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -      2      1
aankomen ('to arrive')     -     -     -      -      -     -     -     -      -      -     -       1
vertrekken ('to leave')     -     -     -     -     -     2    -     -     -     -     -     -
total: tokens 87 142 178 181 281 273 266 389 614 116 392 488

total: types 3    6    6    7    8    7    6    8    8    6    8    10

' In the case of Ergun, occurrences of the nondivisible adjacent pair gaan naar ('to go
to') are also included (cf. Section 5.4).

In Table 6.10,  it can be seen that the number of explicitly used spatial verb forms
increases  for  all four informants in Cycles  2  and 3. Comparatively speaking,  the
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Turks make greater use of verb forms for reference to space especially when
denoting motion. This corresponds with earlier findings based on the retellings of
'Harold Lloyd at the Station'; cf. (13). Whereas L2 learners of French start out
with more specific verbs of direction, of which arriver ('to arrive') andpanir ('to
leave') are examples (cf. Section 2.2.2), it can be seen that verbs expressing 'to
arrive'  or 'to leave' do not appear until the end of the data collection period in
the case of L2 learners of Dutch and even then they are very rare. Mallmut's use
of aankomen is shown in (20a); Mohamed's use of vertrekken ('to leave') is
illustrated in (2Ob).

(20) a 3.6 Mo  hij trem komt aan he
he train arrives eh

b 3.5 MK   toen wij terug we hebben + vrijdag 's morgens vertrekken

then we back we have + friday morning leave

In addition, three other directional verbs are present after some time: vaUen ('to
fall'), springen ('to jump'), and zakken ('to sag').  If verb types with a frequency
below  two per cycle are ignored in Table  6.10,  it can be observed  that the actual
variety of verb types is quite small after two-and-a-half years of language

acquisition. Given this rather limited variety, the verbs used serve a wide range
of meanings. Various types of overgeneralization are observed in the data of the
informants. Two examples are given below.

(21) a 1.5 MO auto zitten en dan wandelen
car sit and then walk

b    1.7       NS       wat zegt ie?

what does he say?
FA die man zeg "waar uh die vriend Zit"

that man say "where er that friend sits"
Ns    nee + hij vraagt ofje/ ofjij bij jouw vriend kan wonen?

no + he asks whether you/ whether you can live with your
friend?

In (21 a), Mahmut uses wandelen ('to walk') with the intended meaning of rifden
('to drive') (see also Section 2.2.1); in standard Dutch, wandelen is mainly used
for themes which are human.  In (2 lb), Fatima's use of zitten ('to sit')  with the
intended meaning of wonen ('to live') creates confusion. In (22), it is illustrated
how Mahmut uses the linguistic means he already has at his disposal for indicating
the jumping movement of the protagonist onto the cart in the retelling of the video
clip of 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' (Event 8 in Table 6.1).

(22) 3.6 MO   hij niet kijken he

he not look eh
paardwagen binnenri/en/ binnenzetten
horsecart inside drivel inside put
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NS binnenzetten?

inside put?
MO   ja int inl inlopen

yes insidel insidel inside walk
Ns   heel goed [ia]

very well [yes]
Mo [inlopen]

[inside walk]

Mohamed,  in his film retelling in Cycle 1, indicated this specific event by means

of a gesture; cf. (9) in Chapter 5. In Cycle 2, he has acquired the appropriate verb
form.

(23) 2.6 MK   toen hij uh ++ uh springen
then he er ++ erjumping

The utterance in (24) is from Fatima, who tries to indicate thejumping movement
of Harold by topological op ('on') followed by a relatum. For the exact
interpretation of the spatial event, the interlocutor has to rely on the video clip.

(24) 1.6    FA    die man uh op die <ko er> <betekent kar>

that man er on that guitcase> <meaning cart>

In addition to the verbs presented in Table 6.10, other spatial verb forms, like
rennen  ('to run'), may have been expected to occur beyond the initial stages.
However, there is no immediate need for such verbs. The specific motion event
can be inferred from markers of rate or velocity (e.g., 'fast') in combination with
more general verbs of motion (e.g;  'to go' and 'to walk') as well.

(25) a 2.6 MK   en hij gaat snel uh naar trein he
and he goes.»st  er to train  eh

b 2.6 MK   ja hij uh hard uh lopen achter de trei/ achter de trein he

yes  he  er fat  er walk behind  the trai/ behind the train  eh

Problems in understanding do not arise when the nonnative speaker uses a less

specific verb than required in standard Dutch. This can be illustrated by (26), in
which the deictic verb of motion komen ('to come') is used instead of the more
specific vaUen ('to fall') for indicating the fall of a beam on a person's head.

(26) 2.9 ED   daar is de die dinges komt die kop
there is the that thing comes that head

As far as the deictic verbs ofmotion are concerned, in Cycle 2, Fatima sporadically
uses gaan ('to go'). However, in many utterances, the motion event ('to go') is
still not made explicit. In (10a), for example, the motion event had to be inferred
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from the goal-oriented PP naar werk van ander stad ('to work of other city').  In
contrast to Cycle 2, the deictic verb of motion gaan is frequently used in Cycle
3 by Fatima (e.g., ik ga naar werk 'I go to work'). However, more implicit ways
for expressing motion events are present up to the end ofthe data collection period.
In (5), Fatima implicitly indicates the motion event by means ofVlug ('quickly').
At the end of Cycle 3, all four informants seem to use komen ('to come') and gaan
('to go') to the same extent (the logit is around zero). This tendency is graphically
depicted in Figure 6.2 (based on the results presented in Table 6.10):

Figure 6.2 Logits  of the deictic verbs  of motion (Ln gaan/komen)

0 -i-

-1 -

i4 2- .1  1 9        -3 -

-4 -

5    1                        1                        1
1                                                      2                                                      3

Cycle

0 Fatima + Mohamed o Ergun A k/talmut

Further inspection of Table 6.10 shows that the locative verb z(in ('to be') is fre-
quently used by Mohamed and Ergun, whereas it is nonexistent in Fatima's data
and used to a lesser extent by Mahmut. Actually, the basic verb ziln is used for
expressing a variety of locative relations. Examples are given in (27).

(27)  a 1.5 MK ons tent is achter

our tent is at the back
b 2.3 MK ik was in de bed

I was in the bed

4 Because there was a zero score in the case of Mohamed, 0.5 was added to all
frequencies so that the logit could also be calculated for this informant.
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C 3.5 MK   ik was achter in de auto

I was in the back of the car

In standard Dutch, specific forms of the locative verbs staan ('to stand'), liggen
('to lie'), and zitten ('to sit') would have been used instead of forms  of zijn ('to
be') in (27a), (27b), and (27c), respectively. However, the semantic conditions for
selecting one of these orientation-specific verbs are complex (cf. Section 3.1).  It
obviously takes time to acquire the specialized connotations of these verbs.  This
can be demonstrated by: (1) overgeneralized use of ziln (see examples above); (2)
nonstandard use ofstaan and zitten (e.g., sman instead of liggen in en dan <hier>
<Wilst> achter weg sman strand 'and then <here> <points> behind road stand

beach'); and (3) occurrences of self-repairs  (e.g., in Sahara is/ in Sahara zit zand
'in Sahara is/ in Sahara sits sand'  and en toen was bil hem kinderen/ was/ staan

bil hem 'and then was with him children/ was/ stand with him'). In general, liggen
is acquired last and zitten appears before sman. In Dutch, zitten (expressing 'to
be situated') seems to be less specific than staan and liggen.

A linguistic insecurity test was designed to obtain a more precise picture
of the acquisition of the verbs liggen ('to lie'), sman ('to stand'), and zitten ('to
sit') (cf. Section 4.3). In this test, thirty pictures were twice shown to the
informants. Together with each picture a short, simple sentence was presented (both
orally and visually). Each sentence contained a semantically underspecified word,
namely the verb form is. The informants had to replace this nonstandard word with
the standard one, i.e., ligt, staat, or zit. Cards with the three optional verb forms
were on display for the informants. The test was given to the learners during
Session  1.5 (see Table  4.2).  All four informants ended  up with similar correct
scores ranging from ten to thirteen out of thirty items (a detailed description of
the results on this test is given in Broeder et al. 1985). Most remarkable is
Mahmut's preference for zitten throughout the test. This preference is consistent
with his overgeneralized use of zitten in spontaneous L2 Dutch. Whereas both
liggen and staan are almost absent from Mahmut's spontaneous speech (c£ Table
6.10), zitten is used with the intended meanings ofzitten, liggen, and staan. In (28),
Mahmut's nonunderstanding of the locative verb form h'gt is demonstrated.

(28) 3.8    NS   waar ligt ut ergens in Turkije?

where does it lie in Turkey?
MO welk?

which?
NS   waar ligt dat in Turkije?

where does that lie in Turkey?
MO ligt?

lies'l
NS  ja

yes

Mo    wat is/ wat is dat 'ligt 7
what is/ what is that 'lies'?
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To summarize, in all cases, the repertoire of spatially intended verbs remains
limited throughout the cycles. This does not mean that the learners have not
acquired sufficient means to refer to location and motion in everyday
communication. Verb forms expressing different spatial dimensions (e.g., vaUen
'to fall' and springen 'to jump' which express different types of direction and
zwemmen 'to swim' and ri/den 'to drive' which express different types of
instruments) are present. Moreover, when the learners lack words for particular
actions (e.g., rennen 'to run'), they rely on more general verbs like 'to go' and
'to walk,' if necessary combined with markers of rate or velocity. The effect is
that several types of overgeneralization are present up to the end of the data
collection.

6.5 Expansion of the basic spatial system

In Chapter 5, spatial properties ofthe initial communicative system were described
on the basis of the data from Cycle  1  and it was shown that, at the outset of the
acquisition process, all four adult L2 learners of Dutch had a basic system for
reference to space at their disposal. This basic spatial system consisted of linguistic
devices for expressing location and direction as well as motion and was determined
by a complex interaction between linguistic (source and target language),
communicative, and cognitive factors. In this chapter, data from Cycles 1,2, and
3 were studied in order to determine how the spatial concepts and linguistic devices
used to express them were expanded beyond the basic spatial system. Particularly,
deictic adverbs, markers of direction, and verbs of location and motion were paid
attention to. In general, the descriptions made clear that implicit ways of reference
to space were gradually replaced by more explicit and specific spatial devices. Such
an increasing use ofexplicit spatial means (e.g., prepositions, particles, and verbs)
was also observed by Becker & Carroll (1997) for the target languages English,
French, and German (cf. Section 2.2.2). The explicit devices found for reference
to the concepts of location, direction, and motion in Cycles  1-3 are presented in
Table 6.11; linguistic devices which are part of the basic spatial system are printed
in italics. Topological and dimensional devices for reference to location and
direction are not included in the table; they will be taken up in detail in Chapters
7 and 8.
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Table 6.11  Linguistic devices for spatial reference in Cycles  1-3
Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

location

deictic adverbs hier-daar hier-daar hier-daar hier-daar
verbs zijn zijn ZU n

liggen liggen liggen liggen
staan staan staan staan
zitten zitten zitten zitten
slapen slapen slapen slapen
wonen wonen wonen wonen

direction

particles terug-weg terug-weg terug-weg terug-weg
pre/postpositions naar (met, van)   naar (met) naar naar

naartoe naartoe (naar)toe toe

(met, van) van (met) van
Uit                   Uit                     Uit

af

motion

deictic verbs komen-gaan komen-gaan komen-gaan komen-gaan
nondeictic verbs lopen lopen lopen lopen

djden rijden rijden rijden
wandelen wandelen wandelen
zwemmen rwemmen zwemmen

vallen vallen vallen vallen
springen springen

fietsen fietsen fietsen fietsen

vliegen
zakken
aankomen

vertrekken

Though daar ('there') gains in importance at the expense of hier ('here')
throughout the cycles (cf. Section 6.2), both deictic adverbs remain very productive

beyond the initial stages. Beyond the basic spatial system, hier and daar are not
only used for expressing location but for expressing direction as well. Especially
the Turkish informants refine both adverbial expressions by adding bound suffixes
for location and direction (e.g., hierin 'in here' versus hieruit 'out of here'). In
general, the Turkish learners hold on to the deictic adverbs to a greater extent than
the Moroccan learners do. For expressing location, all four learners extend their
set of devices with verb forms beyond the basic spatial system. Fatima is the only
informant who does not use the unspecified verb zijn ('to be') in locative
expressions. Up to the end of the data collection period, ziln and the orientation-

specific verbs, i.e., liggen ('to lie'), sman ('to stand'), andzitten ('to sit'), are often
used in nonstandard meaning contexts (cf. Section 6.4).

Besides the deictic adverbs hier ('here') and daar ('there') in directional
contexts, the particles terug ('back') and weg ('away') remain frequently-used
devices for expressing direction (cf. Section 6.3). However, their share in spatial
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expressions gradually decreases in favour of more explicit spatial devices: the
Moroccans start to combine directional PPs with motion verbs instead ofdirectional
particles and the Turks start to use more preposition-like forms instead of
directional particles. In addition, terug and weg are to a lesser extent used as a kind
of learner strategy for the encoding of more complex directional relations (e.g.,
terug 'back' instead of achteruit 'backwards'). As observed for hierldaar, the
Turkish informants (in particular Mahmut) apply directional particles more
frequently than the Moroccan informants do. This pattern probably relates to the
absence of directional prepositions in, especially, the speech data of Mallmut.  At
the end of Cycle 3, Mahmut is the only informant who hardly makes use of
prepositions for expressing direction. Although it is initially incorporated into the
verb form gaan ('to go'), Ergun has a strong preference for naar ('to') in referring
to goal direction beyond the basic spatial system. With regard to reference to goal
by means ofpre/postpositions, two patterns can be observed. On the one hand, the
initial range of devices used for expressing goal is gradually reduced to standard
naar ('to') by Fatima and Mohamed and, on the other hand, it is extended by
means of the particle toe by all four informants. Beyond the basic spatial system,
all four learners express source-oriented direction by means of preposition-like
forms; the Moroccan informants, again, first apply the functional prepositions met
('with') and van ('of'). Path-oriented direction is only, though infrequently and
with nonstandard devices, expressed by the relatively fast learner Mohamed. Goal-
oriented naar ('to') and source-oriented van ('from') combined with topological

forms (e.g., naar buiten 'outside') and dimensional forms (e.g., van beneden 'from
the bottom') will be discussed in Chapters 7 and 8, respectively. Beyond the basic
spatial system, all four learners use the deictic verb of motion gaan ('to go'). In

addition, the verbal repertoire is extended with nondeictic motion verbs for
expressing instrument (e.g., lopen 'to walk,' reden 'to drive,' andfietsen 'to cycle')
and direction (e.g., vaUen  'to fall'). The actual variety of verb types, however, is
quite small after two-and-a-half years of language acquisition. Comparatively
speaking, the Turks use verb forms more frequently when referring to spatial
events.

Developmental patterns found in the way spatial relations are expressed
beyond the basic spatial system only strengthen the impression that Moroccan and
Turkish adult L2 learners of Dutch follow partially different routes in establishing
spatial reference. First, whereas the Moroccan learners use directional prepositions,
sometimes in combination with a spatial verb form or directional particle, the
Turkish learners mainly use verb forms or devices related to verbs (directional
particles). Second, whereas directional markers used by the Moroccan informants
are followed by a relatum, the Turkish informants express the relatum less
frequently. Third, whereas the Moroccans use toe in combination with naar only,
Ergon uses toe both with and without naar and Mahmut only uses bare toe. Finally,
the Moroccan informants never put spatial markers after the relatum NP. Moreover,
they overgeneralize the positioning ofprepositions, as in circumpositional phrases
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and other directional expressions (e.g., naartoe jou instead of naar jou toe and in
restaurant instead of restaurant in). The Turkish informants, on the other hand,
realize PPs in which spatial forms are postponed to the relatum NP (e.g., moskee

naartoe, kanaal in, and station uit). In standard Dutch, an NP followed by a spatial
marker expresses direction, but it remains to be seen whether these PPs are
directional in the L2 speech of the Turks.

The finding in the ESF project that the basic learner variety is relatively
uninfluenced by either source or target language (cf. Perdue 1993b, Klein & Perdue

1997) was refuted in Chapter 5. It was found that language-specific patterns quickly
manifest themselves in the basic spatial system. The finding in the ESF project
that source (SL) and target language (TL) influences become more clearly visible
when learners go beyond the basic variety has to be modified as well. The data
discussed in this chapter show that SL influences become even stronger beyond
the basic spatial system. As the examples attest, when expressing changes of

location, the Moroccan informants show the following utterance pattern: theme-

(relation-)relatum. Relatum is in focus and, if expressed, the relation is a
preposition, sometimes in combination with a verb form or directional particle.
The Turkish informants' utterance patterns are less clear. The relatum is often left

implicit and the relation is mostly expressed by a verb form or directional particle.
These utterance patterns can partly be related to the characterization of Turkish
as a verb-framed language (relying on verbs in expressing motion events) and
Moroccan Arabic as a mixed case (relying both on verbs and satellites in expressing
motion events). Turkish learners start with verb forms when learning Dutch and,
in accordance with the alternation hypothesis of Jansen et al. (1981), Moroccan
learners use the SL structure which is confirmed by the L2 input. Moroccan
learners ofFrench start with verb forms and Moroccan learners ofDutch start with
satellites for expressing the concept of direction (cf. Perdue & Schenning  1996).
As French is a verb-framed language and Dutch a satellite-framed language, the
way direction is expressed by the Moroccan learners of French and Dutch is
interpreted as TL-dominated in the study of Perdue & Schenning. However, the
SL certainly plays a role in reference to direction, as Turks acquiring Dutch start
with verb forms and Moroccans first take in those aspects of the TL system for
which they perceive an equivalence with the SL. All in all, these findings make
clear that it is necessary not only to vary the L2s but the Lls in play as well (see
also  Section 1.1). Research  into the acquisition  of two TLs (French and Dutch)
by learners  of one SL (Moroccan Arabic)  does not provide a complete picture.  In
addition, the overgeneralization of prepositions by the Moroccan informants and
the overgeneralization of postpositions by the Turkish informants are indicative
of SL influence and clearly correspond to the findings of Jansen et al. (1981)  as
discussed in Section 2.2.3. The structure  of the TL Dutch especially takes effect
in locative deictic forms (hier/daar) used for expressing directional relations as
well (cf. Section 5.8 on locative-topological and locative-dimensional devices

acquired before directional-topological and directional-dimensional devices). The
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acquisition pattern of generally applicable verbs (e.g.,  'to go') before more speci-
fied verbs (e.g., 'to drive,' 'to walk,' 'to fly') has its origins in the factor of
cognitive complexity. Similar patterns were found in child language-acquisition
studies (e.g., Clark 1978). However, in contrast to other categories that make up
the spatial reference system, the set of spatial verb forms does not expand much
over time. A small set of verbs probably provides the learners with a communica-
tively effective solution in a large number ofcontexts. As such, and at these stages,
there is no need to acquire more specific verbs for expressing location or motion.
Furthermore, in accordance with communicative logic, source-oriented and path-
oriented devices appear after goal-oriented devices. There is apparently no need
to acquire source- and path-oriented forms first, as both source and path can be
inferred from goal-oriented expressions (cf. Section 2.1.4).



7.     Expansion of the topological system

In Chapter 5, spatial properties ofthe initial communicative system were described
on the basis of the data from Cycle 1 and a basic spatial system was defined which
all four adult L2 learners of Dutch had in common at the beginning of their
acquisition process. For topological reference, this basic spatial system consisted

of a few general forms for expressing unspecified AT-PLACE relations (in  'in'  for
Mohamed, Ergon, and Mahmut, and met 'with' and van 'of for Fatima; Fatima

did  not  use  in  in  Cycle   1) and binnen ('inside') and buiten ('outside') for
expressing enclosure (with the exception ofbinnen for Fatima; binnen is completely
absent in Fatima's speech). In comparison with the Turkish informants, the
Moroccan informants to a greater extent referred explicitly to single position. This

pattern probably originates in the lack of lexical diversity in Turkish for expressing
topological relations of single position (cf. Section 3.4). The concept ofenclosure,
on the other hand, can be projected on the target language system without great
difficulties. In order to determine how the topological concepts and linguistic
devices used to express them are expanded beyond the basic spatial system, all data
from  Cycles  1,2,  and  3 are taken into account  in this chapter. The chapter starts

out with the topological devices used by the four learners in retelling the silent-
movie fragment 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' in Cycles  1,2, and 3 (Section  7.1).
Next, four aspects of topological reference are investigated in more detail: the first

spatial occurrence of topological linguistic devices (Section 7.2), form-meaning
correspondences of devices used for expressing topological relations (Section 7.3),
the word classes into which topological elements can be grouped (Section 7.4),
and the location-direction distinction for expressing the topological concept of
enclosure (Section 7.5). In the presentation of the research results on the expansion
ofthe topological system, relations of single position, interposition, serial position,
and enclosure are distinguished. This categorization was explained in Section 2.1.3.
The tables presented in this chapter are set up differently from the overviews

presented in Chapters 5 and 6. In Section 7.6, the manner in which the topological
system is expanded beyond the basic spatial system is related to the three

potentially determining factors defined in Chapter  1. The more specific questions
which are answered are:

(1)  Is there an internal order of acquisition for expressing topological
relations?

(2)  Do opposite devices for expressing enclosure emerge simultaneously or
successively (e.g., inner before outer space)?

(3)      Are morphologically simple forms learned before more complex forms for

expressing enclosure?

(4)      Do morphologically simple forms take the function ofmore complex forms
for expressing enclosure?
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(5)  Do Turkish learners use relatively fewer topological prepositions in L2
Dutch in comparison with Moroccan learners?

(6)   Do Turkish learners more frequently use postpositions when referring to
topological space in L2 Dutch than Moroccan learners?

(7)  Do Moroccan learners experiment to a higher extent with forms for
expressing topological relations in L2 Dutch than Turkish learners?

7.1 Topological reference in discourse

In Section 6.1, an inventory of all explicit spatial devices used by the four adult
L2 learners of Dutch in retelling 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' in Cycles  1,2, and
3 was presented (Table 6.2). The topological devices presented in Table 7.1 were
drawn  from that overview.'

Table 7.1  Overview of topological devices used in retelling the spatial events in
the  discourse frame  of  'Harold  Lloyd  at  the  Station'  in  Cycles  1-32

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

single position                         in                     in (achter)in (daar)in
OP

bij

van

met

enclosure (inner space) binnen binnen

In the retellings  of the film fragment in Cycles  1 -3, only topological devices  for
expressing single position and enclosure (inner space) are present. In the retelling
of Cycle   1, the topological  form  in  ('in')  was  used  only  by the relatively  fast
learners Mohamed and Ergon (cf Table 5.2); the form in is used by all four
learners for expressing relations of single position in the later retellings ofthe video
clip. Whereas Fatima  used the functional preposition  van  ('of) in Cycle  1  (1 a)
and in Cycle 2 (lb), she used topological in in her retelling of the video clip in
Cycle 3 (lc).

(1)  a 1.6 FA niet veel zit van ander stad

not  much  sit Of other  city
b 2.6 FA man + naar werk van ander stad

man  +  to  work of other  city

' See Section 6.1 (Table 6.1) for the discourse frame of the film fragment and the spatial
elements of the frame actually referred to by the informants.

2 Topological devices used by the informants in retelling 'Harold Lloyd at the Station'
in Cycle 1 are printed in italics (cf Table 5.2 in Chapter 5).
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C 36 FA   die hij weg in die trein

that he away in that train

However, her use of in is not always entirely clear. This is illustrated in (2) in
which Fatima retells Goal a: Harold's future departure by train (cf. Table 6.1 in
Chapter 6).

(2) 3.6 FA    ja die man uh wil naar met trein
yes that man er wants to with train

NS  ja
yes

FA uh alles kom fam uh/ kom familie met die man

er everything come fam er/ come family with that man
Ns   lim hm

um um
FA uh + <*fe*> <=Marokkaans-Arabisch=in> wacht even in

die trein +
er + <*fe*> <=Moroccan Arabic=in> wait a moment in that
train +

NS in de trein?

in the train?
FA *fe* wacht ja

*fe* wait yes
NS  ja

yes
FA de u11/ tot trein komt

the er/ until train comes
NS  ja

yes

In this sequence, Fatima's use of in combined with the verb form wacht creates
confusion (wacht even in die trein). When the interlocutor asks for clarification
(in de trein7), Fatima corrects herself by means of the description tot trein  komt.
Obviously, she is not aware of the fixed expression wachten op ('to wait for') in
standard Dutch.

In comparison with his retelling in Cycle 1 (cf. Table 5.2), Mohamed has
extended his repertoire with bil ('near'). In the utterances in (3), it is shown that
bol is initially used for expressing AT-PLACE relations without any specifications.

(3) a 3.6 NS   waar ging de film over?
what was the film about?

MK    ++ ja over uh + uh jongeman moet op vakantie denk ik +
ja hij was bu station + met uh + ik denk/ met hem ouders
+ vrouw
++ yes about er + er gentleman has to go on holiday I think
+ yes he was at station + with er + I think/ with him
parents + wife
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b  3.6    MK   bij die deur van trein he toen uh zij geeft van die koffer
at that door of train eh then er she gives of that suitcase

c  3.6    MK   was b(/ hem even/ uh/ toen st/ stond ie bil hem een vrouw
+ bo' die jongeman
was with him a moment/ er/ then st/ stood he with him a
wife + with that gentleman

The only topological form used by Ergon in retelling the video clip is in ('in').
In is used before a relatum NP in Cycle 1 (cf. in smtion in (3) in Chapter 5) and

is part of a composite adverb in Cycle 3 (cf. achterin in (8c) in Chapter 6).
However, zero markings for topological reference are still present in his retellings
of 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' in Cycles 2 and 3. In (4), for instance, only a
relatum NP with a locative component (station) is used for expressing the train's
point of arrival (Event 1 in Table 6.1).

(4) 2.6 ED maar die trein komt he

but that train comes eh
dan allemaal komt hier + smtion
then all comes here + station

In addition, descriptions instead of more specific topological expressions occur in
Ergun's retellings of Event  1;  cf.  (5).

(5)       3.6 ED trein komt waar die station Ofzo
train comes where that station or something

Whereas no topological forms are present in Mahmut's retelling of the fragment
in Cycle 1, he uses in ('in') and binnen ('inside') in Cycles 2 and 3. In never
precedes a relatum NP in Mahmut's retellings. In is part of an adverb (daar) in
his retelling of Event 2 in which the woman arrives at the station (6a); in is part
of a motion verb (lopen) in his retelling of Event 8 in which Harold jumps on the
horse-drawn cart (6b);3 and in follows the relatum NP (trein in) in his retelling
of Event 12 in which Harold jumps on the train (6c). Though in postponed to the
relatum NP expresses direction in standard Dutch, it is unclear whether Mahmut
used this construction for expressing location or direction in his speech (see also
Section 6.3).

(6) a 3.6 MO die andere mensen daar tas naast die kindje zetten/ daarin
zetten
that other people there bag next to that child put/ in there
put

b 3.6 MO   hij niet kijken he

he not look eh

3 This sequence can also be found in (22) in Chapter 6.
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paardwagen binnenrijen/ binnenzetten
horse cart inside drive/ put inside

NS binnenzetten?

put inside?
MO  ja inl in/ inlopen

yes insidel insidel inside walk
Ns   heel goed Ual

very well [yes]
MO [inlopen]

Iinside walk]
C 3.6 MO en dan trein in he

and then into train eh

Binnen is used in combination with a verb form only; cf. (6b). Besides explicit
spatial devices, zero markings for topological reference can still be found in
Mahmut's last retelling of the silent-movie fragment. An example can be found

in (3) in Chapter 2 (cf. (4) from Ergun).
In summary, the retellings of the film fragment 'Harold Lloyd at the

Station' in Cycles  1,  2, and 3  show a restricted set of topological devices used by
the four informants. Only relations of single position and enclosure are referred
to explicitly. As in the case of reference to direction (cf. Section 6.3), the
Moroccan informant Fatima gradually replaces the functional preposition van ('of')
by a standard form (in). In addition to in (e.g., in die trein 'in that train'), Fatima
still uses van for expressing single position in Cycle 3; cf. (6) in Chapter 2.
Comparatively speaking, zero markings for topological reference are more often
identified in the retellings of the Turkish informants  than in the retellings of the
Moroccan informants (see also Section 5.8). Another difference is that whereas

topological devices used by the Moroccan learners always precede a relatum NP,
the Turkish learners used topological devices in other combinations as well
(following the relatum NP or as part of an adverb or verb form).

7.2 First spatial occurrence

To get a more complete picture of the expansion of the topological system in
Cycles  1-3, all of the sessions (9)  of all of the cycles (3) were scanned for each
informant for potential topological linguistic devices. In Table 7.2, an overview
of all occurrences of the main potential topological forms are presented. Both

spatial and nonspatial uses are included; the number of topological occurrences
in unfinished utterances, self-repairs, and imitations is indicated between brackets.
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Table 7.2 Overview of potential linguistic devices for expressing topological
relations in Cycles  1 -3;  devices inunfinishedutterances, self-repairs, and imitations
are given between brackets

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

single position
in ('in')                   66 (12) 626 (122) 139 (18) 169 (28)
op ('on')                  23       (4) 102 (22)      86     (12)      45     (8)

aan ('at')                    25        (5)        45        (7)         19        (2)        27       (4)
tegen ('against') 1 (-) 184 (14) 115 (10) 4     (3)
bij ('near') 7 (2) 510 (91) 64      (3)      89    (13)

interposition
tussen ('between') 1 (-) 3 (1) 2 (1) 2   (-)

serial position
door ('through') 6           (2)           78           (6)            35          (-)           29         (5)
om ('round')              17       (5) 102 (27) 2 (-) 5     (5)

over ('over')               10       (3)        61      (10)        88      GO)        78     (11)
langs ('along') 1 (-) 1 (1)

-

(-) 1      (1)
rond ('round') 1 (-) 2 (-) 1 (-) -   (-)
voorbij ('beyond') -

(-) -

(-) -

(-) -   (-)

enclosure
binnen ('inside') 1 (1) 39     (-)       29      (1)       38     (7)
buiten ('outside')           14        (2)        32        (2)         16       (-)        49       (3)
total: tokens 173 (36) 1,785 (303) 596 (67) 536 (88)

It can be inferred from Table 7.2 that topological occurrences in unfinished
utterances, self-repairs, and imitations were relatively frequent (from  11 to 21%).
There hardly appears to be a decrease over time in the number of topological
occurrences in unfinished utterances, self-repairs, and imitations. This observation
corresponds to Deen (1995: 86) who found that the amount of negotiation of
meaning was high and more or less constant throughout the cycles for the four
learners in informal conversations. She concluded that though the four learners
were improving, negotiations of meaning and misunderstandings were not
eliminated. In line with Deen, it may be expected that it is not until near-native
competence is reached that topological occurrences in unfinished utterances, self-
repairs, and imitations decrease. However, as Deen remarked, none of the four
learners were anywhere near this point even by the end of the data collection.

In the survey presented in Table 7.3, the number oftopological occurrences
in unfinished utterances, self-repairs, and imitations is excluded; the actual spatial
use is printed in bold type.  As in all  o f the earlier tables in which the actual spatial
use of potential spatial linguistic devices was given (Tables  5.5,  5.10,  5.12,  5.13,
and 6.5), occurrences for which it is difficult to decide whether or not spatial use
is involved were not counted. In consequence, the numbers in Table 7.3 are not
the result of subtracting the number of unfinished utterances, self-repairs, and
imitations from the number ofpotential topological linguistic devices in Table 7.2.
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Table  7.3  Overview  of potential  linguistic  devices for expressing topological rela-
tions  in  Cycles  1-3;  actual spatial use  is printed  in bold  type

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

single position
in ('in')                  50       50 475 433 109      94 132 121

op ('on')                 19        7       72       43       73       21       37         1
aan ('at')                    19          2 35 2 14 -      22      -

tegen ('against') -      - 170 9          105            -              1              1

bij ('near')               5        5 398 392     42     42     51      37

interposition
tussen ('between')          1          1          2          2          1         -          2          2

serial position
door ('through')          -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -
om ('round')              12        -        75 - 2---

over ('over')                 7          1 51 2 65 2      66       -

langs ('along')            1         1        -        -        -        -        -        -
rond (' round') 1- - -1 1- -
voorbij ('beyond')       -       -       -       -       -       -       -       -
enclosure

binnen ('inside')           -         -         39        39        27        27        31         31
buiten ('outside')           12         12         30         30         14         14         45          45
total: tokens 127 79 1,347 952 453 201 387 238
total:  Opes                                   1 0                    8 10 9      11       7      9       7

First, Table 7.3 shows that binnen ('inside'), buiten ('outside'), and langs ('along')
are the sole forms used in a spatial meaning context only. All other forms are used
in nonspatial meaning contexts as well. Clear examples are in (e.g., in augustus
'in August'), op (e.g., op zondag 'on Sunday'), aan (e.g.,jas aan 'coat on'), tegen
(e.g.,hO  zegt tegen hem 'he says to him'), om (e.g., geen zin om te schr(/ven 'no
mind to write'), and over (e.g., over een maand 'in a month'). Second, the results
of Table 7.3 correspond with the findings based on the analyses of'Harold Lloyd
at the Station' in Cycles 1-3 (cf. Section 7.1): contrary to single position and
enclosure, the topological concepts of interposition and serial position are barely
referred to explicitly. Third, it can be seen that Mohamed exhibits a relatively high
number of spatially-used topological forms in comparison with the three other
informants. Fatima, on the other hand, exhibits a relatively low number ofspatially-
used topological forms.  Her use of the functional prepositions van ('of )  and met
('with') in spatial contexts is in marked contrast with the former. As van and met
continue to play an important role in her (spatial) expressions, this issue is
discussed below.

To gain insight into the specific order of acquisition, an overview of the
sessions in which topological linguistic devices occur with a spatial meaning for
the first time is given in Table 7.4. Only those occurrences are included in which
the topological forms occur in a standard meaning (e.g., in 'in' used with the
intended meaning of 'on' is excluded).
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Table  7.4  First  occurrence  of topological  devices for expressing spatial meanings;
session number is given between brackets

Cycle j Cycle 2 Cycle 3

Fatima single position    op (1.6) in, aan (2.4)

bij                 (1.8)

interposition tussen (2.8)

serial position langs (2.1) over (3.8)

enclosure buit (1.6)

Mohamed single position    in (1.1) tegen (2.6) aan (3.3)
op, bij (1.4)

interposition tussen   (3.2)

serial position over (1.9)

enclosure binnen, buiten   (1.4)

Ergiin single position    in                (1.1)    op        (2.4)
bij                 (1.3)

serial position rond (3.7)

over (3.8)

enclosure buiten (1.2)

binnen (1.6)

Mahmut single position    in                (1.3)    op (2.9) tegen (3.9)

bij                 (1.6)

interposition tussen (3.4)

enclosure buiten (1.4)

binnen (1.6)

The data presented in Table 7.4 show that, in the case of Mohamed, Ergan, and
Mahmut, in ('in') is the first topological form acquired. Fatima first uses op ('on')
but this device does not recur until Session 3.9. Fatima initially uses the functional
prepositions van ('of') and met ('with') for expressing various relations, including
the topological ones. This is illustrated in (23) in Chapter 5. All four informants
acquired bi) ('near') at an early stage; cf. (3) Mohamed and (7) Fatima.

(7) 3.9 FA jullie heeft uh hier die + zitkamer
you have er here that + living room

NS  ja
yes

FA boven die uh + kamer/ slaapkamer
upstairs that er + room/ bedroom

NS  ja
yes

FA bij ons niet
at our place not
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All in all, the learners initially look for devices for expressing AT-PLACE relations;
this may be in but can also be another form (e.g., van, met, op, or b40. Linguistic
devices for expressing interposition and serial position belong to the last group of
topological forms acquired. This is not surprising as it is cognitively and
linguistically more complex to relate a theme to two relatums than to just one
(interposition)  or to relate a theme to a relatum consisting of intermediate points
instead of a single point (serial position) (cf. Section 2.1.3). Although tussen

('between') requires two relatums, Fatima uses tussen in combination withjustone.
This is illustrated in (8). Johnston & Slobin (1979) found that often when between
emerges in the speech of a child, it appears with a singular noun (e.g., between
the block). They argued that children may view this preposition as already encoding
plurality, without redundant marking on the relatum NP.

(8)       2.8    NS hoe rijden we?
how do we drive?

FA hm
um

NS links en rechts

left and right
weet je wel [wat dat is]?
do you know [what that means]?

FA [ia links]  +

[yes left] +
Ns   + we gaan links [zo komen]

+ we go left [like that come]
FA [ja links]

[yes left]
NS we in de Vivaldistraat

we in the Vivaldi street
FA   ja

yes
NS en dan?

and next?
FA uh met uh + tussen Mariaziekenhuis

er with er + between Maria Hospital

An example of serial position over ('over') is given in (9) (see also Section 5.6).

(9)       1.9    MK   en nu die sjaal van die vr/ uh vrouw hij uh [komt]
and now that scarf of that w/ er woman he er [comes]

NS           Ija]

[yes]
MI<   uh + over hij hoofd

er + over he head
NS  ja

yes
MK   hij + kan niks zien he

he + cannot see anything eh
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Like linguistic devices for expressing dimensional relations, devices for expressing
enclosure are relatively swiftly acquired by the four learners (see also Section 5.8).
An exception is binnen ('inside') in Fatima's case; binnen is not acquired by her
at all. In (10), the native speaker shows her admiration for a tiled outside wall.
From the sequence, it can be inferred that Fatima does not understand that binnen
is the opposite dimension of buiten.

(10) 2.4 NS dit is buiten he of binnen?

this is outside eh or inside?
FA binnen

inside
NS binnen?

inside?
FA          j a   [++]

yes [++]
NS [++] ik vind dit zo mooi kijk

[++] I think this is so nice look
FA  ja

yes
NS die tegeltj es  op  de  muur

those tiles on the wall
FA  ja

yes
NS mozaiek

mosaic

Fatima may be using in ('in') for expressing the opposite dimension of buiten; cf.
(11).

(11) 3.6   FA   ja ook uh mijn zoon nou wil uh loop in die <*jardin*>

<=Frans=tuin>
yes also er my son now wants er walk in that <*jardin*>
<=French=garden>

NS waar loopt ie?
where does he walk?

FA    in die *jardin*/ buiten die/ in die huis
in that *jardin*/ outside thati in that house

NS in de tuin?

in the garden?
FA          j a  tuin

yes garden

From Table 7.4, it can be inferred that all four informants acquired buiten
('outside') before binnen ('inside')  (with the exception of Mohamed). The order
of acquisition ofbuiten before binnen can be explained by the fact that the learners
already have linguistic forms for expressing the interior dimension in their
repertoire since Cycle 1 (in 'in' in the case of Mohamed, Ergon, and Mahmut; van
'of  and met 'with'  in the case of Fatima). Moreover,  some form of markedness
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may account for the acquisition order. As binnen can be seen as the unmarked
option, the marked form buiten is acquired first. This order of appearance
corresponds with the acquisition of marked komen ('to come') before unmarked
gaan ('to go') (cf. Section 5.5) and the orders ofacquisition found for the opposite
dimensions ofthe vertical and transversal axes (cf. Section 8.2). In studies ofchild
Ll acquisition (e.g., Clark 1973), it was found that, in antonymous pairs, the
unmarked or positive term which is within the field of vision (binnen) is acquired
before the marked or negative form (buiten) which is not within the field ofvision.
Adult learners may produce a more complex or marked form first simply because
they know the distinction and the unmarked spatial relation can be inferred from
contextual information or other spatial forms (e.g., in) as well. As such, there is
no need to specify the unmarked spatial relation. In other words, the factor of
communicative logic seems to overrule the factor of cognitive complexity in
contrastive pairs in adult L2 acquisition (cf. Section 5.8).

7.3 Form-meaning correspondences

The datapresented in Table 7.4 may have blurred underlying patterns ofacquisition
as nonstandard forms used for expressing topological concepts are not included.
In Tables 7.5-7.8, the functional distribution ofspecific topological forms is given
for each informant individually; nonstandard forms used for topological reference
are also taken into account. In the discussion of each table, imitations, self-repairs,
and instances of overgeneralizations are used to substantiate specific orders of
acquisition. Contrary to Table 7.2, topological occurrences of imitations and self-
repairs cannot be inferred from the overviews presented below.

In Table 7.5, linguistic devices for topological reference used by Fatima
are presented. The session number indicates the first time she spontaneously used
a form for expressing a specific topological meaning. Table 7.5 shows that
topological devices used for expressing interposition, serial position, and enclosure
have a one-to-one mapping. This is not the case for devices expressing single
position. Even at the end of the data collection period, Fatima had not fully
mastered the complex system of linguistic devices for expressing single position
in Dutch. Several devices competed with each other and Fatima still found herself
in an experimental stage. The functional prepositions van ('of) and met ('with')
played a prominent role in Fatima's expressions of single position (e.g., zitten van
kamer'to sit ofroom' and meisje zout met eieren 'girl salt with eggs'). Sometimes,
other devices were used instead of van and met (e.g., in 'in,' op 'on,' aan 'at,'
bo. 'near'), but they did not substitute the functional prepositions. In ('in') showed
up in Fatima's speech in Session 2.4, as illustrated in (12b), after earlier imitations
by the interlocutor, and illustrated in (128).
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Table  7.5  Fatima:  linguistic devices for expressing topological relations  in Cycles
1-3;   session  number  is   given  between  brackets

standard variety learnervariety example

single position
'in' van (1.1) zitten van kamer ('sit ofroom')

*fe* (1.2) *fe* Gilze Rijen ('*fe* Gilze Rijen')
met (1.3) ik met klein winkel ('I with small shop')
0 (1.4) Casablanca familie ('Casablanca family')
in (2.4) in Marokko niet ('in Morocco not')

'Op' niet (1.3) meisje zout met eieren ('girl salt with eggs')
aan (1.4) aan school ('on school')

op (1.6) op die koffer ('on that suitcase')
van (1.9) speel van weg ('play Ofroad')
in (3.4) in de school ('in the school')

'aan' aan (2.4) aan ander kant ('on other side')
0 (2.9) die tafel staan ander kant ('that table stand other side')

'bij' met (1.6) ,net vader moeder ('with father mother')
van (1.7) werk niet van Smarius ('work not Of Smarius')
bij (1.8) bil jullie niet ('at your place not')
voor (1.9) voor mij woon ('fbr me live')
in (3.9) ik werk in Smarius ('I work in Smarius')

interposition
*tussen' tussen (2.8) mssen Mariaziekenhuis ('between Maria Hospital')

serial position
4 over' over (3.8) over die weg van trein  ('over that way of train')

'langs' langs (2.1) longs Casablanca Rabat ('along Casablanca Rabat')

enclosure

'buiten' buit (1.6) buit  C outside')
buiten (2.7) slaap buiten ('sleep outside')

(12) a 1.8 NS jouw vader en moeder wonen in Kenitra?
your father and mother live in Kenitra?

FA   ja [wonen]
yes [live]

NS         [j a?]

[yes?]

FA in Kenitra

in Kenitra
NS    wonen uh gewoon in de stad?

live er just in the city?
FA      ja in  de  stad

yes in the city
b 2.4 NS in andere landen is ut anders he

in other countries it is different eh
FA   +

+
NS      in andere landen heb je/ mag je un uh jaar of drie jaar uh

mag je verlof nemen
in other countries yoW you can a er year or even three years
er you may go on leave
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FA in Marokko niet

m Morocco not
zes weken
six weeks

However, as was shown in (6) in Chapter 2, this new device still competes with
the old manner of referring to single position by means of van ('of).  In (13), in
and van even appear in the same utterance.

(13) 3.3 Ns   bent u ook naar school geweest? uiteraard

have you also gone to school? naturally
FA   ja

yes

Ns   ja, wat voor school?
yes, what kind of school?

FA uh hier in Nederland of van Marokko?

er  here  in the Netherlands  or of Morocco?
NS beide

both

Fatima uses  op ('on') twice and bq ('near')  only once spatially in Cycle  1; both
forms do not turn up again until Cycle 3. Meanwhile, functional van ('of) is used
for expressing relations of AT-PLACE, collapsing boundary plus support (on)  and

neighbouring (near). This is illustrated in (14a) and (14b).

(14) a 2.9 NS en wat doet ie als ie binnenkomt?

and what does he do when he comes inside?
FA   ja die + uh deur/ altijd die deur dicht

yes that + er door/ always that door closed
die [+]

that [+]
Ns [<balk>] <geeft het juiste woord> [ja]

[<beam>] <provides the right word> [yes]
FA [<balk>] <imiteert> uh van <gebaart vallen> [+1

[<beam>] <imitates> er of <gestures falling> [+1
NS [<valt>] <geeft het juiste woord>

[<falls>] <provides the right word>
FA <valt> <imiteert>

<falls> <imitates>
FA van hoofd

of head
b 2.3 FA hier werkt van uh <Smariue <naam van een fabriek>

here works Of er <Smarius> <name of a factory>

In addition, zero markings for single position can be identified when a locative
verb form is used (e.g., die zit Sahara 'that sit Sahara' or die ta»l staan ander
kant'that table stand other side'). Furthermore, Fatima uses source language forms:
Moroccan Arabic fe ('in')  (cf.  (33) in Chapter 5). Gradually,  in ('in') seems to
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take over the role of the functional prepositions van ('of') and met ('with') in
Fatima's speech. When Fatima does not know which target language form to use,
she applies in. Two examples are given in (15).

(15)   a   3.6      FA      een keer of uh twee keer misschien die lift kapot
once or er twice maybe that elevator out of order

Ns hill
um

FA    ik moet die + loop in die trap
I must that + walk in that stairs

b 3.9 FA ik werk in <Smarius> <naam van een fabriek>
I work in <Smarius> <name of a factory>

Fatima's awareness ofthe different meanings of op ('on') and in ('in') is evidenced
in self-repairs like (16).

(16) 3.9    FA    die deur ook uh + ga op die/ in die water
that door also er + go on that/ in that water

The same event was still expressed by means of van in Cycle 2: valt van water
('falls of water'). The same goes for van Smarius in (14b), expressed as in (in
Smarius) in (15b).

Table 7.6 gives the distributional pattern of linguistic devices for expressing
topological relations used by Mohamed. Table 7.6 illustrates that only topological
devices for expressing interposition and enclosure have a one-to-one mapping.
Furthermore, as was also observed for Fatima, met ('with') is a frequently-used
device for expressing topological relations in Mohamed's speech. Various devices
are present in Mohamed's data, in particular for expressing relations of single
position. For instance, containment (in) is expressed using standard Dutch in ('in')
from  Session 1.1 onwards  (cf.  (19) in Chapter  6)  but also trough nonstandard
devices (e.g., the French dans 'in' and met 'with'). In some contexts, the relation
is left implicit and has to be inferred from a locative verb form (e.g., die kinderen
met moeder zikn smd'that children with mother are city'). Tables 7.4 and 7.6 make
it clear that Mohamed acquires op ('on') and bo ('near') after in ('in'). This order
of acquisition is substantiated in (17)-(21). First, whereas in is spatially used from
the beginning onwards (cf. (19) in Chapter 6), op and bil are imitated devices until
Session 1.4. Examples of imitations  of op and bil are given in (17a) and (17b),
respectively.
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Table 7.6 Mohamed: linguistic devices for expressing topological relations in
Cycles   1-3;  session  number  is  given  between  brackets

standard variety    learner variety example

single position
'in'                  in (1.1) in Casablanca ('in Casablanca')

*dans* (1.3) *dans* die school blijf (' *dans* that school  stay')
rnet (1.4) met *tente* ('with *tente*')

bij (1.4) bio de Beni Mellal ('near the Beni Mellal')
naar (2.9) die boot gaat naar water ('that boat goes to water')

0 (3.9) die kinderen met moeder zijn stad ('that children with

mother are city')
'op'              in (1.1) hij blijf in school ('he stay in school')

op (1.4) op school ('at school')

nnet (1.5) hij loopt met straat ('he walks with street')

bij (2.1) een afspraak bu gemeentehuis ('an appointment near
municipal hall')

'aan'                bij (1.4) bo' de *plage* ('near the *plage*')
in (1.5) in de *plage* ('in the *plage*')
aan (3.4) aan zee ('at sea')

'tegen' rnet (1.4) en dan met muur ('and then with wall')
naar (1.4) dan zo naar boom ('then like that to tree')
in (2.5) die dorpje zit in de berg ('that village sits in the

mountain')
bij (2.6) bio die hout ('near that wood')
tegen (2.6) hij was tegen die hout ('he was against that wood')

'bij'                in (1.1) fiets in station ('bicycle in station')
naar (1.2) hij blijf naar ons ('he stay to us')

met (1.3) jij blijft met mij ('you stay with me')

bij (1.4) Casablanca is bj de Mohamadia ('Casablanca is near the
Mohamadia')

interposition
'tussen' tussen (3.2) tussen Tilburg en Udenhout ('between Tilburg and

Udenhout')

serial position
Voor' nnet (1.6) met die *trou* komt veel koud ('with that *trou* comes

a lot of cold')
'over' over (1.9) komt over hij hoofd ('comes over he head')

'langs' naar (1.5) ander loopt naar de weg ('other walks to the road')

bij (3.2) hij gaat bu vrienden ('he goes near friends')
in (3.5) in snelweg ('in motorway')

enclosure
'binnen' binnen (1.4) een jong binnen ('one boy inside')

'buiten' buiten (1.4) en dan ik buiten ('and then I outside')

(17)    a     1.2        Ns       heb je  dat op school geleerd?
did you learn that at school?

MK  ja op school
yes at school

b 1.2 MK   woensdag [+1 woensdag uh + om acht uur/ acht uur/ acht

uur ik ga/ ik en Youssef naar hem
Wednesday [+] Wednesday er + at eight o'clock/ eight
o'clock/ eight o'clock I go/ I and Youssef to him
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ja? naar hem + voor geweest
yes? to him + for been
ja?

yes?
Ns  hm

um
MK    ++ <*..*> <=Marokkaans-Arabisch=hoe zeg je ik bleef bj

hem?>
++ <*..*> <=Moroccan Arabic=do you say I stayed with
him?>

sL    ja ik ben bij hem gebleven
yes I stayed with him

MK   ik ben uh bj hem [+]
I am er with him [+]

SL [gebleven]

[stayed]
MI<   ik ben bii hem gebleven

I stayed with him

Second, from Session  1.1 to Session 2.3, topological  op  ('on')  is an element  of
self-repair in Mohamed's speech. In (188) and (18b), Mohamed's awareness of
variability in the referential meaning of in and op is reflected.

(18)   a    1.4       MK     ikke + in/ in Marokko op/ in de school  [+]
I + in/ in Morocco at/ in the school [+]

NS  Lia]

[yes]
MK    op de school uh + een jaar

at the school er + one year
b   2 3     MK    moet jij uh die krant uh terug op/ in de tas he

do you need er that newspaper er back on/ in the bag eh

From  Session  1.1 to Session 2.8, repairs with bg ('near') frequently occur as well.
An example is given in (19).4

(19) 1.4 NS hoe praten ze hier?
how do they talk here?

MK +
+

NS in Beni Mellal en Kenitra Khenifra?
in Beni Mellal and Kenitra Khenifra?

MK     + ook die mensen <prater> <betekent praten> uh + uh + ja
hier in u11/ bij de Beni Mellal die <Marokkaans> <betekent
Marokkanen> prater Arabisch/ Arabisch

4  See also (35a) and (35b) in Chapter 5 for repairs with bio by Mohamed.
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+ also that people talk er + er + yes here in er/ near the
Beni Mellal that <Moroccan> <meaning Moroccans> talk
Arabic/ Arabic

Third, examples can be found to this point in the sessions of overgeneralized use
of in with the intended meaning of op and bik as can be seen in (20a) and (20b),
respectively.5

(20)   a 1.1 MK   hij uh maakt uh verf [+]
he er makes er paint [+]

NS [hm]

[um]
MK in uh/ in deur

in er/ in door
b 1.1 MI<   ik + uh <*hetet*> <=Marokkaans-Arabisch=neerzetten>

I + er <*hetet*> <=Moroccan Arabic=to put>
<..>

SL ik heb de fiets

I have the bicycle
MI<   blijven <*yak*>? <=Marokkaans-Arabisch=goed?>

stay <*yak*>? <=Moroccan Arabic=all right?>
SL neergezet

put
MK   ik uh fiets uh neergezet in uh station

I er bicycle er put in er station

From Session 2.1 onwards, however, Mohamed's awareness of variability in the
referential meaning of in and bo  is reflected in utterances in which both devices
are used to denote a specific topological location.

(21) a 2.1 MK  bu mij in auto
with me in car

b  2.8    MK in Oisterwijk bil<Edah> <naam van een winkel>
in Oisterwijk near <Edah> <name of a shop>

In ('in') is not only overgeneralized for expressing 'op' and 'bij,' but for
expressing 'aan,' 'tegen,' and 'langs' as well (cf. Table 7.6): In all cases, in
appears earlier than the appropriate topological  form:  (1)  in  is used in Session  1.1

and  op in Session  1.4 for expressing boundary plus support  'on';  (2)  in  is  used
in Session  1.5  and aan in Session  3.4 for expressing boundary plus support  'at';
(3) in is used in Session 2.5 and tegen in Session 2.6 for expressing boundary plus

5   See also (34) in Chapter 5 for overgeneralized use of in with the intended meaning
of op by Mohamed.

6  In Cycle 1, in is also used by Mohamed for expressing direction (cf. Table 5.6 in
Chapter 5).
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support 'against'; (4) in is used in Session  1.1  and b#in Session  1.4 for expressing
neighbouring 'near'; and (5) in is used in Session 3.5 for expressing serial position
'along' (langs 'along' appears only once as an imitated device of the native
speaker). Although it is clear that in is an overgeneralized device for reference to
space, in many contexts it cannot be inferred exactly which spatial meaning is
being referred to by in. In (22a) and (22b), both relations ofboundary plus support
and neighbouring could have been meant by Mohamed.

(22)  a  2.4 MK hoeveel <stoppen> <betekent stoplichten> uh zitten in de
weg?
how many <stops> <meaning traffic lights> er sit in the
road?

b 3.5 MK   ik heb/ ik was in <*frontitre*> <=Frans=grens> [+]
I was in <*frontidre*> <=French=boundary> [+]

NS  Iia]

[yes]
MK Spanje Frankrijk

Spain France

The  same is also true  of the following utterances included in Table  7.6.  In (23a),
in may have been used to express boundary plus support op as well as neighbouring
bil; in (23b), in could have been used for boundary plus support op or tegen.

(23)   a 1.1 MK fiets in station

bicycle in station
b 2.5 MK die dorpje zit in de berg

that village sits in the mountain

BO ('near') is an overgeneralized device for expressing 'in,' 'op,' 'aan,' 'tegen,'
and 'langs' in Mohamed's speech (cf. Table 7.6).7 Like Fatima, Mohamed also
uses the functional preposition met ('with') for expressing relations of AT-PLACE,
collapsing containment and boundary plus support; this is given in (24a) and (24b),
respectively:

(24)    a    1.4        MK      maar  ik  uh  +  ga  naar uh <*plage*> <=Frans=strand>  [+]
but I er + go to er <*plage*> <=French=beach> [+]

NS [ja] *plage*

[yes] *plage*
MK   *plage* met uh vrienden

*plage* with er friends

    In addition to in (cf Footnote 6), Mohamed uses bil for expressing direction in Cycle
1 (cf. Table 5.6 in Chapter 5).

8    In addition to in and bj (cf. Footnotes 6 and 7), Mohamed uses met with a directional
meaning in Cycle 1 as well (cf Table 5.6 in Chapter 5).
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<..>
met uh <*tente*> «Frans==tent>
with er <*tente*> <=French=tent>
met uh *tente*/ in uh *tente*
with er *tente*/ in er *tente*

NS in tent

in tent

MK in tent

in tent

b   1.4     MI<    en dan die jongens met mij hij pakken die whisky en dan
+ met uh muur
and then that boys with me he take that whisky and then
+ with er wall

NS    ja kapot
yes broken

MK ja
yes

NS     tegen de muur ja
against the wall yes

Furthermore, he also uses directional naar ('to') topologically. An example is given
in (25).9

(25) 1.2       MK hij blijfnaarons <*...*> <=Marokkaans-Arabisch=hij bleef

bij ons>
he stay to us <*...*> <=Moroccan Arabic=he stayed with
US>

The following sets ofexamples clearly illustrate Mohamed's efforts in finding the
right topological prepositions in Dutch. In (26), three different topological
prepositions are tried out preceding  the noun parkeer, meaning 'parking place.'

(26) a 2.1 MK   in <parkeer> <betekent parkeerplaats>
in <parking> <meaning parking place

b 3.5 MK  op parkeer

at parking
C 3.5 MI<   b(i parkeer

near parking

In (27a)-(27e), an overview is given of devices combined with the relatum NP
'beach.'   In (27e), Mohamed imitates the standard Dutch   aan   used   by   the
interlocutor but then returns to in.

9 Naar ('to') used to express 'in' in Session 2.9 (cf. Table 7.6) is of a different order
and is discussed in Section 7.4 on word class categories.
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(27)    a    1.4        MK      b(i de <*plage*> <=Frans=strand>
near the <*plage*> <=French=beach>

b 1.5 MK  bij de strand

near the beach
c l.5 MK in de strand

in the beach
d 2.4 MK  bu die strand

near that beach
e 3.5 NS aan ut strand dan?

at the beach then?
MK hm?

um?
NS aan ut strand?

at the beach?
MK   ja paar keer aan ut strand/ in strand

yes couple of times at the beach/ in beach

In (28), examples are given of devices combined with the relatum NP 'sea.'

(28) a 2.4 MK   bil die zee
near that sea

b 2.5 MK   bil zee
near sea

C 2.5 MK   bijl naast de zee

near/ next to the sea
d 2.5 MK naast zee

next to sea
e 2.8 MK  bil zee

near sea
f 3.4 MK aan zee

by the sea
g 3.5 MK   bu zee

near sea

The examples in (26),  (27),  and (28) make clear that, even at the end of the data
collection period, Mohamed is still looking for the right topological forms to use
in combination with these specific relatum NPs. Finally, Mohamed uses more
complex spatial constructions in which topological PPs are specified by means of
adverbs for expressing enclosure (e.g., binnen in de trein 'inside the train'); cf.

Section 2.1.3. This issue is discussed in Chapter 8 as the expressions of more
complex spatial relations mainly consist of dimensional adverbs preceding
topological PPs (e.g., achter in de auto 'in the back of the car').

In Table 7.7, the devices used by Ergun for expressing topological relations
are presented.
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Table  7.7  Ergun.  linguistic devices for expressing topological relations  in Cycles
1-3;   session  number  is  given  between  brackets

standard variety    learner variety example

single position
'in'           in (1.1) in conservenfabriek ('in cannery')

0 (1.1) twaalfjaar Nederlands werken ('twelve years Dutch

work')
binnen (1.4) andere bus binnen ('other bus inside')

'op'  op (2.1) op Oosterhout daar werk ('on Oosterhout there work')
boven (1.2) water boven fiets ('water above cycle')

0 (1.3) zesenzeventig school blijven ('seventy-six school stay')

in (1.6) in station ('in station')

op (2.4) daar op school zitten ('there at school sit')

voor (3.8) ik heb daar zitten voor de bank ('I have there sit  in front

of the couch')
van (3.9) ja baal van hem schoonmoeder van de kop komt ('yes

bale of him mother-in-lawfrom the head comes')
'aan' 0 (2.5) die kant ('that side')

'bij'  bij (1.3) bU die zus daar blijven ('with that sister there stay')
in (3.8) in die benzinepomp ('in that petrol pump')

interposition
*tussen'                  -            -            -

serial position
'over' over (3.8) over de Zwolle ('over the Zwolle')

'rond' rond (3.7) een keer zo rond ('one time like that round')

enclosure
'binnen' binnen (1.6) terug jij binnen ('back you inside')
'buiten' buiten (1.2) Tilburg buiten ('Tilburg outside')

As can be seen in Table 7.7, Ergon does not express the topological relation of
interposition. However, he does use tussen ('between') in a more abstract fashion;

cf. (1) in Chapter 2.

(29) 2.4 ED en dan die finale tussen twee elftal

and then that finals between two team

Furthermore, the table shows that topological devices used for expressing serial

position and enclosure have one-to-one mapping in Ergon's speech. In addition,
it can be inferred from the overview that in ('in') is the topological device acquired

first (see also Table 7.4). An example of the very first occurrence of in is given
below.

(30) 1.1 NS wat doe je hier in Nederland?

what are you doing here in the Netherlands?
ED   <*ne diyor?*> <=Turks=wat zegt ze?>

<*ne diyor?*> <=Turkish=what is she saying?>
SL <*..*> <=vertaalt in Turks>

<*.*> <=translates into Turkish>
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ED <*burda  ah$yorum canim*> <=Turks=ik werk hier>
werken
<*burda t;aliByorum canim*> <=Turkish=I work here work

NS werken
work

ED  ja
yes

NS ook als automonteur?

also as a car mechanic?
ED   nee [+]

no [+]
NS [niet]

[not]
ED in conservenfabriek

in cannery

Up to the end of the data collection period, however, zero markings for
containment can still be identified as well. An example is en toen ik heb hier een
fabriek gewerkt ('and then I have here a factory worked') in Session 3.9. As
mentioned earlier (cf. (16) in Chapter 6), Ergun's specification of a marker of
direction by means  of a locative PP attracts attention.  In  (31), the directional
particle weg ('away') is specified by the locative-topological expression in die
Groningen ('in that Groningen').

(31) 3.8 ED wij hebben vorige/ vorige/ vorige keer he [+]

we have last/ last/ last time eh [+]
NS  Ija]

[yes]
ED wij hebben hier komen

we have here come
wu gaan negen uur vijfentwintig september [+]
we go nine o'clock 25 September [+]

NS  Ual
[yes]

ED wij hebben hier weg in die Groningen
we have here away in that Groningen
wij gaan over de Zwolle of nee over de + Utrecht
we go over the Zwolle or no over the + Utrecht

Another example of this type is given in (32) in which Ergun answers the
interlocutor's directional question with a locative PP with in ('in').

(32) 3.8 ED helemaal rechtdoor

all the way straight ahead
NS   ja, waarnaartoe?

yes, which way?
ED in de <Oude Warande> <naam van een bos>

in the <Oude Warande> <name of a forest>
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In Session 1.4, Ergun starts to use binnen ('inside').  From that time on, he seems

to mix up the meaning of in and binnen. This is illustrated in (33).

(33)   a 1.6 ED en dan asbak tas binnen

and then ashtray bag inside
<C  3>

en dan krant tas binnen
and then newspaper bag inside

b 3.3 ED die de binnen krant tas

that the inside newspaper bag
<..>
dan pak maar asbak in tas
then take ashtray in bag

After in, Ergun acquires the topological device bo' ('near') for expressing single

position. The very first use of bg is presented in (34).

(34)        1.3     NS     maar ga je met vakantie naar Turkije?
but are you going on holiday to Turkey?

ED   ja <lacht>
yes <laughs>

NS  ja?
yes?

ED  ja
yes

Ns   uh uh wat/ wat doen in Turkije?
er er what/ what do in Turkey?

ED   familie/ bj die zus daar blijven
family/ with that sister there stay

No overgeneralized use of bg is found in Ergon's data. In, on the other hand, is
not only used for expressing containment but for expressing boundary plus support
and neighbouring relations as well; cf (35a) and (35b), respectively.

(35)   a  3.2     ED     hier in die andere afdeling of zoiets
here in that other department or something like that

Ns      vijf/ vijf mensen
five/ five people

ED      vij f mensen
five people

b 3.8 ED    en dan beetje verder

and then little further
NS verder dan die uh?

further then that er?
ED  ja

yes
NS waar?

where?
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ED   in die benzinepomp
in that petrol pump

NS  ja
yes

ED beetje verder rechtsaf
little further down to the right

Ergun uses op ('on') for the first time in Session 2.1, though in a nonstandard
meaning (op Oosterhout daar werk 'on Oosterhout there work'). All later
occurrences of op correspond with standard Dutch; cf. (36). However, op school
in (36) can also be interpreted as a fixed expression.

(36) 2.4   ED   ik op school zitten

I at school sit

At one point in Session 3.8, Ergon expresses boundary plus support 'on' by means
of dimensional voor.

(37) 3.8 ED  ik heb zaterdagavond he ik moet discotheek geweest +
Assen
I have Saturday evening eh I must disco been + Assen
ja ik/ ik heb/ ik heb daar zitten voor de bank + met mijn
neef en van hem vriendin ook bij
yes I/ I  have/ I have there sit in front Of the couch + with
my nephew and of him girlfriend also with

In addition, boven ('above') and van ('from') are sporadically used by ErgOn for
expressing boundary plus support 'on' (cf. Table 7.7). In addition to these overt
spatial markings of boundary plus support, zero markings also occur throughout
the data collection period. In (38), the expression of a specific spatial relation is
redundant as it can be inferred from the locative verb form zitten ('to sit').

(38) 3.9 ED dan heeft tafel zitten

then has table sit

Finally, Ergon is the only informant who uses rond ('round') as a device for

expressing serial position.

(39) 3.7 ED   dan ik heb beetje hard rijen [+]

then I have little fast drive [+]
NS  Ija]

[yes]
ED zo draaien/ linksaf draaien zo dan moet achter zo draaien

like that turn/ to the left turn like that then must behind like
that turn

NS  ja
yes
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ED een keer zo rond

once like that round
Ns     oja ja, je draaide om je as heen

oh yes yes, you turned on your axis

The last turn in (39) also shows the contribution of the interlocutor in expanding
the set of spatial expressions.

Finally, an overview of the devices used by Mahmut is given in Table 7.8.

Table 7.8 Mahmut: linguistic devicesfor expressingtopological relations in Cycles
1-3;   session  number  is  given  between  brackets
standard variety learner variety example

single position
'in'                    in (1.3) in de tas ('in the bag')

0 (1.3) auto zitten ('car sit')
binnen (1.9) en vader moeder en kindje auto binnen ('and father

mother and child car inside')
'Op'               0 (1.1) baanlozencentrum beetje ('unemployed center bit')

boven (1.7) boven kip ('above chicken')
in (1.9) moeder koppen in ('mother heads in')
op (2.9) kop op komt ('head on comes')

'aan'              0 (1.3) eten tafel ('eat table')
naast (3.5) die naast zee ('that next to sea')

'tegen' tegenaan (3.9) brandweer tegenaan ('fire engine against')
'bij'                   0 (1.5) mijn thuis zitten ('my at home sit')

bij (1.6) woont bu die andere ('lives with that other')

interposition
'tussen'              in (1.8) twee statten en dorp in ('two cities and village in')

tussen (3.4) ik hier wonen hier tussen  (' I  here live between

these')

serial position
'om'                  in (2.9) in die hoek ('in that corner')

enclosure

'binnen' binnen (1.6) moet binnen slapen ('must inside steep')

'buiten' buiten (1.4) die buiten ('that outside')

The data show that topological devices used for expressing serial position and
enclosure have a one-to-one mapping. This is not the case for linguistic devices
expressing single position and interposition. Mahmut uses in ('in') to indicate
containment from Session 1.3 onwards. An example is given in (40).

(40)     1.3    in de tas krant halen
in the bag newspaper get

Zero markings of containment do, however, also frequently occur (cf. (7) in
Chapter 5).  At the moment binnen ('inside') appears (Session  1.6), in competes
with binnen. An example is given in (41).
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(41) 3.4    MO   ja ik vragen he [+]

yes I ask eh [+]
NS  Ija]

[yes]
Mo die jullie zegt jij 'tia die Ankara direct/ direct Ankara he"

[++]
that you says you "yes that Ankara direct/ direct Ankara eh"
[++]

NS [rechtstreeks ja]

[direct yes]
MO "direct Ankara"

"direct Ankara"
"ja ikke binnen blijven/ vliegtuig binnen blijven/ in blijven"
"yes I inside stay/ airplane inside stayl in stay"
"naar <*Atina*> <=Turks=Athene>"
"to <*Atina*> <=Turkish=Athens>"
"en dan Istanbul"
"and then Istanbul"

Although Mahmut specifies topological relations on the relatum NP to a lesser
extent, all acquisition patterns for topological reference correspond with the ones
observed for Erglin. Like Ergon, Mahmut acquires bil ('near') after in ('in').
Whereas bii is not overgeneralized, in is an overgeneralized device for topological
reference. In (42a), in is used with the intended meaning of 'on'; in (421)), in is
used with the intended meaning of 'between';'0 and in (42c), in is used with the
intended meaning of 'round.'

(42)    a 1.9 Mo die [moeder]
that [mother]

NS [un pakket]

[a parcel]
Mo    pakket ja [+]

parcel yes [+]
NS  Ila]

[yes]
Mo moeder [koppen]

mother [heads]
NS [<lacht>]

[<laughs>]
MC) in

in

b 1.8 MO twee statten en dorp in
two cities and village in

c  2.9    MO  ja die meisje weg
yes that girl away
die andere thuis + in die hoek he [+]

10 This utterance can also be found in (36) in Chapter 5.
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that other home + in that corner eh [+]
NS   [+]

[+]

MO hoek muur he
corner wall eh

Ns   ja om de hoek
yes round the corner

Mo      om  de  hoek/  om  de  hoek' 1
round the corner/ round the corner

After overgeneralized use ofdimensional boven ('above') and topological in ('in'),

Mahmut acquires op ('on') for expressing boundary plus support. Throughout the
data collection period, however, Mahmut struggles with finding the right device
for expressing this specific topological relation. This is illustrated in (43). All
utterances originate from retellings of film scenes from 'Harold Lloyd Buying a
New Car' in which something falls on the protagonist's head (a bale of linen or
a beam).

(43)    a    1.9 MO pakket ja + moeder koppen  in
parcel yes + mother heads in

b  2.9    MO   hij deur open doen en dan + boven en in/ kop in
he door open and then + above and in/ head in

c  2.9    MO die grote stukje he moeder boven op/ kop op komt
that big little piece eh mother above on/ head on comes

d 3.9   MO  en een doosje he + en moe/ schoonmoeder boven kop +
vallen
and a little box eh + and mo/ mother-in-law above head +

fall

The form-function oriented analyses discussed above make clear that the basic
spatial system for topological reference is gradually expanded by the four learners.
New forms are added to the basic set of devices for expressing AT-PLACE (in  'in'
for Mohamed, Ergon, and Mahmut, and met 'with' and van 'of for Fatima) as
well as enclosure (binnen 'inside' and buiten 'outside'). First, the learners acquired
more specific devices for expressing relations of single position (e.g., in 'in' in
Fatima's case and op 'on' and bil 'near'). Second, the learners acquired forms for
expressing the cognitively and linguistically more complex relations of interposition
and serial position (e.g., tussen 'between' and over 'over'). Even as the data
collection ended, however, none of the informants had reached near-native
competence in referring to the topological system. All ofthe learners experimented
continuously with finding the right form for expressing topological relations,
especially for expressing relations ofsingle position. This process ofexperimenting
is particularly reflected in Mohamed's speech. With in ('in') as a starting point,

11 In Table 7.8, om ('round') is not included as a device for expressing serial position,
as it is an imitated device.
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Mohamed tried to construct a topological system by imitating, repairing, and over-
generalizing different topological devices. Contrary to the Moroccan informants,
the Turkish learners more often left topological markings on the relatum NP
implicit.

7.4 Word class categories

The Dutch word classes into which topological concepts for expressing location
and direction are mapped consist of prepositions, adverbs, postpositions, and
circumpositions (cf. Section 3.1). Taxonomies of linguistic devices for expressing
topological relations in standard Dutch are given in Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Given
the linguistic devices presented in these tables, it could be claimed that the
topological concepts of single position, interposition, and serial position are
primarily established by means ofprepositions in case of location and postpositions
in case of direction; enclosure is mainly established by means of adverbs (basic
adverbs to which a bound suffix may be added in case of location and basic
locative adverbs in combination with the prepositions naar ('to') or van ('from')

in case of direction). In Table 7.9, the spatially-used topological devices presented
in Table 7.3 are split up according to their word class. Three categories are
distinguished: (1) preI,ositional groups; (2) adverbs; and (3) a 'miscellaneous'
category of postpositional groups and forms for which the word class could not
be determined unambiguously.12 As linguistic devices for expressing interposition
and serial position were hardly ever used by the informants, the focus is on
linguistic means for expressing single position and enclosure in the discussion of
Table 7.9.

The data on Fatima show a very consistent pattern. Linguistic devices for
expressing single position, interposition, and serial position only occur preposed
to the relatum NP (e.g., ik werk in motel 'I work in motel'). Linguistic devices
for expressing enclosure never occurred preposed to the relatum NP. Half of the
enclosure devices occurred without an NP (e.g., slaap buiten 'sleep outside'). The
other half consisted of occurrences of buiten ('outside') for which it is difficult
to determine the word class. An example is given in (44) in which buiten seems
to have noun-like or locative properties.

(44) 3.6 FA hij slaap in die buiten

he sleep in that outside

12

The category of circumpositions is not included in Table 7.9 as circumpositions with
topological devices did not occur (e.g., naar binnen toe and van buiten ah
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Table  7.9  Word  class  categories  of the  topological  devices  in  Cycles  1-3

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

PP adv rest PP adv rest PP adv rest PP adv rest

single position
in   50 - -  426 3 4 92 2   42    31   48

op    7  - 43 - - 10 11 - - 1
aan 2-- 2------ -

tegen - -8-1-----1
bij     5   - 383 8 1    29   10     3    27     7    3

interposition
tussen             1                 2                                   1           1

serial position
door

om                                       -

over                       1                           2                           2
langs                  1                                                              -
rond            -                                             1

voorbij                                                                               -
enclosure
binnen    - -  37 2  11 16  21 10
buiten 6 6 30 - 8 6  33 12

total: tokens 67 6 6  866   78    8  133   29   39   70   92   76

Whereas Fatima uses buiten as an adverb in Cycles 1 and 2 (slaap buiten), in Cycle
3 she struggles with elements that can be used in combination with buiten; cf.
(45a)-(450. At the end of Cycle 3, buiten is again used as an adverb.

(45) a 3.2 FA buiten van weg
outside of road

b 3.2 FA slaap met buiten

sleep with outside
c 3.2 FA    slaap met auto van buiten

sleep with car of outside
d 3.4 FA die buiten weg

that outside road
e  3.6    FA die Charlo slaap + in die buiten

that Charlo sleep + in that outside
f 3.6 FA    hij slaap in die buiten

he sleep in that outside

In some contexts of Fatima's speech, a postpositional group could have been
expected to emerge for denoting direction. In (46), in ('in') has to be postponed
to the relatum NP (resmurant in 'into restaurant') for expressing goal direction
in standard Dutch (see also Table 6.6 in Chapter 6).

(46) 3.9 FA    hij ga in restaurant

he go in restaurant
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Fatima neverpostpones a topological device to therelatum NP. Fatima's preference
for prepositions is even strengthened by the fact that functional van ('of') and met
('with') (which she frequently used for expressing topological relations) always
occur in preposition; both functional devices are excluded from Table 7.9.

Like Fatima, Mohamed mainly preposes topological devices to the relatum
NP (e.g; ho valt in de water 'he falls in the water'). Contrary to Fatima, he uses
linguistic devices for expressing single position in some contexts without a relatum
NP. This is particularly true of those cases in which bil ('near') is used in the
combination vlakbij ('close by'), as is done from Session 2.8 onwards; cf. (47).

(47) 2.8 MK  ja ik de werk is vlakbij he

yes I the work is close by eh

Examples of in without a relatum NP are also present. In those cases, however,
the relatum is specified earlier in the sequence of utterances; cf. hout ('wood') in

(48).

(48) 3.6   MK   zit uh stukje bij hem + hout

sits er piece near him + wood
NS  ja

yes
MK  zit in gat in he

sits in hole in eh
<1

NS en dan?

and then?
MK  Zit gat in

sits hole in
NS   ja, en dan?

yes, and then?
MI<   dan hij uh heeft koud van/ door die gat

then he er has cold of/ through that hole

Postpositional groups occur four times: once with in (49a), twice with binnen (49b),
and once with tegen (49c).

(49) a 2.5 MK Moulay Yacoub he daar in uW veel uh zwembad he
Moulay Yacoub eh there in er/ a lot of er swimming pool
eh

b 3.1 MK  toen ik kwam daar binnen
then I came there inside

C 3.9 Ns   wat zegt die moeder?
what does that mother say?

MK   hij moet voorzichtig
he must careful
ja is bang
yes is afraid
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NS  ja
yes

MK   bijna un wagen tegen
almost a car against

In a similar context, however, tegen occurs preposed to the relatum NP; cf. (50).

(50) 3.9    MK   hij was bijna tegen paar mensen in straat

he was almost against couple people in street

In (49a)  and (49b),  it may also be said that Mohamed refines his use of the deictic
adverb daar ('there') by adding the bound suffixes in ('in') and binnen ('inside'),
respectively. Contrary to the rules of standard Dutch, topological forms initially
occur preposed to deictic adverbs in Mohamed's speech (e.g., ik woont in hier 'I
live in here'). In later stages, as (49a) and (49b) attest, Mohamed sees
postpositioning of topological forms relative to deictic adverbs as one of the
properties of Dutch. Mohamed uses the preposition naar ('to') instead of a
postpositional phrase for expressing direction (cf. Footnote 9). In (51), naar is used
instead of a postpositional phrase with in (e.g., die boot gaat het water in 'that

boat goes into the water').

(51) 2.9    MK   die boot gaat naar water

that boat goes to water

Finally, in accordance with the norms of standard Dutch, linguistic devices for
expressing enclosure mainly occur without an NP in Mohamed's speech (e.g., hg
is binnen 'he is inside').

The data on the Turkish informants illustrate a more interesting pattern
with respect to word class categories. Therefore, a more detailed overview is
presented for Ergon and Mahmut. In Table 7.10, the 'miscellaneous' category is
distinguished into two classes: (1) postpositional groups; and (2) forms for which
the word class could not be determined unambiguously. Linguistic devices for
expressing the topological concepts of interposition and serial position are not
included in the overview.

In Ergun's  data, the word class category of prepositions is dominant;  c£
(52a) and (521)). Unlike the Moroccan informants, Ergon frequently postpones
topological devices relative to the relatum NP as well; cf. (52c) and (52d). The
utterances in (52a) and (52c) make clear, however, that word order variation
(topological morpheme plus NP versus NP plus topological morpheme) is not a
device for distinguishing between location and direction in Ergun's speech. This
pattern probably has its origin in Ergon's source language. In Turkish, the spatial
marking of NPs is always in postposition.
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(52)  a  2.4    ED   ik op school zitten
I at school sit

b  3.9    ED die politie is gaan in die water
that police is go in that water

c  3.3    ED   ik heb Turkije vijfjaar school op zitten
I have Turkey five year school at sit

d 3.9   ED   hij is zo staan dan is deur zo kapot
he is like that stand then is door like that broken
Mj water
he water

NS  ja
yes

ED water in

water in

Table  7.10 Ergun and Mahmut: word class categories  of the topological devices
in  Cycles  1 -3

ErgQn Mahmut

PP adv post rest PP adv post rest

single position
in                             92          -           1            1          42         31          48          -
OP                             10          -          11           -           -           -            1           -
tegen                            -            -           -            -            -            -             1            -
bij                          29         10          3         -         27          7          3         -

enclosure

binnen -           11           12            4           -           21           10           -
buiten                         -           8           1           5           - 33 -      12

total: tokens 131      29     28      10      69      92      63      12

In the case of the topological devices in  ('in')  and bij ('near'),  the PP word class
category dominates. In the case ofop ('on'), the word class category ofPPs equates
with the word class category of postpositional groups. Moreover, in comparison
with op preposed to the relatum NP, op postponed to the relatum NP increases in
importance throughout the cycles. Until Session 2.4, op occurs as a preposition
only (e.g., ik op school zitten '1 at school sit'). From Session 2.5 onwards,
postpositions of op can be found. Initially, op occurs postponed to the transparent
noun kant ('side') (die kant op 'that way') or deictic adverbs (daar op sman 'there
on stand'). In Session 2.9, op occurs both preposed and postponed to the same
relatum NP. This utterance is presented in (53).

(53) 2.9    ED   op haar hoofd op komen
on her head on come

From Session 3.2 onwards, Ergun postpones op to NPs only (e.g., school op zitten
'school at sit'). Not only topological devices for expressing single position are
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postponed to the relatum NP by Ergon, he also postpones topological devices for
expressing enclosure as well; cf. (54).

(54) 3.9 ED van hem schoonvader schoonmoeder/ allemaal die auto
binnen staan

of him father-in-law mother-in-law/ all that car inside stand

The word class category of topological devices for expressing enclosure is not
always easy to decide. Examples are given in (55).

(55) a 3.3 ED die de binnen krant tas

that the inside newspaper bag
b 1.9 ED   en dan hij komt die buiten

and then he comes that outside

In this respect, Ergon shows similarity to Fatima. Both informants sometimes use
binnen ('inside') and/or buiten ('outside') in utterances in which these topological
forms gain locative properties.

In similar contexts, Mahmut uses in ('in') and b# ('near') in preposition
as well as in postposition; cf (56a) and (56b). Again, word order variation (e.g.,
NP plus in versus in plus NP) seems not to be a device for distinguishing between
different spatial relations (direction and location, in this case).

(56) a 2.3 MO tas in doen

bag in put
<..>
en dan in tas doen
and then in bag put

b 2.6 MO vlakbil die sloper b(/
nearby that scrapyard near

In (56b), Mahmut both preposes and postpones a topological device to the relatum
NP; cf. (53) ErgOn. In comparison with Ergon, Mahmut more frequently postpones
topological devices to the relatum NP. Like Ergun, he not only postpones
topological devices for expressing single position (57a) but topological devices for
expressing enclosure as well (57b).

(57)   a 1.6 Mo   asbak tas in
ashtray bag in

b    1.9 MO vader moeder en kindje auto binnen
father mother and little child car inside

In addition, Mahmut more frequently leaves out the relatum NP than Ergun does.
The use ofbinnen ('inside') and buiten ('outside') without an NP corresponds with
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the norms of standard Dutch. This is not true of the case of in ('in'). In (58),
examples of in are given in which Dutch clearly requires a relatum NP.

(58) a 2.1 Mo mijn broer in
my brother in
ik niet thuis
I not at home

b 2A Mo fabriek altijd zout in

factory always salt in

The implied relatum can be inferred from contextual information; c£ (59a) and
(59b). The contexts make clear that in (59a) the relatum is Mahmut's house and

in (59b), it is his hand.

(59) a 2.1 Mo  ja energiebedrijven he ik een keer aanvragen
yes electricity companies eh I once request
die mijn thuis niks uh centraal antenne he
that my at home nothing er community aerial eh
eentje man mij helpen
one man me help
ja "welke straat jij thuis?"
yes " which street you at home?"
"die Broekhovenseweg nieuwe straat 46?"
"that Broekhovenseweg new street 46?"
"ja"
" yes"

" uh uh vorige jaar eentje mensen daar komt klaar maak"
"er er last year one people there comes ready make"

NS  ja
yes

Mo   "ja?" mijn broer in
"yes?" my brother in
ik niet thuis
I not at home

b  2.4    NS    in je vinger?
in your finger?

MO ja
yes
<..>

NS als het dik wordt <iek> <uitroep> ik moet er niet aan
denken he + dan kan er ontsteking bijkomen he? mm?
when it thickens <iek> <interjection> I must not think of
it eh + then infection can arise eh? mm?

Mo  ja niet/ niet pleister he
yes not/ not plaster eh

NS nee

no

Mo   pleister niet hand/ hard werken
plaster not hand/ fast work
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zo beter
like that better
of uh altij/ fabriek altijd zout in
or er alway/ factory always salt in

In other contexts, Mahmut specified the relatum in earlier utterances. In (60), all
occurrences ofin ('in') relate to grote diepvries ('big freezer'); cf (48) Mohamed.

(60) 2.4 MO hij grote diepvries kopen
he big freezer buy

NS  ja
yes

Mo  voor vlees ook in boontjes ook in aubergine papriek of
spinazie of
for meat also in little beans also in aubergine pepper or
spinach or
allemaal eten he
all food eh
werken allemaal eten he
work all food eh
alles in doen he
everything in put eh
straks uithalen
later take out

With respect to buiten ('outside'), Mahmut exhibits the same pattern as Fatima
and Ergun. Occurrences of buiten included in the 'miscellaneous' category are
occurrences of buiten with locative properties. An example is given in (61).

(61) 3.5 Mo die buiten tas ook

that outside bag also

In sum, a clear difference in word class categories is observed between the two
groups of informants. The Moroccan informants mainly use prepositions for
reference to single position and adverbs for reference to enclosure. The Turkish
informants use postpositions in addition to prepositions for expressing single
position and postpositions in addition to adverbs for expressing enclosure. This
pattern seems to be due to a difference in source language background and should
not be related to the expression of location by means of prepositions and the
expression ofdirection by means of postpositions in standard Dutch. In Moroccan
Arabic, the topological marking  of NPs is always in preposition; in Turkish,  the
topological marking  of NPs is always in postposition. Furthermore, the Turkish
informants more frequently left the relatum NP implicit when referring to
topological space.
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7.5     Reference to location and direction

In this section, the location-direction distinction for expressing the topological
concept of enclosure is investigated in more detail. As discussed before (Sections
3.1 and 7.4), the following topological patterns appear in standard Dutch. Locative-
topological relations are mainly established by means ofprepositions (e.g., in het
huis); directional-topological relations are mainly expressed by means of
postpositions (e.g., het huis in). An exception is the topological concept of
enclosure in which the organization corresponds to the one of the dimensional
concepts. Enclosure is established by means of prepositions or basic adverbs in
case of location (binnen 'inside' and buiten 'outside') and by means of composite
adverbial forms in case of direction (naar binnen 'inside' and naar buiten

'outside'):3 In general, it may be said that spatial adverbs for expressing
enclosure are morphologically unmarked in case of location and morphologically
marked in case of direction. Consequently, it was assumed in Section 3.4 that: (1)
morphologically simple forms are learned before the more complex forms; and
(2) morphologically simple forms take the function of the more complex forms.
Table 7.11 is an overview of the various forms used by the L2 learners in referring
to locative and directional relations for expressing enclosure in Dutch.

Table  7.11  Locative  and directional forms for expressing  enclosure  in  Cycles  1-3;
session number is given between brackets

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

binnen ('inside')
location -      - binnen (1.4) binnen (1.6) binnen (1.6)

direction -      - binnen (1.4) binnen (1.6) binnen (1.8)

naar binnen   (2.6)

buiten ('outside')

location buit (1.6) buiten (1.4) buiten (1.2) buiten (1.4)

direction -           - buiten (1.4) buiten (1.9)   -         -

naar buiten    (2.6) naar buiten   (3.9)

Apart from the fact that the order of acquisition is buiten ('outside') before binnen
('inside') (cf. Section 7.2), Table 7.11 shows that locative means appear before
directional means when expressing the concept of enclosure. Moreover,  only the
relatively fast learners (Mohamed and Ergon) make use ofdirectional adverbs with
a composite structure; cf. (62a) and (62b).

13 It must be noted that bound suffixes may be added to adverbs for expressing locative
relations of enclosure (e.g., binnenin 'inside') and that directional markers do not
always precede locative adverbs when expressing directional relations of enclosure
in spoken Dutch (e.g., hq liep het huis binnen 'he entered the house').
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(62) a MK 3.2 toen ook die twee uh boer gaan naar binnen he

then also that two er farmer go inside eh
b  ED    3 9     hij gaan ook naar buiten komt

he go also outside comes

The following sequence illustrates that Mohamed is perfectly aware of a difference
in meaning between buiten and naar buiten.

(63) MK   3.9    toen hij uu hij liep naar buiten

then he er/ he walked outside
hij nog in
he still in
hij zien de politie buiten
he see the police outside

At the end of the data collection period, however, ErgOn had not yet fully mastered
these forms. In (64), three variants ofdirectional 'outside' are presented. In (64c),
Ergan seems to revert to the old use of incorporating naar ('to') into the deictic

verb gaan ('to go') (see Section 5.4).

(64)  a  ED   3.9   hij gaan ook naar buiten komt

he go also outside comes
b  ED   3.9   ik wil niet gaan buiten

I will not go outside
C   ED     3.9     als ik buiten gaan naar

when I outside go to

Whereas Fatima does not express directional relations of enclosure at all, Mahmut
expresses these relations by means of locative forms only. In (65a), Mahmut
expresses a locative relation by means of binnen; in (65b), binnen is used in a
directional context.

(65) a MO 1.6 moet binnen slapen
must inside sleep

b Mo   3.9   en dan binnen gaan
and then inside go

This pattern of acquisition corresponds to the one used for the deictic adverbs hier
('here') and daar ('there'). In Section 5.3, it was shown that hier and daar are
primarily used for expressing location. Beyond the initial stages, locative hier and
daar are used in contexts from which a directional meaning can be derived as well;
cf. (15) in Chapter 6.

In conclusion, all four informants start with location in the topological
domain of enclosure by means of the unmarked forms binnen ('inside') and/or
buiten ('outside'). References to directional relations appear in Mohamed, Ergun,
and Mahmut's speech. Initially, locative forms are used for expressing these
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directional relations (binnen, buiten). In later stages of the acquisition process, the
relatively fast learners Mohamed and Ergon start to use adverbial phrases with a
composite structure as well (naar binnen, naar buiten).

7.6 Topological reference in L2 Dutch

In Chapter 5, spatial properties ofthe initial communicative system were described
on the basis of the Cycle  1  data and a basic spatial system was defined which all
four adult L2 learners of Dutch had in common at the beginning oftheir acquisition
process. For topological reference, this basic spatial system consisted of a few
general forms for expressing unspecified AT-PLACE relations (in 'in' for Mohamed,
Ergon, and Mahmut, and van 'of and met 'with' for Fatima; Fatima did not use
in in Cycle 1) and binnen ('inside') and buiten ('outside') for expressing enclosure

(with the exception of binnen for Fatima; binnen is completely absent in her
speech). In comparison with the Turkish informants, the Moroccan informants to
a greater extent referred explicitly to single position. This pattern probably
originates in Turkish lacking lexical diversity for expressing topological relations
of single position (cf. Section 3.4). The concept of enclosure, on the other hand,
can be projected on the target language system without great difficulties. In this
chapter,  data from Cycles  1,2, and 3 were studied in order to determine how the
topological concepts and linguistic devices used to express them were expanded
beyond the basic spatial system. The explicit devices found for reference to the
topological concepts in Cycles  1 -3 are presented in Table 7.12; linguistic devices

which are part of the basic spatial system are printed in italics. The devices printed
in italics in Table 7.12 do not fully correspond to the devices constituting the basic

spatial system in Cycle 1 presented in Table 5.15 in Chapter 5, as Fatima's first
occurrences  of the basic form  in ('in')  did not emerge until Cycle 2 and she used
in not only for expressing containment but for expressing the concept of enclosure

(inner space) as well. In addition, Fatima uses buiten instead of nonstandard buit
beyond the basic spatial system.

In the basic spatial system, in ('in') (Mohamed, Ergun, and Mahmut) and
van ('of') and met ('with') (Fatima) were used for expressing unspecified AT-PLACE

relations, in this way collapsing, for example, relations of containment, boundary

plus support, and neighbouring. Beyond the initial stages, Fatima gradually replaced
the functional prepositions van and met with the lexical preposition in. The same
tendency was found for reference to goal-oriented direction (cf. Section 6.3): van
and met were replaced by naar ('to') beyond the initial stages. Initially, in seemed

to partially fulfill the function of met and van in Fatima's speech: when she did
not know which device to use for topological reference, she used in. In later stages,
Fatima clearly uses in for expressing containment relations. As was observed for
goal-oriented direction, Fatima persists in using the functional prepositions van
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and met for expressing topological relations to the end ofthe data collection period.

Table  7.12  Linguistic  devices  for  topological  reference  in  Cycles  1-3

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

single position

containment                    in                        in                     in                      in

boundary + support        op                   op                 op                 op
aan aan

tegen tegen

neighbouring              bij                 bij                bij                bij

interposition tussen tussen tussen

serial position over over over

langs
rond

enclosure

inner space                   in binnen binnen binnen
outer space buit(€n) buiten bulen buiten

Initially, in is astrongly overgeneralized device inMohamed, Ergun, andMahmut's
speech as well and, as was observed for Fatima, it is gradually used in more
standard-like fashions, in contexts for expressing containment. In addition to in,
op ('on') and b# ('near') are frequently-used devices for topological reference
beyond the basic spatial system, initially for expressing AT-PLACE and later on for
expressing topological subspace relations. Though Ergun and Mahmut exhibit an
acquisition order of in before bg before op, no unambiguous order was found for
the two Moroccan informants. However, the Dutch data on the acquisition of
topological reference by Mohamed, Ergun, and Mahmut corroborate the conclusion
drawn by Carroll & Becker (1993) that containment (in) is acquired before
boundary plus support (on) by L2 learners. In child language-acquisition studies
(e.g., Brown 1973 and Johnston & Slobin 1979), it was also found that in and on
belong to the first topological forms acquired. Towards the end of the data
collection period, each informant has a device for expressing the three relations
of single position:  in for expressing containment,  op for expressing boundary plus
support, and bil for expressing neighbouring. Mohamed is the only informant who
acquired the refined subdivision of relations expressing boundary plus support: op
('on'),  aan ('at'), and tegen ('against'). In addition to an expansion of forms  for
expressing single position, the repertoire of topological devices is extended with
linguistic devices for expressing the cognitively and linguistically more complex
relations of interposition and serial position. The late acquisition of these two
topological concepts was also observed by Perdue & Schenning (1996) and Becker
& Carroll (1997). In this respect, it was found that Fatima initially connected the
expression of interposition with one relatum instead of two relatums (tussen
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Mariaziekenhuis 'between Maria Hospital'). Though binnen ('inside') and buiten
('outside') were both early acquired topological devices (with the exception of
binnen for Fatima; she used in ('in') for expressing inner space), an order of
acquisition was found of marked buiten ('outside') before unmarked binnen
('inside'). Forexpressing directional relations ofenclosure, morphologically simple
forms (binnen, buiten) initially took the function of more complex forms (naar

binnen, naar  buiten).
As was the case for deictic adverbs, markers of direction, and verbs of

location and motion (cf. Section 6.5), developmental patterns found in the way
topological relations are expressed beyond the basic spatial system only strengthen
the impression that Moroccan and Turkish adult L2 learners of Dutch follow
partially different routes in establishing spatial reference. First, in the speech of
the Turkish learners topological relations are more often left implicit than in the
speech of the Moroccan learners. Appel (1984) also found that zero markings more
often occurred  in the speech of Turkish children learning Dutch than in the speech
of Moroccan children learning Dutch (cf. Section  1.2). The finding that the deictic
adverbs hold a more central position in the spatial component of the emerging
Dutch grammars ofTurkish learners (cf. Section 6.2) may be related to this finding
of a less-developed topological system. Second, whereas topological markers used

by the Moroccan informants were followed by a relatum, the Turkish informants

expressed the relatum to a lesser extent. Third, the Moroccans mainly used
prepositions for expressing relations of single position and adverbs for expressing
enclosure. The word class categories were less clear in the case of the Turkish
learners. They used postpositions in addition to prepositions for expressing single
position and postpositions in addition to adverbs for expressing enclosure.
Moreover,  they used topological forms  as part of an adverb  or verb form. Finally,
in accordance with the findings of several child language-acquisition studies (e.g.,
Appel 1984), the Moroccan learners to a higher extent experimented with linguistic
devices for expressing topological relations; cf. (26)-(28) Mohamed.

Due to cognitive complexity, the basic system for topological reference
is gradually expanded by the four adult L2 learners of Dutch. This corresponds
with orders of acquisition determined by relative complexity found in child
language-acquisition studies. Beyond the basic spatial system, the general means
for expressing AT-PLACE relations are specified. Topological devices for
interposition and serial position appear and more topological forms are found for
expressing relations of single position. Moreover, the topological categories of
single position are better divided. With respect to enclosure, the location-direction
distinction is acquired. However, the topological system still had to take definite
shape at the end of the data collection period. As was observed for the deictic verbs
of motion komen ('to come') and gaan ('to go') (cf. Section 5.8), the factor of

communicative logic seems to overrule the factor of cognitive complexity in the
internal order of acquisition of linguistic devices for expressing enclosure. Adult
learners start with marked forms (buiten 'outside') as they already know the
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opposite dimensions and unmarked forms (binnen 'inside') may be inferred from
contextual information or other spatial forms (e.g., in 'in'). These internal orders
of acquisition are opposite to orders found in child language-acquisition studies
(cf. Clark 1973) in which the unmarked or less complex referential terms were
acquired first. Except for enclosure, the topological systems ofthe source languages
(SLs) cannot be projected directly on the target language (TL) system and the
devices for expressing topological space are acquired successively. For each new
form, the specific meaning has to be defined. SL influence can also be inferred
from the overgeneralization of prepositions by the Moroccan informants and the
overgeneralization of postpositions by the Turkish informants  (see also Jansen et
al. 1981). The fact that morphologically simple forms are learned before the more
complex forms in the case ofenclosure and that morphologically simple forms took
the function of the more complex forms can be recovered from the internal TL
structure, directional devices for expressing enclosure being more complex than
locative devices for expressing enclosure in Dutch.



8.     Expansion of the dimensional system

In Chapter 5, spatial properties ofthe initial communicative system were described
on the basis of the data from Cycle 1 and a basic spatial system was defined which
all four adult L2 learners of Dutch had in common at the beginning of their
acquisition process. In contrast to the successively acquired topological system
(with the exception of linguistic devices for expressing enclosure), it was observed
that devices for expressing dimensional relations were present from the beginning.
All four adult L2 learners of Dutch already used linguistic devices to refer to each
of the three axes in the basic spatial system. This pattern of acquisition was
ascribed to the fact that dimensional relations are expressed more equally than
topological relations across the three languages (Dutch, Moroccan Arabic, and
Turkish). Consequently, boththe Moroccan and Turkish learners projectedthethree
axes onto the target language system without great difficulties. In order to
determine how the dimensional concepts and linguistic devices used to express them
are expanded beyond the basic spatial system, all of the data from Cycles  1,2, and
3 were investigated and are discussed in this chapter. In accordance with Chapter
7 on the expansion of the topological system, dimensional devices used by the four
learners in retelling the silent-movie fragment 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' in
Cycles   1,   2,   and  3 are first discussed (Section 8.1). Second, five aspects   of
dimensional reference are investigated in more detail: the first spatial occurrence
ofdimensional linguistic devices (Section 8.2), form-meaning correspondences of
devices used for expressing dimensional relations (Section  8.3), the type of word
class to which a dimensional element belongs (Section 8.4), the location-direction
distinction (Section 8.5), and the expression of more complex spatial relations
(Section 8.6). In discussing results on dimensional reference, devices for expressing
the vertical, lateral, and transversal axes are distinguished. This categorization was
accounted for in Section 2.1.3. The organization of the tables is identical to the
way the data are presented in Chapter 7. In Section 8.7, the way the dimensional
system is expanded beyond the basic spatial system is related to the three

potentially determining factors as defined in Chapter   1. The specific research

questions addressed are:

(1)  Is there an internal order of acquisition for expressing dimensional
relations?

(2)      Do opposite devices for expressing the vertical, lateral, and transversal axes

emerge simultaneously or successively (e.g., top before bottom, leftbefore
right, and front before back)?

(3)  Are morphologically simple dimensional forms learned before more
complex dimensional forms?

(4)     Do morphologically simple dimensional forms  take the function of more
complex dimensional forms?
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(5)  Do Turkish learners exhibit a relatively high absence of dimensional
prepositions in L2 Dutch in comparison with Moroccan learners?

(6)   Do Turkish learners more frequently use postpositions when referring to
dimensional space in L2 Dutch than Moroccan learners?

(7)  Do Moroccan learners experiment to a higher extent with forms for
expressing dimensional relations in L2 Dutch than Turkish learners?

8.1 Dimensional reference in discourse

In Section 6.1, all explicit spatial devices used by the informants in retelling
'Harold Lloyd  at the Station' in Cycles  1,2,  and  3 were presented (Table  6.2).
The dimensional forms given in Table  8.1 are extracted  from that overview:

Table 8.1  Overview of dimensional devices used in retelling the spatial events in
the discourse frame of 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' in Cycles  1-32

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

lateral axis naast

transversal axis voor

achter achter(in)

van

In the retellings of 'Harold Lloyd at the Station' in Cycles 1-3, Fatima does not
use dimensional_forms. The other three informants sporadically use dimensional
devices. Dimensional devices for expressing the vertical axis are, however,
completely absent. As in the case ofother spatial relations, Fatima overgeneralizes
the functional preposition van ('of) when referring to dimensional space.

Overgeneralized use of van is illustrated by (1) in which van is used to describe
the spatial configuration 'behind'  in the retelling of Event 4: the woman running
after Harold (cf. Table 6.1 in Chapter 6).

(1)      2.6    FA    met uh vlug loop van die uh man
with er quick walk of that er man

As can be seen in (2), Mohamed already uses devices for expressing the opposite
dimensions of the transversal axis (front/back) in his first retelling of the video
clip.

See Section 6.1 (Table 6.1) for the discourse frame ofthe film fragment and the spatial
elements of the frame actually referred to by the informants.

2 Dimensional devices used by the informants in retelling 'Harold Lloyd at the Station'
in  Cycle   1 are printed in italics (cf. Table  5.2 in Chapter  5).
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(2)      a 1.6 MI<   hier hij uh staan ++ voor de weg
here  he er stand ++ in front  of the road

b 1.6 MK   en dan gaat lopen achter hij
and then goes walk behind he

In addition to spatial occurrences of voor (2a), voor is also frequently used in

nonspatial meaning contexts by Mohamed. A few examples are given in (3):

(3)       a    1.6        MK      "ik  gaan  naar/ naar ander  land"
"I go to/ to other country"
"Frankrijk of uh zoiets"
"France or er something like that"
"voor werk of/ voor werk"
'yor work orifor work"

b 1.6 MK  ik uh bestelt voor uh jou een uh bbef
I  er  delivers ./br  er  you  an er letter

C l.6 MK   hij zegt voor die klein familie "dag dag"

he  says ./br that little family "bye-bye"

The form achter ('behind') only occurs in spatial meaning contexts in Mohamed's

speech. In (4a), (4b), and (4c), it is shown that Mohamed consistently expresses
Event 7 (cart comes behind Harold) by means of this dimensional form.

(4)       a    1.6        MI<      dan  een  uh  kar + kom achter die jongeman
then an er cart + come behind that gentleman

b  2.6    MK   en toen uh loopt achter hem un uh ++ ja un uh <*ch/ +
charrette*> <=Frans=kar> he
and then er walks behind him an er ++ yes an er <*ch/ +
charrette*> <=French=cart> eh

C 3.6 MK   paard-en-wagen + komt ie achter hem

horse-drawn cart + comes he behind him

Although Mohamed primarily uses prepositional phrases to refer to the back
dimension of the transversal axis (e.g., hi) hard lopen achter de trein 'he fast walk
behind the train'), utterances in which the relatum NP has to be inferred from
contextual information are also present. An example is given below.

(5)       2.6    MK   maar hij dacht die paard-en-wagen is trein he
but he thought that horse-drawn cart is train eh
dan hij pak achter he
then he catch behind eh

Initially, Ergun makes use of more implicit devices when denoting dimensional
space in the retelling of 'Harold Lloyd at the Station.' In (4) in Chapter 6, an

3  The sequence in (3a) can also be found in (14a) in Chapter 6.
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example is given in which Ergun indicated lateral 'next to' by means of the deictic
adverb hier ('here') supported by the appropriate gesture. In (8) in Chapter 6,
developmental trends in the way Ergun expressed the event of Harold jumping  on
the horse-drawn cart instead of the train were shown (Event 8). In retelling this
specific event, Ergun eventually uses an explicit dimensional form: the transversal
achterin ('in the back').  In (6), other examples of dimensional uses of achter by
Ergan are given:

(6)     a 3.6 ED    dan daar weg die trein daar achter komt
then there away that train there behind comes

b 3.6 ED beetje achter lopen of zo
little bit behind walk or something like that

In these examples, the relatum has not been made explicit by Ergun. In Mahmut's
retellings in Cycles 1-3, naast ('next to') is the only dimensional device. Mahmut
uses naast to describe that a woman arrives at the station with her baby (Event
2). The manner in which this is done is shown in the following examples.

(7)   a  1.6    MO die kindje uh/ kindjewagen he
that baby er/ baby buggy eh
die uh naast zitten
that er next to sit

b 2.6 Mo zwarte vrouw he + uh baby daar zitten/ naast zitten

black woman eh + er baby there sit/ next to sit

In both examples, no relatum has been made explicit.
In summary, dimensional devices for expressing the vertical, lateral, and

transversal axes do not appear frequently in the retellings of'Harold Lloyd at the
Station' in Cycles 1-3. However, form-function oriented analyses based on the
whole data set presented in Chapter 5 make it clear that all four learners already
used devices to refer to each of the three axes in Cycle  1. In Fatima's retellings,
once more, the functional preposition van ('of) played an important role in
indicating spatial relations. The Turkish informants more frequently left the relatum
NP implicit when denoting dimensional spatial relations. Zero markings for
dimensional reference are not identified, either in the speech of the Moroccan
informants or in the speech of the Turkish informants.

8.2 First spatial occurrence

To gain a more complete picture of the expansion of the dimensional system in
Cycles 1-3, all 27 sessions were scanned for potential dimensional linguistic forms

4  The sequence in (6b) can also be found in (13c) in Chapter 6.
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for each informant. In Table 8.2, all occurrences of the main potential dimensional
devices are presented, in which spatial as well as nonspatial uses are included; the
number of dimensional occurrences in unfinished utterances, self-repairs, and
imitations is given between brackets.

Table 8.2 Overview of potential linguistic devices for expressing dimensional
relations inCycles  1 -3;  devices inunfnished utterances, self-repairs, andimitations
are given between brackets

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

vertical axis
boven ('above') 15 (-) 20 (1) 22 (-) 57 (6)
onder ('below') 1 (1) 17 (-) 3 (-) 32 (2)
beneden ('below') 8 (-) 5 (-) 19 (2) 10 (1)

lateral axis
links ('left')                     53     (12)      80      (6)        6      (1)      40    (3)
rechts ('right')                    27     (12)       60      (1)       12      (4)       59    (4)
naast (*next to') 7              (1)                10              (3)                   1            ( - )                56          (2)

transversal axis
voor ('in front of) 147 (22) 417 (79)     98 (16) 158  (32)

achter ('behind')                     12        (3)        85        (7)        81        (9)         82     (7)
tegenover ('opposite to') -   (-)     3 (-)

- (-) -  (-)

total: tokens 270 (51) 697 (97) 242 02) 494  (57)

It can be inferred from Table 8.2 that dimensional occurrences in unfinished
utterances, self-repairs, and imitations were relatively frequent (between 12 and
19%). As was concluded for potential linguistic devices for expressing topological
relations (Table 7.2 in Chapter 7), there barely appears to be a decrease over time
in the number of dimensional occurrences in unfinished utterances, self-repairs,
and imitations. Therefore, it may be concluded that the expectation that it is not
until near-native competence that the number ofunfinished utterances, self-repairs,
and imitations decreases not only applies to topological forms but to dimensional

linguistic devices as well.
The overview presented in Table 8.3 of additional forms for expressing

directional-dimensional relations (cf. Table 3.3 in Chapter 3) is identical in
composition to Table 8.2. Whereas the Turkish learners Ergun and Mahmut show
a relatively low number of dimensional occurrences in unfinished utterances, self-
repairs, and imitations (2% and 3%, respectively), the number used by the
Moroccan learners Fatima and Mohamed is relatively high in comparison with the
more basic dimensional devices presented in Table 8.2 (100% and 22%,
respectively).
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Table 8.3 Overview of potential additional forms for expressing directional-
dimensional relations in Cycles  1-3;  devices in unfinished  utterances,  self-repairs,
and imitations are given between brackets

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

vertical axis
omhoog ('up') -

(-) 6 (2) 4 (1) -
(-)

omlaag ('down') -   (-)    - (-) 1 (1) -
(-)

lateral axis
linksaf ('to the left') -

(-) 2 (-) 68 (1) 33 (1)
rechtsaf ('to the right') 1 (1) 1   (-)    80   (-)    37      (-)

transversal axis
vooruit ('forwards') -

(-) 3 (2) - (-) 1 (-)
achteruit ('backwards')                -            ( - )                  6 ( - ) 2 (-) 1 (1)
total: tokens

1     (1)      18     (4)    155     (3)     72        (2)

In the overview presented in Table 8.4, dimensional occurrences in unfinished utter-
ances, self-repairs, and imitations are excluded; the actual spatial use is printed
in bold type. As in all of the earlier tables in which the actual spatial use of
potential spatial linguistic devices was given (Tables 5.5,5.10,5.12,5.13,6.5, and
7.3), occurrences for which it is difficult to decide whether or not spatial use is
involved are left out of consideration. In consequence, the numbers in Table 8.4
are  not the result  of subtracting the number of unfinished utterances, sel f-repairs,
and imitations from the number ofpotential dimensional linguistic devices in Table
8.2.

Table 8.4 Overview of potential linguistic devices for expressing dimensional
relations  in   Cycles   1-3;   actual  spatial  use  is  printed  in  bold  type

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

vertical axis
boven ('above')                12      12      19      18       21       21      43       43
onder ('below')                   -        - 15 15 3 3     26     25
beneden ('below') 664 4 17 17     8      8

lateral axis
links ('left')                   41      41      66      66 5 5     37     37
rechts ('right')                    15        15       54       54 8 8     55     50
naast ('next to') 6      6      7      7       1       1     52     52

transversal axis
voor ('in front of) 118 1    322     14     66     12    109     77achter ('behind') 9            9          69          67          65          61          65           64tegenover ('opposite to')           _           -            3            3

total: tokens 207     90 559 248 186 128 395 356
total: types 77998888
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Most of the linguistic devices presented in Table 8.4 were used by the informants
in a spatial meaning context only. A clear exception is the form voor. Foor is
frequently used for expressing temporal relations (e.g., voor zes juni 'before the
sixth of June') and for expressing other nonspatial relations (e.g., zorgen voormo 
'taking care ofme'). With the one exception of Cycle 1 (cf. Table 5.11 in Chapter
5 and Table 7.5 in Chapter 7), Fatima does not use voor in any spatial meaning.
As was the case in Cycle 1 (cf. (8) in Chapter 5), she uses alternative linguistic
means to refer to both the front and back dimensions of the transversal axis (the
form achter 'behind' does not appear until Cycle 3; cf. Table 8.6). This is
illustrated by (8).

(8)      2.9    NS    en dan gaat ie <die kant uit> <gebaart achteruit>
and then goes he <that side from> <gestures backwards>

FA    moet <die kant> <gebaart vooruit> niet uh terug met uh
must <that side> <gesturesfbrwards> not er back with er

The front dimension expressed by means of the transparent noun die kant ('that
side') and the appropriate gesture by Fatima contrasts with the directional particle
terug ('back') which together with the functional preposition met ('with') indicates
direction backwards. The most important conclusion to be drawn from Table 8.4
is that, taken over the whole data-collection period, all four informants use
linguistic devices to refer to each ofthe opposite dimensions ofthe three axes (with
the exception ofvoorby Fatima). The survey of additional directional-dimensional
forms is presented in Table 8.5 in a fashion identical to that of Table 8.4.

Table 8.5 Overview of potential additional forms for expressing directional-
dimensional  relations  in   Cycles   1-3;   actual  spatial  use  is  printed  in  bold  type

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

vertical axis
omhoog ('Up') --3333--
omlaag ('down')                -        -        -        -         -        -         -          -

lateral axis
linksaf ('to the left') -           -            2            2          65           65           32            32
rechtsaf ('to the right')               - - 1      1     77     77     37      37

transversal axis
vooruit ('forwards')          -       -       -       -       -       -        -        -
achteruit ('backwards')                    -                    -                      5                     5                      2                       2                      -                        -

toml: tokens                -      -      11      11 147 147     69      69

total: types - -4 4 4 4 2 2

With respect to additional devices for expressing directional-dimensional relations,
Fatima has the most restricted set: she does not use them at all. Mohamed and
Ergan have not yet acquired additional devices for referring to the bottom and front
dimensions. Contrary to the more basic devices for dimensional reference presented
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in Table 8.4, all directional-dimensional additional devices are used to denote
spatial meaning only.

Using Table 8.6, it can be inferred in which session dimensional linguistic
devices with a spatial meaning occurred for the first time. Only those cases are
included in which the dimensional forms were used in a standard meaning (e.g.,
boven 'above' used with the intended meaning of 'outside' is left aside).

Table 8.6 First occurrence ofdimensional devices for expressing spatial meanings:
session number is given between bracketsl

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3

Fatima vertical boven (1.6)

beneden (1.9)

lateral links (1.9) naast (2.9) rechts (3.8)

transversal achter (3.2)

Mohamed vertical boven, onder (1.9) omhoog (2.7)

beneden (2.9)

lateral links, rechts (1.3) linksaf, (2.8)

naast (1.5) rechtsaf

transversal achter (1.3) tegenover (3.4)
voor (1.6)

achteruit (1.9)

Ergun vertical boven (1.8) onder (2.7)

beneden (2.8)

omhoog (2.9)

lateral rechtsaf (1.8) links, rechts (2.7) naast (3.9)
linksaf (1.9)

transversal achter (1.2) voor (2.9) achteruit (3.9)

Mahmut vertical boven (1.2)

benee, beneje   (1.7)
onder (1.8)

lateral naast (1.3) rechtsaf (2.7)

links, rechts (1.8) linksaf (2.8)

transversal achter, voor (1.3)

Table 8.6 shows that the informants already refer to the three dimensional axes
in Cycle 1  and that there is no general order of acquisition. Though no explicit
dimensional devices for expressing the transversal axis are present in Fatima's case
in  Cycle 1, gestures  (cf.   (8) in Chapter  5)  and the functional prepositions  met
('with') and van ('of) (cf (38) in Chapter 5) are early-used devices to refer to
this dimension. The most conspicuous result in Table 8.6 is the order ofacquisition

5 In the overview, additional forms for expressing directional dimensional relations are
included.
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within the dimensions. It can be inferred from the table that with the exception
ofMahmut, linguistic devices to refer to the back dimension of the transversal axis

(achter 'behind') are used before devices to refer to the opposite dimension (,yoor
'in front of). Except for Mohamed, the order found is top (boven 'above') before
bottom (onder/beneden 'below') in dimensional devices indicating the vertical axis.
No internal order resulted for the lateral dimension. Some form ofmarkedness may
account for the acquisition order of the opposite dimensions of the transversal  and
vertical axes (cf. Section 5.5 on the order of acquisition of marked komen 'to
come' before unmarked gaan 'to go' and Section 7.2 on the acquisition order of
marked buiten 'outside' before unmarked binnen 'inside'). Reference to the front
and bottom dimensions can be seen as the unmarked options: the front or bottom
dimension is automatically intended if no explicit reference is made to the
transversal or vertical axes. This effect may be strengthened by the fact that the
form voor is also used in a variety of target language contexts for nonspatial
relations (e.g., temporal relations); in this context see the examples given in (3)
and the overview presented in Table 8.4. The fact that the lateral axis does not

produce an internal acquisition order may be accounted for by the absence of any
argument to relate one of the two sides to a markedness or transparency factor.
Adult learners start with marked forms as they already know the opposite
dimensions of the axes and unmarked forms may be inferred from contextual
information as well. Children, however, have to learn these distinctions. As such,
orders of acquisition of unmarked forms before marked forms may be expected
in child Ll acquisition (cf. Section 7.2 on the acquisition of unmarked binnen
'inside' before marked buiten 'outside' by children). Clark (1973) did find an order
of unmarked voor ('in front of) before marked achter ('behind') for children
acquiring the transversal axis; in a study by Tanz (1980), however, the order was
achter before voor. Furthermore, Clark (1973) found an acquisition order ofboven

('above') before beneden ('below') in which, contrary to the present study, boven
was seen as the unmarked term.

8.3 Form-meaning correspondences

The data presented so far are rather global as, for instance, nonstandard devices
used for expressing dimensional relations are barely discussed. In the following
tables, therefore, the functional distribution of specific dimensional forms is
presented for each informant individually; nonstandard forms used for dimensional
reference are also taken into account. In the discussion of Tables 8.7-8.10,
imitations, self-repairs, and instances ofovergeneralization are used to substantiate
specific orders of acquisition. Contrary to Tables 8.2 and 8.3, dimensional
occurrences of imitations and self-repairs cannot be inferred from the overviews

presented below. In Table 8.7, linguistic devices for expressing dimensional
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relations used by Fatima are given. The session number indicates the first time a
form was used spontaneously for expressing a specific dimensional meaning.

Table 8.7 Fatima.  linguistic devices for expressing dimensional relations in Cycles
1-3, session number is given between brackets

standard variety     learner variety example

vertical axis
'boven' boven (1.6) boven slaap ('above sleep')
'beneden' beneden (1.9)    moet auto beneden kom ('must car below come')

lateral axis
'links' links (1.9)   twee links ('two le#')
'rechts' rechts (3.8) deze rechts ('this right')
'naast' naast (2.9)    twee zit met/ naast die huis ('two sit with/ next to that

house')

transversal axis
'achter' rnet (1.9) die paard loop met auto ('that horse walk with car')

van (2.6)   vlug loop van die man ('quickly walk Ofthat man')
nacht (2.7)   nacht die muur ('night that wall')

nacht met     (2.9) die nacht met politie ('that night with police')
achter (3.2) die achter ('that behind')
achter met    (3.9) die polite achter met die/ met hij ('that police behind

with that/ with he')

Table 8.7 shows that, with the exception of the transversal axis, all dimensional
devices used by Fatima have a one-to-one mapping. As discussed before, Fatima
does not explicitly refer to the front dimension of the transversal axis at all; she
only indicates this spatial relation in more implicit ways, by means of nonverbal
reference (cf. (8) in Chapter 5). Fatima initially uses the functional prepositions
met ('with') (cf (38) in Chapter 5) and van ('of ) (cf. (1)) for expressing the back
dimension of the transversal axis. Looking for the appropriate devices to express
the back dimension, Fatima mixes up different dimensional forms in Cycle 2 (naast
'next to' and achter'behind'), resulting in nacht (met) ('night (with)'). An example
of the nonstandard combination nacht met is given in (9). When the interlocutor
picks up that Fatima wants to express the back dimension of the transversal axis,
she provides Fatima with the form achter.

(9) 2.9 NS wat gebeurt er?
what is happening?

FA + die uh + nacht met uh politie

+ that er + night with er police
NS  +

+
FA   die auto [+]

that car [+]
NS  Ija]

[yes]
FA nacht met uh
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night with er
Ns   nacht? [ik snap niet]

night? [I do not understand]
FA [naast of nacht]

[next to or night]
NS uh achter?

er behind?
FA achter

behind

After several imitations of achter ('behind') used by the native speaker, and
illustrated by (9) and (10), Fatima starts to use achter spontaneously from Session
3.2 onwards (cf. Table 8.7). An example of the use of dimensional achter is given

in (1) in Chapter  1.

(10) 2.9 Ns   maar hij gaat naar achteren

but he goes backwards
FA achter

behind
NS  ja

yes

In addition to nacht met ('night with') (9), Fatima also uses the nonstandard
combination achter met ('behind with') for expressing the back dimension of the
transversal axis. Examples of both nonstandard combinations are given in (11).
In all cases, the (nonstandard) dimensional device is followed by the functional
preposition met ('with').6

(11) a 2.9 FA   die uh + nacht met uh politie
that er + night with er police

b 2.9 FA achter met uh motor tot uh <lacht> + uh + va/ val

behind with er motor until er <laughs> + er + fa/ fall
c  3.9    FA    nou die politie achter met die +1 met hij

now that police behind with that +/ with he
d 3.9 FA    achter met politie valt

behind with police falls

Fatima starts using buiten ('outside') in Session  1.6 (cf. Table 7.4 in Chapter 7);
boven ('above') is used spontaneously from the same session onwards (cf. Tables

8.6 and 8.7). From (12a) and (12b), however, it can be inferred that buiten and
boven were not entirely acquired at that time. Topological buiten and dimensional

boven are in competition with each other until the end of Cycle 2.

6    See Sections 5.4 and 6.3 for non-standard combinations of naar ('to') and met ('with')
for reference to direction by Fatima.
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(12)    a    1.6       FA       die man uh boven slaap [+]
that man er above sleep [+]

NS   [+]

[+]

FA <buit> <betekent buiten>

<out> <meaning outside>
NS buiten

outside
FA   buiten [41

outside [+]
NS  Ija]

[yes]
FA slaap

sleep
geen uh huis
no er house

b 2.7 FA man Charlot Chaplin [slaap]

man Charlot Chaplin [sleep]
NS  hm

um
FA boven uh buiten

above er outside
NS  ja

yes

Links ('left')  is used for expressing the left dimension of the lateral axis from  the
first recordings onwards; it is extended with rechts ('right') for expressing the right
dimension ofthe lateral axis in Session 3.8. Furthermore, lateral naast ('next to')
becomes productive. In (13), it can be seen that Fatima uses naast right after the

functional preposition met ('with').

(13) 2.9 FA uh twee zit met/ uh naast die huis

er two sit with/ er next to that house
Ns    ja naast dat huis ja

yes next to that house yes

Table 8.8 provides an overview of the way in which Mohamed expresses
dimensional spatial relations in Cycle 1-3. In Table 8.8, it can be seen that all
dimensional devices have a one-to-one mapping in Mohamed's speech. Having
already acquired forms for expressing both dimensions of each axis in Cycle  1
(boven-onder, links-rechts-naast, voor-achter), Mohamed starts to use additional
devices for expressing directional-dimensional relations from  the end of Cycle  1
onwards. Mohamed spontaneously uses the additional directional device omhoog
('up') for the first time in Session 2.7 (en toen  hij  spring  omhoog  'and then he

jump up'). Omlaag ('down') does not appear at any point in the data collection
period. As can be seen in the following two examples, Mohamed uses the
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composite adverbial forms naar onder ('down') and naar beneden ('down') as the

counterparts of omhoog.

(14) a 2.7 M K        j ij gaat omhoog of naar onder he
you go up or down eh

b  3.9   MK   lift gaat ie omhoog
elevator goes he up
toen stopt ie
then stops he
hij kijkt naar beneden
he looks down

Table 8.8 Mohamed: linguistic devices for expressing dimensional relations in
Cycles   1 -3;  session  number  is  given  between  brackets

standard variety    learner variety example

vertical axis
'boven' boven (1.9) en dan hij gaat boven ('and then he goes above')
'onder' onder (1.9) en dan hij vallen naar onder ('and then he fall

down')
'beneden' beneden (2.9) de stoel valt ie naar beneden ('the chair falls he

down')
'omhoog' ornhoog (2.7) en toen hij spring omhoog ('and then he jump up')

lateral axis
* links' links (1.3) die links is die tweede ('that leji is that second')
'rechts' rechts (1.3) die rechts is die drie ('that dght is that three')
'naast' naast (1.5) is naast de El Jadida ('is next to the El Jadida')
'linksaf linksaf (2.8) die tweede linksaf ('that second to the left')
'rechtsaf rechtsaf (2.8) dan jij rechtsafethen you to the right')

transversal axis
Evoor' voor (1.6) hier hij staan voor de weg ('here he stand in front 0f

the road')
'achter' achter (1.3) de leer terug achter de machine ('the leather back

behind the machine')
'tegenover' tegenover (3.4) een man woont tegenover ons ('a man lives opposite

to us')
'achteruit' achteruit (1.9) hij gaat achteruit ('he goes backwards')

Vooruit ('forwards') as the counterpart of achteruit ('backwards') does not show
up, either. Mohamed's awareness of the existence ofachteruit in addition to achter
can be inferred from the self-repair presented in (15).7

(15) 19 MK  hij wil uh doorgaan he [maar]

he wants er to go on eh [but]
NS  Ija]

[yes]
MI<   hij gaat uh achter uh/ achteruit

7

This  sequence  can  also be found  in  (40) in Chapter  5.
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he goes er behind erl backwards
NS  ja

yes
MK gaat achter

goes behind

In Section 7.3, it was discussed that b# ('near') is an overgeneralized device for
topological reference in Mohamed's speech. On the basis of (16) and (17), it can
be inferred that Mohamed not only overgeneralizes bO for expressing topological
relations, but for expressing dimensional relations as well. In (16), bit' and naast
alternate with each other when Mohamed tries to indicate a location at a distance
of ten kilometers from the town El Jadida.

(16)     1.5   MI<  die foto is uh Marokko Ua?]
that picture is er Morocco [yes?]

NS  Ija]

[yes]
MK   uh + in de/ bil de El Jadida

er + in the/ near the El Jadida
NS  ja

yes

MK  jij weet El Jadida?
you know El Jadida?

NS  ja
yes

MK  hm is uh + hm naast de El Jadida bil uh tien <kilomet>
<betekent kilometers> [+]
um is er + um nert to the El Jadida near er ten <kilomet>
<meaning kilometers> [+]

NS  Ija]

[yes]
MK  bu de El Jadida

near the El Jadida

The repairs in (17) show that Mohamed is looking for means of specifying the
spatial meaning of bj.

(17) a 2.5 MK b)7 naast de zee
nearl next to the sea

b 1.5 MK   bij de/ achter de paleis
near the/ behind the palace

C 3.6 MK   bil hem/ achter hem
near him/ behind him

Finally, the following constructions with achter ('behind') attract attention.

(18) a 1.5 MK  dan hij met achter zij lopen
then he with behind she walk
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b 3.1 MK   toen wij naar achter hun lopen
then we backwards them walk

In both (18a) and (18b), Mohamed is looking for combinations with achter in order
to express path-oriented direction. In denoting path-oriented direction, the
combination met achter (cf. Section 5.4) is replaced by naar achter in Cycle 3 (cf.
Section 6.3). Mohamed uses naarachterhun instead ofthe circumpositional phrase
achter hun aan.

A survey of the devices used by Ergon is given in Table 8.9.

Table 8.9 Ergon:  linguistic devices for expressing dimensional relations in Cycles
1-3; session number is given between brackets

standard variety    learner variety example

vertical axis
'boven' boven (1.8)    en vader moeder ook broer alles boven weg ('and father

mother also brother everything above away')
'onder' onder (2.7)    en klein beetje onder ('and little bit below')

'beneden' beneden (2.8)    dan pers beneden ('then press below')

'omhoog' omhoog (2.9)   ja is auto beetje omhoog ('yes is car bit up')

lateral axis
' links' links (2.7)     daar ook hnks of rechts ('there also le/i or right')
'rechts' rechts (2.7)     daar ook links of rechts ('there also left or right')
'naast' naast (3.9) dan naast politie is komt ('then next to police is comes')
'linksaf linksaf (1.9)    en dan die linksafweg ('and then that to the left away')
'rechtsaf rechtsaf (1.8)    en dan ik beetje rechtsaf('and then I bit to the right')

transversal axis
'voor' voor (2.9)      ik voor zitten ('I infront sit')

'achter' achter (1.2) en dan achter ('and then behind')
'achteruit' achteruit   (3.9)   ja is achteruit ('yes is backwards')

It can be inferred from Table 8.9 that only standard forms are used for expressing
the vertical, lateral, and transversal axes; nonstandard devices for dimensional
reference are completely absent in ErgOn's speech. Ergon uses additional devices
for expressing directional-dimensional relations from Session 1.8 onwards.  Like
Mohamed, he does not apply omlaag ('down') and vooruit ('forwards'). As was
previously discussed (cf. Table 5.13 in Chapter 5), it is remarkable that Ergun
acquires the additional directional devices linksaf('to the left') and rechtsaf('to
the right') before the more basic forms links ('left') and rechts ('right'). In (19),
it is shown how Ergan uses these additional directional devices in the retelling of
the pursuit of a horse by a car.

(19) 1.9        ED       en  dan de paard linksaf de  auto  linksaf
and then the horse to the le# the car to the left
de paard rechtsaf de auto rechtsaf
the horse to the right the car to the right
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The fact that Ergun acquires reference to top before bottom can clearly be
substantiated by (20).

(20) 1.9 ED en dan die lift weet ik niet
and then that elevator I do not know

NS wat is dit?

what is this?
ED   ja weet ik niet

yes I do not know
NS   wat is dit? <gebaart>

what is this? <gestures>
ED die boven en +

that above and +
NS  ja

yes
ED die + weet ik niet

that + I do not know
NS beneden

below
ED benedenR

below' 
NS  ja

yes

ED    ja beneden
yes below

Whereas the Moroccan learners Fatima and Mohamed do not combine devices for
expressing specific subspaces, Ergun does (cf. Section 5.7). An example is given
in (21) in which op ('on') is added to boven ('above').

(21) 1.8 ED die bovenop weg
that on top road

In (21), Ergon is looking for means to indicate 'viaduct' in Dutch. Other examples
of complex adverbial forms are given in (22).

(22)    a    1.9 ED achterop die stoppen
at the back that stop

b 24 ED achteraan de auto allemaal komt claxon

at the back the car all comes horn
c 2.4 ED ik kom achterin komt

I come in the back comes
d 3.9 ED ik vooraan zitten daar

I  in  the front sit there

Ergon seems to look for ways to specify the locations at the vertical and transversal
axes. This can also be inferred from the self-repairs of achter presented below.
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(23)    a    1.9        ED hij achter/ achterop lopen
he behind/ at the back walk

b 3.9 ED die auto is achter komt/ achteraan komt
that car is behind comes/ at the back comes

In most examples presented in (22) and (23), the relatum is left implicit by Ergun.
In Table 8.10, dimensional devices used by Mahmut are presented.

Table 8.10 Mahmut. linguistic devices for expressing dimensional relations in
Cycles   1 -3;  session  number  is  given  between  brackets

standard variety     learner variety example

vertical axis
'boven' boven (1.2)     en drie boven slaapkamer ('and three above bedroom')
'onder' onder (1.8) deze schoenen onder vies ('these shoes below dirty')
'beneden' binnen (1.7) wc en keuken en tv-kamer binnen ('WC and kitchen and

television room inside')
benee (1.7) die benee eet halen ik ('that below food get I')

'omhoog' hoog (2.9)    hoog doen lift ('high do elevator')

lateral axis
-links' links (1.8)    Kir$ehir hnks ('Kir4ehir left')
'rechts' rechts (1.8) en Kaman rechts ('and Kaman right')
'naast' naast (1.3) Oisterwijk naast ('Oisterwijk next to')
'linksaf linksaf   (2.8) bij grote weg linksaf ('at big road to the left')
'rechtsaf rechtsaf (2.7) ik moet hier rechtsaf('I must here to the right')

transversal axis
GvOOr' voor (1.3) speciale fiets voor ('special bike in.»nt')
'achter' achter (1.3) die jongen achter ('that boy behind')

Almost all dimensional devices used by Mahmut have a one-to-one mapping. An
exception is the manner in which the bottom dimension of the vertical axis is
expressed. In (24), it can be seen that Mahmut initially opposes topological binnen
('inside') to dimensional boven ('above') and that boven is acquired first (cf.

Sections 5.6 and 5.7).

(24) 1.7    MO   die naam welke thuis <zo> <gebaart>?

that name which home <like this> <gestures>?
NS flat?

flat?

MO nee niet

no not
normaal thuis he
normal at home eh
<..>

Ns twee verdiepingen?
two floors?

MO ja
yes
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die <binnen> <betekent beneden> he [+]
that <inside> <meaning below> eh [+]

NS  Ija]

[yes]
MO   we en keuken en tv-kamer binnen

WC and kitchen and television room inside
NS  ja

yes
MO boven slaapkamer badkamer

above bedroom bathroom
niet goed
not okay
<..>
in Turkije a/ alles <zo> <gebaart op de begane grond>
in Turkey e/ everything <like this> <gestures on the ground
foor>

Mahmut uses linksaf('to the left') and rechtsqf('to the right') as additional devices
for expressing directional-dimensional relations. Additional devices for expressing
the transversal axis are completely absent. Mahmut once imitates achteruit
('backwards') but he does not pick up on it when it is used by the native speaker;
cf. (25).

(25) 3.9 Mo   nou train/ tranf tram hij niet gezien
now tram/ tram/ tram he not seen
hij recht gaan he [+]
he straight go eh [+]

NS  Ija]

[yes]
MO achter rechtdoor/ recht he

behind straight on/ straight eh
Ns     ja recht achteruit ja

yes straight backwards yes
Mo  ja achteruit

yes backwards
hij niet gezien achter
he not seen behind
moet achter kijken en rustig achter rijen
must behind look and steady behind drive

Mahnnut once uses hoog instead of directional omhoog in expressing the vertical

axis; cf (26).

(26) 2.9 MO deze lift

this elevator
lift? [++]
elevator? [++]

NS [ia ik noem ut ook un lift ja]

[yes I also call it an elevator yes]
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Mo   hoog doen lift
high do elevator

Like Ergon, Mahmut frequently adds bound suffixes to basic dimensional lexemes
when expressing specific subspaces (cf. Section 5.7). Examples are given in (27).
With the exception of (27c), the relatum is left implicit by Mahmut.

(27)   a 1.6 Mo beetje voorin
bit in front

b 1.9 MO moet niet chauffeur achterin

must not driver in the back
c 2.4 Mo  die ijskast bovenop zetten

that fridge on top put
d 3.9 Mo  nou lift bovenaan

now elevator at the top
e 3.9 Mo  die auto achteraan

that car at the back

In (28), Mahmut specifies naast ('next to') by means of the complex adverbial
form voorin resulting in naast voorin naast.

(28) 1.6    MO  ja die asbak beetje voor he
yes that ashtray bit in front eh

NS voor de krant?

in front of the paper?
Mo   ja beetje + in

yes bit + in
<..>

NS in?

in?

Mo   ja beege voorin he
yes bit in front eh

NS <acteert>

<acts>
MO naast voorin naast

next to in front next to

In sum, the learners do not have specific preferences for starting with one of the
three dimensional axes involved. Moreover, linguistic means of one dimension are

rarely overgeneralized to express other dimensions. Within the opposite dimensions
ofthe vertical and transversal axes, however, specific orders ofacquisition emerge:
the marked forms (achter 'behind' and boven 'above') are acquired before the
unmarked forms (voor 'in front of and beneden 'below'). The same goes for
additional directional devices for expressing the vertical and transversal axes:
achteruit ('backwards') and omhoog ('up') are acquired before vooruit (' forwards')
and om/aag ('down'). This finding is in line with the acquisition order observed
for the deictic verbs of motion (marked komen  'to come' before unmarked gaan
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'to go') and the acquisition order observed for the topological concept ofenclosure
(marked buiten 'outside' before unmarked binnen 'inside'). In referring to
dimensional space, the acquisitions patterns are quite similar for both groups of
learners: no zero markings and no clear patterns of overgeneralization were
observed. Two differences were found: (1) the Turkish informants added bound
suffixes to basic dimensional lexemes for expressing specific subspaces whereas
the Moroccan informants did not; and (2) the Turkish informants were less likely
to make the relatum NP explicit when denoting dimensional spatial relations.

8.4 Word class categories

The Dutch word classes into which dimensional concepts for expressing location
and direction are mapped consist ofprepositions, adverbs, and circumpositions (cf.
Section 3.1). Taxonomies oflinguistic devices for expressing dimensional relations
in standard Dutch are given in Tables 3.1 and 3.3. Given the linguistic devices
presented in Table 3.1, one could claim that in expressing location in Dutch, the
vertical, lateral, and transversal  axes are established by means of prepositions  or
adverbs. Bound suffixes may be added to basic locative adverbs for expressing the
vertical and transversal   axes in Dutch. Table 3.3 illustrates that directional-
dimensional adverbs or adverbial phrases have a composite structure (e.g., naar
boven 'up' and linksaf'to the left'). In Table 8.11, the spatially-used dimensional
devices presented in Table 8.4 are split up according to their word class. Three
categories are distinguished: (1) prepositional groups; (2) adverbs; and (3) a
'miscellaneous' category ofcircumpositions, postpositional groups, and forms for
which the word class could not be unambiguously determined.

Table 8.11  Word class categories of the dimensional devices in Cycles  1-3
Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

PP adv rest PP adv rest PP adv rest PP adv rest

vertical axis
boven 1   11 - 2 13 3 -    13 8 2   31    10
onder ---123-12- 1    14   10
beneden -6-- 4 - -134-8-
lateral axis
links - 41 -    -   65    1 - 4 1 -325
rechts -    15 - -   49    5    -    5 3 - 38 12
naast 5 1- 7---1-102121
transversai axis
voor 1-- 68- 48- 6647
achter 4 5 - 46 19 2 4   48 9 3   54    7
tegenover ---3-------_

total: tokens       11   79    - 76 161   11    9   94   25   22  262   72
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In the expression ofthe vertical and lateral axes, the category ofadverbs dominates
in Fatima's speech (e.g., die man boven slaap 'that man above sleep'). Boven

('above') and naast ('next to') also occur preposed to the relatum NP (e.g., naast
die muur 'next to that wall'). Devices for expressing the transversal axis are used
at equal rates either preposed to the relatum NP or without a relatum NP; cf. (29a)
and (29b), respectively.

(29)   a   3.9       FA die bakkerij <betekent bakker> uh + loop achter die meisje
that bakery <meaning baker> er + walk behind that girl

b 3.9 FA die eerst keer uh achter rij

that first time er behind drive

In (29b), a zero marking of direction can also be identified. Similar to Fatima's

data, the category of adverbs dominates in reference to the vertical and lateral axes

in Mohamed's speech. The category ofPP dominates for expressing the transversal

axis. Examples ofMohamed's use ofprepositional groups in expressing the front
and back dimensions are given in (30).

(30)    a    1.6       MK      moet jij  die  krant uh vood voor jou
must you that paper er in front/ in front Of you

b 1.6 MK    dan een uh kar + kom achter die jongeman

then an er car + come behind that young man

Mohamed's use of 'miscellaneous' forms consists of dimensional forms used in
circumpositions (e.g., dan ik naar boven toe 'then I up'), dimensional forms used

as adjectives (e. g., hz) gaat ie naar links kant 'he goes he to left side'), and
dimensional forms added to a deictic adverb (e.g., ik heb daarachter die kast

gemaakt 'I have behind there that cupboard repaired').
As was observed for the Moroccan informants, the category of adverbs

dominated in Ergon's expressions of the vertical and lateral axes. Only once did
he use a prepositional group for expressing the bottom dimension of the vertical

axis (onder die krant 'under that paper'). Whereas the Moroccan informants
frequently used prepositional groups for marking the transversal axis, Ergun

predominantly relied on the category ofadverbs. Another difference manifests itself
in the utterances in the 'miscellaneous' category. In ErgOn's case, this category

mainly consists of postpositional groups.  A few examples are given  in  (31).

(31) a 2.1 ED <V&D> <naam van een winkel> boven

<V&D> <name of a shop> above
b 2.8 ED het viaduct beneden

the viaduct below
c  2.5 ED <Interpolis> <naam van een bedrijf> achter

<Interpolis> <name of a company> behind
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Dimensional forms never occur in postposition in Fatima's and Mohamed's speech.With respect to dimensional reference, Mahmut shows the same tendencies as
Ergan does. The category ofadverbs dominates in referring to all three dimensional
axes. Furthermore, Mahmut frequently postpones dimensional forms to the relatum
NP (these postpositional groups are included in the 'miscellaneous' category).
Examples are given in (32).

(32)  a 3.4 Mo broek onder
trousers below

b 3.6   MO mij naast
me next to

C 1.9 MO train voor

tram in front  of
d 2.7 Mo Rotterdam achter

Rotterdam behind

Finally, an overview of the word class categories of additional directional-
dimensional devices presented in Table 8.5 is given (the composition ofTable 8.12
is identical to that of Table 8.11).

Table 8.12  Word class categories  of additional directional-dimensional devices
in  Cycles  1-3

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

PP adv rest PP adv rest PP adv rest PP adv rest

vertical axis
omhoog                                             3                    3
omlaag                                                                        -
lateral axis
linksaf       2   62 3  32
rechtsaf       1   74 3  37
transversal axis
vooruit
achteruit                                            5                    2
total:  tokens                                                               11                             141          6                   69

It can be inferred from Table 8.12 that additional linguistic devices for expressing
directional-dimensional relations are always used as adverbs (e.g., hg springomhoog'he jump up'). An exception has to be made for Ergun: he sometimes uses
linksaf ('to the left') and rechtsqf ('to the right') as a kind of adjective or noun
phrase. Examples are given in (33a) and (33b), respectively.

(33)  a  2.7     ED    die linksaf Tivolistraat
that to the let? Tivolistraat

b 3.5 ED   voor de rechtsaf
in front of the to the right
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To conclude, for all four informants, the category of adverbs dominates in referring
to the vertical and lateral axes. In marking the transversal axis, the Moroccan
informants use PPs as well as adverbs, whereas the Turkish informants

predominantly rely on the category ofadverbs. Consequently, whereas prepositions
used by the Moroccan informants are followed by a relatum NP, the Turkish
informants to a lesser extent express the relatum NP when referring to dimensional
relations. This can be illustrated by (34). Expressing the same event in the retelling
of the video clip of'Harold Lloyd Buying a New Car,' the Moroccan informant
Mohamed uses a preposition followed by a relatum NP, whereas the Turkish
informant Mahmut leaves the relatum NP implicit.

(34) a 3.9 MK toen zit achter hem

then sits behind him
b 39 MO vrouw achter zitten

woman behind sit

Finally, in addition to PPs and adverbs, the Turkish informants make use of

postpositional groups for establishing dimensional relations, whereas the Moroccans

informants do not at all.

8.5     Reference to location and direction

In this section, the location-direction distinction is discussed in more detail. As
indicatedbefore (cf. Sections 3.1 and 8.4), the following dimensional patterns show

up in standard Dutch. Locative-dimensional relations are established by means of

prepositions or adverbs (e.g., boven); directional-dimensional relations are mainly
expressed by means of composite adverbial forms (e.g., naar boven). Thus,

dimensional forms are morphologically unmarked in the case of location and

morphologically marked in the case of direction. Consequently, it was assumed

in Section 3.4 that: (1) morphologically simple forms are learned before the more

complex forms; and (2) morphologically simple forms take the function ofthe more

complex forms.
In Table 8.13, the various forms used by the four informants in referring

to locative and directional relations for expressing the vertical axis in Dutch are

presented. Table 8.13 shows that Fatima, Ergan, and Mahmut acquired locative

means before directional means for expressing the vertical axis. Whereas Mahmut
has no composite adverbial forms for expressing directional vertical relations at

his disposal yet, Fatima and Ergon have. In Session 2.9, Fatima starts to use naar

boven (die auto naar boven 'that car up') and Ergon postpones the directional

marker naar ('to') to the dimensional form beneden ('below'), resulting in beneden

naar. Mohamed, on the other hand, first develops devices for expressing directional

relations. He uses goal-oriented devices (naar onder, naar boven, and naar
beneden), circumpositions (naar boven toe), and source-oriented devices (van
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boven). Furthermore, it can be seen that the Turkish learners Ergun and Mahmut
add bound suffixes to specify locative expressions (bovenop 'on top' and bovenaan
'at the top'), whereas the Moroccan learners Fatima and Mohamed do not (this
corresponds with the findings discussed in Section 8.3).

Table 8.13 Locative and directionalforms for expressing the vertical axis in Cycles
1 -3; session number is given between brackets

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

boven

location boven (1.6) boven (2.5) boven (1.8) boven (1.2)

bovenop (1.8) bovenop (2.4)

bovenaan (3.9)

direction boven (1.9) boven (1.9) boven (1.8) boven (1.9)
naar boven    (2.9) naar boven toe    (2.4)

naar boven (2.9)

van boven (3.9)

onder

location - - onder (2.2) onder (2.7) onder (1.8)

direction - -       naar onder (1.9)
- - onder (1.9)

beneden

location beneden (2.4)
- - beneden (2.8) benee (1.7)

beneje (1.7)

beneden (2.6)

direction beneden (1.9) naar beneden (2.9) beneden (2.8)   -           -
beneden (3.8)    beneden naar    (2.9)

Table 8.14 gives an overview of the various forms used by the L2 learners in
referring to locative and directional relations for expressing the lateral axis.

Table  8.14  Locative  and directional forms for  expressing  the  lateral  axis  in  Cycles
1-3;   session  number   is  given  between   brackets

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut
links

location links (1.9) links (1.3) links (2.7) links (1.8)

direction met links (1.9) links (1.6) linksaf (1.9) links (1.9)links (2.8) naar links (1.9) linksaf (2.8)naar die links   (3.8) linksaf (2.8)

rechts

location rechts (3.8) rechts (1.3) rechts (2.7) rechts (1.8)

direction rechts (3.8) rechts (1.9) rechtsaf (1.8) rechts (1.9)
rechtsaf (2.8) rechtsaf (2.7)

naar rechts   (3.8)
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With the exception of ErgOn, all four learners acquired locative lateral means
before directional lateral means. Elgun shows the opposite pattern: directional
means Uinksaf, rechtsaf) appear before locative means (links, rechts). The Turkish
informants never prepose a directional marker to a lateral adverb for expressing

direction (e.g., naar links); they make use of the additional directional adverbs

linksaf('to the left') and rechtsaf('to the right') only. Fatima initially combines
links ('left') with the functional preposition met ('with') for expressing direction
(cf. Section 5.7). In later stages ofthe acquisition process, she combines links with
the directional form naar ('to').

Finally, an overview ofthe various forms used in referring to locative and
directional relations for expressing the transversal axis is given.

Table 8.15 Locative and directional forms for expressing the transversal axis in
Cycles   1 -3;   session  number  is  given   between  brackets

Fatima Mohamed Ergun Mahmut

voor

location - - voor (1.6) voor (2.9) voor (1.3)

vooraan (3.9) voorin (1.6)

direction - -        naar voor (2.9) voor (3.8) voor (1.9)

achter

location achter (3.2) achter (1.3) achter (1.2) achter (1.3)

achteren (1.3) achterin (1.9)

achterop (1.9) achteraan (3.9)

achteraan (2.3)

achterin (2.4)

direction achter (3.9) met achter (1.5) achter (1.6) achter (1.6)

achter met (3.9) achter (1.9) naar achter    (3.9)
achteruit (1.9) achteruit (3.9)

naar achter   (2.9)

Table 8.15 shows that locative transversal means appear before directional
transversal means. All informants start with expressing locative transversal relations

by means ofthe unmarked forms voor ('in front of) and achter ('behind'). In later
stages of the acquisition process, references to transversal directions show up. The
relatively fast learners Mohamed and Ergon use both locative and directional forms
to refer to directional relations of the transversal axis. Fatima and Mahmut only
make use oflocative forms for expressing directional transversal relations. Finally,
Table 8.15 shows that, in contrast to the Turkish informants, the Moroccan
informants never use complex adverbs when expressing location (e.g., voonn 'in
front' and achteraan 'at the back').

In sum, reference to dimensional direction is more complex than reference
to dimensional location in Dutch, and, consequently, the learners generally start
with location in the dimensional spatial domains. This pattern of acquisition
corresponds to the ones found for the deictic adverbs hier ('here') and daar
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('there') (cf. Sections 5.3 and 6.2) and for the topological concept of enclosure
(cf. Section 7.5). The Moroccan informants already prepose directional markers
to dimensional forms in Cycle 1 (e.g., naar onder). At the end of Cycle 2,
composite adverbial forms occur for the first time in Ergon's speech (e.g., beneden
naar); Mahmut never preposes a directional marker to a dimensional locative form.
In referring to locative-dimensional relations, another difference between the two
groups of learners shows up. In contrast to the Moroccan informants, the Turkish
learners add bound suffixes to basic dimensional adverbs to specify location. This
difference also surfaced for the deictic adverbs (cf. Section 6.2).

8.6 More complex spatial relations

Topological and dimensional forms may be combined into expressions forming
more complex spatial relations (cf. Sections 2.1.3 and 3.1). The expression of
complex spatial relations can be characterized as locative prepositional phrases
specified by means of a locative adverb preceding the PP. An example is achter
in de auto ('in  the back of the car') in which the inner subspace expressed by the
topological PP in de auto is specified by means of the dimensional adverb achter.
Though rather late in the acquisition process, the Moroccan informants do some-
times mark subspaces. In (35), two examples of specifications of inner subspaces
by Mohamed are given.

(35) a 2.9 MK  boven in de lift
at the top of the elevator

b 3.5 MK achter in de auto

in the back of the car

Constructions of that sort are practically absent in the Turkish data. In (36), an
example for Ergun is presented.

(36) 3.9 ED onder in die boot

at the bottom of that boat

In (37), Mahmut postpones the complex spatial relation to the relatum NP.

(37) 2.9 Mo tafel boven op
table at the top

In standard Dutch, these expanded locative phrases may be replaced by
corresponding composite adverbial forms (onderin 'at the bottom' or bovenop 'at
the top'). As was shown earlier, Ergun and Mahmut frequently use such composite
locative forms. In (38), for instance, Ergon, looking for a way to express 'in the
back of the car,' ends up with achterin.
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(38) 2.4 ED in auto

in car
die/ die acl:terin
that/ that in the back

The frequent use of adverbs like achterin implies that the Turkish informants, at
least in the utterance in which the adverb is used, often leave the relatum NP
implicit (cf Section 8.3). Mohamed is the only informant who not only specifies
locative PPs by means ofdimensional adverbs, but by means of topological adverbs
for expressing enclosure as well (cf. Section 7.3). Examples are given in (39).

(39)    a 1.6 MK binnen in de trein

inside the train
b 3.9 MK binnen in auto

inside car

In sum, forms for expressing dimensional relations on all three axes are present
early in the acquisition process. More specific forms, like specifications of inner
subspaces, appear later in the acquisition process. With respect to these

specifications, a difference emerges between the Moroccan and Turkish learners
of Dutch. The Moroccan informants mark subspaces by adverbs preposed to
locative PPs (e.g., achter in de auto 'in the back of the car') while the Turkish
learners mostly add bound suffixes to basic spatial forms (e.g., achterin). The latter

implies that the Turks express the relatum NP when specifying subspaces to a lesser
extent.

8.7 Dimensional reference in L2 Dutch

In Chapter 5, spatial properties of the initial communicative system were described
on the basis of the data from Cycle 1 and a basic spatial system was defined which
all four adult L2 learners of Dutch had in common at the beginning of their
acquisition process. In contrast to the successively acquired topological system
(with the exception of linguistic devices for expressing enclosure), devices for
expressing dimensional relations are present from the beginning. All four adult L2
learners of Dutch already used linguistic devices to refer to each of the three axes
in the basic spatial system. This pattern of acquisition was ascribed to the fact that
dimensional relations are expressed more equally than topological relations across
the three languages (Dutch, Moroccan Arabic, and Turkish). Consequently, both
the Moroccan and Turkish learners project the three axes on the target language
(TL) system without great difficulties. In order to determine how the dimensional
concepts and linguistic devices used to express them are expanded beyond the basic
spatial system, all the data from Cycles  1,2, and 3 were investigated. The explicit
devices found for reference to the dimensional concepts in Cycles  1 -3 are presented
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in Table 8.16; linguistic devices which are part of the basic spatial system are
printed in italics. The devices printed in italics in Table   8.16  do not fully
correspond to the devices constituting the basic spatial system in Cycle 1 presented
in Table 5.15 in Chapter 5, as Fatima's first occurrences of the basic forms rechts

('right') and achter ('behind') do not appear until Cycle 3. Moreover, in Cycle
2, the functional preposition van ('of') is used for expressing the back dimension
of the transversal  axis as well (in Cycle  1, the functional preposition met ('with')
was used for expressing the spatial configuration 'behind').

Table  8.16  Linguistic  devices for  expressing  dimensional  reference  in  Cycles  1-3

Fatima Mohamed Ergiin Mahmut

vertical axis boven boven boven boven
beneden onder, beneden onder, beneden onder, beneden

omhoog onnhoog

lateral axis links Links, linksaf /inksaf, links /inks, linksaf
rechts rechts, rechtsaf rechtsaf rechts rechts, rechtsaf
naast naast naast naast

transversal axis Voor voor voor

achter (met, van)    achter, achteruit    achter, achteruit achter

tegenover

The acquisition of linguistic means for reference to spatial dimensional relations
has a pattern in L2 Dutch that contradicts the developmental pattern put forward
by Carroll & Becker (1993) and Becker & Carroll (1997) for L2 German. The
order of acquisition formulated by them goes from vertical to lateral to transversal
(cf. Section 2.2.2). No evidence is found in the Dutch data for this order. On the
contrary, the data indicate the absence of any order. Given the fact that adult
language learners are cognitively mature, no clear argument can be found by which
it can be predicted that learners should have specific preferences for starting with
one of the three dimensional axes involved. Moreover, linguistic means of one
dimension cannot be overgeneralized to express other dimensions. The fact that
overgeneralizations for dimensional reference were seldom found in the L2 Dutch
data follows naturally from this. If any order pattern is present in the Dutch data,
it is an order of acquisition within the dimensions distinguished (marked 'back'
before unmarked 'front' and marked 'top' before unmarked 'bottom'); cf. Perdue
& Schenning (1996) for the acquisition order of derriire ('behind') before devant
('in front of) in L2 French. This finding fits in with the acquisition order observed
for the deictic verbs of motion (marked  'to come' before unmarked 'to go') and
the acquisition order observed for the topological concept of enclosure (marked
'outside' before unmarked 'inside'). No internal order was found for the lateral
dimension. Furthermore, whereas forms of all three axes are present early in the
process of acquisition, more specific forms, for example, specifications of inner
subspaces, appear later in the acquisition process (e.g., achter in de auto ' in  the
back of the car'). The same holds for additional devices for expressing directional-
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dimensional relations (e.g., omhoog'up' and achteruit 'backwards'). With respect
to these latter, again, an order of acquisition of top before bottom and back before
front was found.

In contrast to topological reference, zero markings and overgeneralizations
for dimensional reference are seldom found in the speech of the Moroccan and
Turkish informants. Apart from these similarities, the two groups of learners show
a different distributional pattern on several aspects. Acquiring the same TL, Dutch,
the Moroccan informants use prepositions and adverbs in referring to the transversal

axis, whereas the Turkish learners predominantly rely on the category of adverbs
and, in addition,  make use of postpositional groups. However, dimensional forms
do not occur in postposition in standard Dutch. In addition, the Moroccan
informants already prepose directional markers to dimensional forms in Cycle 1
(e.g., naar onder). At the end of Cycle 2

, composite adverbial forms occur for the

first time in Ergon's speech (e.g., beneden naar); Mahmut never preposes a
directional marker to a dimensional locative form. Furthermore, the Moroccan
informants mark subspaces by adverbs preposed to locative PPs (e.g., achter in
de auto 'in the back of the car'), whereas the Turkish learners add bound suffixes
to basic dimensional lexemes for expressing subspaces, leaving the relatum implicit
(e.g., achterin  'in the back'). The frequent nonuse of prepositions by the Turkish

informants as well as the use of postpositions and the adding of bound suffixes
to simple dimensional lexemes, can be taken as indicative of source language (SL)
influence. Finally, whereas prepositions used by the Moroccan informants are
followed by a relatum NP, the Turkish informants to a lesser extent express the
relatum NP when referring to dimensional relations.

Although all four adult L2 learners ofDutch used linguistic devices to refer
to each of the three axes in the basic spatial system already, an expansion of the
basic system for dimensional reference appears in different ways. First, devices

for expressing the opposite dimensions of the vertical and transversal axes are
acquired.  As observed for the deictic verbs of motion komen ('to come') and gaan
('to go') and the topological devices for expressing enclosure (binnen 'inside' and
buiten 'outside'), the factor of communicative logic seems to overrule the factor
of cognitive complexity in the internal acquisition order of marked forms before
unmarked forms (marked boven 'above,' omhoog 'up,' achter 'behind,' and
achteruit 'backwards' before unmarked beneden 'below,' omlaag 'down,' voor
'in front of,' and vooruit 'forwards'). The order of acquisition ofback before front
is strengthened by the fact that the form  voor is used in a variety of TL contexts
for nonspatial relations as well (e.g., temporal relations). The fact that the lateral
axis does not produce an internal acquisition order may be accounted for by the
absence of any argument to relate one of the two sides to a markedness or
transparency factor. Second, linguistically more complex devices are acquired for
expressing the three axes: additional adverbs for expressing directional-dimensional
relations (e.g., omhoog 'up') and specifications ofsubspaces (e.g., boven in de lift
'at the top of the elevator'). SL influence clearly manifests itself in the word class
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categories utilized, the location-direction distinction, andthe expression ofcomplex
spatial relations by the Moroccan versus the Turkish learners. Finally, as with
deictic adverbs and topological adverbs for expressing enclosure, it makes no sense
to apply the order ofdirection before location to dimensional relations. Directional-
dimensional devices are more complex than locative-dimensional devices in Dutch.
The fact that morphologically simple dimensional forms are learned before the
more complex dimensional forms can be recovered from the internal TL structure.
The same holds for the fact that morphologically simple dimensional forms take
the function of the more complex dimensional forms.



9.   Conclusions and discussion

In this study, the verbal means that are acquired by adult L2 learners of Dutch to
express spatial concepts were investigated with the aim ofuncovering the linguistic,
communicative, and cognitive factors which determine the observed acquisition
patterns. In Chapter 1, the background ofthis cross-linguistic andlongitudinal study
on adult language acquisition was outlined  and  L 1   and L2 acquisition studies  on
reference to space were presented. In Chapter 2, the frame of analysis ofthe study

was given and, derived from this framework, studies on spatial reference in adult

language acquisition were discussed. Chapter 3 contained descriptions ofthe spatial
systems ofthe three languages under investigation. These descriptions are essential

to uncovering the linguistic and communicative factors. Chapter 4 provided
information on the informants, the database, and the procedures for data analysis.
In Chapter 5, it was demonstrated that all four adult L2 learners of Dutch had a
basic spatial system in common at the beginning of their acquisition process.
Chapters 6,7, and 8 showed developmental patterns in the way spatial relations
were expressed beyond the basic spatial system.

This final chapter provides a summary of the manner in which the basic

spatial system is constructed (Section 9.1) and extended beyond the earlier stages
of language acquisition (Section 9.2). Both sections deal with the first research
question ofthis study: which spatial concepts are initially expressed through which
verbal means in adult L2 learner varieties ofDutch and how are these verbal means

expanded over time? Section 9.3 relates the observed patterns of acquisition to the
three main factors investigated in this study, i.e., linguistic, communicative, and
cognitive factors. In this section, the second research question is addressed: how
do linguistic (source and target language), communicative, and cognitive factors
account for the acquisition patterns ofspatial reference in adult L2 learner varieties
of Dutch? Finally, in Section 9.4, some theoretical and practical implications of
the study are discussed.

9.1 The basic spatial system

One of the main overall outcomes of the European Science Foundation project on
adult language acquisition was that adult initial L2 learners shared a particular form
of language, referred  to as the basic learner variety. Perdue (1993b) and Klein &
Perdue (1997) found that this initial communicative system contained more highly-
differentiated means to express motion and direction than they did to express
location and more locative-topological means than locative-dimensional means.

Furthermore, they found that communicative logic was the decisive factor in this
particular language system, whereas source (SL) and target language (TL)
influences were barely detected. In the present study, a basic spatial system is
defined which all four adult L2 learners of Dutch have in common at the beginning
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of their acquisition process.  The  idea of this basic spatial system is derived from
Perdue and Klein's basic learner variety. The basic spatial system is defined in
terms of similarities in spatial reference between the four learners in the earlier
stages ofL2 acquisition. The linguistic devices constituting the basic spatial system
in L2 Dutch are presented in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1 Linguistic devices constituting the basic spatial system in L2 Dutch
(<=acquired before)

spatial concepts spatial devices spatial expressions

location deictic adverbs hier ('here') < daar ('there')
topological devices
- AT-PLACE in ('in')
- enclosure buiten ('outside') < binnen ('inside')

dimensional devices
-   vertical axis boven ('above')
-   lateral axis links ('left'), rechts ('right')
-   transversal axis achter ('behind')

direction particles terug ('back'), weg ('away')
motion deictic verbs komen ('to come') < gaan ('to go')

As can be seen in the overview, the basic spatial system consists of different
linguistic devices (e.g., adverbs, particles, and verbs) for expressing location,
direction, and motion and for expressing locative-topological as well as locative-
dimensional relations. Contrary to properties ascribed to the basic learner variety
by, for instance, Klein & Perdue (1997) and by the findings ofchild Ll acquisition
studies, no specific order of acquisition could be established for the three spatial
domains on the basis of the Dutch data. Adult L2 learners refer to location
(topological and dimensional relations), direction, and motion from the very
beginning, either implicitly (e.g., by pointing or gesturing, or by using nouns with
a locative component from which the spatial relation can be inferred) or more
explicitly.

The finding that all four adult L2 learners of Dutch referred to location,
direction, and motion and to locative-topological as well as locative-dimensional
relations from the very beginning is determined by the factor of communicative
logic. In native-nonnative interaction, adult learners need to refer to all these spatial
relations and they try to do so from the initial stages onward using both implicit
and explicit means. Within subsystems of spatial reference, the factor ofcognitive
complexity plays a role. With respect to deictic adverbs, the cognitively simple
form hier ('here') (in the vicinity of the speaker) appears before the more complex
form daar ('there') (not in the vicinity ofthe speaker) in adult L2 learner varieties
of Dutch. The cognitive factor also determines that within the topological system
more general AT-PLACE relations are expressed first and linguistic devices for
expressing more specific topological relations such as interposition are acquired
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later. Though in ('in') is the first locative preposition, other means are used as well
in early expressions of AT-PLACE relations (e.g., the functional prepositions van
'of and met 'with,' or nouns with a locative component from which an AT-PLACE

relation  can be inferred).  In the internal order of acquisition of the deictic motion
verb komen ('to come') before the deictic motion verb gaan ('to go'), the

communicative factor overrules the cognitive factor. The more marked 'to come'
is acquired first as the meaning of the neutral 'to go' can often be inferred from
contextual information; 'to come' is more specific, i.e., it expresses more salient
information. The overruling of the cognitive factor by the communicative factor

also explains the early acquisition of linguistic devices for expressing the complex
set of dimensional relations. Though other studies on adult L2 acquisition showed
the order vertical axis before lateral axis before transversal axis (for instance,
Carroll & Becker  1993), no evidence  of this order was found  in the Dutch  data.

On the contrary, the data indicate the absence of any order. Given that adult

language learners are cognitively mature, no clear argument can be found by which
it can be predicted that learners should have specific preferences for starting with
one of the three dimensional axes involved. Moreover, linguistic means in one
dimension cannot be overgeneralized for expressing other dimensions. In addition,
the early acquisition oflinguistic devices for expressing dimensional relations may
be due to there being hardly any cross-linguistic variation between the languages

in this study and it being possible to project dimensional relations directly on the
new target language. The same type of reasoning applies to the early acquisition
of linguistic devices for expressing the topological concept of enclosure:  SL  and

TL systems for enclosure closely resemble each other and, consequently, the SL
system can be projected on the TL system without great difficulties. As such, the
concept of enclosure bears clear similarities to the dimensional spatial system.
Again, the communicative factor overrules the cognitive factor in determining the
internal acquisition order of enclosure. Adult learners start with marked forms

(buiten 'outside'), as unmarked forms (binnen 'inside') may be inferred from
contextual information or other spatial forms (e.g., in 'in') as well. These internal
orders of acquisition are opposite to orders found in child language-acquisition
studies (cf Clark 1973) in which the unmarked or less complex referential terms
are acquired first.

The present study shows that the SL plays a more important role than
assumed in the studies done by Perdue (1993b) and Klein & Perdue (1997).
Although there is an approximately uniform phase (the basic spatial system), it
was found that traces of SL influence were present from the very beginning. Traces

of SL influence could be observed in different fashions. First, the Moroccan
informants referred explicitly to topological relations to a greater extent than the
Turkish subjects. This pattern originates in the lack of lexical diversity for
expressing topological relations in the Turkish spatial system as it has a single form
for expressing the most neutral topological relation AT-PLACE. The finding that
the Turkish learners more frequently used deictic adverbs probably accounts for
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the absence of topological markers in their speech. Second, the Turkish learners
showed a relatively high proportion of zero markings (the relatum not being
preceded by a spatial morpheme) and particles for reference to direction. The
Moroccan informants, on the other hand, generally marked the directional relation
on the relatum NP. Third, it was found that the Moroccans experimented with
linguistic devices for expressing location and direction to a greater extent. These
last two patterns originate partially in the verb-framed versus mixed organization
contrast than can be found between Turkish and Moroccan Arabic, and from the
fact that spatial markings of NPs are always postpositioned in Turkish and
prepositioned in Moroccan Arabic. In summary, SL-related differences manifest
themselves in the basic spatial system right at the very beginning.

9.2 Beyond the basic spatial system

Developmental patterns in the way spatial relations are expressed beyond the basic
spatial system make clear that implicit methods of reference to space are gradually
replaced by more explicit and specific spatial devices. However, not all four adult
L2 learners of Dutch went beyond the basic spatial system to the same extent. The
possibility that the basic spatial system may be a possible fossilization point
(Perdue 1993b, Klein & Perdue 1997) is clearly reflected in the data of the
Moroccan informant Fatima. During the two-and-a-half year period of language
acquisition, only small extensions of the basic spatial system were found in her
speech. Mohamed was the only informant to acquire a full set of topological
devices for expressing relations of single position in Dutch. He also had the most
extended set of linguistic devices for expressing the three dimensional axes. At
the end of the data collection period, there was little difference between the Turkish
informants Ergun and Mahmut in accomplished level in the acquisition of spatial
means.

The basic system for topological reference was gradually expanded by the
adult L2 learners of Dutch. Beyond the basic spatial system, general means for
expressing AT-PLACErelations were specified. Topological devices for interposition
and serial position appeared and more topological forms were found for expressing
single position relations. Moreover, the topological categories of single position
were distinguished more clearly. In particular, linguistic devices for expressing the
complex relations of interposition and serial position were acquired relatively late;
no traces of development were found in the case of these two complex subspaces.
The successive acquisition of linguistic devices for expressing topological relations
was determined by the factor of cognitive complexity and corresponds with orders
of acquisition determined by relative complexity found in child language-acquisition
studies (e.g., Johnston & Slobin 1979). In addition, with the exception ofenclosure,
the topological systems of the SLs could not be projected directly on the TL system
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and the specific meaning had to be defined for each new form. At the end of the
data collection period, the topological system still had to take definite shape.

Beyond the basic spatial system, an expansion of the dimensional system
appeared in different fashions. In Section 9.1, it was made clear that all four
learners acquired marked forms first. Beyond the basic spatial system, unmarked
devices for expressing the opposite dimensions of'above' and 'behind' appeared.
As was observed for the deictic verbs of motion 'to come' and 'to go'  and the
topological enclosure devices 'inside' and 'outside,' the factor of communicative
logic overruled the factor of cognitive complexity in the internal acquisition order
of the vertical axis and transversal axis. Reference to the front and bottom
dimensions can be seen as the unmarked option: the front or bottom dimension
is automatically intended if no explicit reference is made to the transversal or
vertical axes, respectively. The order of acquisition of 'back' before 'front'  may
be strengthened by the fact that the form for expressing the front dimension is used

in a variety ofTL contexts for nonspatial relations (e.g., temporal relations) as well.
The fact that the lateral axis does not produce an internal acquisition order may
be accounted for by the absence of any argument to relate one of the two sides
to a markedness or transparency factor. Second, linguistically more complex
devices are acquired for expressing the three axes: additional adverbs for expressing
directional-dimensional relations (e.g., omhoog 'up' and achteruit 'backwards').
Again, the communicative factor overrules the cognitive factor in these additional
dimensional adverbs: marked 'up' and 'backwards' were acquired before unmarked
'down' and 'forwards.' Third, specifications of subspaces appeared (e.g., boven
in de 4/7 'at the top of the elevator' or bovenin 'at the top').

For reference to direction, pre/postpositional devices were used beyond
the basic spatial system. In accordance with the factor of communicative logic,
source-oriented and path-oriented devices appeared after goal-oriented devices.
There is apparently no need to acquire source- and path-oriented forms first, as
both source and path can be inferred from goal-oriented expressions. In addition,
the verbal repertoire was extended with nondeictic motion verbs for expressing
instrument (e.g., lopen  'to walk,' r(/den 'to drive,' and fietsen 'to cycle')  and
direction (e.g., vaUen 'to fall'). The actual variety of verb types, however, was
quite small after two-and-a-half years of language acquisition. The acquisition
pattern ofgenerally applicable verbs (e.g., 'to go') before more specific verbs (e.g.,
'to drive,' 'to walk,' 'to fly') can be traced back to the factor of cognitive
complexity. Similar patterns were found in child language-acquisition studies (e.g.,
Clark 1978). In contrast to other categories that make up the spatial reference

system, however, the set of spatial verb forms  did not expand much over time.  A
small set ofverbs probably provides the learners with a communicatively effective
solution in a large number of contexts. As such, and at these stages, there is no
need to acquire more specific verbs for expressing location or motion.

Clear differences in acquisition were found between the topological and
dimensional spatial systems. The topological system contains forms that only
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contrast with each other in meaning on a single component or condition for
application. Moreover, devices for expressing the topological concepts are less
transparent, as they can be used in a variety of contexts for nonspatial relations
as well. Consequently, adult L2 learners have to separate precisely which
components or conditions apply to a particular topological form. This is clearly
reflected in the successive acquisition of linguistic devices for expressing
topological relations, the frequent overgeneralization oftopological forms, and the
frequent use of zero markings for topological reference. The dimensional system
consists of clear contrasts, and the absence of overgeneralizations and zero
markings in the L2 speech data for dimensional reference naturally follows from
this feature. Linguistic devices for expressing the three dimensional axes appeared
at approximately the same time, and it was only within the axes that specific orders
of development could be observed (marked before unmarked forms). Even though
inner and outer space are generally rated in the topological system in acquisition
studies, additionally, clear arguments can be found for classifying enclosure in the
dimensional system in the present study. Linguistic devices for expressing the
concept of enclosure and the dimensional system showed clear similarities on
several points: (1) they were devices acquired early; (2) they generally occurred
in spatial meaning contexts; (3) they exhibited an internal order of acquisition of
marked before unmarked forms; (4) they exhibited an order of locative before
directional forms (e.g., boven 'above' before naar boven 'up'); and (5) they could
be used for expressing more complex spatial relations (e.g., binnen in de auto
'inside the car' and achter in de auto 'in the back of the car'). Furthermore,  zero
markings and overgeneralizations rarely occurred for both enclosure and
dimensional space. Moreover, the SL and TL systems for both enclosure and
dimensional space closely resemble each other. The finding that linguistic devices
for expressing enclosure compete with dimensional devices in the speech of the
L2 Dutch learners only strengthens the impression that inner and outer space can
be considered 'dimensional' concepts as well.

In child Ll acquisition studies, it was found that unmarked or less complex
forms were acquired first (e.g., Clark  1973). In the present study on adult language
acquisition, it was found that the communicative factor often overruled the
cognitive factor in contrastive pairs. Consequently, adult L2 learners ofDutch start
with more marked forms, as unmarked forms express more frequent or neutral
meanings which can be inferred from contextual information or other linguistic
devices as well. In child language-acquisition studies, however, there is no general
agreement on which forms of antonymous pairs should be labelled as marked or
unmarked. Clark (1973), for instance, defines in front of as the unmarked term
(within the field ofvision) which is acquired before the marked behind (not within
the field of vision). Weissenborn (1981) provides a critical review of observed
orders of acquisition in experimental elicitation tasks (in particular, Clark  1973).
He sees no reason to find 'front' before 'back' more logical than 'back' before
'front,' as the back dimension is communicatively more important (e.g., searching
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for and talking about lost objects which are not within the field of vision is a daily
activity) and will, therefore, be expressed first. Studies on adult language
acquisition, on the other hand, barely pay attention to the markedness problem.

Clear exceptions are studies on the acquisition of the deictic adverbs 'here'  and
'there' and the deictic verbs of motion 'to come' and 'to go.'

Finally, the present study shows that SL influences become even stronger
beyond the basic spatial system. SL influence clearly manifests itself in the
expression of changes of location, the utilized word class categories, the location-
direction distinction, and the expression of complex spatial relations by the
Moroccan versus the Turkish learners. In expressing changes of location, it was
found that the Moroccan informants' utterance patterns were theme-(relation-
)relatum. Relatum is in focus and, if expressed, the relation is a preposition, some-

times in combination with a verb form or directional particle. The Turkish
informants' utterance patterns were less clear. The relatum was often left implicit
and the relation was generally expressed by a verb form or directional particle.
These utterance patterns can partially be related to the characterization ofTurkish
as a verb-framed language and Moroccan Arabic as mixed. Turkish learners start

with verb forms when learning Dutch and, in accordance with Jansen's alternation

hypothesis (1981), Moroccan learners use the SL structure confirmed by the L2
input. Moroccan learners of French start with verb forms (Perdue & Schenning
1996) and Moroccan learners of Dutch start with satellites for expressing the
concept of direction. Second, the overgeneralization of prepositions by the
Moroccan informants versus the frequent nonuse of prepositions and the

overgeneralization ofpostpositions by the Turkish informants are indicative of SL
influence. Spatial markings  of NPs are always prepositioned in Moroccan Arabic
and postpositioned in Turkish. In addition, the Turkish informants express the
relatum to a lesser extent whereas spatial markers usedby the Moroccan informants

are followed by a relatum. Third, the Moroccan informants preposed directional
markers to locative forms in the initial stages ofthe acquisition process (e.g., naar

boven 'up'), whereas the Turkish informants hardly ever preposed a directional
marker to a locative form when expressing direction. Finally, the Moroccan infor-
mants marked subspaces by adverbs preposed to locative PPs (e.g., achter in de

auto 'in the back of the car'), whereas the Turkish learners added bound suffixes
to basic adverbs for expressing subspaces, leaving the relatum implicit (e.g.,
achterin 'in the back').

The structure  of the TL Dutch primarily affected locative forms  also used

for expressing directional relations (e.g., boven'above' insteadofnaarboven 'up').
This phenomenon was observed for spatial deixis, enclosure, and the three

dimensional axes. The fact that morphologically simple forms (e.g., onder 'below')

were used before the more complex forms (e.g., naar onderen 'down') and the
fact that morphologically simple forms functionally replaced the more complex
forms can be traced back to the internal TL structure. In Dutch, directional devices

are more complex than locative devices.
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9.3 Relative weight of the three determining factors

In this study on spatial reference in adult L2 acquisition, no order of acquisition
could be established for the three spatial domains. Adult L2 learners of Dutch
referred to location (topological and dimensional relations), direction, and motion
from the very beginning. As such, the communicative factor dominated in the basic
spatial system. In native-nonnative interaction, adult learners needed to refer to
location, direction, and motion and they tried to do so from the very beginning
using both implicit and explicit means. In the case of spatial subsystems, clear
internal orders of acquisition were found in which different factors played a role.
In Table 9.2, these internal acquisition orders were related to the three major
factors investigated in this study, i.e., linguistic, communicative, and cognitive
factors.

Table 9.2 Internal orders of acquisition related to the three determining factors
(<=acquired before)
spatial linguistic communicative cognitive
domain factor factor factor

location here < there                                                                                X
AT-PLACE < single position                                  X                                       X
single position < interposition, serial position          X                                           X
outer space < inner space                                                                X
top < bottom                                                              X
back < front                                                                     X

direction   goal < source, path                                                            X
motion come < go                                                                 X

deictic verbs < nondeictic verbs                                                                             X

Using Table 9.2, two different patterns of interaction between the three main
factors investigated in this study can be inferred. First, the linguistic factor (SL)
and the cognitive factor reinforce each other in the topological subsystem. The
successive acquisition of the topological devices for expressing AT-PLACE, single
position, interposition, and serial position is determined by cognitive complexity
and corresponds with acquisition orders determined by relative complexity found
in child language-acquisition studies. In addition, the acquisition of the topological
system is delayed because the Turkish topological system lacks lexical diversity
for expressing topological relations as it has a single form for expressing the most
neutral topological relation AT-PLACE. Although Moroccan Arabic has a more
extended set of topological devices, SL influence plays a role to the extent that
the Moroccan Arabic topological system cannot be projected directly on the Dutch
topological system. There is no exact equivalence between Moroccan Arabic and
Dutch topological morphemes. Furthermore, two factors compete with each other
in the acquisition orders of marked before unmarked forms (outer space before
inner space, top before bottom, back before front, and 'to come' before 'to go').
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In all of these cases, the communicative factor overrules the cognitive factor.

Contrary to child language acquisition, adult L2 learners start with the more marked
or complex forms of antonymous pairs as they already know the opposite
dimensions and unmarked forms may be inferred from contextual information or
other spatial forms as well. The communicative factor is also dominant in the case
of direction. It is unclear, however, why there is an opposite order in the case of
deictic adverbs: the cognitively simple or unmarked form (hier 'here') is acquired
before the more complex or marked form (daar 'there'). Finally, the acquisition
order of generally applicable deictic verbs before more specified verbs has its
origins in the cognitive complexity factor.

In addition to its influence on the way in which the topological system is

expressed, SL influence manifests itself in the encoding of spatial information in
different components of the TL system (e.g., prepositions, adverbs, or verbs). SL-
related differences  in the expression of the three spatial domains in L2 Dutch are

presented in Table 9.3.

Table 9.3  SL-related dijferences in the expression of the three spatial domains

Moroccan learners of Dutch Turkish learners of Dutch

location more (experimental) topological devices more deictic adverbs
subspaces: adverb + locative PP subspaces: adverb + bound suffix

direction overgeneralization of prepositions more zero markings + more particles
more experimental prepositions frequent nonuse of prepositions
directional markers + locative forms overgeneralization of postpositions

motion satellites verb-based forms

Two main patterns can be distinguished at this point. First, as Turkish is a verb-
framed language, Turkish learners start with verb-based forms for expressing
motion events in Dutch. Moroccan Arabic is a mixed-type language and Moroccan
learners use the SL structure, as is confirmed by the L2 input. They start with
satellites for expressing motion events in L2 Dutch. Second, spatial markings of
NPs are always postpositioned in Turkish and prepositioned in Moroccan Arabic.
The Moroccan learners have amarked preference for usingprepositions in referring
to location and direction, whereas the Turkish learners often leave the spatial
relation implicit and, to a greater extent, make use of adverbs and postpositions.
Both patterns can be related to Slobin's finding (1993) that language-specific

patterns acquired in childhood which are exceptionally resistant in second language
acquisition are often related to grammatical categories that have no direct reflection
in one's perceptual, sensorimotor, and practical dealings with the world. For
instance, there is nothing in everyday sensorimotor interactions which changes

when one describes a motion event like de man rende het huis uit ('the man ran

out of the house') or l'homme sortit de la maison en courant ('the man exited the
house running'). According to Slobin, such distinctions can only be learned through
language and they have no other use except to be expressed in language.
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The  structure  of TL Dutch takes particular effect in locative forms which
are also used for expressing directional relations (e.g., boven 'above' instead of
naar boven 'up'). This phenomenon was observed for spatial deixis, for enclosure,and for the three dimensional axes. The fact that morphologically simple forms
are learned before the more complex forms and the fact that morphologically
simple forms assume the function of the more complex forms can be recovered
from the internal TL structure, directional devices being more complex than
locative devices in Dutch. Furthermore, TL influence manifests itself in the late
acquisition of additional dimensional adverbs and expressions of complex spatial
relations.

In adult language acquisition, the communicative factor is decisive at the
global level of spatial reference. Adult learners refer to all three spatial domains
(location, direction, and motion) from the very beginning. On the local level or
within spatial subsystems, the three main factors investigated in this study interact
in different  ways. In child language acquisition, cognition and the structure  of the
TL are the interrelated determining factors. In adult language acquisition, these
two factors also play a role. However, the influence of the communicative factor
and source language are of greater importance.

9.4 Theoretical and practical implications

This cross-linguistic and longitudinal study of spatial reference in adult language
acquisition has a number of limitations which, at the same time, provide directions
for future research. First, the study has made clear that it is necessary to vary not
only the  L2s  in play but also the L l s in order to trace the two linguistic subfactors
(SL and TL) from which specific patterns of acquisition originate. It was found
that research into the acquisition of two TLs (French and Dutch) by learners of
one SL (Moroccan Arabic), such as undertaken by Perdue & Schenning (1996),
does not provide a complete picture. Similarly, the present study on one TL
(Dutch) by learners from two SLs (Moroccan Arabic and Turkish) may overlook
acquisitional aspects. The design of the European Science Foundation project
enables further cross-linguistic comparisons and it would be interesting to compare
Moroccan learners of L2 French more systematically with Fatima and Mohamed,
and Turkish learners acquiring L2 German with Ergon and Mahmut. Another
limitation is that more needs to be known about the point at which the learners
fully master all semantic and pragmatic details of the spatial linguistic means. For
instance, inherent properties  of the object referred to (e.g., a car with an intrinsic
front and back) and the viewpoint play a decisive role in the appropriate use of
the transversal elements 'in front of and 'behind.' Such acquisitional aspects are
given very little attention in this study and will have to be investigated in more
detail in order to gain a more complete picture. A third restriction is that none of
the learners in this study was anywhere near near-native competence at the end
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of the data collection period. As a consequence, it could not be determined at which
point all details of a specific spatial expression are acquired. Advanced L2 Dutch
learners have to be investigated. Such a study should take place from a discourse-
oriented perspective, as advanced L2 learners who have a thorough command of
specific linguistic devices used for expressing spatial relations in the target language
often lag behind in organizing spatial information at the discourse level (cf. Carroll
1996). Furthermore, the present study raises questions about the frequent absence
of relatum NPs in spatial expressions of Turkish L2 Dutch learners. This
acquisitional aspect also requires a more in-depth analysis on the discourse level.
As the manner in which the relatum is expressed is hardly dealt with in grammars
and textbooks, it should be investigated whether it is a Turkish strategy to leave
out the relatum NP in spatial expressions.

A conspicuous outcome of this study was the clear internal order of
acquisition within spatial subsystems. It cannot be easily explained, however, why
the cognitively simple form is acquired before the more complex form in the case
of deictic adverbs and why marked forms are acquired before unmarked forms  in
the case of deictic verbs, enclosure devices, and dimensional axes. These findings
are based on spontaneous language data and an alternative perspective would be
to formulate definitive hypotheses on the acquisition of the opposite terms of
antonymous pairs. Subsequently, experimental tasks could be constructed which
might aid in developing theories on the acquisition of contrastive pairs in adult

language acquisition.
A final point which should be emphasized is that this study has shown that

the learner's spatial reference task is different and more complex than often
imagined. For instance, it makes clear that the learner has internalized SL structures
which cannot be directly projected on the TL. The adult learners investigated in
this study can be credited for the way in which they have succeeded in referring
to space after a two-and-a-halfyearperiod oflanguage acquisition. Without explicit
teaching, they have learned a great deal about how to talk about space. In addition,
this study may provide teachers with insights into the complexity of the referential
domain of space, and provide them with an understanding of general factors
influencing the second language acquisition process. However, teachers have to
look at L2 acquisition processes from a different perspective. It is their task to
diagnose 'mistakes'  in the language use of students and to decide whether some-
thing has to be done about these 'mistakes' in the educational practice. In order
to be able to make such decisions, a teacher first has to understand the observed

patterns. Explanations can be sought in at least three fields: in the TL, in the
student's SL, or in the L2 educational practice in which the student is a participant.
Factors which may help in understanding a learner's achievement can often not
themselves be influenced (for instance, the student's SL). The L2 educational
practice can only try to support and quicken the natural acquisition order of the
TL or to restrict the influence of the SL. In addition, the L2 educational practice
offers new departure points for explaining learner data as it asks different questions
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about teaching methods and exercises used: (1) to what extent are natural orders
of acquisition fit in with? (2) is what is going wrong being dealt with in L2
lessons? (3) how is it dealt with? and (4) is enough time provided for practice?
(cf. Schenning 1996). L2 teachers have to know about the general factors influenc-
ing L2 acquisition processes, but they have to account for 'mistakes' mainly on
the basis of the contents of their own lessons. The ultimately mistakes targeted for
remedy will depend on the need of the students and the goals ofthe program. Other
criteria which may be used are: (1) does the 'mistake' upset the interaction? (2)
does the mistake brand the speaker? (3) is it a frequent mistake? or (4) does the
item also occur correctly? (see Schouten-van Parreren 1992). All in all, both L2
learners and L2 teachers have a difficult task to accomplish.
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Nederlandse samenvatting

In dit proefschrift Learning to talk about space worden de verbale middelen
onderzocht die volwassen leerders van een tweede taal verwerven om mimtelijke
concepten tot uitdrukking te brengen. Deze ruimtelijke middelen worden onderzocht
om de mogelijke invloed van drie algemene factoren op het tweede-

taalverwervingsproces van volwassenen te bepalen: (1) de linguistische achtergrond
ofwel de rol van de eigenschappen van de moedertaal van de volwassen tweede-
taalleerder en die van de te leren taal; (2) de communicatieve logica die ertoe leidt
dat die verbale middelen het eerst verworven worden die essentieel zijn om als
tweede-taalleerder anderen te begrijpen en zelf begrepen te worden; en (3) de
cognitieve complexiteit van ruimtelijke relaties die uitgedrukt moeten worden in
de tweede taal.

De spontane taaldata die in deze studie gebruikt worden zijn afkomstig
van het European Science Foundation Project 'Tweede-taalverwerving door
volwassen immigranten' en maken een longitudinale en een cross-linguYstische
vergelijking mogelijk. De verwerving van het Nederlands door twee Marokkaanse
volwassen leerders (Fatima en Mohamed) en twee Turkse volwassen leerders

(Ergan en Mahmut) wordt over een periode van 214 jaar met elkaar vergeleken.
Alhoewel er een verschuiving is opgetreden in de samenstelling van groepen
nieuwkomers in Nederland, behoren Marokkanen en Turken nog steeds tot de

belangrijkste groepen nieuwkomers. De onderzochte Marokkaanse en Turkse
volwassenen verwerven het Nederlands spontaan in interactie met moedertaal-

sprekers van het Nederlands zonder dat zij lessen Nederlands als tweede taal

volgen. Het bestuderen van zulke natuurlijke verwervingsprocessen heeft als doel
inzicht te krijgen in algemene factoren die de verwerving van een tweede taal
kunnen beYnvloeden. Als deze factoren eenmaal vastgesteld zijn, kunnen ze van
nut zijn in het tweede-taalonderwijs; ze kunnen docenten meer inzicht geven in

het verwervingsproces van hun cursisten. De twee algemene vragen die in dit proef-
schrift behandeld worden zijn:

(1) Welke ruimtelijke concepten worden aanvankelijk met welke verbale
middelen uitgedrukt door volwassen tweede-taalleerders van het Nederlands
en hoe wordt de set van verbale middelen in de loop van de tijd
uitgebreid?

(2)  Hoe verklaren linguYstische factoren (de moedertaal, het Marokkaans-
Arabisch ofhet Turks, en de tweede taal, het Nederlands), communicatieve
factoren en cognitieve factoren de patronen van ruimtelijke verwijzing die
in het verwervingsproces van volwassen tweede-taalleerders van het
Nederlands optreden?

Ruimte is een geschikte categorie om de invloed van linguistische, communicatieve
en cognitieve factoren op het tweede-taalverwervingsproces te achterhalen.
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Ruimtelijke concepten spelen in alle talen een belangrijke rol en moeten vanaf het
allereerste begin tot uitdrukking gebracht worden. Leerders moeten voortdurend
de plaats van objecten aangeven (bijvoorbeeld: de stoel smat op de ta/ l of de stoel
staat onder de tafer) of beschrijven hoe een persoon zich van de ene plaats naar
de andere plaats begeeft (bijvoorbeeld: ik wandel naar huis of ik ren naar schooD.
Bij kinderen gaan de verwerving van specifieke ruimtelijke middelen (bijvoorbeeld:
op versus onder en wandelen versus ren,ten) en de cognitieve categorieen die
hieraan ten grondslag liggen hand in hand. Tweede-taalleerders beschikken al over
een linguistisch en conceptueel systeem voor ruimte in hun moedertaal en ze
worden in de nieuwe taal al snel geconfronteerd met communicatieve situaties die
veel van hen eisen. De verwachting is dan ook dat linguYstische, communicatieve
en cognitieve factoren minstens voor een deel een andere rol spelen in
kindertaalverwerving dan in het verwervingsproces van volwassen taalleerders.
Daarbij moet opgemerkt worden dat talen verschillen in de manier waarop ze
ruimtelijke relaties tot uitdrukking brengen. De ruimtelijke informatie kan in
verschillende delen van een zin ondergebracht worden (bijvoorbeeld: in voorzetsels,
bijwoorden ofwerkwoorden). Met name voor het uitdrukken van beweging bestaan
er grote verschillen tussen talen (zie Talmy 1985, 1991). In het Nederlands zeg
je bijvoorbeeld: de man rende het huis uit.  In  het Frans  wordt dit: l'homme sortit

de la maison en courant 'de man verliet het huis rennend'. In de Nederlandse zin
wordt de kern van de beweging, het richtingselement, uitgedrukt door middel van
uit en de beweging zit in het werkwoord besloten (rennen); in de Franse zin zit
richting besloten in de werkwoordsvorm (sortiO en wordt de manier van voortbewe-
gen door een ander zinsdeel tot uitdrukking gebracht (en couranO. De talen die
in dit proefschrift bestudeerd worden, vertonen duidelijk variatie op dit punt. In
het Nederlands wordt richting door niet-werkwoordelijke middelen uitgedrukt, het
Turks drukt het richtingselement in de werkwoordsvorm uit en in het Marokkaans-
Arabisch kan op beide manieren naar richting verwezen worden.

In de cross-linguistische context van het European Science Foundation
(ESF) Project zijn verschillende andere longitudinale studies naar ruimtelijke
verwijzing uitgevoerd. Edn van de belangrijkste algemene uitkomsten daarbij was
dat volwassen tweede-taalleerders met een bepaald soort taal beginnen, de
zogenaamde basisleerdersvarieteit, waarin een beperkte set ruimtelijke middelen
aanwezig is (Perdue 1993b, Klein & Perdue 1997). De bevinding was dat er in
deze basisvarieteit nauwelijks sprake van invloed van de moedertaal  of de tweede
taal is en dat de communicatieve factor doorslaggevend is. De invloed van de
cognitieve factor is in mindere mate onderzocht. Deze uitkomsten zijn vooral geba-
seerd op verwervingspatronen van tweede-taalleerders van het Engels, Frans en
Duits. In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht of tweede-taalleerders van het
Nederlands een initieel communicatief systeem van ruimtelijke aard verwerven.
Daarnaast wordt onderzocht in hoeverre de leerders over dit basissysteem heen gaan
of op dat niveau blijven steken. Het ruimtelijke basissysteem en de mogelijke
uitbreidingen ervan worden onderzocht door een reeks van middelen voor ruimtelij-
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ke verwijzing in de spraak van de vier informanten te analyseren. De volgende
categorieen zijn hierbij onderscheiden: deiktische bijwoorden (hier, daar), richting-
aanduiders (bijvoorbeeld: naar, van en uiO, werkwoorden van plaats en beweging
(bijvoorbeeld: zitten, liggen, staan en komen, gaan, lopen), topologische middelen
(bijvoorbeeld: in, op, bil en tussen) en dimensionele middelen (bijvoorbeeld: voor,
achter, links, rechts, boven en onder). Behalve de aanwezigheid van deze expliciete
ruimtelijke middelen in de spraak van de vier informanten is de samenhang tussen
middelen die plaats, richting en beweging uitdrukken onderzocht, zowel op zins-
als op tekstniveau. Daarnaast is onderzocht op welke manier een tweede-taalleerder
naar ruimte verwijst als hij/zij de juiste middelen hiervoor nog niet tot zijn/haar

beschikking heeft. In de analyses ligt het accent op verwervingsvolgordes, zowel
op verwervingsvolgordes tussen ruimtelijke middelen van verschillende aard
(bijvoorbeeld: richting v66r plaats) als op interne verwervingsvolgordes van speci-
fieke groepen van ruimtelijke middelen (bijvoorbeeld: het deiktische bijwoord hier
v66r het deiktische bijwoord dam:".

De vier informanten hebben gedurende een periode van 2'/2 jaar ongeveer
maandelijks aan allerlei activiteiten deelgenomen waarvan audio- en/of video-

opnamen en vervolgens transcripten zijn gemaakt. Bij de eerste opname waren alle
vier de informanten echte beginners. In totaal hebben drie gelijke cycli (cyclus  1,
2 en 3) van ieder negen opnamen (sessie 1 t/m 9) plaatsgevonden. Het gaat om
activiteiten die representatief zijn voor het taalgebruik van tweede-taalleerders in
de dagelijkse omgang met Nederlanders in hun directe omgeving. De data maken
een goede vergelijking tussen de leerders mogelijk. Voor dit proefschrift zijn de
beschikbare data op twee verschillende manieren geanalyseerd. Ten eerste zijn
concordanties gebruikt om informatie te verzamelen over het hele databestand.
Daarnaast is een meer diepgaande, tekstuele analyse uitgevoerd op basis van

specifieke delen van de dataverzameling.

Hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift vormt de inleiding op het onderzoek, waarin ook
wordt ingegaan op resultaten van eerste- en tweede-taalstudies naar de verwerving
van ruimtelijke verwijzing. Algemene ontwikkelingen worden beschreven en
bediscussieerd in termen van universele versus taalspecifieke verwervingspatronen
en ze worden tevens aan linguistische, communicatieve en cognitieve factoren

gerelateerd. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt het analysekader van het onderzoek

gepresenteerd. Met behulp van dit kader worden de resultaten van eerdere studies
naar ruimtelijke verwijzing door volwassen tweede-taalleerders nader uitgewerkt
en gerelateerd aan de drie factoren die in dit proefschrift centraal staan. Hoofdstuk
3 geeft een uitgebreide beschrijving van de manier waarop ruimtelijke concepten
in het Nederlands, Marokkaans-Arabisch en Turks tot uitdrukking worden gebracht.
Deze beschrijvingen zijn essentieel om de invloed van de drie factoren te kunnen

bepalen. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de opzet van het onderzoek besproken. Allereerst
worden de twee onderzoeksvragen nader uitgewerkt. Vervolgens worden de
specifieke kenmerken van de vier informanten besproken. Verder worden in
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hoofdstuk 4 de procedures beschreven waarmee de gegevens verzameld en
geanalyseerd zijn en wordt een indruk gegeven van de omvang van het databestand.
In de volgende hoofdstukken worden de resultaten gepresenteerd. Op basis van
de data van cyclus 1 wordt in hoofdstuk 5 beschreven hoe de leerders in het
beginstadium van hun verwervingsproces naar ruimte verwijzen. Deze beschrij-
vingen zijn gebruikt om een ruimtelijk basissysteem te definieren dat de vier
leerders gemeenschappelijk hebben. In hoofdstuk 6 wordt op basis van de data van
cyclus 1,2 en 3 beschreven hoe de ruimtelijke concepten en verbale middelen om
ze tot uitdrukking te brengen uitgebreid worden in latere stadia van het
verwervingsproces.  In dit hoofdstuk worden verwervingspatronen beschreven voor
deiktische bijwoorden, richtingaanduiders en werkwoorden van plaats en beweging.
In hoofdstuk 7 en 8 worden de ontwikkelingspatronen voor twee specifieke
domeinen beschreven: topologische en dimensionele relaties. In hoofdstuk 9 wordt
een samenvatting gegeven van de manier waarop het ruimtelijke basissysteem is
samengesteld en hoe het na verloop van tijd door de leerders wordt uitgebreid
(onderzoeksvraag 1). Daarbij komt de rol van de linguistische, communicatieve
en cognitieve factoren aan de orde (onderzoeksvraag 2). Tot slot wordt ingegaan
op theoretische en praktische gevolgen voor toekomstig onderzoek. De belangrijkste
bevindingen uit het onderzoek worden hieronder besproken.

Het ruimtelijke basissysteem
Als 66n van de belangrijkste uitkomsten van het ESF-project is genoemd dat
volwassen tweede-taalleerders aanvankelijk een bepaald soort taal
gemeenschappelijk hebben: de basisleerdersvarieteit. Perdue (1993b) en Klein &
Perdue (1997) hebben geconstateerd dat in deze basisvarieteit meer middelen
aanwezig zijn voor het uitdrukken van beweging en richting dan voor plaats en
dat er meer middelen aanwezig zijn voor het uitdrukken van topologische relaties
van plaats dan voor dimensionele relaties van plaats. Verder stellen ze vast dat er
nauwelijks sprake van invloed van de moedertaal of de tweede taal is en dat de
communicatieve factor de doorslaggevende factor is. In dit onderzoek is een
ruimtelijk basissysteem gedefinieerd dat de vier tweede-taalleerders van het
Nederlands in de beginstadia van hun verwervingsproces gemeenschappelijkhebben. Het idee van dit ruimtelijke basissysteem is afgeleid van de
basisleerdersvarieteit van Perdue en Klein. Het ruimtelijke basissysteem isgedefinieerd in termen van overeenkomsten in ruimtelijke verwijzing tussen de
leerders in de eerdere stadia van hun verwervingsproces. De middelen die het
ruimtelijke basissysteem in het Nederlands als tweede taal vormen, worden in de
onderstaande tabel gepresenteerd.
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Tabel 1 Het ruimtelijke basissysteem in het Nederlands als tweede taal (<=eerder
venvorven dan)

ruimtelijke domeinen ruimtelijke middelen ruimtelijke uitdrukkingen

plaats deiktische bijwoorden hier < daar

topologische middelen
- algemene aanduiding van 'plaats'        in
- binnen/buiten buiten < binnen

dimensionele middelen
-   verticale as boven

laterate as links, rechts

-   transversale as achter

richting partikels terug, weg

beweging deiktische werkwoorden komen < gaan

Het ruimtelijke basissysteem bestaat uit verschillende linguistische middelen

(bijvoorbeeld: bijwoorden, partikels en werkwoorden) om plaats (topologische en
dimensionele relaties), richting en beweging tot uitdrukking te brengen. In
tegenstelling tot bevindingen van Perdue (1993b) en Klein & Perdue (1997) en

bevindingen van kindertaalstudies, is er geen specifieke verwervingsvolgorde tussen

de drie ruimtelijke domeinen geconstateerd. Volwassen tweede-taalleerders van

het Nederlands verwijzen naar plaats (topologische en dimensionele relaties),

richting en beweging vanaf het allereerste begin op een impliciete manier

(bijvoorbeeld: door middel van gebaren) of op een expliciete manier.
Het feit dat alle vier de leerders vanaf het allereerste begin naar de drie

ruimtelijke domeinen verwijzen wordt door de communicatieve factor bepaald. In
interacties met moedertaalsprekers moeten volwassen leerders naar al deze

ruimtelijke relaties verwijzen en dit doen ze dan ook vanaf het allereerste begin
door impliciete en expliciete middelen. Op het niveau van ruimtelijke middelen

speelt de cognitieve factor een rol. Voor de deiktische bijwoorden geldt dat de
cognitief eenvoudiger vorm hier (in de nabijheid van de spreker) verworven wordt
v66r de meer complexe vorm daar (niet in de nabijheid van de spreker). De
cognitieve factor bepaalt ook dat binnen het topologische systeem allereerst een

neutraal middel (in) verschijnt dat door de leerders in allerlei contexten gebruikt
wordt om naar 'plaats' in het algemeen te verwijzen. Linguistische middelen voor
meer complexe topologische relaties (bijvoorbeeld: tussen dat meestal met twee
zelfstandige naamwoorden gecombineerd moet worden: tussen het huis en de

school) zijn pas veel later aanwezig. In de interne verwervingsvolgorde van de
deiktische werkwoorden (komen v66r gaan) wint de communicatieve factor het
van de cognitieve factor. De meer gemarkeerde of complexe vorm komen wordt
eerst verworven, omdat de betekenis van het meer neutrale werkwoord gaan vaak
uit de context afgeleid kan worden. Het feit dat de communicatieve factor het wint
van de cognitieve factor is ook een verklaring voor de vroege verwerving van
linguistische middelen om de complexe dimensionele relaties tot uitdrukking te
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brengen. De vroege verwerving van de dimensionele relaties kan daarnaast
verklaard worden door het feit dat deze middelen in de drie talen (het Marokkaans-
Arabisch, het Turks en het Nederlands) op ongeveer dezelfde wijze tot uitdrukking
gebracht worden. De leerders kunnen de dimensionele middelen vanuit hun
moedertaal  min  of meer rechtstreeks projecteren  op het Nederlands. Dit laatste geldtook voor de topologische middelen binnen en buiten. Daarnaast wint ook in dit
paar de communicatieve factor het weer van de cognitieve factor: volwassen
leerders beginnen met de meer gemarkeerde vorm (buiten), omdat de
ongemarkeerde vorm (binnen) ook van de context of andere ruimtelijke vormen
(bijvoorbeeld: in) afgeleid kan worden. Deze interne verwervingsvolgordes zijn
tegengesteld aan de geobserveerde volgordes in kindertaalverwervingsstudies
(bijvoorbeeld: Clark 1973). Kinderen verwerven  de meer ongemarkeerde  vorm
eerst.

In tegenstelling tot de studies van Perdue (1993b) en Klein & Perdue
(1997) zijn voorts in het ruimtelijke basissysteem van het Nederlands als tweede
taal duidelijk sporen van moedertaalinvloed gevonden. E6n voorbeeld hiervan is
dat de Marokkaanse leerders vaker topologische relaties tot uitdrukking brengen
dan de Turkse leerders. Het Marokkaans-Arabisch heeft net als het Nederlands een
uitgebreid systeem voor topologische relaties ('in', 'op', 'aan', 'tegen', 'bij',
enzovoort). Het Turks daarentegen heeft 66n algemene vorm om deze verschillende
relaties tot uitdrukking te brengen. Kortom: verschillen in verwerving als gevolg
van verschillen in moedertaal doen zich vanaf het allereerste begin in het
verwervingsproces voor.

De uitbreiding van het ruimtelijke basissysteem
Ontwikkelingspatronen in de manier waarop ruimtelijke relaties worden uitgedrukt,
maken duidelijk dat impliciete manieren om naar ruimte te verwijzen
langzamerhand vervangen worden door meer specifieke ruimtelijke middelen. De
vier leerders breiden hun ruimtelijke basissysteem echter niet in dezelfde mate uit.
Het feit dat het ruimtelijke basissysteem een mogelijk fossilisatiepunt is (Perdue
1993b, Klein & Perdue 1997) wordt duidelijk weerspiegeld  in  de  data  van  deMarokkaanse informant Fatima. In haar spraak zijn slechts kleine uitbreidingenvan het basissysteem te zien. Mohamed is de enige informant die na 2 2 jaar
taalverwerving een complete set topologische middelen tot zijn beschikking heeft.
Hij beschikt uiteindelijk ook over de meest uitgebreide set middelen om naar de
drie dimensionele assen te verwijzen. Aan het eind is er weinig verschil in niveau
met betrekking tot de verwerving van ruimtelijke middelen tussen de Turkse
informanten Ergun en Mahmut.

Het basissysteem voor topologische relaties wordt langzaam uitgebreid door
de vier leerders van het Nederlands. In plaats van de vorm in die aanvankelijk voorallerlei plaatsaanduidingen gebruikt wordt, verschijnen meer specifieke vormen
(bijvoorbeeld: op, aan, tegen, bo). Er zon echter ook vormen waarvoor nog
nauwelijks ontwikkeling kan worden geconstateerd. Een voorbeeld is de complexe
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vorm tussen. De successieve verwerving van linguIstische middelen om topolo-
gische relaties tot uitdrukking te brengen wordt bepaald door de cognitieve factor

en komt overeen met verwervingsvolgordes gevonden in kindertaalstudies (zie

bijvoorbeeld: Johnston & Slobin 1979). Daarnaast kunnen met uitzondering van
binnen/buiten de topologische systemen van de twee moedertalen niet rechtstreeks

geprojecteerd worden op het Nederlands. Voor elke nieuwe vorm moet de leerder

eerst de specifieke betekenis definieren. De analyses maken dan ook duidelijk dat
na 2V2 jaar taalverwerving het topologische systeem nog steeds niet de vorm van

de doeltaal aangenomen heeft.
Ook het dimensionele systeem breidt zich op verschillende manieren uit.

Allereerst verschijnen ongemarkeerde vormen om de tegengestelde dimensies van

'boven' en 'achter' (zie tabel 1) tot uitdrukking te brengen. Net als bij de paren

komen-gaan en binnen-buiten wint de communicatieve factor het van de cognitieve
factor. Verwijzing naar 'voor' en 'beneden' is de ongemarkeerde optie: 'voor' of
'beneden' wordt automatisch bedoeld als er geen expliciete verwijzing naar de
transversale ofverticale as gemaakt wordt. De volgorde van achterv66r voor wordt

nog versterkt door het feit dat de vorm voor ook veelvuldig in niet-ruimtelijke
contexten gebruikt wordt in het Nederlands (het is tien voor twaa(f of ik heb een
boodschap voor hem). De afwezigheid van een interne verwervingsvolgorde voor
de laterale as kan gerelateerd worden aan het feit dat er geen duidelijke argumenten
gevonden kunnen worden om links of rechts als gemarkeerd of ongemarkeerd  te

bestempelen. Daarnaast worden meer complexe vormen verworven om naar de drie

assen te verwijzen (omhoog, achteruit, enzovoort), waarin ook de gemarkeerde

vormen eerst verschijnen (achteruit v66r vooruit). Verder verschijnen er meer
complexe aanduidingen als boven in de li# en bovenin om naar de dimensionele
relaties te verwijzen.

De set van partikels (terug/weg) voor verwijzing naar richting in het
ruimtelijke basissysteem wordt uitgebreid met voor- en achterzetsels (naar, uit,

van). De totale ruimtelijke set werkwoorden wordt uitgebreid met niet-deiktische
werkwoorden met betrekking tot instrument (bijvoorbeeld: lopen, rO'den,fietsen)
enrichting (bijvoorbeeld: vaUen). De set werkwoorden is na 214 jaar taalverwerving
echter zeer klein. Het feit dat algemeen toepasbare werkwoorden (komen/gaan)

eerst verworven worden heeft zijn oorsprong in de factor van cognitieve
complexiteit. Vergelijkbare patronen zijn onder meer door Clark (1978) voor
kindertaalverwerving gevonden.

Ontwikkelingspatronen in de manier waarop het ruimtelijke basissysteem

uitgebreid wordt, maken duidelijk dat de invloed van de moedertaal alleen maar

groter wordt. De moedertaalinvloed manifesteert zich onder meer in de manier

waarop de drie domeinen (plaats, richting, beweging) tot uitdrukking worden

gebracht en de specifieke woordsoorten die de leerders hierbij gebruiken. Het feit
dat bijvoorbeeld richting in het Nederlands buiten het werkwoord wordt uitgedrukt,
in het Turks door een werkwoordsvorm en het Marokkaans-Arabisch beide

mogelijkheden heeft, laat duidelijk zijn sporen na. De Turkse leerders verlaten zich
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op werkwoordsvormen in het Nederlands en Marokkaanse leerders gebruiken destructuur die ze in de te leren taal bevestigd zien. Marokkaanse leerders van het
Frans gebruiken werkwoordsvormen (Perdue & Schenning 1996) en Marokkaanse
leerders van het Nederlands gebruiken niet-werkwoordelijke middelen om richtinguit te drukken.

De invloed van het Nederlands als doeltaal is met name te zien in
plaatsaanduidingen die ook voor richting gebruikt worden (boven in plaats van naar
boven). Dit patroon doet zich voor bij de deiktische bijwoorden, bij binnen/buiten
en bij vormen voor de drie dimensionele assen. Het feit dat morfologisch
eenvoudige vormen (onder) verworven worden v66r meer complexe vormen (naar
onderen) en het feit dat morfologisch eenvoudige vormen de functie vervullen van
meer complexe vormen kunnen afgeleid worden van de interne structuur van het
Nederlands. In het Nederlands zijn middelen voor richting complexer dan middelen
voor plaats.

Algemene conclusies
In volwassen tweede-taalverwerving is de communicatieve factor de meest
bepalende factor op het globale niveau van ruimtelijke verwijzing. In interacties
met moedertaalsprekers moeten volwassen leerders naar alle drie de ruimtelijkedomeinen (plaats, richting, beweging) verwijzen  en  dit doen ze dan ook vanaf het
allereerste begin.  Op het lokale niveau  of het niveau  van de ruimtelijke middelen
vindt er op verschillende manieren interactie tussen de drie onderzochte factoren
plaats. Bij de verwerving van de tegengestelde paren van de verticale en
transversale as wint de communicatieve factor het bijvoorbeeld van de cognitieve
factor. Bij de successieve verwerving van topologische relaties speelt bijvoorbeeldde cognitieve factor een rol en het feit dat topologische relaties vanuit de
moedertaal niet rechtstreeks op het Nederlands geprojecteerd kunnen worden. In
kindertaalverwerving hangen cognitie en de structuur van de te leren taal nauw
met elkaar samen. In volwassen tweede-taalverwerving spelen deze twee factoren
ook een rol, maar de invloed van de communicatieve factor en de moedertaal zijnvan groter belang.

Theoretische en praktische implicaties
Deze cross-linguistische, longitudinale studie naar ruimtelijke verwijzing involwassen tweede-taalverwerving heeft een aantal beperkingen die tegelijkertijd
mogelijke richtingen voor toekomstig onderzoek aangeven. E6n van de beperkingenis dat de leerders na 21/2 jaar taalverwerving nog lang niet het niveau van
moedertaalsprekers van het Nederlands bereikt hebben. Als gevolg hiervan kan niet
bepaald worden op welk moment alle details van specifieke ruimtelijkeuitdrukkingen verworven zijn. De spraak van gevorderde tweede-taalleerders van
het Nederlands zou hiervoor onderzocht moeten worden. Dergelijk onderzoek zou
een tekstueel perspectief moeten hebben, omdat gevorderde leerders vaak wel alle
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middelen beheersen die voor ruimtelijke verwijzing in de tweede taal aanwezig

zijn, maar deze op tekstueel niveau nog niet goed 1<unnen toepassen (Carroll 1996).
Een opvallend resultaat van dit proefschrift zijn de duidelijke

verwervingsvolgordes op het niveau van ruimtelijke middelen. Het is echter niet

duidelijk waarom bij deiktische bijwoorden de cognitief eenvoudigere vorm eerst

verworven wordt en waarom de cognitiefcomplexere vormen het eerst verworven

worden bij deiktische werkwoorden, binnen/buiten en de drie dimensionele assen.

Deze bevindingen zijn op spontane taaldata gebaseerd en als volgende stap zouden

gerichte hypothesen met betrekking tot de verwerving van tegengestelde termen

van contrastieve paren geformuleerd kunnen worden. Vervolgens zouden

experimentele taken geconstrueerd kunnen worden die tot een stap vooruit kunnen

leiden in theorievorming over de verwerving van contrastieve paren in volwassen

tweede-taalverwerving.
Dit proefschrift laat zien dat de taak van de tweede-taalleerder om naar

ruimte te verwijzen anders en complexer is dan vaak gedacht wordt. Het is

bijvoorbeeld duidelijk geworden dat de leerders vergezeld gaan van
moedertaalstructuren die niet direct op het Nederlands geprojecteerd kunnen

worden. In feite verdienen de volwassen leerders die in dit onderzoek centraal staan

een compliment voor de wijze waarin ze erin slagen om na 2'/2 jaar taalverwerving
naar ruimte te verwijzen. Daarnaast kan dit onderzoek naar de natuurlijke

verwerving van ruimtelijke verwijzing docenten inzicht geven in de complexiteit
van het ruimtelijke domein en ze meer leren over algemene factoren die het

tweede-taalverwervingsproces kunnenb€fnvloeden. Docentenmoeten echtervanuit

eenanderperspectiefnaartweede-taalverwervingsprocessen kijken. Het ishuntaak

'fouten' te diagnostiseren in het taalgebruik van hun cursisten en om te bepalen

of iets aan deze ' fouten' gedaan moet worden in de lespraktijk. Op dat aspect wordt

in het afsluitende deel van hoofdstuk 9 ingegaan en dat maakt duidelijk dat tweede-

taaldocenten net als tweede-taalleerders een zware taak te vervullen hebben.
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